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PREFACE

The text of the Sambandha-vartika that is printed

here is based on the Anandasrama Edition, Series No. 6,

which contains also Anandagiri’s gloss, Sastraprakcisikd.

It has been compared with the text that is to be found

in one of the manuscript commentaries studied in

connection with the present work, namely the Aranya-

vrttisambandhokti . In the other two commentaries only

isolated words and phrases of the text are employed for

the purpose of identifying the context of the comments.

In numbering the verses, two lines have been taken as a

unit, and the letters ‘ a ’ and * b ’ have been used to

indicate the first and the second line respectively of a

verse.

The English translation aims to be faithful to the

text. There is a translation of the Sambandha-vartika

by Sri S. Venkataramana Aiyar originally published in

The Pandit
,
and reprinted in 1905 by Messrs E. J.

Lazarus & Co., Banaras. Apart from a few footnotes,

this translation is not accompanied by any explanation.

•A Bengali translation of the first 331 verses alone, with

brief explanations, by Sri Dinesh Chandra Sastri was

published in 1950, at Calcutta.

The notes that are added to the translation of each

verse in the present edition are designed in such a way

as to constitute a commentary. Anandagiri’s Sastra-

prakaSika is closely followed here. Advantage has been

taken also of the unique explanations wherever offered

in the three manuscript commentaries, the Nyfiyatattva-

vivarana of Nrsimhaprajnayati, the Nyayakalpalatiku

of Anandapurna, and the Aranyavrtiisambandhokti.

Transliterated extracts from these commentaries have

been added to the notes, wherever they were found to

be specially useful.
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The text of Sankara’s Introduction, with an English

translation, is given in the Appendix. It is on this

Introduction that the Sambandha-vartika is based.

To the Vice-Chancellor and the Syndicate of the

University of Madras I am grateful for sanctioning the

publication of this book in the Philosophical Series of

the University. My thanks are due to the following

friends and colleagues who helped me in one way or

another in the preparation and publication of the

present work : Dr V. A. Devasenapathi, Sri G. Harihara

Sastri, Dr A. G. Krishna Warrier, Dr V. Raghavan,

Sri S. Subrahmanya Sastri, Sri P. K. Sundaram, and

Swami Swahananda. I am indebted also to the Curator

of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,

Madras, and to Sri Ramachandra Printing Works.

Madras
August 24, 1958

T. M. P. Mahadevan
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INTRODUCTION

The Sambandha-vartika is the introductory part of

Suresvara’s Brhadaranyakopanisad-bhdsya-vdrtika which
is a metrical commentary on Sankara’s Brhaddranyako-

panisad-bhdsya . The Brhaddranyakopanisad is so-called

because the Upanisad is great, both in extent and sense,

and was studied in the forests. It belongs to the Sukla-

yajurveda
, and is in two recensions—the Madhyandina

and the Kama
,

the difference between which is but

slight. Sankara’s bhdsya is on the Kama recension. The
Samhitd of the &uklayajurved

a

is called the Vdjasaneyi-

sambitd. The Brahmana of the same Veda is the &ata-

patha-brdhmana (consisting of one hundred chapters),

also known as the Vdjasaneyi-brdhmana . The Kama
recension of this Brdhmana is divided into seventeen

handas or books. It is the last book that constitutes the

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. The Upanisad consists of six

chapters (adhydyas), each of which is divided into

sections called brahmanas. Sankara’s commentary on the

Upanisad is an extensive one, although he modestly
calls it

£ a brief explanation’. Suresvara’s Vdrtika is also

long; its extent approximates to half the Rdmdyana. The
Sambandha-vdrtika which is the introductory part of it is

a little more than a tenth of the whole text.

The tradition about SureSvara is that he was known
as Mandana Misra, a doughty champion of Purva-

mlmamsa, before he was defeated by Sankara in a debate

and converted to the Advaita view and way of life, as a

consequence of which he became a sannydsin disciple of

Sankara and wrote several works expounding his

master’s philosophy. The traditional equation of
Mandana and SureSvara has now been questioned by
several scholars on the ground that Mandana, the author

of the Brahmasiddhi
, sponsors a type of Advaita which

is quite different from that of Sankara and SureSvara.



As against this veiw, some hold that Mandana was both

a Mimamsaka and an Advaitin, but an Advaitin of a

sort who differed from Sankara, and that when he was
converted by Sankara, he recanted not only the

Mlmamsa position but also his earlier view of Advaita.

But it is pertinent for us to note that even the scholars

who reject the Mandana-SureSvara equation do not dis-

pute that part of the tradition which believes that

Suresvara was once a hardened Mimamsaka, upholding

the supremacy of the way of works, and that he became
an Advaitin afterwards under the influence of Sankara.

All that we can authentically gather about the life of

Suresvara—and that amounts to pretty little—is that he

was a prominent disciple of Sankara, having been

converted by the great Acarya from his earlier affiliation

to Mlmamsa. He bore the name ‘Vissvarupa’ before his

conversion, and entered into the sannycisa a$rama with

the new name ‘Suresvara’ given by his master. By
virtue of the Vartikas he wrote, Suresvara is known as

the Vfirtikakfira in the Advaita tradition.

Besides the Vartika on the Brhadfiranyaka
,
Suresvara

wrote a Vartika on the Taittiriyopanisad-bhdsya
, and an

independent manual on Advaita with the title Naiskar-

mya-siddhL The Manasollasa
,
a metrical commentary on

Sankara’s Daksinamurti-stotra, and the Pancikarana -

vdrtika based on a prose work of Sankara’s named
Pancikarana, are also ascribed to Suresvara. There is a

commentary called Balakrida • on the Yajnavalkyasmrti

attributed to Visvarupa which was the purvUSrama name
of Suresvara.

•

The Brhadaranyakopanisad-bhasya-vartika seeks to

explain Sankara’s commentary on the Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad, and to defend it against its critics. Although
Suresvara follows Sankara closely and interprets him
faithfully, it does not mean that he does not differ from



his master on certain points of doctrine. These diffe-

rences, however, are of minor importance, and do not

amount to a divergence of philosophical view. The

title Vartika
,
thus, given to SureSvara’s work fits in quite

well. According to the definition found in Rajasekhara’s

Kdvyamimdmsa, Vartika is a work which examines what

is said, what is not said, and what is not well said in the

original text. There is a summary of Suresvara’s Vartika

on the Brhadaranyaka by Vidyaranya; this is called the

Vdrtika-sdrar.

The introductory portion of the Vartika which is

known as the Sambandha-vartika may well serve also as

an independent work onAdvaita. It is called Sambandha-

vartika because its purpose is to set forth the relation

between the two sections of the Veda relating, respec-

tively, to ritual {karma) and knowledge (jhana). Sures-

vara expounds Sankara’s view of the relation through a

criticism of the position taken by the Mimamsakas and

the other Vedantins.

The Mlmamsa view is that the entire Veda has

ritual action (karma) for its purport. The aim of the

Veda is to prescribe certain actions, and prohibit certain

others. Injunction or command (codanU) is the main

character of the Vedic texts. The end that is achieved

through the performance of the acts enjoined by the

Veda is prosperity (abhyudaya) here and in a hereafter.

But even release (nihsreyasa ,
moksa) is to be gained

through the Vedic rites alone. It is true that release

implies freedom from karma, both in the sense of action

and in the sense of the fruit of action consisting in merit

(punya) and demerit (papa). This, however, is to be

achieved by performing the duties ordained in the Veda.

There are various types of acts taught in the Veda. The

optional rites (kamya-karma) are those which one per-

forms for gaining finite ends including heaven (svarga).
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The prohibited acts (pratisiddha-karma) are those which

one must refrain from doing, as their performance would
result in the acquisition of demerit with its evil conse-

quences of suffering and hell. The obligatory (nitya)

and occasioned (naimittika) rites are those which one
ought to perform, as their non-performance would mean
demerit. Now, the seeker after release should keep away
from the optional rites and prohibited deeds; thereby he

does not acquire fresh merit and demerit. He should

perform, as long as he lives, the obligatory and occa-

sioned rites; thus he avoids demerit. And when the pre-

sent body falls on the exhaustion of the karma of which
it is an effect, one attains release. Thus, according to

the Mlmariisaka, karma is the sole means to moksa.

Like prosperity, he argues, release is wbat-is-to-be-

accomplished; and what-is-to-be-accomplished requires

action for its accomplishment. True, there are non-in-

junctive texts in the Veda; and the Vedanta texts such as

‘That thou art’ are non-injunctive. But those texts

have no independent purport; they should be treated as

eulogistic or condemnatory passages (arthavada), and
interpreted in association with an injunction. For ins-

tance, the Upanisad texts about the self or Brahman
should be regarded as eulogies of the eligible person for

a sacrifice.

The substance of the Advaitin’s reply to the

Mimamsaka is as follows: The eligibility for the

Vedanta study is quite different from that for the karma-

kanda; the fruit also is different. It is he who has renoun-

ced all attachment to works that is eligible to study the

Vedanta texts and profit thereby. The fruit of karma
is prosperity which is what-is-to-be-accomplished and
impermanent. The goal of Vedanta as taught in the

Upanisads is release (moksa) which is not what-is-accomp-

plished, but eternal. It is only figuratively stated that
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release is to be achieved. In truth, however, release is the

eternal nature of the self. What stands in the way of

realizing this is ignorance or nescience (ajnana ,
avidya).

When ignorance is removed through knowledge (jnana),

there is release. This is not a new acquisition; it is the

realization of what eternally is. Anything that is caused

by action is bound to perish. Through action one of

four results may be obtained: origination, attainment,

purification, and modification. Release is different from

these. The self which is of the nature of release is not

what is originated, attained, purified, or modified. The

Mlmaihsaka claims that release can be gained by avoid-

ing the optional and prohibited deeds and by performing

the obligatory and occasioned rites. Any performance

must lead to some positive result; so the obligatory

and occasioned rites must yield their fruit which, it must

be admitted, is merit. Even if we ignore this fact, the

discipline recommended by the Mimamsaka can at best

make us free from karma . But karma is the effect of

nescience
;
and with the destruction of the effect, the

cause is not destroyed. What can destroy nescience is

knowledge alone, and not works. As for what was said

that the Vedanta texts have no purport of their own,

and should be treated as arthavcida , that is not

sound. The Vedanta texts have their own fruit—and

that the highest, viz., release. While svarga which is

the ultimate fruit of ritual is an unseen one (adrsta),

the goal of Vedanta is a seen (drsta) fruit which can be

enjoyed even here. So, the Upanisad texts cannot be

regarded as eulogistic statements. They are capable

of causing the realization of the highest goal which

is moksa. Here, there is no need for an injunction of

karma, The merit of the Upanisads is that they do

not prescribe any action. Not only is action futile with

reference to release, but also it will be the cause of evil.



in so far as it will create obstacles in the way of release.

So, one who seeks release should renounce all action and

adopt the way of knowledge.

Some Vedantins sponsor what is known as samuc-

caya-vada. Their view is that release is to be attained

through a combination of works and knowledge. Here,

the term ‘knowledge’ does not mean the knowledge of

ritual and its accessories; this kind of knowledge must

necessarily be combined with ritual. But ‘knowledge’

here means knowledge of Atman or Brahman—that

which is the topic of the Upanisads. The samuccaya-

vadin holds that it is only by performing the Vedic sacri-

fices and by studying the Vedanta that release can be

gained. According to one school of samuccaya-vdda

known as prapancavilaya-vada, karma becomes auxiliary

for jnana through effecting the resolution of the world.

For instance, when one performs the jyotistoma sacrifice

as enjoined by the Vedic text ‘He who desires heaven

should perform the jyotistoma sacrifice’, the notion that

the body is the self gets resolved. Thus, all the injunc-

tions of the Veda are for making one eligible for self-

knowledge through the resolution of actions, etc.,

constituting the world. Another school of samuccaya-

vada called kamavilaya- or kamadhvamsa-vada would

explain the usefulness of karma thus: Karma is auxiliary

to jnana by resolving desires through enjoyment. The

Vedic injunctions prompt a man to perform the appro-

priate rituals. As a result of this performance he enjoys

the fruits that are the ends of those rituals. By thus

enjoying, the desire for such enjoyment is resolved; and

the man becomes fit for the path of jnana.

The Advaitin’s view is that there can be no combi-

nation of karma and jnana, as means to release. The

reason is that the content and fruit of the one are diffe-

rent from those of the other. The self which is the con-
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tent of jnftna is one, independent, and eternal, whereas

actions that constitute the theme of the karmct-Mnd

a

m *

are many, dependent on causal correlates, and jperishing.

The fruit of knowledge is release, while the enjoyments

that actions yield confirm the soul all the more in

samsara . Even Yeda-ordained rituals cannot help in

the manner conceived by the prapancavilaya-vadins and

the kamavilaya-vadins. Nowhere in the Veda is the

resolution of the world or of desirps taught as the fruit

of karma. Resolution which is of the nature of non-

existence cannot be the fruit of action. Moreover,

desire is not removed through enjoyment; on the

contrary, it increases.

The niyoga-vadin is one who believes that the aim of

the Veda is to teach what-is-to-be-done (niyoga ,
kdrya),

and not an existent entity such as the self or Brahman.

The assertive statements of the Veda, whether in the

karma-kclnda or in the jnana-kanda
, are not of primary

importance; what are primary are the injunctive texts.

Among the niyogavfidins , some are Mlmamsakas and the

others are Vedantins. According to the former, the

injunctive texts of the karma-kanda which prescribe the

performance of sacrifices are of primary import. Accor-

ding to the latter, the injunctions that are to be found

in the Upanisads, such as those relating to meditation,

etc., are of supreme significance.

The niyoga-vfidin, especially the Prabhakara, has a

special theory of language. Words, whether secular or

sacred, cannot function without niyoga. Let us analyse,

for instance, how a beginner, say a child, learns the

meaning of words. He observes a superior elder, say his

grandfather, issue commands to an intermediate elder,

say his father. The grandfather gives such orders as

‘Bring the cow’, ‘Tie the cow’, ‘Bring the horse’, etc.

The father executes each time the appropriate act. The
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child hears the words and sees the acts that follow them.

By a process of insertion and elimination he understands

the meaning of the words ‘bring’, ‘tie’, ‘cow’, ‘horse’,

etc. Thus, it is only as associated with commands that

words become meaningful. Assertive statements are

auxiliary to injunctive sentences. In an injunctive

sentence the verb is the principal part. The other parts

of speech such as noun and adjective have to be under-

stood only as modifying the verb. And, in the verb the

injunctive suffix (//«, lot or tavya) is the most important

factor. The injunctive suffix signifies niyoga
, what-is-to-

be-done, what-is-to-be-accomplished.

If it is true that even secular words have niyoga for

purport, the Prabhakara would argue, it goes without

saying that the Veda has niyoga as its sole purport.

Existent entities are known through secular means of

knowledge such as perception and inference. If the Veda
too were to teach the existent, it would not be indepen-

dent as a pramftna. It is only from the Veda that niyoga

or kdrya is known. That is why karya is called mananta-

rfipurva, that which is novel and is not known through

any other pramana. Activity is what the Veda teaches

primarily. It is not desire or appetition that prompts

activity. What prompts it is the cognition of a command
or niyoga. For instance, a servant executes an act

simply because his master orders him to do it, even

though he may have no desire in the matter. The Veda
which is the supreme master issues certain commands.
Wisdom lies in obeying those commands. The Vedic

niyoga is imperious. In order to accomplish itself, it

makes the desired object, e.g. heaven, an end to be

accomplished, through means such as sacrifice; and

having thus got itself established, it gains the status of
what-is-to-be-accomplished in relation to the object.
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<(

Even the prompted person, the niyojya, is secondary; it

is niyoga that is primary. The Veda, in short, is niyoga-

tastra, the text that teaches niyoga.

In reply to the Prabhakara, the Advaitin would say :

The meaning of words is not learnt always in association

with action. Even if we concede that it is so learnt, it

cannot be maintained that subsequently also if the mean-

ing of words is to be understood there must be some

reference to action. When a person is informed, for

instance, that a son has been born to him, he is seen to

be happy. Here, no activity is enjoined; the statement

is not a command. Yet the person concerned under-

stands the meaning of the words conveyed to him. It

is not correct to say that all words are related to karya.

If this were so, there would be no mutual relation among
the words. The words that constitute a sentence are

in mutual relation; they are not always related to karya.

Expectancy, competency and proximity are what bind

words into a sentence. It was urged by the Mlmamsaka
that the cognition of niyoga , and not desire, is what

prompts activity. But it is not so. Activity can always

be traced to some desire for acquisition or avoidance.

Even in the case of the servant executing the commands
of his master that was cited as an illustration, on further

analysis it will be found that the motive behind the

action is either to please the master or to avoid punish-

ment. And, in the context of any action it is neither

the command, where one is issued, nor the agent that is

the principal factor, but the enjoyer of the desired fruit.

The words of the Veda only help in understanding what

is desirable and what is not. If the words are the cause

of action, then everyone who hears them must act, which

is not the case. Activity follows even on the cognition

of existent things, such as a serpent. So, it is not a

sound argument to say that activity springs only from

11



the cognition of niyoga
, and that the sole purport of the

Veda is niyoga . The function of the Veda as a pramana
is to make known what is unknown, and not to occasion

activity. The Veda is valid only as making known the

real nature of things, and not as directing activity. Thus,

even in regard to the ritual section of the Veda it cannot

be maintained that kcirya is the purport.

As was observed above, there are some Vedantins

too who sponsor the view of niyoga. Their theory may
be described as the jMna-niyoga-vada. According to this

theory, the Veda (here, its jnana-kanda) is not necessary

for knowing the self. As the self is an entity, it is known
through other pramanas. For example, through an

enquiry into the three states of experience, waking,

dream, and deep sleep, the nature of the self may be

determined. If the Veda is required in the context of

self-knowledge—as it is undoubtedly required— it is for

suppressing the residual impressions of those states or to

control the mind. When the residual impressions have
been removed and the mind has been controlled as a

consequence of obeying the Vedic commands, the self

which is self-luminous shines by itself without depending

on any other means of valid knowledge. Thus the jnana-

kanda becomes valid only as teaching what-is-to-be-done

(knrya), and not by expounding the nature of the self.

The self is taught there as but subsidiary to the injunc-

tion of meditation. Therefore, the purport of the

Upanisads that constitute the jnana-kanda
,
as of the

karma-kftnda , is niyoga .

As against the jnana-niyoga-vada, the Advaitin

makes the following points : It has already been shown
that niyoga is not the purport of even the karma-kanda .

It goes without saying, therefore, that the jnana-kanda

is not interested in niyoga. For the accomplishment of

one’s ends, niyoga is not necessary. That the j relation



of the self to residual impression is evil, and that this

evil should be removed may be known through reason-

ing. If this evil is not removed by the direct intuition

of the self, continued meditation cannot remove it.

Moreover, the mere absence of residual impression does

not bring about release. In sleep there is no residual

impression; but sleep is not release. It is nescience that

is the cause of all evil including the soul’s apparent con-

junction with residual impression. Only self-knowledge

which is the plenary experience can destroy nescience.

Self-knowledge is independent, and is not expectant of

the cognition of what-is-to-be-done. Self-experience is
\

the content of all means of knowledge. Need it be said

that it is the content of the Vedanta texts?

The prasahkhyana-vcida which is a school of Vedanta

would admit that the primary purport of the Upanisads

is the self. But, according to this view, the self is not

realized by merely listening to the Vedanta texts. The

means for experiencing the self is continued meditation

(prasahkhyana). So, the Upanisads enjoin meditation

along with its auxiliaries, calmness, etc. Sravana (hear-

ing the Vedanta texts) can yield only mediate know-

ledge of the self. In order that this knowledge may be

turned into immediate experience, there must be medi-

tation. The injunction of meditation, therefore, is also

the purport of the Upanisads. Neither the self nor

meditation, if taught alone, would be useful. For medi-

tation there must be a content validly established. There

must also be set forth an operation (here, meditation)

through which that content may be realized. Thus,

there is a double denotativeness for the Upanisads; they

expound the nature of the self and enjoin meditation as

the means to self-realization.

Suresvara, following Sankara, rejects the prasah-

khyana-vada. The Upanisads cannot possibly have both



the self and injunction for purport. If karya be the pur-

port, then, on the principle that
6
things that have

already come to be are taught for the sake of what-is-yet-

to-be’, the self cannot be the purport of Vedanta. The

self is not what-is-to-be-accomplished; and there can be

no injunction in regard to it. Nor is an injunction of

meditation required for making the self the content of

immediate experience. There can be nothing more

immediate than the self. What are mediate—the pheno-

mena of the not-self—appear as if immediate on account

of the self. No means is needed to make the self

immediate. The self by its very nature is the direct and

immediate reality. Moreover, what is prasahkhyftna?

It is the repetition of ‘hearing’ (Havana) and reflection

(manana). How can repetition bring about immediate

experience? No excellence is seen to be occasioned in

an object by the repetition of a pramana. If the Upanisad

texts like ‘That thou art
5 do not have the power to

evoke direct experience, they cannot acquire that power

by mere repetition. In fact, however, there does arise

the intuitive experience of the self from the text ‘That

thou art’, etc. In the story of the ten travellers, when
the tenth man who forgot to count himself is told ‘You

are the tenth’, he directly apprehends his identity, reali-

zing that he is the apparently lost man. If it be asked,

why then does not the first hearing of the text ‘That

thou art’ produce intuitive experience in most cases, the

reply is that unless obstacles are removed a cause does

not give rise to its effect. Karma and meditation are

useful only as removers of obstacles in the way of jnana
arising from Sravana. The direct means to jnana, how-
ever, is the Vedanta text itself. Thus, the Upanisads

are the pramana for the reality which is the self, Brah-

man-Atman, because they convey true knowledge, be-

cause they are free from defective causes, because they

are never sublated, and because they lead to the highest

human goal.



Man seeks to attain what is good and to avoid what

is evil. There are two kinds of attainment and two of

avoidance': e.g. reaching a village which has not already

been reached, and gaining a gold ornament which is there

round one’s neck but which fact has been forgotten;

removing an actual unpleasant thing like the thorn that

has entered one’s flesh, and discarding the illusory snake

that is not there in the rope. For occasioning the first

type of each, activity is required. But for attaining

what is already attained and avoiding what is already

avoided, nothing more is necessary than the removal of

ignorance. What removes ignorance is knowledge. The

self which is moksa is the eternally attained reality.

Samsara appears to be real, but is not so. What veils

the self and projects the world of samsara is nescience

(avidyn). When nescience is destroyed through the

knowledge of truth gained from Sruti (the Veda), the

human goal is attained. It is an attainment of what is

ever attained.

If, according to Advaita, the self which is Brahman

is the sole reality, what is the ontological status, it may

be asked, of iruti ? Is Sruti real or illusory ? If iruti is

real, the self cannot be the sole reality. If it is illusory,

it cannot lead one to true knowledge. The Advaitin’s

reply is that the question is irrelevant. Before the

realization of the self, Uruti is not illusory; after the

realization, it is not required. The function of a means

of valid knowledge is to reveal its object. Other than

this, it has no reality. A pot which is empirically real

cannot serve as the ground of the inference of fire. A
reflection,although illusory, may lead to true knowledge

about the original object. So, it is not necessary that

iruti should be absolutely real in order that it may

make known the real self. Sruti sublates the ignorance

about the non-dual self, and thus fulfils its role as



pramana. After it has fulfilled its aim, no useful purpose

would be served by an examination of its ontological

status.

What the Vedanta texts teach is the non-difference

of the self and Brahman. The apparent difference of

the self from Brahman is caused by nescience. The self

is said to be ‘inner’ or ‘inward’, not in the sense that it

is distinct from the outer or the outward. What the

expressions ‘inner’ and ‘inward’ mean is ‘the real’, ‘the

natural’. Similarly, when the Upanisads declare that

Brahman is non-dual, no contrast with ‘the dual’ is

meant. On account of nescience the non-dual Brahman
appears as if remote, and the inner self as if one among
many souls. The Upanisad texts such as ‘That thou art’,

remove the apparent mediacy of Brahman and plurality

of self, and reveal that the highest reality is non-dual
and immediate.

•

The evidence of Vedanta in respect of the non-dual
and immediate reality which is Atman-Brahman is not

contradicted by any pramana. The karma-kanda is not
opposed to it, for the purport of this kanda is not to

teach real difference. Rituals demand only the empiri-

cally established difference which is illusory. Assuming
this difference, the karma-kdnda seeks to show the way
to prosperity. So, its aim is not to establish the reality

of difference or plurality. Nor do perception, etc

,

make difference known. Each pramana reveals its

object which is reality
;
and difference is not reality.

Perception, etc., cannot come into contact with a non-
entity. Moreover, it is impossible to define what diffe-

rence is; difference. as a concept is unintelligible. Jt is

sometimes characterized as non-existence. But no rela-

tion is possible between existence and non-existence or

between two non-existences. Between a substance, say

pot, and non-existence, there can be neither conjunction
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(samyoga) nor inherence (samavaya) nor identity

(itdddtmya). Even the expression ‘non-existence of pot’

is meaningless; for how can there be a possessive relation

between a positive entity and non-existence ? Nor may
two non-existences be related in any way. Even to speak

of two non-existences is without meaning. So, all empiri-

cal usage of difference is only assumptive. The basis of

even that is the non-dual consciousness which is the

self. In fact, the self or experience is the ground of all

distinctions such as cognizer, means of cognition, and

object. While these latter appear and disappear, the

self is constant and eternal. It neither rises nor sets;

it ever shines.

Prior to the dawn of knowledge from the Vedanta

texts, ‘That thou art’, etc., the empirical objects are

established on the strength of the self, through the

interposition of nescience. When nescience is destroyed

through knowledge, the self is realized to be the sole

reality. Hence, Vedanta is pramana for the non-dual

self. When the self is realized, the supreme goal is

reached. It is the self itself which is of the nature of

unexcellable bliss that is the goal.

There are some who hold that there is no happiness

other than the destruction of misery. They are wrong.

Happiness and misery are experienced to be distinct. If

the absence of misery is happiness, can it not be the

other way also? There is observed a desire in all

humans for positive happiness, and not merely for the

absence of misery. And, what is more, there is a quest

after more and more of happiness. Even animals want

happiness; only they do not know the means. It is here

that Sruti comes to the aid of man. It is from Vedanta

that we learn about the self as the supreme happiness,

the final goal, moksa. The desire for moksa should not

be confused with attachment. It is an interest in the
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eternal caused by discrimination. All are eligible for

the pursuit of moksa, and they succeed provided they

are endowed with the requisite qualification. This

endowment results when the aspirant for moksa performs

the karmas enjoined in the karma-kttnda without any

narrow selfish motive. The Vedic karmas ,
when perfor-

med in this spirit, produce non-attachment for the plea-

sures of this and the next world that perish. It is out of

a spirit of non-attachment that one renounces the world

and gains eligibility for Vedanta-study.

This, then, is the relation between the two kandas9

according to Sankara and Suresvara. If what is enjoined

in the karma-kanda is pursued without reference to

what is taught in the jndna-kanda , one attains prosperity

here in this world, and in heaven after death. But if

the karmas are performed without a desire for pros-

perity, they purify the aspirant and open the way for

knowledge. In the jndna-kanda it is the knowledge

of the non-dual self that is taught. And, it is through

self-knowledge that one attains release from samscira.
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With devotion do I bow to that one who is

imperishable, unborn, all-pervasive and partless, who
stands far above the operations of all speech and thought,

who makes the universe happy and whom they regard as

being endowed with parts—they whose view of the Self is

veiled by the potent delusion which is brought about by

the expansive world of duality, generated by the power

of nescience resident in themselves.

This is an invocation addressed to the supreme Reality which

is eternal and without parts, and which transcends the reach of speech

and mind. That Reality is of the nature of unexcellable bliss, and is

the source of all happiness. It is one without a second. There are

no divisions in it. The apparent differentiations are due to nescience

(iavidya

)

which veils the real self and projects the non-real world.

Nescience too has no locus apart from the non-dual self. Somehow it

resides in the self and veils it, and weaves the variegated texture

of the illusory world. Being blinded by this illusion, the ignorant

imagine that the supreme is a whole-of-parts, and that it really creates

the world.

Four preliminary matters (<anubandha-catustaya) are to be settled

before the commencement of any work. They are: (1) subject-matter

{visaya), (2) relation (.sambandha), (3) fruit (prayojana), and (4) eligible
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person (adhikarin). Here, in the invocation, these four are indicated.

(1) The words ‘ that one who is all-pervasive * teach that the non-dual

self is the subject-matter. (2) The relation is between this subject and

Scripture which teaches it. (3) The words *who makes the universe

happy' show that the attainment of supreme happiness is the fruit.

(4) And, the one who desires that happiness is the eligible person.

[2]

fra *raf sffcTC i

n r ii

The commentary explaining the sense of all

scriptures which the preceptor 1 wrote for the satisfaction

of the good people, following his preceptors, under the

pretext of (explaining) the Kanvopanisad 2—the exposition

of its meaning in briefthrough words supported by reason

is commenced for the purpose of removing the objections

raised by pseudo-logicians.

The Vartika on Sankara’s commentary on the BrhadUranya-

kopanisad is commenced for refuting the arguments put forward by

those who are opposed to non-dualism. Raja^ekhara says in his

Kavyamimarhsa that Vartika is a work which examines what is said,

what is not said and what is not well said in the original text.*

1. 1. e. Sankara.

2. The Brhadaranyakopanisad forms part of the Satapatha-

ir. ahmana (of the Sukla-yajur-veda) which is in two recensions

—

"The Haridas Sanskrit Series No. 14, Benares (1934), p. 21. ukta-'nukta

durukta-cinta vartikam

.
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Madhyandina and Kama. It covers the last five sections ( prapathakas)

of the XIVth book of the Satapatha-brahmana in the Madhyandina

£akha and the whole of the XVIIth book in the Kanva-^akha.

Sankara’s commentary is on the Kama recension of the Upanisad.

Hence, it is referred to, here, as the Kanvopanisad. Esankara calls it

Vajasaneyi-brahmanopanisad. One of the Samhitasof the Sukla-yajur-

veda is the Vajasaneyi-samhita, which takes its name from Yajnavalkya

Vajasaneya, the chief teacher of this Veda. Sankara gives the same

name to the Brahmana also.
*

NKL—vedanianam advaitaparatvam ayuktam bhedalambanapratya-

ksUdUvirodhadityadi Suska-tarkikottha-sambhUvana-niraso-vantara-

phalam ityarthah.

[3]

3HT JRlfrttafrR: |

ci%5r u 3 n

And here the word upanisad has for its sense

exclusively Brahman-knowledge, since in respect of that

alone there is its express sense. Why is it so ?

That release (mukti) is the fruit of the Upanisads is shown

in this and the succeeding verses (i.e. vv. 3-10), by explaining the

meaning of the title Brhadaranyakopanisad. First, the word upanisad

is explained. The meaning of it is Brahman-knowledge; for that is the

express sense of the word. The etymological meaning of the word is

‘to sit (sad) down (ni) near (upd)\ It refers to the ancient practice

of competent pupils sitting near their preceptors and listening to them.

What was imparted at such ‘sessions’ came to be called upanisad.

[4]
'

otwit: nufM 1
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The prefix upa means nearness; that, in effect,

indicates the inner self ; and the particle ni also is a quali-

fication of the sense of sad which is threefold.

The prefix upa is used in the sense of nearness or proximity.

It refers to what is immediate ; and that is the self. The distinctions

of ‘in* and ‘out* do not apply to the self. It is called ‘inner* only in

the sense that it is not remote or mediate.

The particle ni (meaning ‘completely* or ‘fully*), like upat goes

with sad which has, three senses, viz. destroying, leading to
*

understanding, and terminating (sadl visarana-gaty-avasadanesu).

The next three verses interpret the meaning of the word upanisad

in these three senses respectively.

[5]

afrwreig?? l

m ^ ii H n

Because by bringing this self near Brahman which

transcends duality it destroys nescience and its product, it

may be called upanisad.

The upanisad is so called because it makes known the non-

duality of the self and Brahman, and destroys nescience along with

its product, the world.

RScqW&JjjS ERqrPll I

• ^iqftqg^Ji ii ^ n

Or, destroying one’s own nescience which is the

cause of evil, it makes known the supreme as the inner

and indivisible (self). Hence it is called upanisad.
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Because it leads to the knowledge of the identity of the inner self

with Brahman, it is called upanisad.

[7]

Or, through the removal of their causes, know-

ledge puts an end to the conditions of activity without

residue. Hence it is held to be upanisad.

V

Self-knowledge causes the termination of nescience and its

brood, attachment, etc.; so, it is known as upanisad

.

[8]

I

55lf55 m || II

Because the text teaches the aforesaid knowledge

and is non-different therefrom, it too has the name upanisad

as the ploughshare is called livelihood.

It has been shown in the previous three verses that upanisad

means vidya (knowledge). Here it is stated that the books which

teach vidya are also called upanisads. An example from empirical

usage is cited. The ploughshare is the means of livelihood, but is itself

spoken of as livelihood. Similarly, the sacred books which serve

as the means for Brahman-knowledge (upanisad) are themselves

referred to as upanisads .

G. A. Jacob quotes this vdrtika in his A Second Handful of

Popular Maxims , under the heading ‘ lUhgalarh jivanam'*

* LaukikanyayanJalth, Part II (Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay, 1909), p. 72.
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[9]

f^STWP II
**>

II

It is called aranyaka because it was studied in

the forests ; since it is great, both in extent and sense, it

is called Brhaddranyaka,

Here, the expressions aranyaka and brhat are explained. As

the Upanisad was taught and studied in the forest-regions, it is called

aranyaka

.

And, as it is great both in length and in meaning, it is

brhat. Brhat+ aranyaka 4- upanisad= Brhadaranyakopanisad

.

[ 10]

gi%*TR wsh**. h ?<> 11

Thus under the pretext of explaining the etymolo-

gical meaning of the name, he (the commentator) has

stated that the end of all Upanisads is release alone.

By explaining the meaning of the word ‘ upanisad’ it has

been shown that the fruit of Brahman-knowledge is the removal of

bondage with its cause, and the attainment of unexcellable happiness.

to]

vrntwh 11 ?? 11

In order to establish the mutual conflict between

those who are eligible for action and those who are
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eligible for knowledge, the commentator wrote the

words ‘for the sake of those who desire freedom from

transmigration’.

After indicating the fruit of Vedanta-study, the question as

to who is the eligible person for such study is taken up. Sankara, the

commentator, declares that the eligible persons are those who desire

freedom from transmigration, viz. release, and not those who are

attached to actions.

[12]

sri§!finci: i

II & II

He alone is eligible to study the Vedantas 1 who

has renounced all actions without residue, who desires to

shake off transmigration and also to know the unity of

the self
2

.

It may be urged that the same person is eligible for ritual

actions and Brahman-knowledge, even as is the case with Agnihotra

and DarSapurnamasa rites. But it is not so. Even among rituals all

are not meant for all. E.g., Brhaspatisava and Rajasuya are

enjoined on different persons. There is no rule, therefore, that the

same persons should be eligible for following all that is taught in the

Veda. The eligibility for Vedanta consist of discrimination between

the eternal and the non-eternal, non-attachment to the enjoyments of

this world and the next, possession of virtues like equanimity, self-

control, etc., and desire for release. In short, those who want to

get freedom from transmigration and realize the non-dual self are fit

students for Vedanta-study.

1. Trayi is Veda ; Trayyanta is Vedanta. The plural indicates

the texts of Vedanta.
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2. Aikatmya is the truth that there is only one reality which is

the self. We have rendered this word by employing such expressions

as the unity of the self, the oneness of self, and the one self.

[13]

Scripture too says in the passage ‘This only, etc.’

that the one who is eligible for knowledge is he who has

renounced all actions for the sake of knowing the real

nature of the inner self.

The scriptural text declarative of the eligibility for Brahman-

knowledge is cited here.

1. BU, IV, iv, 22 :
“ Desiring this world (the Self) only, the

renouncers renounce. Verily, because they knew this, the ancients

did not desire offspring, saying : ‘What shall we do with offspring,

we whose is this self, this world?* They, verily, rising above the desire

for sons and the desire for wealth and the desire for worlds, led the

life of mendicancy.**

[14]

Reciting the Veda, etc. are for the sake of gene-

rating the desire to know the inner self; for attaining

Brahman, however, they (action, etc.) are to be renounced,

on the strength of the scriptural passage ‘They desire’

(ipsanti).
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How, then, it may be asked, is the performance of sacred

acts like reciting the Veda, etc. related to Brahman-knowledge? The

answer is that such acts are helpful in generating in the mind of the

adhikarin the desire to know Brahman. Cf. BU, IV, iv, 22: ‘Such

a one the Brahmanas desire to know by reciting the Vedas, by sacrifice,

by gifts, by penance, by fasting. By knowing that one, one becomes

a sage.’ For attaining Brahman, however, the renunciation of actions

is the means. Here, the Madhyandina version of that part of BU, IV,

iv, 22, translated in note 1 to the previous verse, is quoted. See

Satapatha-brahmana
, XIV, vi, 25: (ed. by A. Weber, 1855, p. 1090).

tam-etam vedanuvacanena vividisonti
, brahmacaryena tapasa Sraddhaya

yajnenanmakena caitameva viditva munir bhavati ; etam eva pravrajino

lokam Ipsantah pravrajanti. {ipsantah of the Madhyandina-mkha

is the same as icchcmtah of the Kanva-Mkha meaning ‘desiring’.)

[15]

n ii

For the purpose of knowing the aforesaid eligi-

bility and content (which is to be explained), are stated the

words ‘the cause of transmigration, etc.
5 which are replete

with clear reasonings.

After commenting on the eligibility for the Vedanta-study,

the subject-matter is introduced here.

[16]

qfl: I

2
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Since the words of the Vedantas have for content

the one self, no other content results—the knowledge

thereof, therefore, dispels the darkness (of ignorance).

The subject-matter or content of Vedanta is aikatmya , the

oneness of self. The knowledge of that is what removes ignorance.

[17]

|| l
'3

||

In order to attain the knowledge which destroys

nescience, the cause of transmigration, this work based on

the Vedantopanisad
1

has been commenced, with care.

The primal cause of transmigration is ignorance or

nescience (<ajnana ,
avidya). Merit

(
dharma) and demerit (adharma) are

only intermediary causes. What dispels nescience is not mediate

knowledge but the direct experience (saksatkara) of the self. The
I

aim of this work is to lead to that goal.

1. 1. e. the Brhadaranyakopanisad.

[ 18 ]

I

II

Knowledge of the true : a-ure of the inner self

alone is the destroyer of the ignorance regarding the inner

self. And, it requires nothing other than its own generation

to destroy the darkness (of ignorance).
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Self-knowledge is what is opposed to ignorance, and therefore

what removes it. Apart from its rise, nothing else is required for

the removal of ignorance. Action which is governed by ignorance

cannot remove it.

NKL gives the following syllogism. The knowledge of self

does not require action, because it is the knowledge of truth, like the

knowledge of the reality of nacre. (pratyag-dhlr na karmapeksa

tattva-dhi tvat Sukt i-tat tva-dhivat .)

[ 19]

ii z\ \\

As it has been established that in the rites- and

knowledge-sections, the means, eligible persons, etc. are

mutually conflicting, now in respect thereof it is objected

to (as follows).

Now it has been shown that the two sections of Scripture

—

ritual and knowledge— are different from each other in regard to the

means they teach, and in regard to the eligibility for their study. They

differ also as regards content and fruit. The Purvamimamsaka, of

course, will not accept this position. He opens his case in the

next verse.

NKL—sadhanam phalam ca adhikari visayati cety arthah.

[20]

f5Rl qifq^Rl II II

“ Now, let us admit that, like prosperity, release

(too) is attained through injunctions (i. e. karma), for
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without something to be done (karya) there is no eligible

person, nor the relation of sacrifice (i.e. means) and end.

An objection usually begins with a nanu (an inceptive particle

implying doubt or objection). Here the Mimamsaka begins to

state his objection. Just as heaven, etc., which constitute prosperity

(abhyudaya), are obtained through ritual acts, release (mukti) also

is attained through action, because it is an end taught in Scripture.

Thus, the eligibility is the same for both karma-kanda and jnana-

kanda (ritual- and knowledge-sections of the Veda).

NTV—nanu abhyudayavat mumuksoh isyamano moksah sadhyah

siddhe prepsanupapatteh , ataS ca kriyaiva tatsadhanam, na jndnam ,

kriyaya eva abhuta-pradurbhava-phalatvat ,
jmnasya pradipavat

siddharthabhivyakti-matra-phalatvat.

NKL—muktih karma-sadhya vaidika-phalatvat, svargadivat.

ijya-sabdo yagavacano ’py atm sadhanamatra-gocarah. Though

the word ‘ ijya * means sacrifice, here it indicates * means * in

general.

[21]

uinT ^ sr^t u \\ \\
S3

“ Even what relates to the empirical world results

(only through karya)
;
how much more what depends on

Scripture? For establishing injunction as the means, there

are texts in Scripture.

Here an argument a fortiori (kaimutika-nyaya) is advanced.

Even in the world, without a knowledge of something to be done

(karya) , there is no eligibility. It goes without saying, therefore,

that this must be so with regard to sacred matters. Nor may it be

said that there is no parity between what obtains in the world and
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what is true of the Veda. In PM, I, iii, 10 (Lokavedadhikarana

)

it is

established that the words and their meanings are the same in the

Veda and in empirical usage. It is not as if an uncommon set of

words is used in the Veda. Hence there is parity.

The Mlmamsa view is as follows :—In texts like ‘ One performs

the Agnihotra as long as one lives, * life-iong-ness is enjoined, not as a

property of the act, but as a property of the agent. The meaning is

that the performance of the act is contingent upon the ‘ being

alive* of the agent. Now, since the contingence is upon a constant

factor, viz. being alive, the act is an obligatory one (PM, II, iv, 1-7.

Yavaj-jlvadhikarana). Heaven is said to be the fruit of sacrifice.

But sacrifice which is an act perishes as soon as it has been performed

while heaven comes only later on at death. What, then, is the

cause of heaven? In order to solve this problem, an unseen

potency called apurva or karya is assumed. The sacrifice generates

the apurva, and this lasts till the fruit is gained (PM, II i, 5.

Apurvadhikarana). It is the karya that is the principal. Not only

are substances, properties and preparations auxiliaries; actions,

result and agent also are auxiliaries (PM, III, i, 3-6. Badaryadhi-

karana.)

On the basis of the sections of the Purvamimamsa-sutra cited

above, the Mimamsaka urges that mukti results only through the

performance of action, and that, therefore, it is what is to be

accomplished (karya).

[22]

ffici m\
i

=3 Cjqi grElclfo ntfRjqcf || ^ ||

“Just as in respect of prosperity (abhyudaya)

there is the injunction ‘Perform the rite,’ so in respect of

release (mukti) there is seen (the injunction) ‘Meditate’.”
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The objector now quotes Scripture in support of Jus view.

There is no doubt regarding the existence in the Veda ot the injunc-

tions of ritual. They take the form ‘ Perform the rite \ Similarly,

it is contended, there are injunctions regarding release, which are

expressed in the form ‘ Do meditate \

[23]

otrispr srisr i

cRi: II ^ II

No. Prosperity and release, which are (respectively)

what-is-to-be-accomplished and what-is-not accomplished,

what-is-impermanent and what-is-permanent, are opposed

to each other. Therefore, they cannot have the same

means.

To the objection raised, the siddhantin now replies. Prosperity

and release are quite different ends. Prosperity is what-is-to-be-

accomplished ; release is the eternally-accomplished. The former is

impermanent ; the latter is permanent. Therefore, the same means

cannot serve the two ends ; nor can the eligibility be the same for

both.

NTV—anyatha svargadivat samsara eva moksa iti prasajyeta.

Otherwise, like heaven, samsara itself would have to be regarded as

release.

[24]

A

3 SRI II II
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‘The good is one thing, the pleasing is quite another.

The two bind man to different ends. Of these, all is

well with him who chooses the good
;
and he who weds

the pleasing falls from the (supreme) end.’

A text of the Kathopanisad (ii, 1) is reproduced here. &reyas

is moksa that is eternal. Preyas is pleasure that perishes. They

govern different men. He who lets himself to be governed by the

former attains the final goal. And he who chooses the latter falls

away from that goal. The means also are different. While jnana

is the means to $reyas> karma is the means to preyas.

[25]

cTi§^Rr4 u

£ii^q shifts**, ii Vi a

‘Examining the enjoyments acquired through deeds

a Brahmana becomes dissatisfied, since what is not

accomplished (akrta) is not attained through deeds.

For a knowledge of that he should, verily, approach, with

fuel in hand, a preceptor who is versed in Scripture and

established in Brahman.’
i

This is a text from the Mundakopanisad (I, ii, 12). It declares

that for him who has become non-attached to samsara there is

eligibility for jnana. His non-attachment is the result ©f a realiza-

tion of all that is finite. Whatever is accomplished in the world

perishes. Nothing wrought through karma lasts for ever. He who

realizes this truth turns away from samsara and seeks the knowledge
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of the non dual self which is eternal, immortal, fearless, immutable,

unmoving and firm. In order to obtain that knowledge, he

approaches a preceptor (guru) who is established in Brahman and

learned in the iastras.

[26 a]

“Now, like prosperity, release is to be accomp-

lished, since it is of the nature of what has not been

attained.”

Now,#the objector argues that release is a thing-to-be-accomp-

lished, for it has not yet been accomplished by us. So, he maintains
%

that release is on a par with prosperity.

SP—vimata muktih sadhya, aprapta-rupatvat , svargavat.

Release, which is in dispute, is what-is-to-be-attained, because

it is of the nature of the unattained, like heaven.

[26 b]

i

M #1 g ^g^PTqcl: || ||

Not thus. Even though release for us is what-is-

to-be-accomplished, it is not so in the sense that pros-

perity is.

This is the reply to the above objection. Release is not what-

is-to-be-accomplished in the sense in which prosperity is. it is

imagined to be so on account of delusion. Therefore, it is not

what-has-not-been-attained, or what-is-to-be-accomplished, in the

principal sense. It is so, only in a figurative sense.
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SP—bhr&ntam apraptirupatvam mukteh, na mukhya-sadhyat

-

vUvaham. That release is the unattained is a delusion; it is not

what-is-to-be-attained in the primary sense of the term.

NTV—dvividho hi loke prapyah, yatha gamanadina gramadih ,

yatha ca jnanena kanthe camikaradih , pariharamyas ca dvividhah ,

cikitsadina rogadih, yatha va sthanvadi-jnanena coradih.

There are two kinds of attainables in the world
: (1) like a

village, etc., which are to be reached by walking, etc., and (2) like

the forgotten ornament round the neck which is to be attained

through knowledge. Similarly, there are two kinds of remediables
;

(1) like disease, etc., which are to be remedied by proper treatment,

and (2) like the imagined thief, etc., who are to be driven away by

a knowledge of the post, etc.

[27]

cwtfi $m\ |

|| V9
||

Where, by knowledge, darkness (ignorance) which

is an obstruction already removed is destroyed, there

is perfection (kaivalya) ; it is figuratively spoken of as

what is accomplished (,sadhya).

Ignorance (
avidya) which is not real is removed by knowledge

(vidya). Release which is the eternal nature of the self is figuratively

spoken of as what is to be attained through knowledge.

[28]
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For one who is afflicted by disease there is attain-

ment of one’s native state (i.e., health) through medical

treatment. When through knowledge the ignorance of

self is destroyed, perfection is attained.

Here an illustration is offered. Health is one’s natural state.

Sometimes it gets obscured by disease. When, by proper treatment,

the disease is removed, we say, one becomes whole. This is only a

figure of speech.

NTV—nitya-Suddha-mukta-buddha-svabhavam brahmaiva moksah

tac-ca svantaraya tamo-nivrtyd prapnotity upacaryate.

Release is Brahman itself which is by nature eternal, pure,
i

ever free and intelligent, and that is said to be attained, figuratively,

when the obstacle to it, viz. the darkness of ignorance, is removed.

NKL—muktir asadhya dtmabhinnatvat atmavat.

[29]

3?T 31 f^R3lMtr3fcl cP-TI |

£

‘ Brahman verily was this n etc., ‘ Brahman alone
’ 2

:

thu§ Scripture. Like the man who sleeps (is awakened)

so one is made to know by Scripture and not made to

act.

The Scriptural texts that declare the eternal nature of release

are cited.

1. BU, I, iv, 10. ‘Brahman, verily, was this in the beginning.

It knew only itself thus: “I am Brahman.” From it all this came

into being.*

2. BU9 IV, iv, 6, * Being Brahman alone, he attains Brahman.*
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These and other texts teach that Brahman is the eternally

attained.

What Scripture has to do is only to awaken the individual to

this truth, and not to make him do anything.

NKL—yatha raja supto bandi-prabhrtibhis tattva-kathanena bodh

•

yate , na kamcid anusthapyate.

[30]

||
3o

||

What can be accomplished by injunction here,

since (release) is not dependent on human effort ? Injunc-

tions that are declared in Scripture have no purport here,

since the injunctive sense is impossible.

Jnana cannot be the content of an injunction. Only karma can

be enjoined. Deeds are dependent on the will of man. Not so is

knowledge. Even if there are passages in Scripture relating to

knowledge which appear to be in the form of injunctions, they are

not to be understood as such. What can a razor’s edge do against a

rock ? It will only get blunted. Even so, injunction cannot affect

knowledge.

[31 ]

||
3J>

||

%

As for what is stated, that in the absence of

what is to be accomplished there is no eligibility, that

objection too will be uprooted completely later on.
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What was stated by the objector in v. 20 is recalled here, and

the promise is made that it will be replied to later. See v. 228 et

seq.

[32]

qafct ^ ii ^ ii

Another says :

4

4

The natural state of the self

which you desire as the good can result only from deeds

;

since deeds are taught in Scripture.

The objector now says: You hold that the remaining of the

self in its own nature is the goal. Agreed. But that can be achieved

only by performing the deeds enjoined in Scripture.

The combination ofmukti and karma is on the maxim of the lost

horses and burnt chariot (nastafva-dagdharathavat)

.

Jacob explains

the maxim thus :
“ This is based on the story of two men travelling

in their respective chariots, and one of them losing his horses and

the other having his chariot burnt, through the outbreak of fire

in the village in which they were putting up for the night.

The horses that were left were harnessed to the remaining chariot,

and the two men pursued their journey together. Its teaching

is—union for mutual advantage. ** *

[33]

^ foiiri i

•r =3
\\ \\ \\

* A Handful of Popular Maxims (Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay, 1925),

p. 31.
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‘‘Since in Scripture and in Traditional Code action

alone is declared to be obligatory, there is no means other

than action for release and prosperity.

Whether the end be prosperity or release, the means taught in

Scripture is action.

[34]

|| 3* ||

“ With care and through reasoning let us see with

the eye of the Veda. Here, everywhere, the sense of the

Veda is either prohibition or injunction alone.”

So far as the sphere of relative experience is concerned, it is

clear that the purport of the Veda lies in injunctions and prohibi-

tions. That is to say, it is taught in the Veda that karma alone is

the means to the human goal. Release is a human goal, like heaven.

Therefore, karma should be the means thereto.

NTV—etad uktam bhavat i— nisedha-vidhi-codanaiva sastram

pravartaka-nivartakaveva mstrarthah pravrtti-nivrtti-sadhyam eva

Sastra-prayojanam ; vidhi-pada-rahitanam vakydnam apramapakatvad

ajndtdrthaprameydbhavdt pravrtt i-nivrt ti-sadhya-prayojanabhavac ca

pauruseya-vakyavat nirapeksa-prdmanydbhdvdn na karmatirekena

mukty-abhyudaya-sadhanam-iti.

This is what has been said : Scripture is only mandate, of the

form of prohibition and prescription
; the sense of Scripture is only

what prompts and prevents; the fruit of Scripture is only what can be

accomplished by activity and withdrawal.
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[35]

^3 ^ qpft JPU
|

3#S?ll%{^qi ^ jqpq
|| ^ ||

Now, several texts of Scripture were cited by me above.

Since they are non-injunctive, what you have stated is not

reasonable.

The siddhantin observes that, as he has already cited Scriptural

texts which are non-injunctive in character, it is wrong to maintain

that Scripture has purport only in injunctions and prohibitions.

[36]

snwrer ^ 3pr°Ti3

1

|| \\ ||

“Syntactical unity tor them is possible as subsidiary

to injunction because of the aphorisms ‘Since Scripture has

kriya for purport
'
1 ‘With injunction, etc.’

2

.

The purvapaksin replies that the non-injunctive texts have no

independent purport, and that they should be construed with an

injunction.

1. PM. I, ii, 1, ‘ Since Scripture has action for purport, what
are not for the sake of that are useless; in these, therefore. Scripture

is declared to be non-eternal. *

2. PM, I, ii, 7.
4 Being construed with injunction, they would

serve the purpose of eulogizing those injunctions.’
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The^e two sutras occur in the ArthavUdUdhikaratja (
PM, I, ii, 1-

18). The first one states the opponent’s {i.e., he who is opposed to

Mlmamsa) contention that eulogistic passages are useless, and that,

therefore, to that extent the Veda would become unreliable. The

other sutra (I, ii, 7) gives the reply. The eulogistic (arthavada)

passages have no independent purport. They should be construed

syntactically with the injunctions. Their duty, in fact, is to praisa

the injunctions.

For example, there is the following text in the Veda (Taittiriya-

samhita, II, i, 1)
4 One desiring prosperity should sacrifice the

animal Sveta dedicated to Vayu : Vayu, verily, is the eftest deity :

he leads the man to prosperity’. Here, the sentence

< Vayu, verily, is the eftest deity’ does- not indicate any action. It

has to be construed with the injunctive sentence ‘One desiring

prosperity should sacrifice, etc.’

Similarly, those texts of the jnana-kanda which are themselves

non-injunctive, says the purvapaksin , acquire meaning only as

construed with the injunctive texts. In other words, they have

syntactical unity (ekavakyatva) with vidhi-vakyas.

NTV—codanat irikta-vedavakyanam nispramapakatvat , nirvisayat-

vat. nisprayojanatvacca apramanyam.

The Vedic texts which are non-injunctive do not make known

the truth, have no content, and are futile; hence, they are not

authoritative.

NKL—vimatana svarthapara vidhi-vikala-vedatvat so ’rodid ity <XdU

vat karma.peksita-kartradUprakUSanadvd.Ta tesdtn api vidhinai-

kavnkyatvam laghavat.
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[37]

i

^3 1?^ ^ ii v® ii
'S.

44 To assume sentence-split for sentences which do

not have kriya for purport would be prolix.”

Now, here, what is desired is perfection, the eternal

truth.

Here, the statement of purvapaksa continues upto the words

gurvi syat in the second line. The rest of that line states an objection

raised by the siddhantin .

Purvapaksin.—There is no fruit in the sense of the Vedanta

texts ; even as there is no fruit seen in the artha-vada, * He wept

(arodit )
;—because he wept, Rudra came to be called Rudra

*

(Traittiriyasamhita, I, v, 1). The sentence ‘ He wept, etc.’ should

be construed with the injunction * Silver shall not be given on the

barhis \ Otherewise there would be sentence-split
(vakyabheda)

and prolixity (gaurava). To separate the arthavada text from the

injunctive text would be wrong. Equally unjustifiable is it to assume

a separate fruit for the arthavada text.

Siddhantin .—Moksa is the fruit of Vedanta, and that is eternal.

If the Vedanta-texts were subsidiary to the injunctive texts moksa

would become non-eternal. Therefore, moksa is not what is accom-

plished through action.

SP—na sa (muktih) karma-sadhya nityatvad dtmavat .

[38 ]

^Frfri || ||
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How can it be eternal, if it were the fruit of action ?

Nothing that is given rise to by action is seen to be per-

manent in the world.

The siddhantin continues : Whatever is accomplished through

action perishes. Moksa is eternal. Therefore, it cannot be the

fruit of action.

[39]

That (release) should result necessarily through some

means. Hence, by elimination, knowledge becomes here

(the means). This is well known in the Vedanta.

If action is not the means to moksa, what is the means? By a

process of elimination it is settled that knowledge is the means.

Pari&esya-nyaya is the principle of residues.

[40 ]

frl: &RRT: rlgoq^ q?i : || ||

“ Not thus ; for the reason that release results from

rites alone. If it be asked, how does it result from

rites ?, listen, how it is so is explained.

The purvapaksin contends that the principle of residues does

not apply here, as, in his view, moksa is accomplished through

action. He proceeds to explain how this is so.

4
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[41-42]

^ || n II

gi%: I

ii n ii

“By giving up prohibited and optional rites and

by performing the obligatory rites, the sin of non-perfor-

mance being removed and the karma responsible for

generating (a fresh) body being destroyed through experi-

encing: when thus release for the inner self results, (it

must be admitted that) even without the knowledge of

the one self, action alone is the means to release in the

aforesaid manner.”

This is the recipe for moksa : your present body is the result of

the accumulated karma of your past. If you desire moksa, all that

you need accomplish is that when your present body falls, there should

be no more embodiment for you. The causes of embodiment (i.e.

birth) are merit (punya) and demerit {papa). If you succeed in avoid-

ing both till the time of death, thereafter you will not be born.

How to avoid merit and demerit ? By not performing prohibited

{nisiddha) acts, you avoid demerit. By not resorting to optional

rites (kamya-karma), you do not gather merit. Obligatory duties

{nitya-karma) you should perform, because their non-performance will

bring in demerit, while their performance does not lead to any fresh

merit. The karma that is responsible for the present body, however,

perishes when it has been experienced. Thus when the present body

falls, there will be no cause for seizing another body. And that is

moksa. When it is attained through karma, where is the need for

jndna ?
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NKL—moksarthi na pravarteta tatra kamyan isiddhayoh , nitya-

naimittike kuryat pratyavaya-jihasaya-iti nyayena uktam upapada-

yati nisiddheti.

[43]

m ^ ^ ii it

Now, that release is the fruit of self-knowledge is

declared by Scripture in ‘Having realized (him, one is

released from the mouth of death),* 1 as also in ‘He who

knows Brahman (becomes Brahman)’. 2

“Not thus; since they are eulogies.”

Siddhantin : Inspite of what you have said, karma cannot be

the means to moksa ;
for Scripture expressly declares that knowledge

is the means;

1. KU, I, iii, 15. ‘Devoid of sound, of touch, of form, with-

out decay, and likewise devoid of taste, eternal, and devoid of

odour, beginningless, endless, superior to the Great (Mahat

)

and

firm : having realized him, one is released from the mouth of

death.*

2. MU, III, ii, 9. ‘He, verily, who knows that supreme

Brahman, becomes Brahman itself. In his family there will be born

no one who does not know Brahman. Sorrow he crosses; sin he

crosses: Liberated from the knots of the cavity (of the heart), he

becomes immortal.’

Purvapaksin

:

The Scriptural texts you have quoted are eulogies

(iarthavada).
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[44]

ST^T || 88 ||

%

“In Scripture everywhere it is seen that the declara-

tion of fruit in respect of material and purificatory rites

is eulogistic, as in the case of the declaration of fruit for

(the sacrificial ladle) made of parna-wood.

Admitting that there are texts in Scripture declaring jnana to be

the means to molesa, the piirvapaksin maintains that these texts are

eulogistic and, therefore, have no purport of their own. PM, IV,

iii, i, declares: t{ The mention of fruit in connection with ‘material’,

* purification *, and ‘ acts * should be regarded as eulogistic, because

they are for the sake of another (action).” There is the text, for

example, which says: * He whose sacrificial ladle is made of

parna-wood does not hear any evil of himself.’ Here the text

does not enjoin the non-hearing of evil as an actual result. It is

>

only a praise of the ladle made of parna-wood which is subservient to

the act of offering. Similarly, the declaration of fruit in the texts

relating to self-knowledge is an eulogy.

[
45]

ft® II 8H II

“ Since the self is subsidiary to action, the knowledge

of that is subsidiary to action. Though injunction is

not accepted by you (in Vedanta), the eulogistic character

(of Vedanta texts) must be admitted (by you).”



The piirvapaksin continues: Just as parnu-hood helps the

sacrifice by offering its material to the ladle, even knowledge helps

the same by way of purifying the agent. Therefore, the mention of

fruit in the texts about self-knowledge is an eulogy. Even though

knowledge may not be enjoined, it becomes subsidiary to injunction

by purifying the agent.

NKL—karmanga-samskdrataya jncnasya kriya-Sesatvam ity

arthah.

A VS—etad uktam bhavati atma-jhanasya atma-saniskaratvat

atmanaS ca kriya-Sesatvat, tad-dvarena taj-jndnasya kriya-Sesatvopa-

patteh phala-Sravanam avivaksilam iti.

li 8^ II

Not thus. Since release and prosperity are opposed

to each other as regards means and nature, what was

stated by you is not sound.

The siddhantin replies : Action cannot be the means to release,

even though it may lead to prosperity. Discrimination (viveka) is

the means to release; non-discrimination or nescience (aviveka ) is

the basis of prosperity. Permanence or eternity (dhruvatva) is the

nature of release; transitoriness (adhruvatva) is the characteristic

feature of prosperity. Since prosperity and release are so divergent,

the same means cannot serve both ends.

NKL—kaivalyam karmaphalam ity etad dusayat i—ne'ti. tayor

hetu
,
taddhetu, raga-vairdgya-purvakau tayo rape bandha-tad-dhvam-

satmake tayor virodhan mukty-abhyudayayor eka-purusasathbatidhah.
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[47]

q^ll^Sqrf^KcR^Tl: 3°^ II ^ ||

You say that the resting of the self in its own nature

is release ; and you explain that it is attained through

giving up optional rites, etc.

The siddhantin recalls here what was stated by the purvapaksin

in v. 32. Admitting that the resting of the self in its own nature is

release, it was urged that this is achieved through the performance

of Scripture-ordained acts.

[48-49]

msstm sni^T ^ i

fit ^ II II

PSfiq II II

Does the self not rest in its nature previously, that in

order to rest therein it depends on a means through

effort ? But, then, that cannot be its nature wherein it

has to be made to rest forcibly through means, as it does

not rest of itself. If it rests, then for what purpose is the

search for means ?

Here the purvapaksin is asked : Prior to the performance of

actions, does the self rest in itself or not ? If the latter, then ‘resting-

in -itself’ cannot be the nature of the self, for it is adventitious,

being dependent on an external means. If the former, then, where

is the need for the performance of actions ? Surely, no one wants to

go to a village which has already been reached.



[50]

n v ii

If even in release there be attachment thereto (rites)

there is the contingence of non-release. Therefore., by

giving up prohibited and optional riles, there is no release

for the self.

If it be said that the performance of actions is natural to the

self, then, there would be no difference between bondage and

release.

[51 ]

TcR. |

n 3 33R<J|R[ || II

If it be thought that it (the prescription of rites, etc.)

is for the sake of resolving the non-abidance in the self

brought about by repeated contacts with the objects, due

to what cause does that contact with objects come about?

The purvapaksin may say : ‘I admit that the performance of

actions is not natural to the self. Nor is it required to make the

self remain in itself. Yet I maintain that it is necessary for

removing the sin that has been generated in the self by repeated

contact with the objects of sense .

1

Now, if that be so, he should be asked : ‘What brings about

contact with sense-objects?
*

NTV— paramarthato * samgasya Umano visayadina tat-karanena

va kenapi sambandhanupapatteh na tan-nivartanena karmanam moksa-

sadhanayogyaia syat .



In truth, the self is unattached, and there can be for it by no

means any relation either to the objects, etc., or to their cause. And

so, actions cannot be the means to moksa for the purpose of removing

them (viz. the objects and their cause).

[52]

siftqfasreifafcNi 11 hr II

If, according to you, such contact is accidental, then,

since it cannot be prevented even in release, there is for

you the contingence of non-release. *

If contact with sense-objects is accidental, i.e. if it be without

a cause, then, it may occur even in moksa, with the result that there

would be no moksa.

[
53

]

f^r h ii

If the cause be merit and demerit, do merit and

demerit occasion contact by force for what is by nature

unattached ?

It may be held that merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) are

the cause of the contact. In that case, two alternatives are

possible

:

(A) that merit and demerit establish contact with the objects

for the self that is unattached ; and
;

(B) that the self for which contact is established is not un-

attached.

Here, the first alternative (A) is mentioned.



NTV—nityasangacinmatrasya 'tmaria ukta-samparko nopapadyate.

For the self which is eternal, unattached pure consciousness,

the aforesaid relation (to the objects, etc.) is not possible.

avidyaiva akhanclananda-caitanyasya asangasya 9tmanoh ukta-

samparkam karoti tan-nivrttaye jnanamevaisitavyam, na karma .

For the self which is impartite bliss and consciousness and is

unattached, nescience alone brings about the said relation; for

removing that, knowledge alone is to be sought for, not action.

[ 54-55]

spft I

gtBcn^ ii hh n

Just as the marking-nut makes the cloth bear marks,

not thus can merit and demerit produce contact for the

self.

1 A potter, even though able-bodied and skilled,

cannot make a pot out of ether which is not of the nature

of pot, etc
; nor can wind produce coolness in fire.

8

If the self be of the nature of agent, etc.,
s then

do not hope for release.

The alternative (A) is not sound.

1. This is a contrary example. A piece of cloth may be stained,

but not the self.

2. These two are similar instances : ether cannot serve as the

material of pot ; fire cannot be made cool by a blowing wind.

3. This is the second alternative (B). Here, again, there are

minor distinctions.

5



i. Is the self of the nature of effects (karya) such as agent,

etc. ? Or,

ii. is it of the nature of the potency {gakti) of being agent, etc. ?

And, as regards the first of these

:

(a) Is there release for the self on the destruction of the effects,

agency, etc.? Or,

(b) is there release even when there is not that destruction?

The first, i (a), is not possible.

[56j

Not, indeed, can the nature of things be changed, as

the heat of the sun. A thing which has lost its nature is

void of reality like the sky-flower.

Here, the reason for the impossibility of i (a) is given.

A thing cannot change its essence. If it should change, it will

cease to be itself. Gaudapada says (GK, iv, 29) :

prakrter anyathabhavo na kathancid bhavisyat i.

[57]

^ II H'3 II

Fire which has not been destroyed does not lessen its

heat at any time.

For if the self be not freed from agency, etc., will

release be possible by any other means ?

Here, the unsoundness of i (b) is shown.



[58-59a]
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^^R^I^i^q^ss^rgrRcii i

“ Now the effect consisting in agency and enjoyer-

ship, is alone the transmigration of the self, and not

the potency thereof. Thus when the potency alone

remains, and all evil is removed, the release of self is

intelligible.”

Here, the purvapaksin accepts the alternative ii, and argues : The

self is of the nature of the potency of being agent, etc. But what

constitute samsara actually are the effects, such as agency, enj oyership,

etc., and not their potency. So, when the effects are destroyed, there

is release, even though their potency may persist.

AVS—kartr-Sakti-karyasya anarthat vat tasya ca muktdv abhavat

SakteS ca anarthatvabhava

t

, tad-bhave *pi moksah syad eva ity arthah.

[59b]

$3 ri*ns^% n ii

Not thus; whether potency and its effect be diffe-

rent or non-different, there will be the (aforesaid)

defect.

The siddhantin rejects the alternative. Whether potency be

identical with its effects or different from them, there would result

non-release for the soul.

NTV—Sakti-tatkaryayor bhede iyam Saktir idam ca karyam

iti vyavastha na syat , tilebhya eva tailam payasaeva dadhitivat kartrtva-

Sakter eva kriya bhoktrtva-Sakter eva bhoga iti ca vyavastha na syat.
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Were potency and its effect different, then, one cannot say ‘ this

is potency, and this is its effect.’ Just as we say * from the sesamum

seeds, oil ; from milk, curds,* we cannot say that action comes from

the potency of agency alone, and enjoyment from the potency of

enjoyership alone.

[60]

II II

For there is no difference between potency and its

effect. If there be difference between them, invariable

relation (of cause and effect as between them) would be

impossible.

There can be no difference between potency and its effect. If

there is difference, potency cannot be the cause of its effect. Indeed,

as between differents like cow and horse, there is no causal relation.

AVS—ayam arthah. Sakti-Sakyayor vyatirekayogat
,

vyatirekas

tavan nasti ,
yadi kathamcid vyatirekah syat , tada mrda eva ghatah

Iksirad eva dadhl y
ti niyamo na siddhyet> sarvatah sarvarn sambhavet .

[61 ]

If they are established to be different by nature,

there would not be the relation of cause and effect. And

if they are non-different, they would be identical;

whence, then, the relation of cause and effect ?

Whether it is held that potency and its effect are different, or

that they are identical, there is difficulty because either way the two

cannot be related as cause and effect.
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[62-64]

JTifst^rcsT zt ^iflfawiGRR. i

SI«n$[^q!Rg: SRTsqei II ** It

cfeg%?(q (§l«5ra^I%5qi^c!: |

^ ^iRutTsnRffRl: II W II

3;4K'=A|kK'MkU I

No cause is seen that is unproductive; nor an

effect that is not produced. If non-difference between

the two is what is accepted, then, on the destruction of

the effect, there is the contingence of destruction for its

potency too, for they are non-different. When the

nature of potency is destroyed, the nature of the potent

also is destroyed, because they are non-distinct. The

same aforesaid view of no-self is brought in, even

without our desire. Hence not thus should it be

objected.

On the view that potency and its effect are non-different, defect

is shown here. If the effect is included in potency, then, so long as

the latter lasts, the former cannot be destroyed. In other words,

agency, etc., will be constantly there for the self. So, there will be

no release for it.

AVS—abhede idam kurvad idam kriyamanam iti vibhagasya

kartum aSakyatvat ,
akurvata eva karanatvam akriyamanasyaiva

karyatvam prapnoti tad ubhayam drsta-virodhi *ti.
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[65 ]

5I%IUc[ 5T rIJfK || Vi ||

If it be your view that release is the non-manifesta-

tion of the effect of the potency, since the cause is

impossible, that does not stand to reason, as potency,

and the cause (dharma, etc.) are there.

Purvapaksin—It is not the destruction of either the effect or its

potency that is release. Release is the non-manifestation of the effect

of the potency. It cannot be said that, then, release would be the

same as deep sleep. In sleep there is the cause of renewed manifesta-

tion, viz. adrsta
,

etc., whereas in release there is no such cause.

Siddhantin—What you have stated is wrong. The cause of samsara

is potency or some excellence present in it. What produce its effect

are merit (<dharma ), etc. Since they are present, even in release

there is the continence of the manifestation of the effect.

NTV—yady api karyanabhivyaktih muktau sambhavati , tathapi

mukty-avasthayam kartrtva-Sakter atmano n ityadyananusthana-janya-

papmanah kamya-pratisiddhanus thana-janya-punya-papayoS ca bhavat

punar dehantara-praptyadi sambhavnt , visayabhyasajdsvasthyanutti-

laksano mokso na sambhavati ti pariharati na tad yuktam ityadina.

[66]

a# n n

The relation of causes with what are occasioned is

through the form of potency. Hence there is parity

with fire-heat, etc.
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Causes are related to effects through potency. So, if potency

is there, the effect must be there. E.g. if there is fire, there must

be heat. The fire-heat example was given in v. 57.

167]

spfsraRI: II Vs
II

r

If the effect is dependent on potency, then, as the

cause is always existent, the origination of the effect

would always be there, like heat in summer.

Does the effect consisting of agency, etc., depend on the entire

cause? Or, does it not? If the first alternative is accepted, then,

potency is the entire cause (
and since it is present in release the

effect too must be present.

[68-69]

^ H ii

II V* II

Likewise, even if it be independent of potency,

the same defect there would be. The effect would

never arise, since always the cause is not, as cold (does

not arise) in summer. Therefore these words (of

yours) are not sound. If what has no cause is

generated, then, there would be the generation of

effect always.
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If the effect is not dependent on the entire cause, then, it would

never arise. Or, if it arises even without a cause, it would be there

always.

NKL—tasmad ajnanam eva visayasamparka-karanam tac ca jnana-

mdtro *panodyam iti bhavah.

[70-71 ]

3 =3 wi ll

'3» il

II
'S?

||

And how could there be effectness for it, if it be

not dependent on a cause? Even by the skilled men

it is not possible to resolve to renounce prohibited and

optional rites, etc., beginning from birth until death

;

for even in the case of the most diligent, subtle

mistakes are seen.

If agency, etc., were independent, they would not be effects; if

so, they would always be there.

The Mimamsaka said that, in order to attain moksa, one must

give up optional rites and prohibited actions. But, is it possible for

anyone to do so throughout one’s life from birth to death ? Even the

best of persons cannot conform to this rule.

NTV—asaty atmavijnanena karmaghasmare sarvamana kamya -

pratisiddhani na kenacit parihartum Sakyante ,
raga-dvesa-lobhadinam

dosanam anivrtteh •
* * * *
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[72]

HIS5T zp$ $q<OT rM II ^ II

The doubt at least is there, and so your view

is not established (paksasiddhi).

‘ He, for whom this is realized in full, is released *,

if thus it be said (we reply)

:

At any rate, the doubt as to the possibility of acting according

to the Mlmamsaka prescription is there. If it were a small matter,

then even if there be doubt, one may act. But moksa is not a small

matter; nor the prescription of the means. So, no one would

undertake to follow the way shown by the Mlmamsaka.

The purvapaksin still persists in saying :
** He who acts according

to my prescription does surely attain moksa. ”

[73]

ftiOT HOT erN R:«OT SIR II ^ II

What is stated by you cannot be so, for the reason

that it cannot be explained. In respect of release an

ascertained means should be stated, viz. knowledge.

Siddhantirfs reply

:

A doubtful means is not adequate to

establish its end. That which is doubtful cannot be determinate.

If it were such operations as agriculture, etc., one may be active even

though one may not be sure of the yield. Not so in the case of moksa.

You profess to teach the means to moksa. But that means should

be such that it has been ascertained to be the means.

6
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[74]

^ ?T 3 Jn^rriRT: || «8 ||

Not by the one who is wise will it be held that

accomplishment is accidental. This is the sphere of

destiny, and not the sphere of man.

No one who is intelligent would adopt a hit-or-miss method for

achieving a goal. The hit-or-miss process is a gamble with destiny.

[75]

^^IrbKId
|

ffgwjjTwhs'flIci h ii

If it be stated that it also is the sphere of man on

the rule that 6 potency becomes helpful (to the verbs)’,

no, because there is no such verb.

Nor may it be said that this is within the sphere of man also (i.e.

that human effort also is required) on the rule that potency or ability

is helpful to injunction.

The rule is mentioned in the Mimamsa works in connection with

the topic of injunction of eligibility (adhikara-vidhi). The rule runs

thus: “For verbs, which express a meaning, power is an auxiliary.**

Here the meaning is : an injunction applies only to him who has the

ability to perform the act enjoined. This is a commonsense rule.

For instance, the Vedic injunctions, which require, on the part of the

agent, the use of his eyes, tongue and ears, are not applicable to the

blind, the dumb and the deaf.

This rule, says the siddhantin , does not apply in the present case.

Where there is an injunctive verb, there the ability of the agent is

he|pful. But nowhere in the Veda is there the injunction that he

who desires mok$a should give up optional rites, etc.
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[For an explanation of the rule, see G, A. Jacob, A Third

Handful of Popular Maxims, pp. 21-22 ; also Arthasamgraha, section

on ‘ Adhikara-vidhi \ £abara-bhasya on PM, I, iv, 30, and Tantra-

vartika, II, ii, 27. The present verse is quoted by Jacob as an

illustration.]

[76]

II ^ II

There is no injunction anywhere in the Veda that he

who desires release should leave off optional rites, etc.,

in which case there would be for potency the nature of

being part-content of the injunction.

What was stated above is explained. There is no Vedic injunc-

tion that he who desires moksa should leave off optional rites, etc.

[77]

35^ ii
w

II

Since the saying about the leaving off of optional

rites, etc., has its source in your imagination, it is not

proper to say that for potency there is the nature of

being part thereof (i.e. of the injunction).

Nor may the following statement be quoted by the purvapaksin:

“ Let the one who desires moksa turn away from optional rites

and prohibited actions ; let him perform the obligatory and occasioned

rites in order to avoidsin.’* **

*moksartkl na pravarteta tatra kamya-nisiddhayoh nitya-naimittike kuryat

pratyavaya-jihasaya .
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This statement is not supported by Scripture.

If the view of the purvapaksin is born out of his own brain, it

carries no authority for us.

[78]

&T: U*flsqcl
|| ||

Not from the performance of obligatory rites, nor

from leaving off optional rites, is release (Sreyas)

possible ; since there is the contingence of the futility

of knowledge (vidya).

The purvapaksin may say: ‘*1 have already quoted a smrti

passage in support of my view ; and we have to presume a Sruti text

as the basis of the smrti passage.*’*

The siddhantin replies: “What you say is not sound. The

Sruti expressly declares that moksa is through jnana. With that

declaration your view is in conflict.
’*

NKL—kamyadi-varjanam abhyupagamya na tatah kaivalya-siddhir

ity aha nityad iti.

[79]

m qg&HPlf ripsffl; |

g (Sfapft n n

From the optional rites let there not be heaven,

etc., and from prohibited rites what is generated there-

by (viz., hell). But nothing could prevent their coming

into being either through some other means or of their

own accord.

acarac ca smrtim jnatva smrteS ca iruti-kalpanam iti nyayat.
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Let there be, somehow, the giving up of optional rites, etc. Even

then that cannot serve as the means to moksa.

Heaven, etc., and the body that is adequate for their enjoyment

may not come to one, because one has given up the optional rites.

Similarly, hell and the body appropriate to it may not result to one,

because one has not done the prohibited deeds.

Even, then, there is no moksa. For, heaven, etc., may come to

one through some other means.

[80]

3PWI *TI*T ff I

srfcisrti sr n <<> n

If it be said that there is no evidence in the matter

of their resulting from other causes, (we reply) there may

be doubt in regard thereto. And so your view is not

established, it being obstructed.

Purvapaksin—To one who has followed the way I have shown,

there is no evidence that heaven, etc., come through some other

means.

Siddhantin—Even granting that there is no evidence, the possi-

bility that they may come is still there.

[81]

Since those who transgress the sense of injunction

are declared to be related to pleasure and pain in the
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words “ But on neither of these ways etc., there is

not the said doubt here.

There is no doubt, whatsoever, that those who follow the way

of works have to be re-born. Scripture speaks of three alternatives.

Those who perform ritual go by the Southern Path. Those who

combine ritual with knowledge go by the Northern Path. A third

place—the status of low creatures—is indicated for those who trans-

gress injunctions and prohibitions.

lCHU,
V, x, 8: “But on neither of these ways are the small,

constantly revolving creatures, (of whom it is said :)
* Take birth, die*

theirs is a third state.**

NTV—smrtir api viruddha-phalena karmana pratibaddhasya

karmantarasya ciram apy avasthanam darSayati—kadacit sukrtam

karma kutastham iva tisthati ,
majjamlnasya samsare yavad duhkhad

vimucyate.

[82]

3RT31SUI 3 *FR^ II II

Even though there be defect if there is non-perfor-

mance of obligatory rites and no defect if there

is performance thereof, there is no evidence to

prevent the same resulting otherwise or by its own

nature.

In this birth one may perform obligatory rites and thus avoid

demerit. But still, there may be demerit or defect due to the non-

performance of obligatory rites in a former birth. Or, the demerit may

result from some other cause ; or, it may appear of its own accord.
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[83]

|| <\ ||

If it is admitted that the fruit of obligatory rites

is the destruction of accumulated sin, even then the

doubt would arise, as before, in regard to defects that

are to come.

Even if the present performance of obligatory rites destroys the

previously accumulated demerit, what can prevent the demerit

that may accrue in the future as a result of the neglect of obligations?

Since that danger is there, the doubt regarding re*embodiment still

persists.

[84]

II II

Though fruits which are not desired may perish

because they are of the nature of sin, the destruction

of those which lead to prosperity is not for you, since

they are desired by you.

Granting that the performance of obligatory duties destroys

demerit or sin, what about the merit that has not yet been enjoyed

or is yet to come ? Since merit is desired, and is not opposed to the

'

performance of obligatory rites, the latter cannot destroy it. So,

for the sake of enjoying merit, one may have to be re-born.

[85]

If there is defectiveness for all, no ; what is

enjoined cannot be defective. Nor is there parity with
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the Hawk sacrifice, etc. ; for it is defective because of

the defect of the fruit.

It cannot be argued that merit (dharma) is a defect even as

demerit (adharma) is a defect. For, merit is enjoined, and what is

enjoined cannot be a defect. Here, the Syena sacrifice is no example.

The Syena is defective because its fruit is defective. There is no

adhikan for it ; and it is not enjoined at all. Not so the Soma

sacrifice which is enjoined, and which yields merit.

NKL—vimatam adustam , vihitatvat, agnihotravat.

[86]

If (release be) through the knowledge of the one

self, futile is action as the principal. That knowledge

is the principal is shown in the text * Such a one (the

Brahmins desire to know) ’ 1

If it be admitted that release is attained when all actions are

destroyed by the knowledge of identity with pure consciousness which

is the self, then action cannot be the direct means. And, Scripture

expressly declares that knowledge is the direct means.

1. BUy IV, iv, 22.

NKL—karmanam saksan-moksa-hetutvam pramana-prayojana-

vikalam iti duwyati-vyarthe * t i ...karmanam jnaneccha-sadhanatva-

pradarSita-dvtlrn juanasya saksan-moksa-hetutvam darsitam ity arthah.

NTV—evam sati karmanam kaivalya-sadhanatvam nispramanakatn

ity arthah. kimca mukti-phala-jhaneccha-sadhanatvena karmanam

viniyogat
, jhanasyaiva kaivalya-sadhanatvam sapramanakam ity aha-

pradhanatvam ce’ ti.
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[87]

m *rm |

^rr^hciiM safaiiftfci ftfecR, n c® n

In the manner stated it has been settled that the

rites which purify the agent have for purport the

knowledge of the one self.

Actions purify the agent and culminate in knowledge; and

knowledge is the means to moksa.

NKL—karmana Suddha-buddher viraktasya jnanecchU syad ity

arthah,

[88]

fowtcii I

Therefore, he who knows the truth of the Veda will

realize the futility of rites, and seek the knowledge of

the one self, being rid of blemishes through

austerity.

He, whose mind has been purified by the performance of

obligatory duties (nityakarma), learns in general the teaching of the

Veda, realizes that no lasting fruit can result from deeds, becomes

unattached to work, renounces and enters upon the path of inquiry

with a view to gaining knowledge.

[89]

n g?r: ^4 ^ it ii

He, who, through practice in a previous birth is

free from desires without a residue, is an eligible person
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even at the beginning (i.e. while in the first aSrama).

He does not stand in need of action again.

In certain cases the requirement of mental purification through

obligatory duties might have been fulfilled in the previous birth itself.

Where this is so, there is no need for fresh actions. Such persons

are eligible for renunciation and knowledge even in the first aSrama.

NKL—ajnana-nivrtter jnana-matra-phalatvad ity arthah.

[90]

35*TN$n % ii v n

For him who is dispassionate and who desires

knowledge there is no need of anything other than

knowledge. Action is required in respect of what is to

be accomplished. In respect of the established it is of

no use.

For accomplishing what is to be accomplished action is required,

but not for realizing what is eternally established. For the latter,

only knowledge is necessary. Knowledge does not stand in need

of karma. It is not like the Agneya which requires the aid of

the Prayajas.

[91 ]

This is clearly seen in the cases of Vamadeva,

Maitreyl and Gargl.
1 Renunciation even at the stage of

a student’s life is declared in Scripture.*
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As sprinkling helps in the case of the DarSapurnamasa by

purifying the material sprinkled upon, so here karma helps in the

rise of jnana by purifying the mind. Karma is not the direct and

independent means to moksa.

1. In these cases there is jnana even without the performance

of Vedic rites.

2. Jabdla, 4.

NKL—janmaniara-'nusthita-karmanam Suddhi-dvfirena jnSna-

hetutva-lihgam aha-vamadeve 'ti.

NTV—tasmat kevala-jnanad eva sahcitU- '&esa-punya-'punya-

nivrttih na karmana iti. janmantara-krtena karmana Suddha-sattvasya

sa-sannyasa-jhanam eva moksa-sadhanam ity atra lihga-darSanam

Srutim ca 'ha.

[92]

prk: h m n

Since causes like sacrifice and good works

(iistapurta), etc., are innumerable, the impossibility of

other causes for attaining heaven is difficult to know.

As they are possible, it may quite well be.

The purvapaksin believes that if one abstains from optional rites

in this birth and performs the obligatory duties, one will attain

release. But as against him, it is pointed out that even if one

succeeds in keeping away from optional rites in this birth, the

enjoyment of heaven may come to him when his present body falls,

as a result of good deeds performed in previous births.

1sta means scripture-ordained deeds (Srauta-karma); purta means

works taught in the smrtis (smarta-karma).

NKL—agnihotradikam is tarn vapy-adikam purtarn Saranagata-

paripalanadi da t tarn.
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[93]

*m g!%®Ft«R: ||
<*>3 n

Thus in the case of prohibitory texts, the aforesaid

rule must be applied; thus also in the case of texts

enjoining obligatory rites. Hence there is no certainty

of release.

The argument advanced above in regard to optional rites applies

also to prohibited deeds. The same consideration holds good in the

case of the obligatory and occasioned rites.

[94]

3,Rtt3
D?W Wt: |

*S

For, there are merit and demerit of deeds like

brahmanicide gathered in several births which are

productive of innumerable bodies.

It cannot be said that the present birth is enough to experience

the sum-total of merit and demerit acquired in all the previous births.

For, we hear that to suffer for a single sin like brahmanicide one

may have to take on a series of bodies.

[95]

riel: 5TW 3TSHIrRf m |

uNcR?lcl: || II

The existence of the fruit of works which have not

begun to take effect is made known in texts like
4Hence

by the residue (of the fruit of deeds)’
1

, and ‘ Accordingly,

those who are (of pleasant conduct) here ,a
, etc.
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Scripture and Traditional Code are cited here to show that there

is unspent karma which is the cause of future births.

1. Gautama-dharma-sutra
,
x, 31.

2. CHU
,
V, x, 7.

[96]

7*5
|

7*5RRSlii: II II
S3

The fruit of obligatory rites is not merely destruc-

tion of sin, because other fruit (also) is declared in

Scripture directly,
1

as in the Traditional Code ‘When

mango (is planted)’.
2

It was stated by the purvapaksin that in the case of the obligatory

rites their non-performance leads to demerit whereas their performance

brings in no result. The latter part of this belief is refuted here.

Scripture- and Traditional Code expressly declare that merit is the

fruit of the obligatory rites. So, whether the obligatory rites are

performed or not performed, there is samsdra.

1. BU, I, v, 16.

2. Apastathba-dharma-sutra
, I, xx, 3.

[97]

7*5cR3
||

<*.«
||

The words of the Apastamba-dharma-sutra 6 When
mango is planted’, etc. declare fruitfulness of even

obligatory rites.

The passage from the Apastamba-dharma-sutra is explained.
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[98]

^rE^cf g MRum RHisriri: i

S^RR^I || V ||

As regards the doubt (vide v. 80), its resolution has

already been stated. Potency, as long as it lasts, will

be productive of effect.

As regards the doubt expressed by the purvapaksin in v. 80, viz,

that moksa may result if one follows the course prescribed by him,

as there is no evidence that heaven, etc., would come through some

other means, in the case of such a person, the reply has already

been given (vide v. 81).

It has also been stated that as long as there is potency there

is the possibility of its fructifying.

[99]

|| V*. ||

For, if the effect be absent, the potency itself will

not be established. The establishment of cause and

effect is reciprocal.

It cannot be argued that, though there is potency in the state

of release, it does not fructify; for if there is potency it must express

itself. Cause and effect are reciprocally related. The establishment

of one depends on that of the other.

[100]

=t g^irensRci n ?°o n
« V

Hence, if the inner self be admitted to be of the

nature of agent and enjoyer, there is no hope of release
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(as has been shown) through having recourse to the

arguments set forth above.

Hence if the soul has the potency of agency and enjoyership,

there can be no release for it. This has already been stated

(vide v. 55 If.).

NKL— atah Sakti-pakse moksasiddhih.

[101 ]

SITOsrai 9%: srasqh I

tsiEfwi i || M ||

Since there is the possibility of transgression, thpre

arises doubt in respect of release for the twice-born

;

and by what you have stated there would be release,

without doubt, for the donkey, etc.

Even though a person belonging to the twice-born class follows

assiduously the course of discipline prescribed by the Mlmamsaka,

one cannot be sure that he has not transgressed. Without his

knowing, he may overlook an injunction or perform a prohibited

deed, with the result that when the present body falls he will have to

take on another body. So, there will be no release for him.

If it is contended that the effects of all the previous actions can

be reaped in the present birth, then release must be admitted even

for the donkey, etc., when their present bodies are destroyed.

NKL—ittham darSanam eva kaivalya-sadhanam iti sadhana-bheda-

siddhav adhikari-bheda-siddhah

.

•
#

[102]

ii ii

ee Now, it was said (in verse 45) that knowledge is

subsidiary to action and that the self is the agent of
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sacrifices This is not so ; for, this kind of knowledge

which is subsidiary to action is not what is accepted.

The piirvapaksin stated in v. 45 that since the self is subsidiary

to action, the knowledge of that is subsidiary to action.

With reference to that, the siddhantin says here that the knowledge

of the self as the agent of sacrifices, etc. is not what is meant by self-

knowledge. The knowledge of the empirical self may be useful to

action. But that is not knowledge of the true self.

[103]

: rN; WTcl: I

Even elsewhere, apart from sacrifices agency is

established for the self, since it is the agent of all

actions. Hence what you have said is unsound.

The knowledge of the empirical self cannot properly be said

to be subsidiary (ahga) to ritual action ; for that kind of knowledge,

we find, is related to secular action also. And, a subsidiary is that

which helps the principal, while being unique to it.

[104]

'pNfPScI qg53g3R£ * srera II II

It cannot be said that in the absence of a knowledge

of the self it is not possible to perform ritual, even as,

without the knowledge of the pctma-wood, it is not

possible to fetch the sacrificial ladle.

It cannot be said that in the absence of self-knowledge it is not

possible to perform action, as without the knowledge of the parna-

wood it is not possible to employ the sacrificial ladle. For, true
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self-knowledge is inimical to the performance of any action. The

self is transcendent of all that is empirical; it is beyond hunger, etc.;

it has no use for caste-distinctions such as Brahmin, Ksattriya, etc.;

it is not subject to transmigration ; it is known through the Vedanta.

[105]

Nor may it be said that an intelligent man will not

be active in respect of the other world if he does not

know that there is the self related to another (divine)

body.

It may be said that in order to perform sacrifices, etc., one

must know that it is the same self that will go to heaven after death.

In other words, the sacrificer must be able to distinguish the self from

the present body, etc.

This is replied to in the next verse.

[ 106]

Even thus (the knowledge of the self) is not

subsidiary to action ;
since the agent alone is the

instrument to the desired, like the one who desires the

fruit. Knowledge is not enjoined as subsidiary to

action.

Now, it has been said that the self as distinct from the body

should be known in order to perform ritual action. What kind of

self is intended here ? Is it the self as agent, or as non-agent? The
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knowledge of the self as agent is common to all action sacred and

secular. And so, it cannot be the subsidiary of sacred action.

As an example, we may cite the knowledge of the self as enjoyer

which is required for all action. As for the knowledge of self as

non-agent, it is not at all required for action. On the contrary,

it is destructive of all action.

[107]

Rfs;*. i

“ Now, even so, it would be established that know-

ledge of self enters into every act, because of

competence, though not as dependent on an injunction.”

The purvapaksin says, here, that in the absence of a self distinct

from the present body, all acts relating to the other world would be

unintelligible. Knowledge of such a self, then, is subsidiary to action,

even though it may not be so as dependent on injunction.

[108]

II II

It is not so ; because eligibility here in respect of

rites is for him who has not known the truth and who is

qualified by the sense of not-self.

Siddhanta—You seek to establish the subsidiariness of self-know-

ledge to action through presumption {arthapatti). Now, what is the

kind of self that you are thinking of? Is it the qualified self {yiSista)

?

Or, the pure self (,kevala)? The qualified self is an illusory one

(ikalpita). The knowledge of that may be subsidiary to action. There-

by, true self-knowledge does not become subsidiary. Knowledge ofthe
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pure self which is true self-knowledge is what is opposed to action.

It is only he that is endowed with ignorance (ajnana) that is eligible

for action. Self-knowledge is what liberates one from ignorance.

NTV—brahmanyady-andtma-vUistasyaiva-'tmano 'dhikara-hetutVat

taj-jnanasyaiva karmasu praveSah , natv-apeta-brahma-ksatradi-bheda-

9samsary-dtmatattva-jnanasya-nupayoga

t

, virodhac ca anatmartha-

brahmanyadi-vaUistyam adhyasa iti, tat-karanam ajnanam eva
9
nvaya«

vyatirekabhyam

.

NKL—brahmano grhastha iti brahmanatva-grhasthatvadi-dharma-

yi&ista-dehatmabhimanino
9dhikarat ity arthah.

[109]

SIRfR: pill |

The abidance of the self in its nature, the wise say,

is beatitude. The relation of the self with what is

different from that is the result of ignorance.

What is release ? It is the abidance of the self in itself. And,

that results to one for whom ignorance has been removed through

knowledge. Since knowledge is the means to moksa it cannot be

subsidiary to action. The relation of the self to the not-self is

caused by nescience. Of the pure self which is unattached, that

relation is not possible.

NTV—jati-vyaktyadi-bhavabhavat ajnana-hetukam eva tudatmyam.

NKL^svatmavasthana-kaivalyasya svabhivakatvad anya-samsarga-

rupam asvasthyam ajnana-krtam ity arthah

[ 110]
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The adventitious nature of not-self is made known

by the self-same intelligence. Not therefore is there

(for the ignorant) the attainment of the human goal

which is being-in-the-self.

Moreover, we offer the following inference : The not-self has

nescience for its basis, because it is an effect, like the serpent.

Likewise is the relation thereto.

And, the nature of not-self is known by the witness-self.

Without the relation of the self to it, this is not possible. Both the

not-self and the relation thereto have nescience as their ground.

NTV—yat svasamvityaiva gamyatam aham-rupam tad anatma

ghatavat aham-rupam anatma susuptav ahamkarabhavat .

[111
-113 ]

^ ^ n m n

crisis sun i

^ ii ur ll

11 'll

The nature of the agency, enjoyership, etc., is on

account of the nescience of the inner self; not

otherwise. Also, action, enjoyment of its fruit, and

outer sense-organs ; thence also the physical body and

the caste inherent therein, old age, death and birth

which are located in the body ; and wife, son, wealth,



etc., which are external to the body and which serve to

make the self eligible for action, though by itself it is

not eligible.

Agency, enjoyership, etc., are caused by nescience. Similarly

the other factors that make for finitude: mind, sense-organs, physical

body with its attributes, and what are related to it, like son, wealth,

etc. It is as endowed with these that one becomes eligible for action.

The pure self which is unattached, unchanging, and unconditioned,

is not eligible for action.

NKL—kartrtvadir natmadharmo drjyatvad rupavad iti tu~

Sabdanhah.
*

[114-116 a]

sci: h n

551% Zt |

II ??H II
I

?T § zi rfstrt
i

These, it is thought, are what bring about

differentiation for the self which is undifferentiated.

One being either the attribute (visesana) or the nature

{svarupci) of another is not out of itself. Without

nescience it is not seen in the world. It is everywhere

seen due to delusion (moha). It is the ignorant man
that superimposes the attribute of being a thief on a

post thus,
4 This thief comes against me \ Without

darkness this is not seen.

The attribute or the nature of a thing is not, of its own accord,

seen in another thing. This happens only on account of delusion
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(moha). Agency, etc., are not the attributes of the self ; nor do they

constitute its nature. So, it is ignorance, or nescience that is

responsible for making these appear in the self.

An illustration is given. One mistakes a post for a thief in the

dark. This is clearly a case of delusion.

NTV-rkartrtvady-atma-vi$esanam ajnana-krtam eva.

NKL—sarvatah sarvatra dehadi-kalpitam anyatmana bhasama-

natvad anyasya visesanatvac ca rajju-sarpadivat ity arthah.

[116 b-1 17 a]

II W II

“Now, even without nescience, one is seen to be the

attribute of another ; as for instance, Aupagava (son of

Upagu), nrpahaya (the king’s horse) and Syenacit (he

who performs the hawk-sacrifice), etc.”

Purvapaksa — Even in the absence of delusion, there may be

transference of attributes. Examples (1) Aupagava means ‘son

of Upagu*. Here Upagu is the attribute of son. (2) Nrpahaya

means ‘the king’s horse’. Here king is a qualification of horse.

(3) Syenacit means ‘ he who performs the hawk-sacrifice *. Here

hawk-sacrifice stands in adjectival relation to the person who

performs it. In each of these cases there is the relation of qualifi-

cation and qualified, without nescience.

[117 b-1 18 a]

^ ii kk
'3 n

It is not so
;

for in those cases there is not the

relation of identity between the two (the qualification

and the qualified) as in * I am lean
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Siddhanta — The examples you have given have no parity with

the cases of delusion we mentioned. When a person says, 'I am lean’,

he does not see any difference between himself and the lean body.

Here, the qualification is not distinguished from the qualified. Not

so in the case of Aupagava, etc. Upagu and his son are, certainly,

not identified; only their relation is indicated.

[118 b-119 a]

snf^i ii ??* ii

The sense of the stem Upagu , namely, father, etc.,

is the qualification of the sense of the suffix, which is

different in Aupagava
,
namely, son.

In the instances of Aupagava, etc., the difference between the

qualification and the qualified is evident; and so, they are not on a

par with the delusions, * I am lean \ etc. The purvapaksin cannot

argue thus; What is in dispute, viz., the relation of the qualification

and the qualified is caused by the non-apprehension of difference,

because it is a relation of the qualification and the qualified, as,

for instance, in * I am lean \

[119 b-120 a]

ii h

Not so does man here
1

think (of himself) as different

from the qualifications beginning with egoity and ending

with the body and likewise from the caste, etc., inherent

in the body.

Just as Upagu differentiates himself from his son, the individual

does not distinguish himself (i.e. the self) from egoity, etc.

1. Here means 6
in the state of ignorance \
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[120 b-121 a]

II II

3131 |

For, man thinks of these as the self, as non-different

therefrom. Thus he says,
4

1 do ‘lam blind \ * I am a

twice-born’, ‘lama child ‘lam burnt ‘lam cut

etc.

That the difference between the self and its adjuncts is not

grasped by the individual is evident from his experience such as * I do

this action *, * I am blind etc.

[121b-122 a]

II II

This relation of qualification and qualified is not

possible without nescience. This alone is to be known

as the cause of making the self eligible for rites.

The relation between the self and egoity, etc., is due to nescience,

even as the relation between the post and man in the delusion

‘This is a thief*. (See vv. 114-116a.)

It is the self that is identified with the adjuncts like egoity that is

eligible for performing rites.

NTV avidya-krta-viSesana-vitesyataiva karmadhikrti-kUranam..

.

evam kartrtvadeh avidyadhyastatva-prasadhanena ajasyaiva karmadhi•

kUrah prasadhitah

[122 b-123 a]

^ || W ||V
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It is for the reason that ignorance of the one self

makes one eligible to (perform) rites that eligibility is

prescribed for Brhaspatisava
, etc.

That it is only the ignorant man that is eligible for rites is

further shown. In the text ‘ A Brahmana is to sacrifice with the

Brhaspati-sava it is seen that the person who is eligible for this

sacrifice is one who has conceit in a particular caste. This is so

with all sacrifices. Otherwise, all persons would be eligible to

perform all sacrifices. Without conceit (abhimana) of some sort or

other, the performance of sacrifice is not possible. And, conceit is

born of nescience. Therefore, it is only the ignorant person that is

eligible for rites. A knowledge of the nature of such a person,

viz. the empirical soul, may be auxiliary to ritual, but not the

knowledge of the pure self.

NKL—ajnasya karmadhikaratve jhfinasya tadviparitUdhikaritvam

,

ato na karmahgata.

[123 b-124a]

|| m II

The knowledge, which has for content the real

nature of the inner self made known by the means of

valid knowledge, like Scripture, etc.
1

,
and which removes

entirely all action (with its fruit) arises from the

testimony of Vedanta.

The knowledge of the pure self which is obtained from the

Vedanta cannot be an auxiliary to karma, because it is destructive of

all karma. There are texts in support of this view. The Mundaka

Upanisad (II, ii, 8) declares: ‘The knot of the heart is cut, all doubts

are dispelled, and his deeds perish, when the higher and the lower

9
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Brahman has been realized.* And, the Bhagavad-gita (iv, 37) :
1 The

fire of knowledge reduces all deeds to ashes.
*

1- Et cetera may mean Traditional Code, Epics, Puranas, the

experience of the wise, inference, etc. Or, if tiruti is taken to mean

the first of the six pramdnas (modes-of-evidenee for determining the

purport of a scriptural passage), viz. express statement, then et cetera

would stand for linga (capacity), vakya (syntactical connection),

prakarana (context), sthana (position), and samakhya (name). *

[124 b-125]

wt%: g Street: || II

Knowledge is well known as the remover of

ignorance which is the root cause of that (viz. action).

It is not what prompts one to activity. Hence, the

declaration of fruit in respect thereof cannot be an

eulogy. As for the (ladle) made of parna-wood,

eulogistic character (of the text) is intelligible, because

it is an auxiliary to rite. (See vv. 44 and 45.)

It cannot be maintained that knowledge removes nescience alone,

and not karma
; for nescience is the cause of the conceit of agency,

etc., which are responsible for karma, and with the destruction of

the cause the effects also get destroyed. That knowledge destroys

ignorance is evident, even as the fact that light dispels darkness.

So, the knowledge of the pure self which is destructive of the cause

of all activity cannot be an auxiliary to karma . Because it is

not auxiliary, the texts that proclaim its fruit cannot be of the nature

* See Mimamsa-nyaya-prakasa
, para 67 ff. translated by Franklin Edgerton

(Yale University Press, New Haven, 1929).
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of artha-i-vada. The case of the ladle made of porno-wood is quite

different. Here a separate statement of fruit is an eulogy because

the wood is an auxiliary of the sacrifice and whatever is the fruit of

the sacrifice is the fruit of the wood also.

NKL—yato jndnam ajnanasyaiva nivartakam ity uktatvdn na

karma-nivartakatvam tat tva-jndnam ajnana-niyartakam iti SuktU

jndnadau drstatvat.

[126]

SliclfMtacI II II

What you asked me to admit even without my

willingness to admit, that knowledge is the content of

an injuhction, being eulogistic in character—to that we

shall reply here. (See v. 45.)

What has already been refuted is being further refuted.

Knowledge is not the content of an injunction.

[127]

I even admit that the text declaring fruit is an

eulogy, since the words are dependent on another

(i.e. the major text). But as it is an eulogy in

accordance with what is declared in Scripture, it is not

an eulogy of what is non-existent.

We may even admit that the declaration of the fruit of knowledge

is an artha-vada, because such declaration is an auxiliary of the

major texts like * that thou art*. But it is certainly not a case of

abhutartha-vada.
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[128]

^ qn^fon«Rfci*n ||
f ?c

||
S3 M

‘For the sake of attaining the heavenly world, the

New Moon and Full Moon rites are performed.’ As in

this text, so in that also. There is no eulogy of what
is non-existent, as in the text ‘He who has a ladle of

parna-wood hears no evil sound.’

The text ‘ The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman * is a

bhutartha-vada like the text relating to the New Moon and Full Moon
rites ; it is not abhutartha-vada like the text which declares the fruit

of the ladle made of parna-wood.

[129]

frJ: StlB 'BOTH
|

^1RIT«R ^ trfR || ||

‘How is it obtained that it is the fruit?’ Indeed, the

fruit of self-knowledge is immediate. Since this is seen

to be so, knowledge does not touch action.

That the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman is the attainment of

Brahman is known from the direct experience of the wise. Therefore,

knowledge cannot be an auxiliary of karma.

NKL—jnanasya kartrtvadi-nivartakatvan na karmangatvam.

[130]

5lf%: Erf^eRFgjrfe srfrf (iJTlsR:
|
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Because activity is an obstacle and is opposed to

release, the one who desires release is eligible to

withdraw from all action.

The knowledge of the pure self is the means to release ; karma is

the means to prosperity. Since their ends are different, the eligible

persons also must be different. The discipline that the person who

desires release follows is repeated hearing of the Vedanta texts, etc.

This is opposed to karma which is prompted by the conceit of agency,

etc. So, the person who seeks release has nothing to do with karma .

He is eligible for Vedanta-study through the renunciation of works.

NTV—j'nanasya svatantra-phalatva-prasadhanena adhikarUbhedo

’pi siddhah .

[131-133 a]

sri srf4 i

ftrag, n ii

Site ff|JT
|| ||

He for whom the cause of activity has been

destroyed has no (eligibility) whatsoever for action.

No wise man would leave the path he is on, which has

the capacity to lead to the desired city, which is easy

and good, which is endowed with water and victuals

for the journey, which is free from all obstacles, and

desire to take to the contrary path, like a deluded

traveller.

Attachment, etc.,varethe cause of activity. He who longs for

release has no attachment, etc. And so, there is no activity for him.
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Nor is there activity for him who has realized the truth through

Vedaota-study. The path of karma is such that it will not take one to

moksa ; the way of knowledge is the appointed road. No discrimina-

ting traveller will choose the wrong route, leaving the right one.

NTV—yo hi yad icchatl tat-sadhane pravartate, atat-sadhanat

tad-viruddha-sadhcme ca nivartata ityuktam. ito 'pi karmani na

pravartate mumuksuh ,
pravrtti-hetu-ragddi-dhvamsat

.

NKL—sugamam giri-nady-adi-pratibandha-rahitam, Sivarii kanta-

kopaIadi-rahitam,sarvanartha-vivarjitam cora-vyaghrady-anakulam.

[133 b-136 a]

|| m II

11 11

ll ii

*t4i |

Likewise, having known the unchanging Self which

is devoid of the nescience-generated characteristics such

as agency, etc,, which neither acts nor causes others to

act, and which is the giver of the final human end,

which is knowable by self-knowledge, and when that

knowledge of the divine self is there, in respect of the

eternal fruit which is desired and which is devoid of

any other means, how can the omniscient one set his

mind, even in jest, on action whose fruit is contrary

(to release) which depends on external means and on

several causal correlates?
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The seeker and the knower of the self have no use for karma.

The self is devoid of agency, etc. It is itself the human end and is

eternal. The fruit of karma
,
on the contrary, is non-eternal and is

contingent upon so many factors. So, he who seeks the self and

he who has realized the self have no need of karma,

1. NKL interprets agamyam as agama-yogyam , or as paramarSa-

siddha-svapanubhava-gamyam.

[136 b-137 a]

gsf:
I

For one whose ignorance has been entirely des-

troyed by right knowledge, it is not possible to perform

(action) which is of the nature of nescience, etc., as

before, for, there is no prompter to activity.

It cannot be said that the one who has realized the self may have

to perform action again because of some other nescience. For, there

is no possibility of nescience for such a person.

NKL—akarakatvata iti kutasthatvad atmanah karanatvayogat

karanantarasya ca ’bhavad ity arthah .

[137 b-138 a]

II II
S3

The wise one, who is endowed with the knowledge

of the truth as understood through the means of valid

knowledge like Scripture, etc., and with the fruit of such

knowledge, does not desire action, since it is opposed

(to knowledge).
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The wise one who has realized the self will not desire karma,

because karma is opposed to self-knowledge.

[138 b-139 a]

||
\\c

II

Therefore for the ignorant one alone, who has the

characteristics of the not-self, like agency, etc., is there

the eligibility for rites, shunned by all seekers after

release.

Mere nescience is not enough for qualifying a person for karma.

In sleep one has nescience, but does not act. The eligibility for

action consists in being endowed with agency, etc., which are the

products of nescience. He who seeks release renounces agency, etc.

So, not for him is the eligibility for action.

[139 b-140a]

qwR, it n

Because knowledge and delusion of self are

mutually opposed by nature as well as in their effects,

agency, etc. are sought to be relinquished, as they are

evil, like disease, etc.

Knowledge and delusion are opposed to each other both by

nature (rupatah) and by result
(
karyatas ca). Therefore, he who

seeks release through knowledge desires to renounce delusion-born

agency, etc.

NTV—vidyU tad-vimya-'tma ca preps itau. tad-virodhat mohas

tat'ktiryath ca *mrthah.
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[140 b-143 a]

|| ?»• ||

sra^if^W: ^ II ?8? II

sr§ fnwPi# «& I

%5WKI*P3KI1 II W ||
c*

^ %?n5S?fRl ^n^R>qi^q^|rI: I

‘This (agency, etc.) is the nature of the one who

desires to leave.’ This statement is infant’s prattle.

If agency, etc., be the nature of what is immediately

experienced (by the wise) as non-agent, there would be

conflict with perception, etc.
1

, and likewise non-release.

‘Let there be non-release, since the seer (soul) is subject

to transformation, being the enjoyer of fruit, like fire.

Or, if not, it would be unreal, like ether’. If thus it be

said, no; for transformation in the case of the soul is

unintelligible, since it is constant (dhruva ).

The self is not an agent of actions or enjoyer of fruits. To say

that it is, is to go against the immediate experience of the wise ones.

And, if the self were really agent, etc., there would be non-release.

The materialist (Lokayata) may say that this is a contingence of

the acceptable. There is no unchanging or permanent self. The so-

called self is subject to transformation, even as the element, fire, is.

Even if the self is distinguished from the physical body, it must be

regarded as the enjoyer, and enjoyership involves change. If the self

is neither agent nor enjoyer, it would be nothing like ether. [The

Lokayata recognizes only four elements : earth, water, fire and air.}

10
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The contention of the Lokayata is unsound, because the self

is eternal.

1. Etc. means inference, etc.

NTV—adi-grahanena anumanadi-virodha ucyate
,

tathahi kartrt

-

vader dr$yatvat atmanah svarupam dharma va na sambhavati ghata-tad-

rupadivat.

NTV—tad ahuh ,
antarbhave tu bahyanam cit-svabhavo niranjanah ,

bahirbhave tu bahyatvat cit-svabhavo niranjana iti.

NKL—kartrtvadir natmadharmo jneyatvat rupadivat apurvo-

*nantaro-bahyah krtsnah prajnana-ghana eveti anumanagama-virodha-

sahgrahah.

[143 b-144 a]

fcl: || II

swralJTt (| sun ^®nss?w: l

For the soul which has neither shape nor non-shape,

how could there be transformation? Enjoyership is but

conjunction with experience ; and the self is always

consciousness.

That there can be no transformation for the seif is further

explained. It is the world that consists of elements and elementals

that is subject to transformation. The self is not so; it is the

unchanging witness. Agency, enjoyership, etc., are attributed to it,

when it is in conjunction with the ego, etc., and, this attribution is

due to nescience.

NKL bhavabhava-sadhaka-caitanyasya-bhavah kena siddhyed

iti bhavah.

[144b-146a]
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S^issl^flciOM mi .vrifero^Ri: i

Transformation is not possible (for the self), as for

wind and fire, because there is no possibility of prior

non-existence* Of fire, etc., being overpowered by

heavy fuel, manifestation is intelligible through the

churning of wood, etc., because they (fire, etc.) are

endowed with parts and are always of the nature of

products.

That, of which there is prior non-existence, is subject to

transformation. This is true of all elements and elementals. The self

is not so ; therefore, it does not change.

Fire, etc., may become manifest by the rubbing of sticks, etc.

That is because they are finite wholes-of-parts. The self, however,

has no parts. Therefore, it has no transformation.

NKL—nahi smtahsiddhasya pragabhavadayah svatonyato va

siddhyanti,
pragabhavadimatva-vyaptam vikaritvam natmanah.

[146 b-147 a]

ST II II

For the self, manifestation and disappearance are

nowhere to be found in the primary sense, because it is

without parts and is self-established.

Really speaking, there can be no obscuration and manifestation

for the self; for it has no parts and is self-established.
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NTV— kirn atmana ekade&ena *virbhava-tirobhavadih sarvatmana

va ? natavad ekade&ena niramSatvat , napi sarvatmana, svarupabhava-

prasangat. kimca, yad anyadhina-savyapadeSyam tasyaiva 'virbhava-

tirobhavadih, atma tu svatas-san atopy avirbhavadih tasya nasti. api ca

yaj jadam tasya ’virbhavadih , atma tvajadah svayamprakmatvat , ato

*pi navirbhavadir asya.

[147 b-148 a]

m\
i

Even if manifestation be admitted, there is no

transformation in what is to be manifested. So also in

the case of non-manifestation. This is true for all

disputants.

Even if manifestation and non-manifestation be admitted for

the self, there is no transformation for it. AH philosophers who

believe in the self at all must recognize its changelessness.

NTV—vimata atma na abhivyakt i-vikriyavan abhivyahgyatvat, kupa.

khananadav akaladivat. tatha na anahhi-vyakt i-vikriyavan atma anabhi-

vyahgyatvUt tadvat, vikriyavatve ca carmadivad anityatva-prasahgat .

[148 b-149 a]

ii ii

^ q**n&T: i

Therefore, for those who do not admit agency, etc.,

for the self in the state of release, it (agency, etc.) must

be understood as posited by nescience. It is not,

indeed, in reality.

If there is no change for the self, it may be asked, how is the

manifestation, in it, of agency, etc., to be explained? We reply: that
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manifestation is caused by nescience. In moksa there are no agency,

etc., for the self. So, these are illusory like the nacre-silver and the

rope-serpent.

NTV—natavad atmani kartrtvadih paramarthah tasya kutastha

*

bodhaghanatvaU napy anatmani losta-pasanadisv adrstatvat, tasmad

dehadau atmadhyasat atmani ca ahahkaradhyaropat kartrtvadir bhavati.

kimca 'loktaka - sannidhanat sphatika - lauhityavad antahkaranopadhy-

uparagad atmany aropyamanah kartrtvadih katham paramarthah syat.

NKL— kartrtvadi tat - sthitau mukty - anupapattes tasya jnana-

nivartyatvo'pagame rajju - sarpadivat kalpitatvam ity arthah*

[149 b-150]

II II

qRnftTOt *TH |

5=1 sqnrcfrg wi n ii

Because agency, etc., are perceived by the self, they

are not in the self. The means of valid knowledge

which makes known cognizership, etc., are incapable of

functioning in respect of the inner witness-self, just as

the fire-brand cannot burn fire itself.

Agency, etc., cannot be the characteristics of the self, because

they are perceived by the self. What reveals cognizership, etc.,

cannot reveal the witness-self, because it is the witness-self that

reveals them. Verily, fire cannot burn itself.

NKL-—aham danditivad aham-pratyayo *hathkaravacchinna-dehadi-

visayo, na tat-saksini kartrtvady-abhavamimana-virodhi *ty arthah.

[151]

sreraili q*ii 3*n i

ii ii
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The relation of witness and witnessed which obtains

in the case of cognizer, etc., is not thus possible in the

case of the witness-reality, the self which is pure

experience.

The empirical cognizer which is the ego requires to be illumined

by the witness, because it is inert. The witness itself does not require

another witness to illumine it. It is pure intelligence, of the nature

of illumination, like the resplendent sun.

NTV—pramatradeh jadatvat salesi-drSyatvam
, saksinah svayam-

prakaSa-kevalanubhavatmatvat na svagrahyatvam, napi paragrahyatvam

.

NKL—saksino na sva-grahyatvath vrtti-virodhat, napy anyeha

jadasya y
sadhakatvat

,
ajadatve tasyaiva saksitvat , ity arthah .

[152]

sPTCt, II W II

By the cognition which makes known the not-self

consisting of being enjoyed, agency, etc., which are

collocations for the sake of another, how is it possible

to see a content (self) opposed to it, because of the

opposition ?

The witness is not the content of the empirical pramanas . It is

not an agent
;
nor is it what is enjoyed. It is not for the sake of

another, i.e. it is not an instrumental value. So, it cannot be known

by the cognition which has for content the cognizer, etc.

[153]

W: h m n
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Thus, desire, aversion, etc,, too, are not admitted

to be the characteristics of the self; because they are

declared to be the features of the mind in the text

‘Desire, resolve’
1

, etc.

It cannot be argued that since desire, etc., belong to the self,

agency, etc., also must belong to it. Desire, etc., are declared by

Scripture to be the features of the mind.

1. BU, I, v, 3.

NTV—yatha kartrtvadih na atma-dharmah, kimtv avidya-kalpitah,

evam iccha-dvesadir api na atma-dharmah
,
kimtu avidya-kalpita evat

atmanah pramana- *visayatvena tad-gatecchadinam api mana-meyatva-

bhavat t dr$y atvac ca icchadinam .

[154]

iiw ||

If either themselves or some other or. both be the

cause (of desire, etc,) there is the contingence of

non-release. On closer examination, they turn out to

be the effects of nescience.

An inquiry into the nature of desire, etc,, does "not yield any

conclusion. What is the cause of desire, etc, ? Are they self-caused,

other-caused, or both? None of these alternatives is sound. If desire,

etc., are self-caused, they cannot be removed. If they are other-caused,

there will be infinite regress. The third alternative involves.

contradiction. Therefore, we say that desire, etc., are the result- of ...

nescience. They belong to nescience, which does not brook inquiry

and yet is immediatey experienced, e.g. the blue colour of the sky.
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[155]

31R*n SIFFqsn ^ *F^ II ?Yt II

If desire, etc., be caused by oneself, then how is it

that one brings evil upon oneself, knowing that it is so,

as on the enemy? So it is not proper.

The soul cannot be the cause of desire, etc. These are of the

nature of evil. And, no one would consciously cause evil for one-

self.

[156]

3*11 I

engtattaRgKrc n w II

Likewise, if the supreme soul (i.e. God) were the

cause, evil would not get remedied, and there would be no

constancy of fruit. It would be like the temporary cure

of disease, etc.

If God be the cause of desire, etc., then they cannot be rooted

out completely, for God may cause them even in a released person.

So, even if they are once removed, they may re-appear.

[157]

rwmftftra# II ?*t'
9

II

How can the seer (i.e. the released soul) find remedy

without instruments and the collocation (viz., body)?

If both cause (desire, etc.), there would be no rise of

constant fruit.
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It cannot be said that a released soul will have the power to

remove, again, the desire, etc., caused by God. For, how can the

released soul do anything, as it has no instruments and auxiliaries of

action ?

If it be held that both the soul and God are responsible for the

rise of desire, etc., even then it is not possible to secure release that

will last for ever.

[158]

3 fora n tv n

Since the will of the supreme would be without

regulation, there would be no certainty of release. But

if nescience which is without cause be the cause, no

defect whatever is seen.

So, if God be regarded as the cause of desire, etc., there is the

defect of the impossibility of release. In the view that nescience is

their cause, there is not this defect.

NTV—na atma kartradi-rnpah kimtu bodha-laksanah ......tasminn

eva *tmani pratiyamanah kartrtvadi-pramukho-'nartha-vratah

paramarihato na bhavati,
kimtv avidyaka iti asmakam tu anady-

avidya-vijrmbhitatvabhyupagamat na kaScid dosah.

[159-160a]

tf*rai n w II

Since the removal of that (nescience) by resorting

to the well-known means is well established, the same
it
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consciousness (samvit), which is accepted as the fruit in

the case of the external objects of knowledge, is the

sense to be known, here, through the Vedantic testimony

as the means of valid knowledge.

In the state of release there is the removal of nescience. And so,

desire, etc., are also removed there. Without the material cause, the

effect cannot exist, and nescience is the material cause of desire, etc.

How is the removal of nescience brought about? The self itself

is the means to the removal of nescience. In the case of one who is

endowed with all the qualifications for Vedanta-study and who has

gained the true teaching, the self-luminous self manifests itself and

destroys the nescience which is located in itself.

The reflection of the intelligence-self in the external objects

when they are known through means of valid knowledge is techni-

cally called the ‘fruit*. The prototype of this reflection is the

content of Vedanta.

NTV—jnanam ajnanasyaiva nivartakam iti loke prasiddham
, yatha

ghata-suk ty-adi-jnanam tat-tad-ajhana-nivartakam , nivartakam eva

arthat prakaSakam
, pramanam iti hi sthitih tasmad atma-jnanam

eva atmajnana-tat-karya-nivrttau sadhanam yatha venujopy agnih tarn

sa-mulam dahati, svam ca Samyati tadvat.

pratyaksadeh advayanubhavat anya-visayatvam na kalpayet, kimtu

tad-visayatvam eva kalpayed ity arthah. tasmad akaSadi-prapance

pramanabhavat asau avidya vijrmbhata iti
, jnanan nivrttir moksa

upapannah.

VKL—vakya-krta-vrt tivyapti-caitanyam ajnana-nivartakam ity

arthah.

[160 b-161 a]
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If some other content be assumed, the Vedantas

would become unauthoritative. Therefore, let no other

content be assumed.

For empirical pramanas,
external objects are regarded as contents.

This, however, is not true. Even for empirical pramanas, we say,

the self is the content; i.e. they have as their object the conditioned

self ; whereas the content of Vedanta is the unconditioned self.

[161b-162a]

qRRSTRR: || W ||

“ Now, even thus there would be contradiction of

validity for injunction of rites. And likewise, even as

regards Vedantas there would result loss of faith.
”

Purvapaksa

:

If what the Vedanta teaches is true, the teaching of

the karma-kanda cannot be true. If that be the case, one may not
* *

have faith in any part of the Veda, including the Vedanta,

[162b-163a]

II W II

311 U§U*H<3cl: I

It is not thus; for all means of valid knowledge

are valid till the realization of the supreme self ;
and in

that all end.

The validity of the ritual teaching of the Veda, as of all empirical

pramanas , lasts till the rise of knowledge. The Vedanta, however, is

supremely valid because its content is the highest truth.

NTV-ukta-laksana-tmavabodhat prag apramanyam na Sakyate
- * * '

prasamjayitum sarva-pramananam avyahatatvena pramanyopapatteh ,
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ukta-'tmavabodhad urdhvam na mananam manatasti bodha-ghanasya

*tmano jnhnad ajnana-nivrtya tat-karyasyapi nivrtteh.

NKL—kim tattvavedana-pramanasya hanir uta vyavaharika

-

pramanasya? nadyo ’bhyupagamat ity aha-naitad iti. dvitiyopi

brahma-saksatkarat purvam uttara-kalam vd ? na prathama ity aha-yata

iti. dvitiyepi istdpattir ity dha-tatreti.

[163 b-164a]

Thereafter, the means of valid knowledge do not

function, for they have been destroyed by the oneness

of the self. Just as the injunction relating to the hawk-

sacrifice is sublated by the injunction of non-violence.

Empirical pramdnas cannot function after the rise of absolute

knowledge, because their cause, nescience, has been destroyed. The

knowledge of identity sublates the empirical pramdnas , even as

in the karma-kanda itself the injunction about non-injury sublates

the injunction relating to the hawk-sacrifice.

NTV—dagdha-patavat badhitanuvrttyaiva dehadi-pratibhaso -

*pade&o - *

papattih
,

drdhatara- ’hammamabhimana- ’bhavad dehadisu

na pramatrtvam upapadyate
y aikatmya-jnanena bddhitatvat.

yathd na himsyal bhutanity anena Syenena

-

*bhicaran yajetety

asya badhah >
evam aikatmya-jnanena sarva-pramatr-pramana-prameya-

badhah.

tasmad aikatmya-jnana-badhitatvad samsaro mithyaiveti bhavah.

1 1 64 b- 165 a]
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Rites, therefore, are enjoined on the man who is

endowed with nescience, and not on the twice-born for

whom the seed of all action has been destroyed.

Karinas are for him who is endowed with nescience, and who

considers himself to be a man. Therefore, the karmakanda is an
• •

empirical pramana, and is valid only till the rise of absolute

knowledge. There is no injunction to perform karma for him who

has gained wisdom, and who has risen above all the conditions that

make for finitude.

[165 b-166 a]

Hence, to the discriminating there is eligibility,

indeed, for repudiation of all action, and not for actions

in the least ; this has been settled through the aforesaid

reasoning.

He who seeks knowledge has no need to perform karma. He

has discrimination and dispassion. He has only to renounce the world

and study the Vedanta. That is the means to moksa. Therefore, it is

only in regard to the ignorant that there is the injunction of rites.

Such injunction cannot reveal the truth.

NKL.— lcarma-phalatve moksasya satitayatva-nityatvadi-prasakter

ity arthah.

[1 66 b-167 a]
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If there be the operation of causal agents, verily,

the pure reality is not seen; and if the pure reality is

attained, there would be no operation of causal agents.

Karma is the activity of such causal factors as the agent, etc. If

these factors exist, there will not arise even the desire for

knowledge, and it will not be possible to intuit the pure reality.

Therefore, the performance of karma is only till knowledge has not

arisen. When there is discriminative knowledge, karma is given up.

NKL—kartrady-abh imanasya tad-vilaksana-brahmabhimanasya ca

virodhad ity a&ayah.

[167 b-168 a]

II II

The cognitions of agent and non-agent are not

possible in the one reality at one and the same time,
*

because they are opposed (to each other) like darkness

and light.

The wise one has the knowledge of the self as non-agent. And

so, to say that such a one has eligibility to perform action carries no

meaning. Agency and non-agency cannot co-exist.

NKL—yatha annam madhu-samyuk (am madhu ca ’nnena

samyutam, evam tapaS ca vidya ca samyuktam bhesajam mahat—iti

smaranac chuddha-vastu-darsam karanam vyaparah syad atraha—
karaketi. smrtau vidya-Sabdena saguna-jnanam uktam ity a&ayah.

[168 b-169 a]



“Let there be no opposition, through sequence, as

for standing and walking.” If thus it be said, no ; for

the reason that self-knowledge is dependent on the

immutable reality.

It may be said that there is sequence as between the sense of

agency and the sense of non-agency. While, we admit, there may be

the sense of agency before the rise of the sense of non-agency, the

other way is impossible. After the knowledge of Brahman which is

non-agent has arisen, there can be no sense of agency at all.

NTV says that even the sequence of agency and non-agency is

unintelligible.

na ca purvam kartrtvam patcad akartrtvam ity avirodha isyata iti

vacyam—avidyaya kartrtvasya jnanotpatteh prag apy asatvat. paramar-

thatas tu kautasthyad eva nirastam , tad uktam—tvam kuru tvam tad

eveti pratyayav ekakalikau, eka-mdau katham syatam viruddhau

nyayato vada—iti.

[169 b-170 a]

jffaqCTSRi 511%: II II

Fire which is known to be of the nature of heat does

not, of its own accord, become cold, either in sequence or

otherwise. What is dependent on an agent admits of

that (sequence).

The nature of a thing cannot be altered. It is not within the

power of the agent to do so. No agent can make fire cold.

[170 b-171 a]
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“Of the one reality, because of difference cum non-

difference, there is no conflict (of being agent and non-

agent).” This does not stand to reason, because the

sense of what you say is conflicting.

The Bhedabheda-vadin contends that Brahman is both agent and

non-agent. The reply is that his statement involves self-

contradiction. How can one and the same thing be agent as well as

non-agent, identical and yet different ?

mm jL mm -

[171 b-172 a]

|| II

It does not stand to reason that there is oneness

for the many or manyness for the one. Cognition is

dependent on the object. If this were not so, cognition

would be false.

The contradiction is further explained. If a thing is identical, it

cannot be different ;
if different, it cannot be identical. Cognition

must be in accord with the nature of the thing cognized. And, a

thing cannot possess contradictory natures.

NTV—bhedabheda - jnanayor anyonyasya visayopamardancim

antarena pramanyam nopapadyate ,
tad-visayayoh paraspara-viruddhat-

vena bhavabhavavat samuccayanupapatteh.

yuktam tatra purusa-prayatna-sadhyayoh vrihi-yava-yagayoh buddhi

vikalpena-prdmdnyam aSnuvate iti. bhedabheda-buddhyos tu purusa~

prayatna-sadhya-gocarayor idam rajatam nedam rajatam iti jnanavad

anyatara-visayapaharam antavetiQ prcundnycuh nopopadycitc*

[172 b-173 a]

q«n rp-te? mmh n n
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And, how there is contradiction will be explained

later. Being-the-object-of-valid-cognition (meyatva)

is for the one self alone, for that alone is unknown.

The one self alone is the content of valid knowledge, not the

world. There is no unknownness in the world, for we experience it. It

is the self that remains unknown, and needs to be realized. The world

is superimposed on the self.

NTV—bhedabhedayoh parasparct-virodhad anyatarasya
3

prdmani-

katvftl badhayam sanwntidhikaranyam

.

[173 b-174a]

safcR! sqifTiift qnqtn, ll II

3W&T Flairs ^ 1^^ i

‘‘Things are known here, as mutually exclusive

through means of valid knowledge which are different

(viz., perception, etc.). Therefore, what you have

stated stands contradicted.

Purvapaksa—It is wrong to say that there is no evidence for

plurality. Perception, etc., arc the pramanas which make known a

plurality of things.

[174b-175 a]

it% ojj u? n ii

HSJOTISSSIcn I

“ Whether the empirical world is different or non-

different from Brahman, there would be non-Brahman-

hood for Brahman and likewise there would be futility

of knowledge, and being endowed with parts.

12
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It was stated (in v. 172b-173a) that the world is superimposed

On Brahman. Is the world different from Brahman or identical with

it? If different, there would be duality, and Brahman would become

a limited entity. If there be identity or non-difference, is the world

non-different from Brahman, or is Brahman non-different from the

world? If the former be the case, there is no need for Brahman-

knowledge. If the latter, Brahman will be an entity with parts.

[175 b-176 a]

|| ^ |j

SIHW4 SfFTSJR
|

“ If it be admitted that Brahman has nescience,

then this is a great defect. And if it be free from

nescience, there results futility for knowledge.”

If it is stated that the world is different from Brahman, and that

there is neither the futility of knowledge nor the limitation of

Brahman because the world is not real, being a product of nescience,

then what this nescience is must be explained. Is nescience located in

Brahman or in the jiva, or is it independent? Brahman cannot be the

locus of nescience, because it is of the nature of knowledge and is

ail-knowledge. For the same reason the jiva which is non-different

from Brahman cannot be the locus. If nescience be an independent

entity it cannot be removed by knowledge.

[176 b-177 a]

No ; nescience is predicated (of Brahman) (by the

jiva which is) in the state of nescience. From the

standpoint of Brahman, however, this nescience is b
.y

no means intelligible.



Siddhanta—Brahman is the locus of nescience. This, however,

is only from the empirical point of view. The supreme truth is that

there is no nescience at all ; only Brahman is.

NTV—na ca 'karaka-rupasya hrahmanah kdraka-rupdSraya-visaya i

-

vavirodhah fcarakakaraka-virodhasya avidydydm eva asitvd’vakalpanat,

tad evam brahmaim avidyayam eva asitva avidyaydh a&rayah igvaro'ntar-

yarm mukto baddhah sisyo gurur itycidi sarva-vyavahara-bhag bhavati .

vastu-gatyd brahman i vicdryamane na avidya napi tad-asrayatd

nCtpi tad-visayata na bandho na muktir na tat-sadhanam , ato niravidye

v idyanarthakyam isya t

e

.

\

tad-uktam sainpraddyav idbh ir acdryaih na nirodho na cotpat tin na

bandho na ca sadhakafu na mumuksur na vai muktah ityefa para

-

mdrthata iti.

[177 b-178 a]

||

As nescience is experienced like the experience 'I am
Brahman’, so. being destroyed by knowledge generated

by valid means of knowledge, it also attains selfhood.

Nescience is not the content ofpramdna ; it is in the sphere of the

experience which is Brahman. Brahman is the basic consciousness

which is common to both pramdna and apramana. Scripture, etc.,

remove only the delusion of those who believe that it is non-

existent.

Since nescience is not the content ofpramdna
, since it is estab-

lished only on the basis of the witness-self, and since it is destroyed

by the psychosis born of the Vedanta-text, it is not real. And, what

is called the destruction of nescience is Brahman itself. When
destroyed by pramdna

, nescience attains Brahman-hood and gets

resolved there. fv
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NTV—yatha brahmasmiti anubhutih anubhava-siddha tarkena

napalapamya, evam avidya tat-SambandhaS ca napalapmiyah
, manottha

vijnanasya avidya-dhvastih prayojanam ity aha—ata iti . avidyayah

param param tarayasi, bhuyascante vi&va-mayd-nivrttih mam eva ye

prapadyante mayam etam taranti te,

jnanena tu tad-ajnmam yesam nasi tam atmanah ,

taraty avidyam vitatam hrdi yasmin nivefite—
ityadyah $rutayah smriayas ca jndnat ajhdna-dhvdstim darSayan t i,

ajhanam punah na sad-asad-ubhaya- nubhaya-laksanam
,
atas tan-

nivrttir apt tad-anusarini yukta kalpayitum
,
yaksanurupo hi balir iti

nydyat, yadyapi manottha-vijnana-dhvastih tatahpurvam avidya

atmanah prthag iva avabhasate.

tad uktam anandabodha-bhattarakaih—neha ndneti ca pratipanno-

padhau srauta-nisedhatmano badhad avidya-nivrtter apy atitatvaditi

manottha-vijndnanantaram tv avidya-tat-karyesv iva satvanapadanad

Qtmatam apnotify arthah.

NKL—brahmasmity anubhutir vakyajantahkaranavrttih kevalasya

s&ksi-vedya yatha ity arthah .

[178 b-179 a]

ii ii

When Brahman is not known through valid cogni-

tion, that there is nescience is unintelligible; and more

so when it is known; there is no unsublated false

knowledge.

That nescience and its relation to Brahman are not known

through pramdna is still further shown. They cannot be known while

Brahman remains unknown
; for without knowing the locus one

cannot know the located. Nor can they be known when Brahman

is known; for, then, there is no nescience to be known. No delusion

survives its sublation. .
*
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AVS—brahmani brahmanas ca ’vidyeti miihya-jTianam etat

.

tan na tisthati jnane udita ity arthah.

[179 b-180 a]

3#?n5|R%Tf ?ii \\ \\

He who is endowed with nescience cannot establish

it; in consideration of the nature of reality it is

established that there is no nescience.

The ignorant do not have valid cognition of nescience and its

relation, for there is no pramana
;

and if there be pramana , nescience

will cease to be nescience. Nor do the wise cognize nescience, for

there is no nescience for them. So, nescience is established only

through the witness -self.

NKL—nirupamanaksamatvam ajnanatvad iti drastavyam. ajnanam

mithyd apramanikatvat tiukti-rajatavad iti.

[180 b-181 a]

*TRRT sqislcl^ f| 332R ||
?<*»

II

It does not stand to reason that the means of

valid knowledge function except in relation to what is

real. And nescience is not admitted to be real, for it

cannot bear the scrutiny of the means of valid

knowledge.

An inference is here given to show that nescience cannot be

known through pramana . What is not a thing cannot be known

through pramana, like the horns of a hare. Nescience cannot be

known through pramana because it is not a thing.
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NTV—yad vastvanyan ria tan mdnagocarah yathd naravisanadi,

avidya ca na vastumanasambandha-'sahisnutvdd ity arthah.

[181 b-182a]

3#^ g || ||

Of the nescience-nature of nescience this is the

non-common definition that it does not stand the

scrutiny of the means of valid knowledge.

Nescience does not stand the scrutiny ofpramana ; for that is

its nature-

[182 b-183 a]

5
|§ ^ || ^ ||

JR# m i

In your view, many assumptions will have to be

made, and all opposed to validity. In my view,

nescience alone has to be assumed, and that too as

dependent on experience-
"4

Here the siddhantin says that, while in the view of bhedabheda

several assumptions have to be made, in his own view only nescience

has to be assumed. The assumptions of bhedabheda are that as between

Brahman and the world there are difference and non-difference, that

there is the destruction of bondage which is beginningless and real,

that release is the fruit of karnta, and that it is eternal, etc. These

assumptions may be made if they are valid. But everyone of them

involves a contradiction.

Nescience, which we assume, is established by the witness-intelli-

gence. •
. ... -
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NKL—sarvasya bhinnabhinnatvain samsarasya anadeh paramar-

thasya nivrttimatvam , krtakasya moksasya nityatvam ca manavirud-

dham kalpyam ity arthah.

A VS—bhedabhedavadi-pakse anader bandhasya paramarthasya

nivrttih kalpya ,
sa ca pramana-viruddha, na hy anadeh paramarthasya

’tmano nivrttir drsta, sader moksasya nityatvam ca kalpyeta , tac ca

pramana-viruddham, yat kriakam tad anityam iti sthitatvat sarvam

vastu bhinndbhinnam iti ca sarva-pramanaviruddham parikalpyata iti.

[183 b-184 a]

II ||

3#?TI ft? I

On the mere rise of the true knowledge generated

by the sentence ‘That thou art’, nescience, along with

its effects, was not, is not and will not be.

That nescience is not real is realized when the supreme wisdom

dawns on hearing the great text ‘That thou art.*

[184 b-185 a]

m-. WM3is^F3is(^is*3<tl u it

Therefore, it is impossible to demonstrate through

means of valid knowledge that nescience is in

(Brahman), or as of what form it is, or whence, for

there is only experience (of it).

Questions about nescience, as to where it is, whence it is, what

it is, etc., cannot be answered intelligibly. It is only established

through experience.
. ;
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[185 b-186 a]

ll ?<H li

“ Now, deity, material, agent, etc.—let these

be real and not the non-dual, because they are well

known to all people, and non-duality is not

established.”

Purvapaksa—The world of plurality is real because it is well

known to all people. The non-dual Brahman is not known to people;

so it cannot be real.

[186 b-187 a]

^iwi3 swroFii u3#fjifM h f| ii ii

swmfei i

This is not sound. Among the means of valid

knowledge, there is no means of valid knowledge called

‘known to all people’, on whose strength you speak thus.

Siddhanta—There is no pramana called ‘ known to all people.’

[187 b-1 88a]

mm II II

The conceit (of the form) ‘This object is perceived’

is experienced by all people. The illusoriness thereof

has been declared.

It is true that people imagine ‘I see this,’ etc. But all such

imagination is illusory because it is sublated by the knowledge of the

true self.
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[188 b-189 a]

=q ^tss^vr rrcl^
|j
\cc

n

^st^T>vERrl§^t cj^qRq
|

As perception is thought to be ofwhat is nearer than

the mediate object, so is there knowledge of the self as

the inner-most of all, generated by the sentence (of

Scripture).

If it be said that the cognition of the self got from Scripture

cannot sublate the world that is sense -perceived, because that cogni-

tion is not immediate, like inference, we ask : what is meant by the

non-immediacy of the Scriptural cognition ? Does it mean (1) not

making known a content that is proximate, (2) not making known

a content that is immediate, (3) not being the locus of immediacy, or

(4) being devoid of independence?

The first alternative is not correct. There is nothing nearer or

more proximate than the inner spirit. So, the knowledge that is born

of the Vedanta-texts has a content which is most proximate.

AVS—pratyaksad agamasya sannihitarthatvat, pratyaksad agamo

balavan yatha pratyaksanumanayor virodhe pratyaksasyaiva bala-

vatvam anumanat pratyaksasya sannihitarthatvat. sannihitarthatvan ca

lihga-vyavadhanabhavat . atra ca tadbhavat. agamasya tu pratyaksat

sannihitarthatvam atma-visayatvat. pratyaksasya va 'san-nihitar-

thatvam parag-visayatvat. ato durbalam ato badhyatvam ato

mithyatvam iti.

[189 b-190 a]

ii it

sijpift: 1%^: I

Depending on self-experience, perception, etc., are

established. As experience is self-established, what

13
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need is there (for means of valid knowledge) in the

matter of establishing the self?

The second alternative is not possible. Perception, etc., are not

self-established, because they are inert; nor are they established

through pramanas , for then there would be an infinite regress ;
nor

are they not established, for in that case no object can be known.

Perception, etc., are established only on the basis of the self which

is experience. The self, however, is not dependent on any other.

So, it is intrinsically immediate. The knowledge of it that rises from

the study of Vedanta cannot have for its content something which

is not immediate.

NTV—pratyaksa-sphuranasya agama-gamya- tmanubhaxa- dhinat-

xat agamo balavan, durbalam pratyaksam ity ato badhyatvan mithyat-

vam pratyaksa-sattaya atmadhinatvat atma-sat taya$ ca pratyaksa-

nadhinatvat fitma-visayoyam agamo balavan.

A VS—pratyaksa-sphuranasya agamagamyatmadhlnatvad agamo

balavan
,
pratyaksam durbalam.

[190 b-191 a]

Since perceptuality is preceded by self-experience

and does not exist of its own accord, the one self is

known by the self alone—thus it is understood from

the Vedantas.

The third alternative, that the cognition generated from Scripture

is not the locus of immediacy, is not tenable. Even perception is not

immediate of its own accord, because it is inert. It is immediate only

because of its relation to the self-nature which is eternally immediate.

So, the immediacy of perception is dependent on the self-established
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self-experience. Similarly, Scriptural cognition, too, which is depen-

dent on the same, may well be the locus of immediacy.

Nor is the fourth alternative—that scriptural cognition is devoid

of independence—sound. Validity is intrinsic. The Vedantas which

have the self for purport are not expectant of anything else. And

the self-cognition which arises from them is intrinsic.

AVS-pratyaksa-sattaya atmadhinatvad atma-sattayaS ,.ca

pratyaksatvat tad-adhinatvabhavat agama atma-visayo balavan

pratyaksam durbalam.

[191 b-193 a]

ferrci il ii

#cb ^ il w il

rl^rlfafrl ffcl ^ I

As for what was said, that because Scripture and

Traditional Code establish rites alone, there is no

means to release other than rites, by whom was it

said that rites do not attain the status of means to

release? Have you not heard the Scriptural text ‘That

one’
1

, etc., and the Traditional Code ‘Purificatory

rites
’ 2 ?

It was stated by the purvapaksin (in v. 33) that Scripture and

Traditional Code establish rites alone, and that rites are the means to

release. Now, are rites the direct means to release, or do they serve

as the means in sequence? Not the first, because they cannot bring

about release ; and there are Scriptural texts which say that release is

not attainable through karma (e.g. Mahanarayana Upanisad, x, 5

;

and Kaivalya , 2.). The second alternative is acceptable to us. Rites
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are instrumental to release either by generating the desire for know

ledge or through purification.

1. BU, IV, iv, 22. See note on v. 14.

2. See Gautama-dharmasutra, ed. byL. Srinivasacharya (Govern-

ment Oriental Library Series, Bibliotheca Sanskrita No. 50, Mysore,

1917), viii, 19-22, pp. 127-132.

NKL—nanyah pantha iti saksatsadhanatva-nisedhad vividisadvara

samskara-dvara va mukti-hetutvam vacyam tad-istam eva.

AVS—kriyayaiva kaivalya-sadhanam cen nasti pramanam
,

kriyapi kathancit $uddhi-dvarena sadhanam ced asti pramanam.

[193 b-194 a]

II \\\ II

Though the cognition of the one self is not

directly enjoined by Scripture and Traditional Code,

it is not outside of them, for through them alone there

is self-knowledge.

Although knowledge of the self is not the content of injunction

(acodita), it is not something which is alien to the Veda (i. e. not

avaidika). It is taught in Scripture and Traditional Code, even

as knowledge of karma is taught therein. Hence, it stands to

reason that self-knowledge is the means to the human goal, viz.

release.

AVS—Srutismrtyavihitam api brahmatmaikatva-jnanam na Sruti-

smrti-bahyam Sruti-smrti-janyatvat.

[194 b-195 a]

^ || II

#q- ^ l%lf1%: |
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As for what was stated (in v. 33) that in the Veda

the reality is not made known, that objection has been

refuted (in v. 123) and its (further) refutation will be

set forth later on.

The contention of the purvapaksin that the Veda does not teach

the oneness of self has already been refuted, and will be refuted

again.

[195 b-196 a]

fsNlcIftffi || ||

As for what you said that, in the absence of

injunction, the sentence (about Brahman knowledge)

would be invalid, that will be refuted 1 with care through

clear and logical arguments.

The objection raised in v. 34 is referred to here.

1. NKL—pariharisyatiti pathe bhasyakara iti Sesah.

[196b-199 a]

sNlrfc 5T II \\\ II

oti nsn sp^tri ^ iraraeralsra: n u

' WnS38R^lii£RT5Rl |

And as for what was said :
“ There is no human

goal by a knowledge of the mere reality, for the
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Vedantas are characterized by a profusion of stories

;

by a knowledge thus 'There lived a king named Rama’,

the human goal does not result, as there is not any

injunctive sense ;
everywhere, here, knowledge is

indicated as being for the sake of another
;
for there is

the statement about performance after knowing, thus

:

‘ The learned one performs sacrifice’.”

Here, the objection stated in v. 36 is alluded to. The view of

the purvapaksin is that the Vedantas are subsidiary to karma
,
even as

the looking into clarified butter by the sacrifice's wife is a subsidiary

to the Dar&apurnamasa rites.

[199 b-200a]

3rtlS5T II II

The reply to it has been stated already (v. 129) and

will be stated hereafter also, in reliance on the ground

that the fruit of knowledge is immediate.

The reply has been stated already, and will again be stated.

We rely on the texts which speak of the experience of the wise. Self-

knowledge leads to the destruction of evil in its entirety and to the

manifestation of unlimited bliss. And so, Vedanta is not an

auxiliary of the injunction of karma.

[200 b-201 a]

“ Now, as for what is declared in Scripture about the

fruit offreedom from sorrow, etc., that is an eulogy of the

soul. Therefore, what you say is your imaginary dream”.
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Purvapaksa—The texts ‘The knower of the self crosses sorrow,’

etc., are intended to praise the soul which has the eligibility for ritual

action. They do not teach the wisdom about the non-dual self,

[201 b-202]

ufasft ITRWH SWlirai: II ||

3?arPR&foi || ^ ||

Here it is replied : Leaving the fruit which is

intended and which is validly cognized, why do you, like

one ignorant, assume through secondary implication

eulogy which is neither declared in Scripture nor

intended (by it)?

Siddhanta—On what ground do you say that the texts quoted

above do not have for purport the destruction of sorrow, etc.? (1) Is

it because it is not wished for, or (2) because it is not known from

the sentence, or (3) because it is not known through other means of

valid knowledge ? Not the first ; for, every one desires the fruit in

the form ‘Let me be happy
;

let not sorrow come to me’; and it

cannot be said that this fruit is not wished for. Not the second

;

for, the sense we have urged is readily understood from the text.

Nor the third
;
for, the experience of the wise is the evidence for it.

You think that the text in question is a case of abhutarthavada.

On what ground, we ask. Is it known directly from the statement?

Or, is it what is wished for ? Or, is it established through some other

pramanal Not the first ;
for, from the statement itself we do not

understand any praise of the soul
;

it has only to be assumed by

implication; and such an assumption is not proper because it would

go against the fruit which is known from Scripture, and which is

experienced by the wise. Not the second
;

for, praise of the soul

cannot be what is wished for
;
what is wished for is the attainment
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of happiness, the destruction of sorrow, and the means thereto.

Nor the third ; for, it is not known through any pramana that the

destruction of sorrow, etc., constitute the praise of the soul.

NKL—
•
jnana-phalasya kimanistatvat tyagah , apratiyamanatvad vd,

badhitatvad va. nadya ity aha—abhipretam iti. sukha-duhkha-pari-

haratvad ity arthah. avagata-sahgatikasya pratite na dvitiya ity

aha—gamyamanam iti. na tritiyah apauruseyataya vidhi-vakyat svatah

pramanatvad ity aha—pramanata iti.

AVS—jnana-phalasya kartrtvady-upamardasya pratyaksatvad ata

eva kartrtvadi- pratibhasanasya viduso badhitanuvrttitvat phala-Srutir

nabhutarthavadah atah sadhanadhikari-bhedo vastuparatvam ca

vakyasya ity etam manoratham ity uktam manorathamatram.

[203-204 a]

Nor is there identity of content between the

perception (I am miserable) and the Scriptural state-

ment ; the reply has been stated by Scripture itself in

the text referring to the passage through dream and

other states, which declares several times the unattached

nature (of the self) in texts declarative of non-attach-

ment.

The perceptual experience of the form 'I am miserable* cannot

contradict the Scriptural text, because the two do not have an

identical content. The experience has for its content the empirical

soul. Scripture speaks about the true self which is of the nature

of the eternal bliss-experience, which is the witness of the three states

pf experience, and which is not affected by these changing states.
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[204 b-205 a]

ii Ro%
||

*T 3$1% mx <W^
|

“ 1 consider all that has been stated by you to be

a castle in the air
;
for X do not see the fruit of

knowledge to be directly perceived/’

Purvapaksa—Your belief that Brahman is pure consciousness, that

agency, etc., are superimposed thereon, and that the fruit of Brahman-

knowledge is the complete removal of agency, etc., is a product of

your imagination. There is no direct experience of what you say.

[205 b -206 a]

^ II ^ II

If the fruitful knowledge does not arise even from

the sentence (That thou art) declared in Scripture, then

what you have said may be raised as a doubt.

Siddhanta—Our view is not a day-dream. You may legitimately

raise the doubt you have raised only if from the Vedanta text wisdom

leading to release did not result. For the proper person the Veda

does generate knowledge. If for the ineligible person the said wisdom

does not rise, it is not the fault of the Veda.

NKL—jnamnopi sukhadi-dar&anat, badhitanuvrtteh paribhasa-

matratvad, ity arthah. tadyatha ahinirlvayanityadi-Sruti-siddhatvat

badhitanuvrt tih paribhasamatram .

[206 b-207 a]

smpngsrfrl fTRlrJ:
|| ||

14
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The knowledge of the eternally free arises from the

sentence, not otherwise. The knowledge of the sentence-

sense is preceded by the memory of the word-senses.

For the eligible person, knowledge arises from hearing the major

text ‘That thou art’. It is true that all do not get this knowledge.

That is because the true knowledge of this sentence can come only

after there has been a correct understanding of the words constituting

it. Those who do not have this understanding cannot realize the

truth of the major text, even as a deaf person cannot appreciate

music.

NKL—Sodhitapadarthajnanavatam vi$istadhikarinam eve’ty arthah

;

[207 b-208 a]

|| ||

The word-sense is remembered for certain through

co-presence and co-absence. Thus, the self free from

sorrow and action is understood.

The knowledge of the word-senses too does not come to all.

One must inquire into the meaning of the words through the

application of the rule of co-presence and co-absence. Nor is it

enough to have a knowledge of the word-senses alone. One must

understand the sentence as a whole also.

NTV—kena kramena vakyat tad-arthavagatir ity apeksayam

aha—vakyarthasyapi ityadina—prathamam anvayavyatirekdbhyam

tvampadarthah smaryate , anantaram nirduhkham akriyas-tvampada-

laksyam atmanam pratipadyate ,
tadanantaram sadevetyadi-vakyebhyo

brahmasmiti pratyagatmany aparoksa-prama jayate.
, cL

NKL—atmano *vastha-trayenugamad avastha-trayasya paraspara-

vyabhicarad ityadi caturvidhanvayavyatirekabhyam ity arthah.

todhita-tatpadartha-jhanam tathapi durlabham tatranvayavyatirekayor



The reply to this suggestion is : no. The meditations are either

for the fulfilment of karmas
, or for achieving prosperity, or for

gaining release in sequence (krama-mukti). What we have already

said with regard to karmas holds good as regards meditations also.

In the vividisa-text (BU,
IV, iv, 22) the word tapas stands for

meditations.

[330]

rs r\0

^rrirt jt%r h \\» \\

Because of the text,
4 Being released, n and because

of the text about the path of light
,

2 it is seen that the

meditations do not directly lead to release.

Upasanas are not the direct means to release
; they are the

means only in sequence. As evidence, two scriptural texts are cited

:

1. BU, IV, ii, 1.

2. BU, VI, ii, 15; CHU, V, x, 1.

NTV—tad ahuh pauranikah—brahmana saha te sarve samprapte

pratisancare
, parasyante krtatmanah praviSanti param padam-iti.

AVS—arciradivakyodaharanam upasananam krama-mukti-pha-

latva-dyotanaya. svartha-Sabdena virincyadi-phala-grahanam.
/

[331 ]
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It cannot be said that the Vedanta texts are invalid because

their cause is defective
; for, the Veda is not the composition of any

human being.

There can be no conflict of other means of valid knowledge with

he Vedanta, because their contents differ.

Nor may it be said that the Vedanta cannot give rise to direct

knowledge; for the kind of knowledge one gets depends upon the

nature of the object too. The object of Vedantic knowledge is the

self which is eternally immediate. So, the Vedanta texts may well

generate immediate knowledge of the self.

Sankara will establish this later, while refuting the view that valid

knowledge requires four factors, viz., the word, reasoning, meditation

and the self. He will, then, say that from the major text alone the

immediate knowledge of the self arises.

[211 ]

•T 31% 31*13 || W ||

Though seeing the nine, the tenth man does not

know ‘ I am the tenth because his knowledge is

clouded by the number nine and he is deluded.

The purvapaksin may say that there is no need for Veda-pramana

because the self is of the nature of immediate awareness .

In reply, the siddhantin cites the illustrative story of the ten

travellers. The tenth man does not realize that he is the tenth

because he is obsessed with the number ‘nine.’ And he realizes the

truth—-that, too, immediately—when he is told ‘You are the tenth*.

[212]

1331 |
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Similarly, though, the duality might have been

destroyed, he does not know the one self without the

text, ‘That thou art’, etc., because he is without wisdom,

due to delusion regarding the inner self.

Although one knows in general about the self, one does not

know it truly because of the obstacle, viz., nescience. In order to

remove this obstacle Veda-pramana is necessary.

[213]

h ^ ii

For him there arises firm knowledge in respect of

the inner self through the texts, ‘Thou art real’, etc.,

which destroy the desire to know, sublating the igno-

rance regarding the inner self.

Although the self is of the nature of immediate awareness, and

we are that, there may arise in us the desire to know the self which is

the eternal bliss. We study the Veda and Vedanta and acquire

superficial knowledge of that. In order to acquire distinct and clear

knowledge of the same we should listen to the major texts. From

such listening arises illumination which is unsublatable and free from

doubts.

It cannot be said that when the self is known, nescience also

would become a content of valid knowledge. When nescience is

sublated, the self is realized ; and so in that experience there is no

nescience at all.

NKL—drdhety abadhita-nigeiti rupa ity arthah.

[214]
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Renunciation of all action is assumed to be a proxi-

mate auxiliary, because it helps in the generation of the

knowledge of sentence-sense.

Renunciation of all karma is an auxiliary of knowledge ; for it

helps in the understanding of the major texts.

NTV—tatra sravanam Sabda-takti-nirdharanavasanaidamparya-

viparyaya-vinasi, mananam badhabhava-pariksa sa badha-buddhim

nirunddhi ,
ekalambanapratyayamredanam dhyanam tac chinatti citta-

viksepam bhinatty atad-vasanam
,

vedantas tv atmanam saksat

bodhayanti
,

taihapi vedantah Sravanadisu satsv eva Umavidyam

prasuyante nasatsu.

Havana - manana - dhyanabhyasah &abdasya jnanotpatti - prati-

bandhapanayena sahayatam pratipadyante.

[215]

^ fftswnsRgw. I

sjcwtf II II

Renunciation is the supreme means to release in the

case of all. By him who renounces is to be known the

supreme place which is the inner self of the renouncer.

Here by ‘release* is meant knowledge. Renunciation is an

auxiliary of knowledge. It is called the supreme means because it is

the proximate auxiliary. Karma cannot serve as the proximate

auxiliary because it involves the conceits of agency and enjoyership.

NTV—atra moksa-Sabdena mucyateneneti brahma-jnanam ucyate,

[216]
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Scripture itself has declared the means to self-know-

ledge as preceded by renunciation of all (action) in the

words 4 subdued, self-controlled etc.

*

Scripture is cited to show that renunciation of karma is an

auxiliary of knowledge. BU, IV, iv. 23 : ‘Therefore, he who knows

it thus becomes subdued, self-controlled, indrawn, forbearing and

absorbed, and sees the self even in the self ; he sees all as the self.*

Here by the word ‘indrawn’ (uparatah) is meant renunciation of

obligatory and occasioned rites. It is as preceded by renunciation

that the self is to be seen.

[217]

qi*Tl WH I

ii ll

Yoga (action) is characterized by activity ;
know-

ledge is characterized by renunciation. Therefore,

having knowledge in view let the wise one, here,

renounce.

Another text is quoted here: The Mahabharata,
A^vamedhika-

parva, 43, 26.

[218]

cicRcl II ||

The gods, fearing release, covered men with delusion.

Therefore, they, devoid of sight, began to perform rites

with zeal.

It cannot be said that all might renounce for the sake of

knowledge which is the means to release. The gods delude men,

whom they use as their domestic animals, BU, I, iv, 10 : ‘He who
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worships another god thinking, “ He is different, and I am different”,

does not know
;
he is as an animal to the gods.’ It is only a few that

see through this delusion and escape from the herd and seek

knowledge. Renunciation, therefore, is not something which comes

of its own accord effortlessly and with case.

[219]

SR:
|

felimraliwTi: q?*r \\ w 11

Therefore, renouncing all actions and destroying

nescience through knowledge of the self, let him attain

the supreme place of Visnu, through knowledge alone.

After renouncing the world, one ought to ‘hear* the Vedanta

texts for the sake of gaining self-knowledge. This is an originative

injunction (utpatti-vidhi) even as the injunction to renounce is. An

originative injunction is that which makes known the bare nature of

an act, e.g.,
eHe is to offer the Agnihotra oblation.’ [The other

types of injunction are: applicatory injunction (•viniyoga-vidhi),

injunction of the eligible (adhikara-vidhi), and procedural injunction

(prayoga-vidhi).]

When through ‘hearing’, etc., one matures, one acquires self-

knowledge. With that, nescience which is the root of all evil is

destroyed. The body may last for some time longer so that the

unspent portion of the prarabdha may be enjoyed. When that

enjoyment is over, one attains the supreme Reality.

The last quarter of this verse is from the Upanisads. See

YSTT ! ! !
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[220]

fici ^lifoaflarai i

5lPt: II RR° II

Thus in the Bhallavi section the Scriptural text is

found: Through the renunciation of all action the

knowledge of self is born.

The Bhallavi Sakha is not now extant.

[221 ]

m\ I

ni^N^SS#gft: II w II

Sage Apastamba taught directly in the words ‘ True

and false’ that the search for the self is to be preceded

by renunciation.

Apastamba-dharma-sutra ,
TI, xxi, 13.

[222]

4 He who has not desisted from evil conduct, who is

not subdued, nor self-composed, and whose mind is not

quiescent cannot attain him (self) through knowledge.’

KU, ii, 24.

Here renunciation is laid down as a condition precedent for self-

knowledge—not renunciation of optional rites alone, but of all

karma.

15
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[223]

fas#RSlfanSf II W II

The statement of procedure ‘By the recitation of

the Veda,’ 1 etc., which has been made through effort

shows that there is a difference of eligibility for the two

sections, viz. of rites and knowledge.

It is not that the one who is eligible for karma is eligible for

knowledge. Karma is an auxiliary of knowledge. For the two

sections of the Veda, the eligible persons are different.

1 BU, IV, iv, 22. See note on v. 14.

[224]

riiqci ^ ii w it

Through the mark, generation of knowledge, etc., it

is known that action is a cause thereof
;
but not that it

alone is the distinctive cause.

Although, sometimes, karma is said to be generative of

knowledge, it is not the distinctive cause of knowledge. Karma

is the cause of knowledge through the purification of the mind

;

but sannyasa is the direct means through the modus operandi,

* hearing’, etc.

NTV—jmnotpatti-lingat karmanam na saksat jnana-sadhanatvam

gamyate kimtu paramparayapi sadhanatva-ma tram gamyate atah

karma-jnana-kandayor bhinnadhikarita.

NKL—dharmat sukham ca jnanam ceti kvacit jnanahetutvam

gamyate. vividisantiti kvacid v ividisa-hetutvam. samskara Hi kvacit

samskaratvam. anupahatamanaveti kvacic chuddhi-pradhanatvam t
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ato ’nekabalat karmanam jhana-hetutvamatram gamyate, na tu

karmaiveti visesah. tasmat karmanam $uddhi-dvarena hetutvam , tat-
• • • •

'

tyagasya saksad eveti na virodhah ity arthah

.

AVS—karmanam jnana *sadhana tva-ma tram gamyate, na tu

karmaiva sUdhanam iti
, tasmat karmani $uddhi-dvarena sadhanam ,

sannyasas tu sdksat-sadhanam iti vibhagah.

[225 ]

asni?PT n w ii

‘ With shaven head, without possession, non-attached,

pure always within and without, the wandering monk is

fit to become Brahman ’—thus Scripture.

This is an adaptation from the Jabalopanisad, 5 : atha parivrad

vivarna-vasa munclo ’parigrahah sucir adrohi bhaiksano brahmabhuyaya

bhavatiti.

NKL—bahya-yajhopavltadirah ito ’parigrahah .

[226]

|| W ||

The texts like these from Scripture, along with

crores of texts of Traditional Code, enjoin emphatically

the renunciation of all action for the sake of knowledge.

NKL quotes the following text : saSikham vapanam krtva

bahihsutram tyajecl budhah , tasmat karma na kurvanti yatayah

paradarsinah.
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[227 ]
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As for the defects you pointed out, viz. that without

something to be done eligibility is hot established (v.31),

even this does not exist, as there is the means for know-

ledge in the manner stated above.

It cannot be said that there must be $omething-to»be-done (karya),

in the absence of which there will be no eligibility. Is it contended

that karya is necessary for establishing in one who desires release

eligibility for the means to jnana, or for jnana itself? Not the first;

#

for, the means to knowledge consists of « hearing % etc., as preceded

by satinyasa, Here the means itself is karya ; nothing else.

[228]

g sntoift it w ii

As in the path of injunctions there exists an exami-

nation of eligibility, there is no need to establish eligi-

bility in regard to knowledge which is of the nature of

fruit.

The second alternative too is not possible. As regards jnana,

there is no question of considering eligibility. It is not the

content of an injunction, and it is a seen fruit. Inference; what is

in dispute, viz. jnana , is not what is enjoined, because it is a fruit,

like svarga.

NTV—vidheyasadhane kriyayath loka-vedayor adhikarasya pariksa

vartate, jnane tu pramanaphalabhute pramanatan tra tvan na vidheyata,

tena adhikaras faira nirupyate . yato Uo yathodita-jnanopaya eva



'dhikdra ity art halt . kihca purusatantra evavidheyatayd *dhikara isyate ,

na vastutantre, pramanaphalabhutam ca vijhanam vastutantram yatah

ato vijhanasadhana evil ’dhikarah , na jhdne.

[229]

f|
i
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Inquiry into eligibility is necessary in respect of an

object which is dependent on man ; that is not proper

in respect of what is reality-dependent, for that itself is

the human goal.

•Si

What is called jhana is nothing other than the destruction of

nescience through the rise of the self-cognition from the major texts.

In fact, the self itself is the destruction of ignorance. Therefore,

self-knowledge is the human goal. That is the nature of reality, and

does not depend on an agent.

NTV—purusena kartum akartum anyatha ca kartum aSakyatvat

jhanasya ity arthah. kihea pumarthasadhanam eva vidheyam na

pumarthah svargadi, brahmajhanam tu svayam pumarthah svargadi-

sukha-saksatharddiva

t

, jhana-jheyasya ’tmanah svargadivat svayam

pumarthatvdt.

NKL—atmanah sukha - rupatvat tadakara - vrtteh sukhasaksat-

karataya svargavat pumarthatvdn na vidheyatvam.

Ays—vihitampraty adhikari-cinta
,
jhanasya ’ vihitatvat svarga-

divat phalariipatvai jhanasya kartum-akartum-anyathdkartum asakyat-

vdt jhana-jheyasya ca *tmanah pumarthatvac ca natha 'dhikari-

cinteti. kva tarhi adhikdri-viedrah prastuta iti cet jhana-sadhana

Sravanadav iti brwrtah.
• ‘
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[230]
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What is admitted as the fruit in the case of the

not-self which is known as an object, that itself is to be

known here in the Vedantas as the experience of the

self.

What was stated in v. 159- 160a is here recalled. See note

thereon.

NTV—etad uktam bhavat i-yci yd pumarthe sariivit sd sd pumartha

lokc drsta yathd sukha-tatsadhanady-anubhutih
, dtmd ca sukha-

tatsadhanady-anubhuti-svabhavo veddnta-prameyah, tasmad anena

pumarthena bhavitavyam iti.

na hy anubhuter apumarthata loke paramarthato ’sti , apumartha -

rupatvasya anubhuter dropat, anyatha nirupadhika-preniaspadata

yadartham sarvant yac ca nanyartham tat sukham iti sukha-laksana-
• •

laksitata ca anubhuty-atmano na syat.

[231 ]

NS

|| ^ ||

Because of the Scriptural texts “ Consciousness,

bliss ”, 1 The self alone (is bliss) ”, 2 the human goal is

alone the object of knowledge, without being expectant

of cognizership, etc.

Cognizership, etc., are conditioned by adjuncts such as egoity,

etc., which are the products of nescience. Although the contents

of cognition vary, because, again, of nescience, the immediateness

of cognition is the same in all cases. That is the self of the nature

of awareness. That is the human goal.
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1. BU, III, ix, 28.

2. SP makes the sruti text referred to here read ‘atmaivanandah ’.

But there is no such text in the Upanisads, though there are many

which teach the same meaning ; e.g. BU, IV, iii, 32.

[232]

cpfpt mm qi?qqi i
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In whom the knowledge of that has arisen, in him,

for ever, has that arisen and never will it be otherwise ;

as that (arose) in the sage Vamadeva even while in the

womb 1
.

On the view that there is injunction of knowledge, it must be

stated why there should be injunction. Is it for the non-sublation

of knowledge, or for bringing about relation to the fruit, or for the

destruction of the obstacles to knowledge ?

Not the first; for in the case of Vamadeva there was knowledge

even while he was in the womb of his mother. There was no

sublation of the study, etc., made in his earlier birth, and no one

exhorted him to know the self. The true knowledge that results

from ‘hearing’, etc., can never be sublated.

1. AIU, iv, 5.

NTV—yatha iukti-jnana-samakalam eva tat-praptir exam brahma-

jhana-samakalam eva tat-praptir bhavati
,
yatha garbhastho vamadevo

brahma-jhana samakalam eva sarvatmyam pratipede.

[233-234]

mrciqh sqispqq*
|| \\\ ||
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And that certainly removes nescience. When for

the prince who is deluded by the idea that he is a

hunter there is the recollection, the hunter-idea is

removed ;
even so, for him who is ignorant of the self

and attains recollection of the one self through the

sentence
4 That thou art \ etc., all nescience, along with

its products, vanishes.

Nor is the second alternative possible. There is no need for an

injunction to bring about a relation between self-knowledge and

the destruction of ignorance which is the fruit.

Nor the third. In the story of the prince who grew as the son

of a hunter, forgetting his royal birth, the destruction of the

obstructing belief is brought about by true recollection, even without

an injunction.

NTV— kaScid rajakumaro jatamatrad eva vyadhakulam pravisto

vyadho *sml *ty atmanam manyate
,
tatra rajakumaro ’si ’ty upade.ia-

matrena rajakumara-smrtau vyadlmbhavo nivartate.

NKL—kasyacid rajakwnarasya garbhanihsarananantara-bhrasia-

rajyataya variant pravistasya vyadhaih putrataya positasya drdhabha-

v ita-vyadhabhavasya ausadhadi-sevaya prapta-rajya-samarthyasya

tan-mantrabhis cinha-vitesa-darsanena avagata-rajabhavasya nasti

tvam vyadho rajaiveti bodhita-vakyaja-bodhah abodha-dhvamse

naparam apeksate yatha ity arthah.

[
235]
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This being so, injunction here is not to be assumed

by any means. And, the assumption is futile, as it is

of no use here.

Moreover, does Scripture say that there is injunction with

regard to knowledge, or is such injunction assumed ? There is no

Scriptural declaration to that effect. As for the texts like, ‘The self is

to be seen,’ (/?£/, II, iv, 5) etc., they are not injunctions. This will

be explained later on.

There is no need to assume an injunction, for there is no ground

for such an assumption. As, in respect of the self, activity and

turning away are not possible, what is the use of assuming an

injunction ?

[
236]
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Origination, attainment, purification, and modifi-

cation—these are the fruit of injunction. Release is dif-

ferent from these
;
therefore, injunction here is futile.

Injunction is possible only with regard to action. Action may

lead to one of four results: origination, attainment, purification, and

modification. Release which is the fruit of knowledge is none of

these. It cannot be originated, because it is not what is made, and is

beginningless. It is not what is attained, because it is without any

relation, and is of the nature of what is eternally attained. It is not

what is purified, because it is devoid of qualities, and no speciality

can attach itself to it. It cannot be modified, because it is not a

finite entity and is unchangeable. Therefore, release is not the fruit

of an injunction.

NTV—vastunah notpadyata ananyayatta-prakasatvat
, na

svavisaya-jnana-vikarena vikaryata , niravidyatvac ca na samskaryatd,

atmatvac ca napyata ity arthah.

16
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NKL—pindoipatti-phalam samyavanam pistau samyantlti

vidfriyate. payah'prapti-phalam dohanam gam dogdhiti vrlhi-sainskara-

pha lam proksanam vrthin proksatlti vrihi-vikara-phalo *vaghato vrihln

avahantiti.

[237]

ff || li

Since the real self which is free from nescience is

not brought about by anything else, there is not for it

the nature of being act, fruit, or causal correlate.

It cannot be said that Brahman is the content of the injunction

to meditate. For, no action is possible with reference to Brahman.

Brahman is not dependent on anything else. It is self-established.

It cannqt even be called a fruit, because it is not generated by

any act.

[238]

^ mm i
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Hence, the non-existence of injunction, here, is by

no means a defect
;

this is a good ornament
;

it is

praised in the Vedantas.

The Vedantas do not become apramana because there is no

injunction in them. On the contrary, the absence of injunctions is

their merit.

AVS—yatra vidhUkrtyam nasti tatra vidhyasambhavo na dosah,

pratyata alahkarah.

[239]

m\ i
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‘By the commands 1 am prompted’ and ‘1 am
Brahman’—these two, because of mutual contradiction,

cannot be (valid) at the same time and in the same

place.

Injunction and knowledge belong to different universes of

discourse. The one who has self-knowledge cannot be the patient

of an injunction. There is nothing for him to do or not to do.

[240]

Hvt f| |

Being master, one is not prompted by a servant, as

by a master. He is only to be awakened, as a sleeping

king by his bards.

Even the seeker of knowledge is not to be prompted by an

injunction. He is the master of the Veda, and not its servant,

because he has risen above the way of samsara. He is only to be

awakened, even as a king may be by his bards.

The above explanation is on the assumption that the entire

verse refers to the seeker of knowledge. An alternative explanation

is that the first half of the verse applies to the one who has self-

knowledge already, and the second half to the one who seeks it.

The seeker of knowledge may require prompting for * hearing’,

etc., but not for knowledge.

NT

V

—sarva-niyantuh pratyagatmano veda-svamitaya na veda-

niyojycitaya, kimtu avidya-nidraya supto bodhyata eva.

NKL—laksanaya tadakara-vrtti-janana-dvara ajnana-nivarta-

katvdt pramanyam ity arthah.

A VS—mumuksuh padartha-vivekavan veda-svamitvan na vedena

preryate, kimtu bodhyata ity arthah.
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[241]
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Being of the nature of command, etc., is to be

understood with reference to religious duty (dharma)

alone
;
because religious duty alone is declared as the

premise ; and it is not Brahman that is intended.

Injunctions have meaning only in regard to religious duty

(dharma), and not in regard to Brahman. The Purvamimamsa-sutra

has only dharma as the content of its inquiry.

[242]
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Because of the statement “ Then, therefore, (the

desire to know) religious duty ” {PM I, i, 1), because

of the declaration “ Of the nature of command ”

(1, i, 2), because of (the siitra I, i, 25) “(In a sentence)

all words denoting things are (in close textual juxta-

position) with the words expressive of action ”, and

because of (the siitra I, ii, 1)
“ Scripture is for the sake

of ritual ”, (Brahman is not subsidiary to injunction).

A few aphorisms of the Purvamimamsa-sutra are cited here to

show that injunction has no reference to Brahman.

[243]

4 a

<
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“ All verbs are indicative of productive operations

(bhavanas) ;
from them the unseen potency (apurva) is

known”, etc., (II, i, 1). Thus the twelve-chaptered work

(on Purva-mlmamsa) is to be understood as having for

purport what is dependent on man.

After quoting another aphorism, it is declared here that

Purvamimnmsa discusses dharma alone which depends on man, and

not Brahman which is beyond such distinctions as action, causal

agent, etc.

NKL—kartum akartum anyathd va kartum vyacchakatn , tad visaya

praktana-mimamsd na para-nispatma-brahma-gocard ity arthah.

[244]

ifcFawfowqra sisaempia: i
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It cannot remove the sense taught by Vedanta ; for

it is not an evidence therefor. A thing that is known

through one means of valid knowledge cannot be set

aside by another means of valid knowledge.

Mimamsa has no power to sublate what is taught by Vedanta.

Nor is injunction of karma capable of cancelling what is known

through Vedanta.
f

If the reading be tat-pramanatah instead of atat-pramanatah ,

then the rendering would be ‘for, it is the authority for that (viz.

dharma)
.’

AVS—purva-bhagasya vydvaharikath prdmdnyam na tattvavedana-

laksanam ato na tattvamadi-siddhartha-badhakatvam.
* « 7

[245
-246]

m i V ’P f I
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An evidence is valid only in respect of what can be

known by it ; it is not an evidence elsewhere. The text

“ Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman ”, etc.,

is endowed with reasoning, because there are enquiry

and rules, as in the case of the Purva-mimamsa text.

This being so, the text That thou art’, etc., has a

harmonious sense.

A pramana functions only in respect of its content. It has no

business to intrude into another field. If Karma-mimamsa be valid,

Vedanta too is valid. So, it cannot be said that Vedanta is a pseudo-

pramana.

[247-248 a]

*7 m cP4l II ^ II

S3

(It is) the content of all Vedantas. Otherwise, that

would be contradicted. Not there is the expectancy of

instrument, nor of a modus operandi where by Scripture

Brahman is made known as being of the nature of the

self.

The Vedanta-teaching is about the non-dual Brahman. Its

aim, thus, is to make known the truth. Karma-kanda, however,

which depends on differences such as action, etc., makes known only

what is not true. So, it must be admitted that each is pramana in its

own field.



There can be no productive operation (bhavana

)

in relation to

Brahman. Each productive operation has three elements. What is

to be accomplished (bhavya)? What is the instrument (karana)? And,

what is the modus operandi (itikavtavyata)? Brahman is not what is to

be accomplished (bhavya). The other two elements, therefore,

have no meaning with reference to it. Bhavana relates to action,

and not to Brahman. The Vedantas only teach that Brahman is

the Self.

NKL—sarva-vedan ta-visayam sarvopanisad-gatam mahavakyam

upakramadi-liiiga-gati-samanyabhyam tatparam ity arthah.

him kena katham bhavayed ity amSatrayapeksa bhavana neha

sambhavati , karanahiiabhavad iti bhavah.
* *

AVS—yatra amSa-trayam tatra bhavana
,

yatra bhavana tatra

vidhih f
atra tu tattvamasity-adi-pradesesu na amfa-trayam, tata eva

na bhavana, tata eva na vidhih
,
ato 'dhikari-sadhana-bheda iti .

[248 b-249 a]

cr m r{|cir i

Where modus operandi and instrument are brought

in, it is but proper that there should be an injunction for

one who is impelled by the desire for fruit.

Bhavana with the three elements mentioned above is possible

only in the sphere of action.

[249 b-250]
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Because the human goal has been attained fully and

because evil has been removed of its own accord, there

does not arise by any means desire here for the self, as

for the not-self.

When that desire is removed, the modus operandi

and means are removed.

It is intelligible that there may be desire for heaven, etc., which

constitute the not-self. There can be no such desire in relation to the

self. When one knows the nature of the self from the major texts,

one realizes one’s eternal bliss-nature and freedom from evil. So,

the self is not the fruit or result of some activity. There can be no

hhavana with regard to it.

[251 ]

JT VHetitef
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As the human goal without residue and free from

obstacles is of the nature of the self, a productive

operation devoid of the three elements is not acceptable

to inquirers.

It cannot be said that there may be in Vedanta a bhavana without

the three elements. Such a productive operation is impossible. And,

the one who has realized the self desires nothing; he has nothing to

accomplish.

NTV—avidyakhyontarayo vidyodayad eva nivartate na tu vidhi-

va$ad ity arthah.

NKL—pumarthasya sukha-saksatkarasya *tmarupatah svatah-

praptatvan nirantarayato pratibandhatvad bhavyantarasya kalpayitum

a&akyatmd ity arthah., .avidyastamayah phalam dhisadhyam dhi$ ca

na prayatnam apeksata ity arthah.
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[252 a]
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And in cases other than where there is productive

operation, injunction is not admitted.

I

Since bhavana is not possible in the case of Brahman, there can

be no injunction with regard to it. Brahman is made known by the

major texts. It is only that knowledge that is the means to release,

not karma. Therefore, for the two sections the eligible persons and

the means are different.

NTV—tasmat purna-nitreyasa-pratyag-anubhuty-avidya-nivrttya

tadavaSesa-sadhana-jnane vidhyabhavan na tatra ’dbikQrah , kimtu

jnana-sadhana-$ravanadav eveti siddham.

[252 b—253]
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“ If delusion were the only obstacle, what has been

stated (by you) will do for release. When, however, the

soul in bondage is either a part (ekadesa) or a modifi-

cation (vikdra) of the self, even then, is release got

through the said path, or as dependent on action ?
”

Purvapaksa—If delusion alone were the obstacle to moksa, then

jndna may remove it. But it is not so. In the views which regard

the jiva as a part or as a mode of the supreme spirit, there would be

required karma for effecting release. If that be so, how can there be

difference of means as between the two sections?

17

l
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[254]
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Even then, the eligibility is for turning away from

the adventitious transmigration without residue and not,

by any means, for activity,

Siddhanta—Even in the view that ihs jlva is a part of Brahman,

what is it that is regarded as release—is it the attainment of

Brahman, or is it the destruction of difference? On the first

alternative, the non-difference of the part and the whole is not

brought about by karma , because that is self-established. What is

required is only the destruction of bondage including karma. There-

fore, the attainment of Brahman does not require karma .

[255]

n w ll

As difference is unintelligible being dependent on

nescience of self, even so, eligibility is for destroying

nescience, not for action.

Now for the other alternative. If the jiva is a part of Brahman,

it is non-different therefrom. So, there can be no real difference

between them. And, the difference must be due to nescience. The

destruction of that can be only through jTiana, and not through karma.

[256]

5R^5RTC%: || W II
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Even if (the soul be) a modification (of the self)

there is no (eligibility for) work, as there is nothing to

be done, since attaining oneness with the cause is

established of itself.

After examining the view that the jiva is a part of Brahman, the

other view that it is a mode is here considered. If the jiva is a mode,

then Brahman must be its principal. Here, what is release? Is it the

attainment of Brahman which is the. principal? Or, is it the

destruction of difference from that? Not the first, for the non-

difference of the effect from the cause is not accomplished through

karma ,
because that non-difference is natural.

[
257 ]

As the attainment of clay by pot, the attainment

of the unmodified self by the jiva-self which is a

modification is certain ;
and that is through knowledge

of the truth.

The other alternative, viz., that karma is required for the

destruction of difference is now refuted. Just as pot, the effect,

is non-different by nature from clay, the cause, so also is the jiva

from Brahman. The difference, such as it is, must be due to

nescience; and that can be removed only by true knowledge.

[258]

frl: I
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If cause and effect be different, how is there relation

of cause and effect; if non-different, since they are

identical, how is there the relation of cause and effect?
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Hitherto, admitting the views that the jiva is a part and a mode

of Brahman, it was shown that karma cannot be the direct means to

moksa . Now, those views themselves are criticized.

At the basis of all relations is that of cause and effect. But this

relation is unintelligible.

[259-260 a]
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Release is identity of the modification of the intelli-

gence-self with the cause. Since that is established of

itself, it is not something to be accomplished (karyata).

There is futility of action for release of what is either a

part or a modification.

Brahman is of the nature of consciousness. Even those who

hold that the jiva is a part or mode of Brahman believe that its

release consists in its identity with Brahman which is its cause and

ground. But that identity is self-established, and so cannot be

accomplished by karma.

[260b-261]
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Moreover action that is being done will make for

evil, not for release. Action that is being done will

produce, without doubt, obstacle to release. Therefore,

in regard to this release, action is futile.
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Not only is karma futile, but also it will be the cause of evil.

Karma that is done according to the injunction of Veda will lead to

Svarga, etc., that are obstacles to moksa.

NKL—na kevalam nairarthakyam kaivalya-pratikula-samstira-

rambhakatvad anarthakaram ca.

[262]

ii w ii

If, however, the modification is wholly different

from that which is modified, even then, it must be said

that the destruction of the modification is release.

If it be held that the jiva is radically different from Brahman,

then release would consist in its total destruction.

[263 ]

II II

Even here action is futile, since there is no possi-

bility of its fruit. Like action, even knowledge is of no

use, here, as there is no fruit.

If it be held that the destruction of the jlva is release, there

would be no need for karma. If it be said that there may be need

for knowledge, then our view will have to be accepted.

NKL—phalinobhave phalasathbhavad iiy abhisandhih.

[264]

ii w*
ii
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If transmigration were real, it will not be a product

of nescience. There will be the defect of destruction of

nature, even on the view of (the jlva being) a part, as

before.

Moreover, on the view that the jlva is a mode of Brahman, is

bondage natural, or is it nescience-caused? If bondage be natural,

it cannot be destroyed by Brahman-knowledge. Nor can it be

removed by karma, bacause karma is the cause of bondage.

The same criticism holds good with regard to the view that the

jlva is a part of Brahman.

[265-266 a]

mm* * I
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If, however, transmigration is superimposed by

nescience, and not a reality, whether (the jlva be) a

modification or a part, then what was stated before has

to be maintained. This is acceptable to us also.

If bondage be nescience-caused, then the modality or part-hood

of the jlva cannot be real; that too would be the result of nescience.

If that be so, then, what results is our view. The two sections of the

Veda are different ; and the persons eligible for them are different.

[266 b-267]

^ ii rw n
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This does not conflict with any view. Therefore,

there is not admitted here injunction. Then, indeed,

all assumptions such as ‘ modification ‘ part % etc.,

are futile. Nescience itself will accomplish all these.

All those who believe in moksa will have to admit that bondage

is nescience-caused and that release is through knowledge. Then, it

follows that there is no possibility of injunction in the Vedantas.

Moksa is not a fruit like Svarga, and jnana is not dependent on human

will. So, the Vedantas terminate simply after revealing the nature of

Reality. The assumptions that the jlva is a part or mode, etc., of

Brahman are all imaginations.

NKL—atmajnanan nihSreyasadhigama iti sarva-vadinam avivada-

padam ity arthah.

[268-269 a]

Wholeness is release. Hence the non-wholeness

which is on account of nescience appears but illusorily.

Therefore, when nescience is destroyed through the

knowledge of the real self, wholeness alone remains.

Brahman is the whole {puma); that itself is release, perfection.

Karma cannot achieve that, because Brahman is not a finite object.

Cp t BU, V, i, 1 :

purnam adah purnam idam
%

purnat purnam udacyate
,

purnasya purnam adaya

purnam eva 'vaiisyate

.
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[269 b-270]
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Futile, therefore, is all injunction in regard to

release
; this has been logically established, (v. 228, ff .)

As for what was objected to by you 4 Because Scripture

is for the sake of ritual ’ (v. 36), in regard to this also,

it may be remarked as follows.

Since Brahman does not fall within any of the four categories of

the fruit of action, there can be no injunction with regard to it.

As for what was said that Scripture is for the sake of ritual, we

have already stated our reply. We shall explairf that further.

AVS—nihSreyasa-Sabdena brhmabhilapyate ,
tat purnam deSady-

apartcchinnam, tasya ca bhedah tad-avidya-vilasitah
,
vidyaya tv avidya-

nivrttau brahmaiva bhavati, atah sarva-prakaro vidhir moksam-praty

anarihaka eva.

[271]

ii w n

There, the term, 4 amnaya ’ refers only to a part of

Scripture, because ‘ being for the sake of ritual ’ is only

as regards injunctive texts.

In the Purvamimamsa-sutra (I, ii, 1) * Since Scripture has action

for purport’, etc., the word ‘Scripture’ {amnaya) refers only to

the karma-kanda , and does not include the Upanisads. From PM,

I, i, 2, it is clear that only injunctive texts have action for purport,

and not all scriptural texts.
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[272]

«i^«wfejrahwR^ira II w II

That statement (in the Sutra : anarthakyam atadar-

thanani) relates to the futility of those words which do

not have ritual for purport, but which are subsidiary to

injunction in the context of ritual.

The expression in PM, I, ii, i, ‘ There is futility for those

(words) which do not have that (ritual) for purport also refers to

karma-kanda.
* *

[273]

fncraipretorlt || W II

Because they have a different purport, it is not

proper to regard the Upanisads as auxiliary to injunc-

tion. This is evident, by the aforesaid reasoning.

Although the Upanisads do not have action for purport, they

are not futile. They have a different sense; and their fruit cannot be

denied, because it is declared in Scripture, and because it is actually

experienced by the wise.

[274]

ifaiifa STAR'S ii ii

As for what was urged,
4 Because of syntactical

unity with injunction,’ let that be so with regard to

is
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those (texts which occur in the ritual sections); because

it is declared that they would be futile (otherwise).

PM, I, ii, 7 ‘ Because of syntactical unity with injunction through

eulogizing, (the non-injunctive texts) may be for the sake of injunc-

tion ’ (see v. 36) also refers to those non-injunctive texts which are

to be found in the karma-kanda.
* *

NTV—na ca *rthavadastha-padanam anusthapanam asti, ato

yuktam tdni vidhinaikavakyatam anubhaveyur iti .

[275]

This is, however, not so as regards Vedanta texts,

for the reason that they have a seen fruit. That the

knowledge thereof has a different purport has been ex-

plained at length (v. 23 et seq.).

Those texts in which there is no mention of fruit may have synta-

ctical unity with those wherein a fruit is mentioned, and they may be

subsidiary to the latter. The Upanisads, however, do have a fruit and

that too a seen fruit (drsta-phala), and not an unseen fruit like Svarga.

Therefore, it is clear that the Vedanta texts have a purport other than

what the ritual-sections have.

NTV—na co *panisad-gatani padany adrstarthlni bhavanti, rta

ki vedantaih pratyag-advaye brahmany avagate jmtavyam aptavyam

va 'vaSisyate.

[276a]

And because for the Vedanta texts, being for the

sake of another is unintelligible.
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The texts about Prayaja (fore- sacrifice), etc., are auxiliary to the

texts about DarSapurnamcisa rites because the fore-sacrifices are

helpful in regard to the DarSapumamasa rites yielding their fruit.

But there is no such relation between the Vedanta texts and the

ritual texts. The self which is known through Vedanta receives no

help from karma. And so, Vedanta is not subsidiary to karma-kanda .

[276b -277a]

n ^ |j
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“ When there is unity of sense, to postulate sentence-

split is not proper, as it is seen in the text
:

(At the

impulse) of the divine (Savitr, I take) thee, etc.

Purvapaksa—Where syntactical unity (ekavakyata) is possible,

sentence-split (yakyabheda) is improper. This is the rule. As there

is syntactical unity between the Prayaja text and the Dar&apurnamasa

text, so is there syntactical unity between the Vedanta texts and the

ritual-texts. The reason for this is that they have a unitary sense.

As an instance may be cited the syntactical unity between { devasya

tva savituh * and ‘ nirvapami * in the text ‘ At the impulse (prasavana)

of the divine Savitr, 1 take thee with the arms of the Alvins, with

the hands of Pusan, thee, agreeable to Agni !*
((Vajasaneyi-samhita ,

i. 10). See &atapatha-brahmana , SBE, vol. xii, p. 16.

NKL — karma- jnanayoh prayaja-darsapumamasavad ahgdngi tvat

tatkandayos tad-vakya-vedakdrthayor ekavaky atva-sambhave tad-

bhedo na kalpyo gauravad ity arthah,

[277b-278a]

II R'
3'3

||
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Even so, where there is difference in sense, there

must be sentence-split. This is seen in ise tva , etc. So

the postulation of unity of sense is not proper.

Siddhanta—There is no unity of sense. Where there is difference

of sense, sentence-split has to be admitted. As an illustration may be

cited the text ‘ ise tva , urje tva ’ [For the sake of growth, thee

(1 cut); for the sake of strength, thee (I plane)] ( Vajasaneyi

-

samhita ,
I, i). These mantras are addressed to the presiding deity of

the palasa tree as it is being cut and planed. The question here is

whether ‘ ise tva, urje tva ’ is one mantra or two. The answer is that

they are two mantras , even though they are found together. See

PM, II, i, 47 :
‘ When the sentences are equally independent (of one

another) they should be treated as syntactically distinct (sentences).’

[278b-279a]

II II

As for the subsidiariness of the ritual section to the

sense of the knowledge-section, that is accounted for

as a case of syntactical unity with sentence, because of

(the vividisa text) being the applicatory text.

We do admit that the ritual section (
karma-kanda ) is auxiliary to

the knowledge-section (jnana-kanda) through purification of the

mind. This is evidenced by the vividisa text. But this does not

mean that the two sections have an identical sense. The unity here

is as between two different sentences which are related as the helper

and the helped. It is not like the syntactical unity of mantras and

artliavadas , which have no independent purport, with injunction

(vidhi ). Just as the injunction to earn wealth is related to the

injunction to perform sacrifice, so is karma-kanda to jnana-kanda
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Wealth may be used for purposes other than the performance of

sacrifice. Similarly, karma may be the means to ends other than

jnana. What the vividisa text says is that karma is to be used as a

means to jnana. So, there is, as between the two kandas, syntactical

unity of sentence with a sentence (vakyaikavakyata .)

NTV—etad uktam bhavati—tam etam vedanuvacanenetyadi

viniyojaka-vaiat samskara-dvarena vividisa-dvarena va jnanotpatti -

Sesatvam eva karmandm, na moksa-Sesatvarii, ato bhinnarthatvat

naikavakya lvam karma-vijnantj-kandayor iti.

[279b-280]

II W ||
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By the reasoning to be hereafter set forth, this will

be stated again (i.e. that the Upanisads have a fruit of

their own). Therefore, for all the Upanisads there is a

different sense. This is self-knowledge which has no

characteristic of injunction and is the means to release

(kaivalya).

There may be vakyaikavakyatd between two sentences each of

which has a fruit of its own. The Upanisad texts have as their fruit

self-knowledge. So, they have a sense different from that of the

ritual texts.

[281]

II V? II
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The discipline (of knowledge) is of the nature of

the quiescence of all activity, of speech, mind and body.

This is to be known by the reasoning already set forth.

It is only for those who are endowed with quiescence, self-

control, etc., that the Upanisads reveal knowledge.

AVS—nistha-Sabdena sravanady atra grhyate, tad eva jnana-

sadhanam ity arthah.

[282]
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Eligibility therefor (viz., the discipline) is also

established only for him who has renounced all activity

and who desires knowledge ;
and not for the agent who

always seeks to accomplish something.

The eligibility for the path of knowledge, viz. fravana, etc.,

does not depend on niyoga. It is the sannyasin that is the eligible

person for jnana ,
and not the agent of actions.

[283]

ggirl: II II

Eligibility results even for him who, although

ignorant, possesses a general knowledge about the truth

of the Brahman-self, and who desires knowledge and

release.

It may be argued that eligibility for knowledge is not possible

for the one who does nqt know Brahman, and is not necessary for
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the one who already knows it. The reply is that the one who desires

release learns from the Vedantas a preliminary and quite general

knowledge about Brahman, and thus gains eligibility for fravana, etc.

[284]

M an i

ii n

“Not thus. It has been stated already that, on a

consideration of the initial and concluding passages, the

Veda has one sense and purport ; and so, there is

syntactical unity.

Purvapaksa—Through a study of the initial and concluding texts

of the Veda, it is learnt that the Veda has karya alone for purport.

So, we must infer that the Vedantas have syntactical unity with the

karma-kanda. That being so, there cannot be a difference of

eligibility for the Vedantas.

[285]
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“Therefore, eligibility, here, is for the one who

does all that is enjoined by the Veda. For, it is only

when the diversity of context has been established,

that there is need for assuming difference in eligibility.”

Since the two kandas have syntactical unity, there is no

difference in eligibility. He who has performed all the rites and

sacrifices, follows jnana-niyoga and attains moksa.

[286]

*Nf snnwft;
|
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Not thus. When we have already established that

there is syntactical unity of only what are different there

is no occasion for raising your objection.

Siddhanta—We have already shown that the two kandas have

different fruits, that the karma-kanda may become subsidiary to the

jnUaa-kanda, and that in this sense alone there may be syntactical

unity.

[287]
\
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Nor is it possible for a man to perform all that is

enjoined in the Vedas, even though he may strive all

through his life (of one hundred years) in which case

alone (according to you) there could be eligibility for

self-knowledge.

Moreover, the condition precedent for adopting the path of

jnana laid down by you is impossible of achievement. No one can

perform all the rites and sacrifices.

NKL—sandhyavandanam-arabhyct-sahasrasamvatsara - paryantanam

karmanam anantyad ity arthah.

[288]
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Attaining prosperity (sampat) is an eulogy ; there-

fore as there would be no eligible persons for knowledge
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having as its sphere the Vedanta, the intrinsic validity

(of the Veda) would have to go. .

If it be said that there is the same eligible person for the two

kandas, we ask, who is this eligible person ? Is it the one who desires

Svarga

,

etc., or the one who desires jnana ? It cannot be the first, for

sacrifice, etc., are auxiliary to jnana, and the supposed fruits thereof,

viz. Svarga, etc., are not intended to be the fruits. Nor the second,
»

for, as it is not possible for any single person to perform all the rites

and sacrifices, there would be no eligible person for jnana .

A^'S—sampac-chabdena upasana-bhidhiyata iti kecit. tesam

ayam abhiprdyah aSvemedhadi-karma-nadhikrtanam tat-phalarthinam

sampad upadiSyate. yadi sakala-vedarthadhikdrinah jnanadhikarah

tada sampad avivaksita bhaved iti.

[289 ]
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“ Now, if release is not known through a means

of valid knowledge, it cannot be desired ; if known,

since it is the nature of one’s own self, there cannot

be still desire (therefor).

Purvapaksa—The distinctive feature about the eligible person is

said to be his desire for moksa. Does he desire moksa even without

knowing it, or after knowing it ? Without knowing it, he cannot

desire ;
after knowing it, there is no need for desire.

In this verse kimca is used in the sense of nanu. See NKL:

nanvarthe kimceti prayogah atmano brahmabhuyam kaivalyam

anavagatamcen na kamyeta jnanakaryatvad kamanayah avagatamcet

siddhatvat kamanam nirundhyad ato mumuksur nadhikarity

abhisandhih.

19



A VS—athava kinceti-Slokah purvapaksah. nanu kihceti samuccaye

gamyamane purvapaksatvam katham siddhantokty-anantaram nayam

dosah anekarthatvan-nipatitanam kihca nanu ity arthah. ayam arlhah,

yathd asmat-pakse adhikary-abhavat veda-pranianyaksepah exam txat-

paksepi syat moksakamas taxadhikari mokse ca kamo no sambhaxatity

uktam.

[290]

11 r\<> 11

It is not proper to say that there is no desire on the

part of man for release ; for there is seen desire for

happiness unconditioned by space and time.

Siddhanta—In our view, the possibility of the desire for moksa

is stated thus: every living being wants happiness and shuns misery,

and so the desire is possible for moksa which is the same as the self

—

the unlimited happiness marked by the total absence of misery.

Although moksa is our own nature, we do not know it through

pramana before the rise of knowledge. Hence the need for Vedanta.

And, the one who is eligible for Vedanta does not require the

karma-kanda.
• •

NTV—sukham me syad duhkham me mnbhud iti deiakalasprstam

sukhamatram duhkhanixrtti-matram xa kamayamanas sarve purusa

dr$yante.

NKL—mabhud anxapi me duhkham
, sukhy eva syam aham sadeti,

nira t i$ayananda-nihSesanarthanivrtti-prarthana-darfanat,

[291 ]
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Further, if knowledge were to have an unseen fruit,

like Agnihotra
,

etc., then there might be the doubt whe-

ther there is an eligible person or not, because of doubt

as regards something done not fructifying.

For the following reason also, in our view there results the

eligible person for jnana: jnana , for us, has a seen fruit, and not an

unseen fruit as for you. If it be an unseen fruit, there may be the

doubt if it would result or not. If there be that doubt, the eligibility

will not be certain. Since, in our view, jnana is a seen fruit, like the

fruit of agriculture, the desire for it as well as the eligibility are

established.

[292]

Agnihotra
, etc., performed by a Sudra

, who is not

eligible, though having desire (for heaven), do not yield

fruit. Hence, there eligibility is determined with care.

Where the fruit is unseen, as in the case of Agnihotra
, there is

need to inquire as to who is eligible and who is not. Mere desire,

here, for an end will not do.

[293]

§ sndfo
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But, here, nothing more is sought from Scripture

than the human goal which depends only on the rise of

knowledge which destroys ignorance.
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As far as Vedanta is concerned, no unseen fruit is desired. What

Scripture does here is to dispel ignorance; and when ignorance is

dispelled, the human goal is reached.

[294]
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“ Whence that knowledge ? ” If thus it be asked (it

is replied) : That, indeed, is from the removal of obst-
' ^

acle.

“ Even that is either past, future, or present

Purvapaksa—The aforesaid j'nana does not arise from Scripture,

for we see that to be the case with many who are learned in

Scripture.

Siddhmta—In the case of those who are free from sin, there is

the rise of true knowledge from the ‘hearing’, etc., of Scripture.

Purvapaksa—Is that sin (obstacle) past, present, or future ? The

sin that is past cannot stand as an obstacle. Nor the sin that is

going to be in the future. As for present sin, that is impossible in

the case of one who has followed the path of jnana.

AVS—anus thita-sadhanasyap i jnano tpatti-pratibandha-papadi-

ksaya-vyatirekena jnanam na sambhavati-

[295]
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Therefore it is that even though one might have

studied the Veda and its meaning, one is not released.

This has been shown (in the Chandogya) by the illustra-

tion of buried treasure.



Siddhanta—Present sin serves as an obstacle to the rise of

Brahman-knowledge. There may be the causal aggregate for know-

ledge, and yet knowledge may not arise because of some obstacle.

The Chandogya text (VIII, iii, 2), which says that though all beings

go to Brahman in sleep, they do not know it, is cited here as evidence.

The Upanisad compares this to a person not knowing a buried treasure

even though he may be walking over it.

[
296]
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‘ The knot of the heart is cut, all doubts are dispel-

led, his karmas are destroyed, when that than which

there is nothing higher is seen.’

To show that jTiana is a seen fruit, the evidence of the experience

of the wise ones is given. The Upanisad text quoted refers to this

experience. See MU, II, ii, 8.

[
297 ]
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In this and other texts it is said that knowledge is

not an unseen fruit. Even so, it is shown in the text

‘ By what does he become a Brahmana,’ etc.

From the texts quoted we learn that jnana has a seen fruit.

[298]

U ^ ShlSSRi
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“ There is seen in the world intense pleasure in the

case of those who desire the attainment of absolute happi-

ness and the removal of evil. So, why should it (release)

not be desired ?

Purvapaksa— (Here, the Purvapaksa is not Mlmariisa but a school

of Vedanta which advocates combination of karma and jnana). Even

though atma-jnana has a seen fruit, is it settled that he who desires

moksa has eligibility for it, or is it not settled ? If it is not settled,

even he who desires Svarga may want jnana. If it is settled, then,

the principle on which you have settled it may hold good in my view

also. Moksa ,
according to you, is attainment of happiness and

freedom from misery. He who desires that is the eligible person.

That is possible in my view too. So, both the sections of the Veda

are authoritative.

AVS—prity-utkarso moksah tad visaya kamano ’palabhyamana

nivarayitum na Sakyate.

[299]

“ Since there is no difference in degree as between

the pleasure relating to the seen and that relating to the

unseen fruit, the wise man chooses nothing other than the

principal bliss.

The intelligent person chooses moksa in preference to Svarga ,

because it is the highest bliss. Even in my view that is so.

[300]
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“ Moreover, the happiness born of action is non-

eternal since it is accomplished through a means;

release, however, is dependent only on what manifests it,

therefore, it is admitted to be imperishable.

The reason why moksa is preferred is that it is eternal while

heavenly happiness, etc., are non-eternal. Moksa is not produced by

anything
;

it is only manifested.

NTV—tasmad deSa-kala-vas tvapar icch inna-pratyagatma mukhya-

nanda iti bhdvah .

[301]
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“ All rites effect only purification
; or, they are to be

regarded as subsidiary to the knowledge-section. Thus,

there is no different purport for them.

Karmas purify the soul. Because of this, karma-kanda is

subsidiary to jhana-kanda. Karma has no aim other than moksa.

So, it is part of the means to release. Only, jnana is the principal,

and karma is the subsidiary.

NKL—samskaro ’ntahkarana-Suddhih
,
prave&o vividisa-dvarena

,

moksabhivyahjakatvam na tu saksad ity arthah.

AVS—samskara-Sabdena antahkarana-Suddhir vivaksyate praveSa-

Sabdena vividisa tad-dvarena moksabhivyanjakatvam na saksad ity

arthah.

[302-303a]
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Thus is the syntactical unity here, and not by way
of the completion of what is to be performed. As the

attainment of an essence-less fruit is not accepted as the

human goal, he who thirsts for accomplishing (the

highest) pleasure does not desire fragmentary pleasure.

Thus, the two sections have syntactical unity, because the means

to moksa is a combination of jnana and karma. It is not as if one

should finish performing all karmas and then pursue the path -of

jnana. He who desires moksa performs karmas for the sake of moksa ,

and also seeks jnana. He does not attain Svarga because Svarga

which yields only limited happiness is not desired by him. As his

aim is moksa
t that alone he attains through karmas combined with

jnana.

NKL alp1yah phala-sampraptih svargo nesyate yatotah svarga-

kamo mumuksur eve *ty arthah.

AVS asaraphala-sampraptih ksudraphala-sampraptih purusartho

nesyate svargakamo yajeta ity atra svargo nesyata ity arthah.

[303b-304a]

sfifh sm:
||
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“The supreme pleasure is declared in Scripture

differently as ‘ heaven ‘ autonomy ’, etc. Nor does

the word 4 heaven ’ connote that the pleasure is this

much alone.”
* —

On the view of combination as between jnana and karma, it has

now been stated that as there is eligibility for jnana, there is no non-

authoritativeness of the Veda, nor difference of eligible person, etc..



as between the two sections. Here, another reason is given for

showing that there is no difference in means, etc,, taught in the two

sections. In texts such as * He who desires Svarga is to sacrifice

etc., the term Svarga means moksa. It does not mean anything less

than the highest happiness. So, it is clear that moksa is to be

accomplished through karma.

[304 b]

“ Nor does a wise man exert himself (in respect of

rites) without knowing what he has to accomplish.”

Although those who are ignorant may understand by the word

Svarga happiness in another world, and perform sacrifices, etc., for

the sake of that, he who is wise inquires into the true meaning of that

word, understands that it means moksa, and for the sake of attaining

that performs karma. Thus, there is no difference in means, etc., as

between the two sections.

NKL—nirat iSaya-sukhasya svarga tvat tasya moksatvat tat-

sadhanatvena yagadi-vidhanat na sadhanadi-bhedah.
*

AVS—esa samudaydrthah. niratisaya-pfiteh svargatvat tasyaS

ca moksatvat tat-sadhanatvena yagadanadi-vidhanat na sadhana-

'dhikari-bhedah iti.

[305]

If some undefined pleasure is accepted as what is

connoted by the word 6 heaven there would be confu-

sion of the fruit, cattle, etc., of the citra and Agnistoma

sacrifices.

20
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Siddhanta—If it is your view that by Svarga what is meant is

some undefined happiness, then he who has performed the Citra

sacrifice will not be prompted to perform the Jyotistoma ; for having

derived happiness by drinking the milk which is the fruit of the

Citra sacrifice, there is no need for him to perform the Jyotistoma

for the sake of Svarga . But we do find that a distinction is made

between the fruits of the two sacrifices. So, Svarga cannot mean

mere undefined happiness.

[306-307]

grfi qsr ^ i

If it (i.e., heaven) be accepted as something more

excellent than (the pleasure) which results from adjuncts

like son, cattle, etc., that (the supreme happiness) cannot

be heaven, because it is free from any known adjunct. If

release be accepted as the fruit of optional rites, then,

since by a single performance of a rite there would be

the attainment of unconditioned happiness, there would

be (final) accomplishment.

If Svarga be taken to mean some distinctive happiness which is

other than that derived from son, cattle, etc., is it, we ask, conditio-

ned happiness or unconditioned happiness ? If it is conditioned

happiness, it cannot be the same as moksa. It cannot be unconditio-

ned happiness, for we do not know of any instance where the word

Svarga is used to mean such happiness. Svarga is not a self-established

or self-revealed experience. If it is self- established or self-revealed.



it would not require karma for its attainment. Therefore, the Svarga

that is accomplished through karma is not moksa. And, there is no

identity of means, etc., for the two sections.

Even granting that Svarga means moksa and that it is attained

through karma
, we can show that your view is not intelligible. If

moksa is the result of an optional rite, then the mere performance of

a rite once must yield moksa
,
in which case the injunctions in regard

to all other rites would become futile.

AVS—etad api vartikadvayam [305-6] purvapaksa eveti kecit .

[308]

331 Ira m #3 =3

1

spusmir ii n

That through rites there is no perfection is shown

in the texts: ‘These are transitory’ 1
, ‘Having ex-

amined ’ 2
, ‘As here

’ 3
, etc.

Three texts from theUpanisads are quoted here in support of the

view that karma is not the means to moksa .

1. MU
,

I, ii, 7. ‘Unsteady, verily, are these boats of the

eighteen sacrificial forms, which are declared to be inferior karma.

Those misguided men who acclaim this with superior joy fall again

into old age and death. **

2. MU, I, ii, 12. * Deeply pondering over the worlds that are
*

won by karma, let a Brahmin arrive at non-attachment. That

(Brahman-world) which is not made, cannot be (won) through works.

For the sake of this knowledge, let him only approach, with sacri-

ficial fuel in hand, a preceptor who is learned in Scripture and who

is firmly established in Brahman/f

* T.M.P. Mahadevan, The Upanishads (Selections), G.A. Natesan & Co.,

Madras, 4th edn., 1950, p. 98.

tIbid,, p. 100.
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3. CHU, V, x, 7. * Those whose conduct here has been good

will soon attain a good birth/ etc.

NTV—tasmat jnanam eva kevatam moksa-sadhanam na karma ,

tasmimSca jnane avidhitantratvat nadhikarah ,
kimtu tatsadhana-

samnyasadav adhikara iti.

[309]

^ WT#P*Wl
i || VM|

t£ Now, to reject, without (sufficient^ reason, actions

like sacrifices, which are enjoined by the direct injunc-

tions 1 of Scripture, would be rashness, 1 think.”

Purvapaksa—Injunctive texts are stronger than arthavada texts.

Therefore, moksa must be regarded as the fruit of action, in which

case the two sections will have the same eligible person.

The text, ‘ As long as one lives, one must offer the Agnihotra/

is a direct and principal text. In view of this, to teach that one

must renounce would be the height of rashness. And, Agnihotra,

etc,, are the means to moksa through being subsidiary to jndna .

1. Vidhyanta means vidhi here, as svapnanta means svapna in BUt

IV, iii, 13. See the present writer’s Gaudapada : A Study in Early

Advaita (2nd ed.. University of Madras, 1954), p. 67.

[310]

A far greater rashness it is to reject the knowledge-

discipline of the one self which is directly enjoined in

the Upanisad texts.
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Siddhanta—The Upanisad texts such as BU, IV, iv, 23 (See v.

216) enjoin directly renunciation for one who has detachment. For

such a one ‘hearing’, etc., are prescribed. If the view of combination

of karma and jhana be accepted, all those texts would have to be

rejected, which is much worse than the renunciation of karma. The

text about Agnihotra cited above refers only to those who have not

yet developed a sense of detachment.

NKL—sadhana-calustaya-vi§istasya Sravanady-anusthanam aikat

-

mya-nistha sarva-vedanta-siddhanta ity arthah.

[31 1-312 a]
'

If inquiry as regards eligibility be made with care,

in accordance with what is declared in Scripture, there

would, indeed be no rashness here
;

for the reason that

difference in eligibility is established in Scripture by

direct statements.

There is no rashness as alleged by the purvapaksin

.

Nor is there

conflict between the two sections. For one who inquires, the

position becomes very clear. A person in whom there is non-

attachment is eligible to renounce all actions including the obligatory

rites. Actions are only for those in whom there is ignorance.

Scripture is definite on this point.

AVS—bibhisikath kurvato bibhlsikayaiva uttaram ukiam, idanirn

saksad uttaram aha .
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[312 b]

rTCUlf^S^RSlhSW || v.'-i II

Therefore, eligibility has been established here for

those who desire entry into Brahman-nature,

It has now been settled that eligibility, etc,, for the two sections

are different. The seeker after release is eligible to study the jnana-

kanda ; for he wants to realize Brahman which is of the nature of

eternal happiness and consciousness. The means to that is only the

knowledge of the one self. Karma is the means to prosperity

(abhyudaya) ;
it cannot effect release.

[313]

Rlrlwraifo n ^ h

“ Even though premising the relation thus, ‘ Of that

(viz., the knowledge-section) the relation to the ritual-

section (will be declared,)’ why has not the commen-

tator (i.e., Sankara) stated the relation explicitly ?
9

Purvapaksa—why is it that the commentator, Sankara, has not

stated clearly the relation between the two sections ?

[314]

Rrt srcgft *r**ci h u

“ Even in the words ‘ It will be declared,’ etc., it (the

specific relation) is not stated. What is stated there is

the evidence of the Veda in respect of the existent

reality.”
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Sankara merely shows that the Veda is pramana for the self

which is an existent reality.

[315]

sfcl
|

cRissfi
ii II

After establishing the evidentiary character of the

Vedanta texts, the relation is stated. It is for estab-

lishing the evidentiary character that it is stated first

4 Even all,’ etc.

Siddhanta—After premising the relation between the two

sections, the commentator seeks to establish the validity of the

Vedanta texts. Then he will proceed to specify the relation. This is

the proper procedure. Unless it is shown that Vedanta is valid,

what is the use of relating it to the karma-kanda ?

[316]

|| \%\\\

Or, the relation is objected to (thus) ; ‘The relation

is not declared \ by splitting the word (karmakandena

into karmakande na) (and taking the first word) as having

the seventh case-ending. If it be asked ‘ How ? it is

explained.

This is an alternative explanation of the words of the

commentator. He is of the view that there is no relation of jnana-

kanda with karma-kanda.
* * * a
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•
[317]

II ^ II

If the ritual- and knowledge-sections have different

senses, then, since each is not expectant of the sense of

the other, there is no relation ; if they have unity of

sense, even then (there is no relation) because of syntac-

tical unity.

Do the two sections have different senses or a non-different

sense? If the former be the case, there cannot be any relation

between them
;
if the latter, there would be syntactical unity between

them, and so there would be no need for a relation.

[318]

rf«n tRRRRR 1

sqitaer ^ wr 11 \\

Similarly, if the two have no validity, it is not

proper to state a relation (between them) ; so also, if

both or either of them be valid, no relation fits in.

Again, are both the sections invalid, or valid? If both are

invalid, they cannot be related, even as there can be no coherence

between two sets of insane statements. If both are valid, they

would be independent and hence there can be no relation between

them. If either alone be valid, even then there is no question of a

relation between the two. Surely, there can be no relation between

a valid statement and an invalid statement.
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AVS—ity-etad-vartika-trayam (316-8) purvapaksah, katham gam«

yate, atra sarvaprakara-sambandha-nirakaranat tasya ca anistatvat
,

tf/o vartika-trayam purvapaksa eva . siddhanta itf kecit.

[319 ]

3RcT:
|
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And, because that (relation) has been stated by

Scripture itself with care in the text ‘ That, this one’,

etc., bearing this in mind, the Preceptor did not state

the relation.

It may be stated that the relation between the two sections is the

unintelligibility of any invariable sequence. If that be the relation,

then it is stated in BU, IV, iv, 22. See note on v. 14.

[320]

RPfM 31 R*Tl^3 ^RIRT £3^3: |

3^1^^33333 11 u

Or, after establishing with care the validity of the

Vedantas, he does explain well, later on, the relation to

the ritual-section.

The commentator will explain later on the specific relation

—

the relation as taught in BU> IV, iv, 22.

'

[
321

]

3l?FR flRRl RR; || \\

21
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“ In the text
4 That, this one’, etc., it is the ob-

ligatory rites such as the recitation of the Veda that are

declared by the injunction to be (the means) for the rise

of the knowledge of the one self/’

The discussion now is about the vividisa text, BU,
IV, iv, 22.

Purvapaksa—The text under reference regards only the obligatory

and occasioned rites as the means to the rise of jnana. This means

that the optional rites are of no use for jnana. If that be so, there is

no relation of the jnana-kanda with the entire karma-kanda.

[322]

wcifticf triTrer n w n

Or, in the text, ‘That, this one’, etc., all rites

are stated to be for the sake of (generating) the desire

for knowledge, because of a difference in relation.

Siddhanta—Because the general term yajha is used in the text, all

karmas become the means to jnana through generating the desire for

knowledge (vividisa). It is true that the optional rites have other

ends. But they can also have the generation of the desire for

knowledge as their end.

For example, in the context of the Agnihotra , we read * dadhna

juhoti * (one should offer curds), and again ‘ dadhna indriyakamasya

juhuyat ’ (for him who desires efficient sense-organs, one should offer

curds). The former of these texts refers to an obligatory rite, and

the latter to an optional rite. The question is whether the material

to be used in these two rites is different or the same. The objector

suggests that the material should be different. The Purvamimamsa-

eirl/lkonto ie tbof fb a vi? Plirrlc—IQ tVlP. SfllTlP TfiBt in



the case of the obligatory injunction, the connection of the material,

the curds, is with all homa
;
and in the case of the optional injunction,

the connection is only with that homa which is performed for a man
desiring efficient sense-organs, and there is disconnection from all

other homa (See PM, IV, iii, 5). Similarly, the karmas that are

related to Svarga may subserve the purpose of generating the desire

for knowledge, if the fruit, viz. Svarga, is given up; and thus the

entire karma-kanda may be related to jnana-kanda.

[323]

n 3 >3 n

4

4

Taking what are well-established in the world,

viz., the means like animals, rice-grains, etc., the way of

Scripture in the ritual-section is (to teach) 4

This is to

be done,’ 4 This is not (to be done).
9

Purvapaksa—How can there be relation between the karma-

kanda which teaches difference of causative factors such as animal,

etc., and the jnana-kanda whose purport is the non-dual Brahman?
The purport of karma-kanda is injunction.

[324]

'PT5TRI <3
|| ^8 II

“ The teaching about ritual states the relation of

ends and means for what have been obtained through

other means of knowledge; it is not, however, what
makes known the existent.

”



It cannot be said that karma-kanda is invalid because it re-states
• • *

the differences existing in the universe or the rites and rituals. The

karma-kanda is not invalid, because it teaches a relation which

remains otherwise unknown—viz. the relation of the soul to heaven.

Scripture is valid, not because it reveals an existent entity such as the

self, but because it makes known a relation which is otherwise

unknown.

[325 ]

SRI JTFTisiSrchFSI: || 5^ ||

The entire Veda is, indeed, for the sake of gaining

knowledge of the one self. Therefore, no other relation

there is between the ritual- and knowledge-sections.

Siddhanta—We say that the purport of the entire Veda is the

non-dual self. The jhana-kanda teaches it directly, the karma-kanda

indirectly. No other relation between the two sections is possible.

NTV—vividisa samskarapaksayoh Suddhi-dvarena jnana-sadha

-

natvam karma-kandasya, upanisadam tu saksat-jhana-sadhanatvam iti

sarvasya vedasya jnana-sadhanatvam sambandhah nato ’nya ity arthafu

NKL—fuddhi-dvarena jnana-sadhanatvam karmanam , upanisadam

tu saksad dhi-hetutvam ity evam krtsna-vedasya jnana-hetutvam

sambandhah sruti-siddhah.
• •

[326]

qrl: |

“ The obligatory and occasioned rites culminate in

nothing other than the sphere of the one self, through

purifying the agent.
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The purvapaksin does riot like the statement that the entire Veda

has for purport the non-dual self. So, he argues that the obligatory

and occasioned rites alone purify the soul and make it eligible for

jnana—not the optional rites.

[327]

'

;pi ^ ^ i

44 That the optional rites ought to be done is not

made known, because of the condemnatory texts,

4 These are transitory M ,

4 Having examined ’ 2
, and

4 They, like those here
’ 3

.

”

The purvapaksin cites a few scriptural texts in his favour. All of

them teach the futility of Vedic rites so far as self-knowledge is

concerned.

These are the same as the texts quoted by the siddhantin in

v. 308.

1. MUt I, ii, 7.

2. MU, I, ii, 12.

3. CHU, V, x, 7.

AVS—ayam arthah. &uddhy-utpadana-dvarena jnana-sadhanatvam

nitya-naimittika-karmanam bhavaty eva y kamyanam ninda-Sravanat

kartavyataiva nasti, katham jnana-sadhanatvam. ato yadva vividisar

-

thatvam iti pakso ’nupapannah iti.

[328]

spiel
11 11



Even thus, the co-presence of injunction and

condemnation is not intelligible. If, however, the

condemnation relates to the desire for fruit, it is

intelligible.

r
'

Siddhanta—It cannot be said that optional rites ought not to be

performed, for they are enjoined. It is true that they are also

condemned. But the condemnation refers only to the attachment to

their fruit. When there is freedom from such attachment, the

optional rites also can serve as the means to jnana.

NTV—yat-tu kamyanam phaldrthataya coditatvat tani phalam eva

arabhante na Suddhim ity uktam, tan na
,
pramanabhavat , na hi Sastrad

anyat kamyakarmaniphalam arabhanta ity atra pramanam asti
, sastram

tuphalecchor eva kamyanam apiphalarambhakatvam aha
. phalecchayaS

ca nisiddhatvat ananustheyatvam uktam, tasmat phalarambhdkatve

pramanabhavat suddhyarambhakatve vividisantiti gastrasya prama-

natvat , suddhir eva kamyanam api phalam.

[329 ]

3TO4 =3 spi.
|

And, whatever meditation is taught in the know-

ledge section—that also is for making one fit for the

knowledge of the one self.

* Let the karmas be the means to jhana through purification, etc.

What about the meditations (upasanas ) which are taught in the

jhana-kanda ? They can well be the direct means along with jhana"
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The reply to this suggestion is : no. The meditations are either

for the fulfilment of karmas, or for achieving prosperity, or for

gaining release in sequence (,krama-mukti). What we have already

said with regard to karmas holds good as regards meditations also.

In the vividisa-text (BU, IV, iv, 22) the word tapas stands for

meditations.

[330]

Because of the text,
6 Being released

,

51 and because
*

of the text about the path of light
,

2 it is seen that the

meditations do not directly lead to release.

Upasanas are not the direct means to release ; they are the

means only in sequence. As evidence, two scriptural texts are cited :

1. BU, IV, ii, 1.

2. BU, VI, ii, 15; CHU, V, x, 1.

NTV—tad ahuh pauranikah—brahmana saha te sarve samprapte

pratisancare ,
parasyante krtatmanah pravi&anti pararn padam-iti.

AVS—arciradivakyodaharanam upasananam krama-mukti-pha~

latva-dyotanaya . svartha-Sabdena virincyadi-phala-grahanam,

[331 ]
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Thus is the relation of the ritual-section (to know-

edge) intelligible. In regard to any relation other than

this, there is no evidence.

Karmas are the means to jnana through purification
;

the

Upanisads, however, are the direct means.

There is no evidence for the opposite view that the jmna-kanda

is an auxiliary to karma-kanda through purifying the agent.

NTV—§uddhidxarena jhana-sadhanatvam karma-jhana-kafida-

sambandha ity arthah.

[332]

^ I! W II

«

Nor is there relation to ritual, as for the knowledge

of the udgltha , etc. ;
for the knowledge of the one self,

dependence on a knowledge of that (viz., ritual) is,

certainly, not seen.

It cannot be held that self-knowledge enters into karma ,
even as

the knowledge of udgltha
,
etc., is a part of karma , because it is Vedic

knowledge. May be that the knowledge of the udgltha is a part of

karma

;

for even though it is not an auxiliary thereof, it is related

to an auxiliary. But there is no way by which self-knowledge can

become a part of karma.

NTV—udglthadeh karmahgasya svavisayajhanamantarena prayoga-

nupapatteh taj-jhanam karmahgam iti yujyate, iha tv aupanisadat-

majhdnam-antarena anupapattyabhavat karma-vidhayah taj-jhanam

naksipatlty arthah.
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[333-334 a]

ral^^xjv 9^1 |
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The knowledge of the one self is not applied any-

where in Scripture (as an auxiliary to ritual) by express

statement (fruti), as the upastliana (i. e. the worship of

the Garhapaty

a

fire) is (served) by the Aindrl hymn. Nor
is there relation by the capacity of words (lihga), as in

‘ I cut the barhis as the seat for the deity,’ etc.

If self-knowledge is an auxiliary of karma , it must be capable of

application in karma. For determining the application there are six

pramanas (modes-of-evidence). [See note on v. 123 b-124 a.J By

none of these six modes-of-evidence can it be shown that self- "

knowledge is an auxiliary of karma .

The first mode-of-evidence is express statement (fruti). A case

where express statement decides the application is as follows : There

is the text ‘ With the Aindri-mantra one worships the Garhapatya fire
’

(aindrya garhapatyam upatisthate). [Maitrayaniya Samhita, III, ii, 4.]

Here the problem is: What is the object of worship? Is it Indra,

as signified by the word aindrya ? Or, is it the Garhapatya fire, as

indicated by the word garhapatyam ? The answer is that the object

of worship is the Garhapatya fire, because of the express statement

‘ one worships the Garhapatya fire.’ The second case-ending in garha-

patyam indicates expressly that the fire is the object of worship. [See

PM, III, ii, 3.] There is no such express statement to show that self-

knowledge is to be applied in karma.

22
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The second raode-of-evidence is word-capacity {lingo). In

connection with the DarSapurnamasa rites there is the text ‘ I cut the

barhis as the seat for the deity.’ {barhir deva-sadanam dami.)

From this we learn that the formula of the text is a subsidiary of the

act of cutting, which is made known by word-capacity. The meaning

of the words is that barhis is to be cut. And so, we understand that

the formula is to be used while cutting the barhis. [See PM, III, ii, 1.]

But no such word-capacity is seen for relating self-knowledge to

karma. There is no formula through the meaning of whose words we

may conclude that self-knowledge is subsidiary to karma .

NTV—srutUlihga-vakya-sthana-prakarana-samakhyanam Sesamesi-

pramananam abhavae ca na jnanasya karmahgatvam ity aha—Srutyety

adina.

[334 b-335 a]

=^{q ii ^8 ii

Nor can knowledge be related (as auxiliary) to ritual

by syntactical unity (vakya), through the agent, though

it is not in the context (of ritual), as the state of being

the parna -wood (is related to the ladle).

The third mode-of-evidence is syntactical connection (vakya).

There is a text which reads * He who has a ladle made of parna-

wood hears no evil sound * (yasya parnamayi juhur bhavati na sa

papam Slokam Srunoti). (Taittiriya-samhita , III, v, 7, 1.) Here,

there is no express statement of a case-ending, such as accusative, etc.;

only the ladle and the being- made-of-par/tc-wood are mentioned

together. From their syntactical connection, it is inferred that being-

made-of-parmz-wood is subsidiary to (i. e. qualifies) the ladle. [See
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PM, III, vi, 1.] In this manner it is not possible to determine from

such statements as ‘The self is to be known’ that self-knowledge is

subsidiary to karma.

[335 b-336 a]

li w n

By bringing in the primary material (prakrti), ‘being-

made-of-/?«rwa-wood,’ etc., may serve the rite, because it

fulfils the expectancy about the form of the ladle.

In the case of the ladle, one would require to know of what

material it should be made. So, from the text ‘ a ladle made of

parna-wood ’ the expectancy is fulfilled, and being-made-of-pama-

wood becomes a qualification of the ladle, thus serving the purpose of

the rite.

[336 b-337 a]

§ n ^ n

The knowledge of the one self, however, which

destroys the nature of agency, etc., required by ritual,

cannot be the auxiliary (of ritual), for even indepen-

dently it has purport.

The case of self-knowledge is quite different. It cannot help

the cause of rites in any way. For the performance of rites there is

needed an agent. The knowledge, of which we are speaking/ is of

the self as non-agent. n
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Moreover, the text about the ladle made of parna-wood has no

independent purport of its own, whereas the texts relating to self-

knowledge have their own purport.

[337 b-338 a]

|| ^ ||

The ladle, etc., because of non-inconstancy may

serve as auxiliary to rite; but because the agent is

elsewhere too, he does not bring in (rite as the principal),

as there is inconstancy.

‘ Being-made-of-/w«a-wood ’ becomes subsidiary to the rites

through the ladle, because the ladle is indispensable for the rites. The

agent, however, does not necessarily bring in karma as the principal

of knowledge ; for, agency is related not exclusively to Vedic karma.

Even for secular acts, agency is required.

[338 b—339]

^ || ||

|

Since, having commenced (to expound ritual) (the

knowledge of self) is not taught, there is not here the

application of context (prakarana). When a relation, in

general, with rites has been established through the

capacity of words (lingo), then a specific knowledge may

result through name (nama) and order (kramo) ;
thus has

it been settled*
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The fourth mode*of-evidence is context (prakarana ). Context is

interdependence or mutual requirement. When a certain statement

(i. e. injunction of actionj stands in need of the statement of the

modus operandi
,
and when this need is supplied by a statement which

is found in close proximity with the original statement, then there is

connection between the two statements. For example, in connection

with the DarSapurnamasa
, we read f samidho yajati, tanunapatam yajati

,

ido yajati, barhir yajati, svahakaram yajati' (Taittifiya-samhita , II,

vi, I, 1). This text speaks of the five fore-sacrifices {prayajas). Now,

the question is : in the context of which set of rites are these fore-

sacrifices to be performed ? The text about them is to be found in

close proximity to the statement about Darsapurnamasa. The two

statements stand in mutual need. In the injunction of the Daria -

purnamasa rites, there is felt a requirement of the modus operandi

:

how is the fruit of the rites to be accomplished? In the statement of

the fore-sacrifices there is felt a requirement of the fruit to be gained.

What is the end to be achieved by them? Since the statement of the

fore-sacrifices is to be found in the proximity of the injunction of

Darsapurnamasa, it is to be inferred that the fore-sacrifices are the

subsidiaries of the DarSapurnamasa rites. {PM, III, iii, 11.)

Applying the principle of context {prakarana), it cannot be said

that jnana is subsidiary to karma . The context of jndna is different

from that of karma. And, self-knowledge is nowhere taught in the

context of karma.

The last two modes-of-evidence are order or position
{krama,

sthana) and name {nama, samakhya). Order or position means

common-location. It may refer to either common-location in the

text or common-location in the performance. For instance, if there

is the mention of a series of ritual acts followed by the recital of a

set of mantras
,
the problem would be : which mantra is to be uttered

in which sacrifice? The answer is that the first mantra should be

connected with the first sacrifice, the second with the second, and so

on. Similarly, there may arise the question, in connection with a
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sacrifice, as to whether a particular act is to be performed on one day

or on the other. The question is to be decided by reference to the

commonness of place in the performance. (PM, III, iii, 42.) The last

mode-of-evidence which is name means a word understood in its

literal or etymological sense. For example, the word ‘ hotrcamasa *

means 4
the cup from which the tor-priest drinks.* From this it is to

be understood that the hotr is subsidiary to the drinking of the

contents of the cup. (PM, III, iii, 13.)

With regard to the application of word-capacity, order and name,

there is the following discussion under PM, III, ii, 19. There is a

section of the Veda bearing the heading ‘ kamya-yajyanuvakyas,’

Here a set of verses called kamya-yajyanuvakyas (verses of sacrifice

and invitation) are to be found, beginning with ‘ indragm rocana divah*

(Indra-Agni are the two light-spaces of heaven), etc. Then we have

certain kamya sacrifices mentioned in a definite order, such as

• indragnam ekadaSakapalam nirvapet * (He shall distribute a cake for

Indra-Agni on eleven potsherds), * vaisvanaram dvadaSakapalam

nirvapet * (He shall distribute a cake for Vaisvanara on twelve

potsherds), etc. Now, the question is whether the yajyanuvakya is

connected with all the sacrifices that are offered to Indra-Agni, or

only with that particular kamya sacrifice enjoined in the text

« indragnam ekadaSakapalam nirvapet \ The answer is that it is connec-

ted with only that particular kamya sacrifice. This is established on

the evidence of word-capacity, order and name. The word-capacity

of the yajyanuvakya
,
indragnh etc., and also its order, are the same

as those of the said sacrifice. The name * yajyanuvakya ’ also

indicates that the verse is subsidiary to the kamya sacrifice. Thus,

through the combined force of word-capacity, order and name,

the subsidiariness of the yajyanuvakya to the kamya sacrifice is

established.

In the next verse it is shown that the case of self-knowledge is

not similar to that of the kamyayajyesti.
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[
340

]

^ f| I

%%EIcR#%ffRi: II Vio II

But here, the relation of the knowledge of the one

self is not like that of the kamya-yajyesti

;

therefore, the

knowledge of the one self is not related to rites (as their

auxiliary), as there is no (other) means (of stating the

relation).

Self-knowledge is not^subsidiary to karma, as yajyUnuvakya is to

the kamya sacrifice. So, the last two modes-of-evidence, order and

name, are not helpful here in establishing the subsidiariness of self-

knowledge to karma. And, there is no other mode-of-evidence to

determine the principal-subsidiary relation.

*

[341 ]

ssnfeiM qi3i*n?S3*qifl n \n II

Nor is this (viz. the text about the fruit of self-

knowledge) an eulogy, because there would then be sen-

tence-split with the injunction. And, because that know-

ledge has a seen fruit, an unseen fruit cannot be postu-

lated for the study (of the Vedanta).

It may be held that the text which declares the fruit of self-

knowledge is an eulogy, on the analogy of the text about the ladle

being made of parna-vfood. But that is not correct because there is

no syntactical unity of the Upanisad text with the ritual text which

is mandatory.
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Moreover, the fruit of Vedanta which is the destruction of all

sorrow is a seen fruit, whereas the fruit of ritual action is an

unseen fruit. Therefore, the Vedanta text cannot be subsidiary to

karma-kanda.
* m

NTV—na ca kartr-stavakatvena karma-visesatvam vedantanam.

[342 a]

From the text,
4 That, this one\ etc., it is (learnt),

on the contrary, that sacrifice, etc., are auxiliary (to

knowledge).

It has been shown that there is no evidence for jnana being

subsidiary to karma . Here, the siddhanta view already set forth is

repeated, viz., that karma is auxiliary to jnana. The evidence for

this is the vividisa text (BU, IV, iv, 22).

NTV—kimca atmajnanasya kartr-sesatve na kevalam. pramand-

bhava eva t
pratyuta karmandm jnana-Sesatve pramanam asti.

[342 b-343 a]

s

st ^nrtci nfowrcraifcci: I

Others say :
“ One cannot realize the supreme non-

duality, if his mind is defiled by desire and if every desire

of his has not been fulfilled.
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This objection is that of the kamavilaya-vadin. While admitting,

that karma is auxiliary to jnana, he contends that it is so, not through

generating the desire to know (
vividisa ), but through resolving desire

(kamavilaya), And, desires are to be resolved through enjoyment. It

is only when all desires are resolved that one obtains eligibility for

knowledge. All desires including that for heaven should be first

fulfilled, and then there would be no more attachment to them.

When there is complete non-attachment, one becomes fit for the path

of knowledge.

[343 b-344 a]

HI II W II

strait sm?i i

“ By the contemplation of unity in duality (i. e. the

Sutratman ), one attains fruits ranging from human-ness

to the status of the Sutratman , and after enjoying the

status of Prajapati attains the one self.”

The kamavilaya-vadin continues : By meditating on the Sutrat-

man and by performing all the rites beginning with Darvi-homa and

ending with Satra , one attains all the grades of pleasures, ranging

from those of the human species to those of the Sutratman . After

that there will be nothing more to enjoy. So* one becomes detached

from all desires, attains identity with Prajapati, and eventually realizes

the non-dual self.

NKL-purva-purva-ksudratara-karmanusthanena ksudraphalapraptya

tato-nivrtta-rago nityanusthana-samuccita-hiranyagarbhopasanat tat

-

padam prapya tatrapi jata-vairagyo brahmabhuyam gacchatity arthah.

[344 b-345 a]

^ n saa
ii

23
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Not thus. Desire is not destroyed by fulfilment even

in hundreds of years
;

it only increases enormously by

being served; it is removed only when its defect is

seen.

The Siddhantin replies: Not through enjoyment will desires

cease. On the contrary, they will increase. It is only when their

defect is seen that there will be non-attachment.

NKL— bhogasya ragavrddhihetor na tannivartakatvam iti dusa-

yati,

AVS

—

na bhogat kama-nivrttih , kintu dosa-dar$anad eva.

[345 b-346 a]

5T sp.UT: || W II

Never does desire cease by the enjoyment of

desires ; it only increases, like fire (fed) by oblation.

This is a verse from Manu (ii, 94).

NKL refers to this verse as ParaSara-vacanam.

[346 b-347 a]

ii ii

One should, indeed, turn away from desires, for they

are not the means
;
and one should resort to the know-

ledge of self through the quiescence of afflictions.

Karmas cannot remove attachment. The knowledge of karmas

and their performance are not the way for the one who wants to

break the vicious circle of samsara. Just as enjoyment does not free

one from desire, so also performance of action does not destroy
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desire. It is only when there is cessation from desire and action that

there is a possibility of acquiring self-knowledge. So, the afflictions

(kleSas) must go.

[347 b-348 a]

Wl: || \\

The happiness, which is heard of in Scripture but not

realized through direct evidence, is not sufficient to

diminish the longing for happiness derived from objects.

He who has attained the status of Prajapati cannot even * hear
*

from the $astras about Brahman-bliss; for only human beings are

eligible to study the Sastras. Even supposing that, somehow, he
* hears,* he will not develop a longing for that bliss while he is actually

enjoying the pleasures of Prajapati.

[348 b-349 a]

ll ii

f t* Vi*5

For resolving desire, the contemplation of what is

contrary thereto (is the means). Injunctions of rites are

the means to whatjisupposed to it.

The way to^resolvejlesires is to constantly remember the defects

of all sense-objects. If there is perception of the defects of objects,

there will be no desire for them. Performance of actions will never

lead to this end. Even obligatory rites result in the enjoyment of

certain ends.

NKL—karma-vidhayah kama-vrddhi-hetavah ity arthah.
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[349 b-350 a]

s1 g%: n n

vs

The state of Prajapati is not an invariable door to

release
;
nor is any excellence of the real seen among

adjuncts.

The state of Prajapati is not the means to true knowledge
;
nor

is it the means to the augmentation of truth. Where the adjuncts

such as Prajapati-hood function, there can never be the excellence of

truth. So far as the highest truth is concerned, the adjuncts are all

the same.

NTV—upadhinam anirxacyatvat tesu xijesapi anirxacya eveti

tattxasya na tattxika-xiSesah. saxiSesatxe ca tattxam na syUd ity

arthah.

[350 b-351 a]

There is no excellence for ether as regards its

adjuncts such as a pot or a valley, different as being

distant or near, imaginary or non-imaginary.

That there is no excellence among adjuncts is explained with the

help of the ether-analogy. The ether of a pot does not differ from

the ether of a valley ;
for ether is the same, no matter what the

adjunct is.

[351 b-352 a]

ntRsn^rais^tl ffrawi ^3^ || Vtt II

floret f=i i
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Non-difference of objects is not admitted as depen-

dent on the nature of being (sat-tattva), for then, the

nature of things would be destroyed. The mutual parti-

cularity (of things) is but external.

It cannot be said that the adjuncts, viz., objects, are all non-

different because of their nature as being. If that were so, they will

cease to be the objects. Nor can they be different from being, for,

then, they would be non-being. So what is called particularity or

plurality is superimposed on Brahman.

NTV—sattattvad bahyah kalpita evety arthah nahi kalpitena

vi&esena tattvam savinSesam bhavati.

[352 b-353 a]

II w II

Even on the view of cause and effect, the effect is not

from what is other than the cause ; nor is there any

particularity in the real, as bracelet, etc., in gold.

Even admitting that Brahman is the cause and the world is its

effect, there could be no absolute difference between the two. Nor

is there any evidence to show that the world of plurality makes any

difference in or for Brahman, In gold there is no difference such as

between a bracelet and a necklace. So also, in Brahman there is no

difference. There is no real difference either between the particulars

that constitute the world, for they are appearances like the

rope-snake.

NTV—vasttitas tu karyam karanam ca Umani kalpitam iti na

saviSesatva-Sahkapity arthah.

NKL—katakadi vartulatvadi viSesepi hemarupasya nirviSesatvat

brahmapi nirvi$esam ity arthah.
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AVS—karyam-tavat karanan na bhinnam, bhede ghata-patavat

karya-karanatva-hanat , abhede 'pi tad-hanat, bhedabhedasya nirastatvat,

karyam-tavat kaIp itam, tatha karanam api , ato nirviSesam brahma,

[353 b-354 a]

aw*, srawti ^ ^ n ii

Therefore, reality is not different in Prajdpati or in

a worm ; this is established through reasoning and from

the Scriptural texts like ‘And whoever (among the gods)

(knew) it,’
1 etc.

Brahman is distinctionless (nirvisesa). Distinctions such as bet-

ween genus and species do not apply to Brahman. Reality does not

differ. There can be no excess or diminution for it. It is the same

whether in Prajapati or a worm. This truth is known both through

logic and Scriptural testimony.

1. BU, I, iv, 10.
4 And whoever among the gods knew it also

became that.’

[354 b-355 a]

Wal: H li

4 When are shed all the desires lodged in his heart,

then the mortal becomes immortal; he reaches Brahman

here V
To show that Brahman is distinctionless, that it is the same in

all adjuncts, another Scriptural text is cited.

1. BUt IV, iv, 7; KU, vi, 14.
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[355 b-356 a]

JJS: Tbferrft n&JjJFrTCRJTl II Vft II

U&jjT#snn:
|

£ The one God, hidden in all beings, all-pervading,

the inner self of all beings, the one who presides over

karma
, the support of all beings, the witness, the sole

intelligence, without attributes \ l

The meaning of this Scriptural text is that Brahman is of one

essence, free from all distinctions.

1. vi, 11.

[356 b-357 a]

qspici n ^ ii

IT *pq?| |

If it be said that as between knowledge and action

three ways of combination are possible, (we reply) it is

not proper, for, as pointed out earlier, Veda 1 has for

purport the oneness of self.

At this stage, the samuccaya-vadin (the combination-theorist)

appears and says that the combination of karma and knowledge is

the means to moksa. Three ways of combination are possible

:

(1) jnana is the principal and karma is its subsidiary
; (2) karma

is the principal and jnana is its subsidiary
; (3) both are equal.

Now, the Siddhantin asks: What is the pramana for combination,

in whichever of the three ways it may be ? Is it the karma-kanda ?
*

or, is it the jnana-kanda? It cannot be the first, for karma-kanda
*

only teaches that karmas are the means to Svarga, etc. Nor the

second, for the purport of the jnana-kanda is the one self {Vide v. 16.)
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1. * Veda ’ here means ‘ Upanisad*.

NKL—inanam pradhanam karmopasarjanam , karma pradhanam

jnanam upasarjanam, dvayoh samapradhanyam ceti traividhyam .

saksat’pdramparyabhyam krtsna-vedasya advaita-paratvad avidya

-

dar&ita-dvaitasya vidyamatrapanodyatvat na trividhopi samuccayah.

[357 b-358 a]

Because they do not admit of being included in the

same sentence, and because the end is not the same for

both, how can there be combination of knowledge and

action, as in the case of the material and the auxiliary ?

There can be no combination of karma and jnana as equals, as

there is between the new-moon and full-moon rites (Darsapurnamasa ).

In the example taken from Purvamimamsa, the question is whether

the two texts *ya evam vidvan paurnamasith yajate ’ and * ya evam

vidvan amavasyam yajate * lay down two distinct and independent

acts or the same set of rites to be performed at diffierent times, viz.

the new-moon and the full-moon. The conclusion is that they refer

to the same set of rites called DarSapurnamasa. The new-moon rites

and the full-moon rites are of equal strength, and together they give

rise to the unseen potency which leads to heaven. (See PAf, II, ii, 3.)

The case of karma and jnana is not like that. The texts relating to

them have no syntactical unity as the texts of new-moon and full-

moon rites have.

There is another reason for saying that there is no parity between

karma and jnana , on the one hand, and the DaHapurnamasa rites, on

the other. The Dar&apurnamasa consists of six main sacrifices, the

Agneya> etc. Though there are six sacrifices, they are to be regarded

as one act, because they are related to the same fruit. As evidence
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for this may be cited the text, * Desiring heaven, one should perform

the DarSapurnamasa sacrifices \ Heaven is the common fruit of the

six sacrifices, even as when it is said ‘ The well should be dug by the

village * we understand that the well is to be the fruit of the

collective labour of the villagers. (See PM, XI, i, 1.) Karma and

jnana do not have the same fruit. How could there be combination

between them?

A contrary example is now given to show that karma and jnana

cannot be related as principal and subsidiary. In connection with

the Jyotistoma sacrifice, it is laid down * One purchases Soma with a

tawny-eyed and one-year-old (cow), which is red

*

(arunaya pingaksya

ekahayanya somoni krinati). In regard to this, the question is : Does

the property of redness go with the entire context, qualifying all that

is mentioned therein ? Or, does it go with the one-year-old cow only,

and that too in connection with the act of purchasing ? The answer
• i

given by the Mlmamsaka is that, as the cow which is the substance

and redness which is its property serve the same purpose and have the

same function, both of them should be connected with the act of

purchasing. In other words, what is enjoined here is the purchase,

and this purchase is qualified, not by each of the two factors,

substance and property, severally, but by both collectively {PM, III,

i, 12.). The case of karma and jnana is quite different. There

cannot be a combination between them, as there should be between

the one-year-old cow and redness.

(358 b-359 a)

il II

St : I

Knowledge of the one self is dependent on non-

difference ; and action is dependent on difference
; as

there is no mutual helpfulness, how can there be

combination?

24
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There can be combination only between what are helpful to each

other. Such a relation cannot exist between karma which is depen-

dent on distinctions such as agency, etc., and self-knowledge which is

devoid of all distinctions.

NTV—kimca kartrtvadi-bheddir itarn karma , tad-rahitadvayatma-

visayam jnanam atas tamah-prakaiavdt paraspara-viruddhayor

upakaryopakdrakatvabhavan na sarvaprakaras-samuccayah.

(359 b-360 a)

II Vtt II

The knowledge of the nature of the deity and the

material is auxiliary to ritual ;
with this much, indeed,

is it ritual, and not when there is no knowledge of the

deity and the material.

It cannot be argued that there can be combination between self-

knowledge and karma even as there is between the knowledge of

deity, etc., and ritual action. For, the knowledge of deity, etc., falls

entirely within ritual action, and therefore it requires no combination

therewith. There can be no ritual action without the knowledge of

deity, etc. Such knowledge is part and parcel of karma.

[360b-361 a]

II II

When there is that excellence (i.e. knowledge of the

deity, etc.) there is an increase in parts and consequently

an increase in fruit. Therefore, of that there can be no

combination ;
for there is no combination of the

part with the whole.
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Knowledge of the true nature of the deity, etc., is a part of

karma . When that knowledge increases and becomes more adequate,

karma itself increases and yields more fruit. Knowledge of the deity,

etc., is not outside karma. A part does not require to be united

with the whole.

[361 b-362 a]

II W. II

fa: ^ f-i j

M

i

That which is called knowledge of the one self is

entirely destructive of ignorance (ajfidna). When that

is present, how can there be action? And in the sphere

of this (viz. knowledge), how can there be the expec-

tation of anything?

Here is a syllogism: What is in dispute, viz., self-knowledge,

does not combine with karma ,
because it is opposed to karma

; what

is opposed to another does not combine with that other, as light with

darkness. The sphere of knowledge is the Brahman-self, viz.,

moksa. That does not depend on anything else.

NKL—atma-dhlr na karma-samuccita tan-nivarttakatvat prayai-

cittadivat.

AVS—jnana-karmano) parasparopakarabhavat na sanmccayah.

[362 b-363 a]

3 ms 1

The knowledge of Brahm nhood, etc., which is seen

in the case of rites like Agnihotra, for the sake of attai-

ning the end, is only in the nature of aiding ritual.
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Thc knowledge of Brahminhood, etc., is certainly helpful to

karma. But that does not mean that self-knowledge is auxiliary to

karma.

[363 b-364 a]

IIw II

^ fen sr si^pfen I

When there is knowledge of the true nature of the

one self, caste, etc-, get sublated ; and so then, there is

not only no performance of ritual but there is no action

at all.

With what karma is jnana to be combined? (1) Is it with the

actions subsequent to the rise of jnanal (2) Or, is it with the fruit

of those actions performed in previous births? (3) Or, with those

earned in this life prior to the rise of jnana ?

Not the first. When there is the knowledge of the true self,

ignorance is destroyed along with its effects, viz., place, caste, etc.

After the destruction of ignorance, there can be no action.

Nor the second. When through the direct experience of the self

ignorance has been destroyed, there can be no karma acquired in

previous births.

[364 b-365 a]

aiWRgeferi ^3: II II

The knowledge of illusory objects like the serpent is

the cause of running away, etc- But, when by the

knowledge of rope the cognition of serpent is destroyed

one repents for one’s past actions.
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Ignorance is the cause of karma, even as mistaking the rope for

the snake causes one to run, etc. When the nature of the rope is

known, one feels ashamed of one’s earlier running, etc. Similarly,

when self-knowledge is gained, the illusory character of the earlier

actions is realized. So, the third alternative also is not possible.

AVS—evam jnanad ajnana-ksaye karma-ksaydt, na jnanasya

karma*nugunatvam ity arthah.

[365 b-366 a]

^ II Wt II

There is no empirical usage of action in release,

because of the absence of attainment (apti), etc. Nor

are Scripture, etc. (the evidence) there (i.e., for combi-

nation); therefore, there is no combination.

Scripture does not teach combination of karma and jnana. The

only combination—if it may be called combination—is one of

sequence (krama-samuccaya) between the two. That is, jnana

succeeds karma .

NTV—paripakva-jnanasya acodya-svarupaivat vidyamanayah

snmadi - pravrtteh samskara - nibandhanatvat dvaita - pratyayavat

,

tasmad aikatmya-vastu-bodho jatyadi-badhanat
,

akartabhokta-

*nubhutyaikaraso-*dvaya atmavatisthate . moksasya karma-sadhyat-

vabhavac ca dtma-jndnam na karmahgatayd samucclyate .

NKL—evam jnana-svarupa-paryalocanaya samuccayam nirasya,

pramana-prayojanayor abhavendpi niracaste ,

AVS—Srutyadaya iti Sruti-lihgadi-grahanam veda-smrtyadU

grahanam va.
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[366 b-367 a]

II ll

3^ RtetelJtsWRRrl: I

Knowledge is the internal means (antarahga)

because it relates to the inner self alone; action, however,

is an external means (bahirahga), because it depends on

external materials.

Jnana is the internal means to moksa, while karma is the external

means. As between the internal and external means, the internal is

stronger. And, there can be no combination between the strong and

the weak.

NTV—sattva-Suddh ih karma-phalam
,

jhana-phalam-ajtiana-

nivrttih.
< *

NKL—antarahgasya bahirahgat prabalatvat ,
prabalena durbalasya

badho yukta ity arthah.

[367 b-368 a]

ft || ||

When there is knowledge, the internal means, there

cannot be the external means. Ritual can be the

purifier (samskaraka). By knowledge, however, there is

removal of ignorance.

When the internal means, viz., jnana, is present, the external

means, viz., karma , cannot stand. When jnana is there, ignorance is

not there ; and when ignorance is not there, karma cannot be. Karma

can only purify the mind. Jnana destroys ignorance.
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NKL—pratyak - pravanya-karana- ntahkarana - Suddhih karma-

phalam.

AVS—sadhya-bhedac ca jhana-karmanor na samuccayah . ..juddhih

karma-phalam ajnana-nivrttih jhana-phalam ity arthah.

[368 b-369 a]

fell: II II

felt 3*4 I

Knowledge of the self is (knowledge of) reality

;

rituals rest on delusion alone. When there is true

knowledge, how can there be action, since the cause of

action (delusion) has been destroyed ?

Karma cannot remove ignorance ; for it depends on ignorance.

When jnana removes ignorance, it removes karma as well.

NKL—brahma-jhanam na karma-nivarttakam jhanatvat jnananta

-

ravad ity atraha-—yatheti—brahmajhanam adhyasta-nivarttakam

tattvadhitvat Sukti-tattva-jnanavad iti satpratipaksam aha.

AVS brahma-jhanasya yathabhutatma-visayatvena karmanas tan-

mohafrayatvena jnanodaye karmasambhavac ca na samuccayah.

[369 b-370 a)

^ II II

Knowledge is eternally attained, since it is ever of

the nature of the inner self. Action is non-eternal and

varied. And, what is eternal is sublative of the non-

eternal.
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There is no parity between jnana and karma. Jnana is the self,

of the nature of intelligence-light, and is eternal. Karma is non-

eternal, because it is dependent on a plurality of causal agents, and

because it is itself plural. Thus the two have divergent natures ; and

so, there can be no combination between them.

NTV—atma-jTianasya nitya-praptatvat karmanas tad abhavat

anityatvat, nityena anitya-badhopapatte$ ca na samuccayah.

NKL—jnanam na karma-hetu-nivantakam karyatvad ghatavad tty

a fankya hetvasiddhim aha—nityeti ,

AYS—atma-jndnasya nitya - praptatvat karmanas tad-abhavdt

nityena unitya-badhopapatteS ca na samuccayah .

[370b-371 a]

II II

I

The enjoyment (loka) earned by action perishes; by

Brahman-knowledge one becomes the lord of oneself

(svarat). Who would hug beggary, when there is ruler-

ship of the three worlds at hand ?

It is not possible to combine jnana with karma
,
because the

results of the two are different, even as it is not possible to combine

the Citra rite with the Dargapurnamasa for the same reason.

NTV— /ndna-phalam svdrajyam iti jnaninah karma-phals

prepsabhavac ca na samuccayah„,yat sadhyam tat ksayiti vydpti-

niyamat.

AVS—karmaphalasya anityatvat jnanaphalasya nityatvac ca na

samuccayah.

[371 b-372 a]

^ II II
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Knowledge belongs to a different context ;
nor is it

needed by action. Because of opposition, that (viz.

knowledge) which is independent is not an auxiliary of

anything.

Jnana and karma belong to different contexts. Karma does noli

require jnana. They are not related as helper and helped. They

have contrary natures. So, there can be no combination. Jnana is

independent, and, therefore, is not an auxiliary of karma.

[372 b-373 a]

IIW II

SftdHlPdrPl SIR cR +F?R i

As it (viz. knowledge) is dependent on reality, it is

not dependent on the knower. Knowledge is for the

purpose of removing ignorance; therefore it is said to be

independent.

Why is jnana said to be independent ? It is not dependent on

the knower, as karma is dependent on the doer. Jnana, it is true, is

dependent on the real (vas/i/). Yet, it is independent in so far as it

yields its fruit without depending on any other means.

NTV—brahma-jnanam svatantram, na karmapeksam.

[373 b-374 a]

^ ?JOT[. II^ II

IR&t ^Rlffrl: WR 5J§5t: ^ 1

Nowhere is it clearly stated in Scripture that by

ritual one attains the state of non-return (i.e., release);

many Scriptural texts, however, declare that by

knowledge alone there is non-return.

25
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There is no combination of jnana as the principal with karma as

the subsidiary ; for, jnana which is the means to release does not

require the assistance of karmas which are not the means thereto. It

is nowhere declared that through karmas one could reach the status

of non-return. Scripture teaches repeatedly that jnana is the path

to perfection.

[374b-375 a]

II ^>8 II

Knowledge is uniform because its content is the

self which is of one-form
;

actions are multiform,

because they depend on many causal correlates.

There can be no combination of jnana and karma as equals. The

two are different
:
jnana is uniform, whereas karma is multiform.

* »

NTV~jnana-karmanor ekaneka-rupataya moksa-sadhanatvc

virodhac ca na karma itikartavyatva-laksanas samuccayah.

[375 b-376 a]

^ fPHU, II II

For release which is uniform, what is multiform

cannot be the means
;
for release which is uniform,

what is uniform is, indeed, the means.

As is the end, so should be the means. For release which is one,

jnana should be the means, and not karma.

AVS—moksasyaikarupatvat jnanasyapi tad-visayatvena ekarupat-

vat, karmano *neka-k'araka&ritatvena anekatmakatvat taj-jnanasyapi

tathatvat
, ekarupasya moksasya ekarupam eva jnanam sadhanam

ucitam, netarat.
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[376 b-377 a]

cKHkMafe II^ II

Therefore, the fruit of action is varied, being

produced by various deeds; (this is) for the agent in the

forms of gods, men and animals. This has been shown
by the Scriptures.

The fruits of karma are many. It is these fruits that constitute

samsara. And, they are enjoyed by the different kinds of beings.

[377 b-378 a]

5 %^£Wftr«qKWl(^*f:
II^ ||

Some others who argue bravely, however, think that

the resolution of some difference (bheda) or other is

taught somewhere in the Veda.

Here, attention is turned to the view known as prapancavilaya-

vada. According to it, karma is auxiliary to jnana through effecting

the resolution of the world.

[378 b-379 a]

q«ll II ||

For example, in (the text containing) the expression
‘ desire for heaven there is seen the resolution of the

notion that the body is the self ; for, the eligible person
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who is different from the body is known here as the

enjoyer in heaven.

The prapancavilaya-vadin argues as follows : The text * He who

desires heaven should sacrifice’ conveys the resolution of the idea that

the physical body is the self, for it is not this body that is to enjoy

heaven.

[379 b-380 a]

II V*. II

Even in the text ‘ \^ith the milk pail ’ there is seen

resolution for one who is eligible in respect of another

rite ;
for here there is eligibility for one who is already

eligible (adhikrta-adhikaritva); no one else is eligible here.

The text about * the milk pail ’ also teaches resolution

—

resolution of independent eligibility for the act indicated by this text

in the eligibility for the DarSapurnamasa.

In connection with the DarSapurnamasa there is the text * With

the camasa (cup) he is to sprinkle the water *. Here sprinkling is

enjoined. There is a further text which says, ‘ With the milk pail

for him who desires cattle This, evidently, does not enjoin any

principal rite. In the case of one who is already eligible for the

DarSapurnamasa, for its own fruit, here there is the injunction,

incidentally, of another subsidiary for a further fruit.

[380 b-381 a]
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In prohibitions, there is the resolution, in no time,

of activities roused by attachment, etc.; even in

injunctions there is their resolution because of the

prompting in respect of other activities.

The prohibition texts too have resolution for their purport—the

resolution of activities prompted by attachment, etc. So do the texts

enjoining obligatory and occasioned rites. Here also, there is the

resolution of natural and instinctive acts.

[381 b-382 a]

TOlftTOini II II

Even in the world, a path that is not intended is

prohibited either directly or by teaching another path ;

similarly let it be understood as regards the Veda.

The prohibitions and injunctions of the Veda are similar to

those that belong to empirical usage. The latter too involve

resolution—preventing the performance of an act, or changing the

course of action.

[382 b-383 a]

^ ii Vs* n

frOT: ftwi: I

Thus all injunctions without exception are for

making one eligible for self-knowledge, through the

resolution of actions roused by attachment, etc.

Thus, concludes the prapancavilaya-vadin , all the texts of the

karma-kanda make one fit for jnana through the resolution of the
• •

world.
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[383 b-384 a]

i

This is not so ; for no injunctions of the Scripture

relating to ritual are expectant of a fruit other than

the karya which is made known by the texts of the

injunctions themselves.

The siddhantin replies : For whom do the injunctive texts

declare the resolution of the world? Is it (1) for the one who seeks

release, or (2) for the one who desires heaven, or (3) for the one

who wishes for only the absence of the world, or (4) for the one

who wants to know the content of jnana-niyoga ?

(1) The injunctions of rites that are to be found in the Veda

declare Svarga as the fruit. They, therefore, cannot be related to

moksa which is quite a different fruit. To say that the ritual texts

teach the resolution of the world for the sake of him who seeks

release carries no sense at all.

[384 b-385a]

ii^tci mm ii ii

f| sm: i

As, in the Veda, the performance is the purport,

resolution is nowhere taught
;
for, a fruit is declared in

Scripture (for each rite). How, indeed, can non-

existence which is no fruit be what is to be accom-

plished ?

(2) For him who desires heaven, the Veda does not teach the

resolution of the world, for such resolution is not the means to

heaven. What the Veda teaches in his case is the performance of

rites.
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(3) No one can desire a non-existence. The non-existence of

the world is not what is to be accomplished, because it is a non-

existence, like tortoise-hair. Also it cannot serve as a human goal,

even as the non-existence of son, etc., is not a human goal*

[385 b-386 a]

Nor is the perception of the real brought about

anywhere by resolution; for even where there is absence

(of resolution) there is perception, and in deep sleep

(where there is resolution) there is no perception (of the

real).

(4) The content of jnana-niyoga is jnana as the means to

release. But the non-existence of the world is not what causes

jnana. Through resolution, the real is never known. Even when

the world is seen to exist, it is possible to know the real. Just as,

even while two moons appear, one may know that there is only one

moon through the words of a trustworthy person, etc., so also even

while the body lasts one may realize Brahman through the study of

Scripture, etc. The resolution of the world does not necessarily mean

the realization of truth. In sleep, swoon, etc., there is no world,

but there is no Brahman-knowledge either.

NKL—prapanca-laye satyapi supti-pralayayor brahmanavagamac ca .

anadi-bhavasya atmavad anivarttyatvad upadana-nivrttim-

antarena karyasyatyantika-layasiddhes tatkaranajnana-nivarttaka-

jnartam eva a&rayamyam ity aSayah.

[386 b-387 a]

*T SISR*!
|| ||
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If the universe is natural (svabhavika), it is not

possible to remove it ;
if it is an effect, there would be

removal of the effect when there is removal of the cause,

and not of itself.

Whether the world be beginningless or with a beginning, its

resolution cannot be the content of jnana-niyoga. If it is beginning-

less like the self, it cannot be removed at all. If it is a product, then

it will be destroyed only when its cause is destroyed. The cause of

the world is ignorance ;
and that can be removed only by knowledge.

So, it is not right to say that the resolution of the world leads to

knowledge.

NTV nahi svabhavo bhavanam vyavartyeta ausnyavad raveh t

svabhavad vinivrttortho nihsvabhavah, kha-puspavad iti hy uktam
,

nityasya layabhyupagame at/ttanopi laya-prasanga iti bhavah .

[387 b-388 a]

^ 11 11

^ vmi I

It is not possible for anyone to resolve the entire

universe by anything (except knowledge); the resolution

of one’s own sense-organs, etc., in sleep is of their own

accord, and not from the sacred teaching.

Is the destruction of the entire universe along with its cause said

to be the content of jnana-niyoga,
or only of a part thereof? The

entire universe with its cause cannot be destroyed except by self-

knowledge. If the destruction of a part of the universe be the

content, what is this part? Is it any part of the universe, or that

belonging to the individual such as sense-organ, etc.? If the

destruction of any part would do, there is the contingence of the rise
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of knowledge in one who has destroyed a part. As for the resolution

of sense organ, etc., that happens automatically in sleep, etc., and

there is no need for niyoga.

[388 b-389 a]

If it be doubted that there is no absolute resolution

(of the sense-organs in sleep) as they come into being

again when one wakes up, then there would result

lack of trust even in what you maintain.

It may be thought that, as in sleep sense-organ, etc., are not

altogether destroyed, there is need for niyoga to bring about their

destruction. But what guarantee is there that in the resolution

taught by the prapancavilayavadin sense-organ, etc., are completely

destroyed? For aught we know, they may remain there in an

unmanifest form.

NTV—pravillnasya punar-bhavad anuccheda&cet
, niyogaiah

pravilinasyapi punar-udbhava-sambhavat tatra prayaso vyarthah.

[389 b-390 a]

\\ h

^ n
|

“ Then, by the destruction of the universe the cause

of difference is destroyed.” Not thus ; nowhere is the

cause destroyed by the destruction of the effect.

It may be said that in sleep the cause of sense-organ, etc., is not

destroyed, and that as the cause persists, sense-organ, etc., reappear

on waking. But we ask: What is it that removes this cause? Surely,

26
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it cannot be the destruction of the universe. The universe is only an

effect. With the destruction of the effect, the cause is not necessarily

destroyed.

AVS—na hi kundala-vilayat prayatna-sudhyad api suvarnalayah ,

iatha prapancalayUt prayatna-sadhyan na tat-karana-laya iti.

[390 b-391 a]

n \\o
\\

n

As nescience which is the cause is destroyed by the

knowledge of reality, resolution of the universe is useless

for the sake of destroying nescience.

For the destruction of the cause, viz., nescience, what is required

is the knowledge of truth ;
therefore, the resolution of the universe is

useless.
^ - t

[391 b-392 a]

ii ii

It is by the knowledge of rope that there is

resolution of the appearance of serpent, etc., for even

when the snake-appearance is resolved in darkness the

rope is not seen.

What was stated above is here explained with the help of the

rope-snake illustration.

[392 b-393 a]

mWEW || W II

3m SRgft cFRR 5T
|
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If the evidence (of Scripture) be in regard to

resolution, then reality cannot be its sphere, because of

difference ;
if, then, it be evidence for reality, it cannot

be (evidence) for resolution
;
nor for both.

What does Scripture teach—is it the resolution of the universe,

or the nature of reality, or both ? If Scripture teaches the resolution,

reality cannot be its purport. Nor can both be its purport, for, then,

there would be sentence-split.

[393 b-394 a]

*nsg*%g*rai«R£l im: || \\\ II

For you, of what is yet to be (bhavl) destruction is

not possible ; nor of what is past, for it has ceased to be

of its own accord; and the universe that is present,

because it is an effect, will by itself cease to be.

Moreover, which universe is it that is sought to be resolved—the

future, the past, or the present ? The past universe has ceased to be;

the future universe is not yet

;

the present, because it is an effect,

will disappear of its own accord. Hence there is no need for a

rtiyoga to bring about the resolution of the world.

[394 b-395 a]

^ II II
NS

If Scripture has resolution for purport, the fruit

will become accidental ; if it has the fruit for purport,

it cannot have resolution (for purport); nor both,

because of sentence-split.
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It may be contended that the ritual texts have the resolution of

the world as their purport. But, if that were so, the attainment of

heaven, etc., which is declared to be the human goal would become

accidental. If the ritual texts teach the relation between heaven,

etc., and sacrifice, etc., as ends and means, the resolution of the

world cannot be their purport. The ritual texts cannot have both as

their purport, for, then, there would be sentence-split.

[395 b-396 a]

II vv* II

If by the resolution of the universe itself, there be

the destruction of all evil, then, as the human goal has

been accomplished, there would be futility for know-

ledge.

If the ritual texts have the resolution of the world for purport,

and if by this the human goal is reached, where is the need for

knowledge ?

[396 b-397 a]

II VUk II

Therefore, since by the true knowledge of the one

self ignorance is destroyed, and thereby the human goal

is accomplished, the postulation of resolution is useless.

It is by knowledge that ignorance is destroyed. With the

destruction of ignorance, all evil is removed. Therefore, there is not

required the resolution of the world.
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[397 b-398 a]

RPfrri r qw^ll II

P ^ I

As injunctions are exhausted with their own (respec-

tive) karyas
, and as there is no mutual expectancy, say,

how can there be singleness of eligibility ? v

The eligibility for the karma

-

arud jnUna-kandas cannot be the

same. It is only in the case of what are related as principal and

subsidiary that the same person is eligible for both. Karma and

knowledge are not so related. Each of these results in its own

fruit ; therefore, the eligibility for each is different.

NKL—karma - kandasya j'Tiana-kandavat svaphalopakslnatvat

parasparanapeksatvan na karma-vidhinam jnana-niyoga~$esatvam.

[398 b-399]

Mr!^ m n \\c n

mi ii n

If it be admitted that all injunctions and prohibi-

tions too have for purport the resolution of name, etc.,

which is not authorized (by the Scriptural texts), then

release would be accidental and the sacred teaching

would be futile.

If injunctions and prohibitions have for purport the resolution

of the world, there would be no Havana, etc., which are known as the

means to moksa, Then, moksa too, like heaven, etc,, would become

accidental. And, Scripture would lose its value.
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[400-403 a]

II 8o«, II

3iw^wiiq^Ri^iqi^ *#2Tici 1

q^q II 80? 11

jfrmrIw q^q l

qftiiijq^i^qpn^qq^^q wm 11

n

If you should think thus :
“ Just as one climbs to

the terrace of a house by a flight of stairs, so the ritual

acts serve to introduce one into eligibility for self-

knowledge through the instrumentality of karyas like

heaven, etc., even as the direction for going to a village

which is on the way to a town becomes auxiliary to the

direction for going to the town it is not so, because as

going to the village is not what is desired, it can well be

ancillary; heaven, etc., however, connot be ancillary,

since they are human goals.

Purvapaksa—The two katidas have the same fruit which is

release ; and heaven, etc., are not accidental results, as they consti-

tute the channel to release. Heaven, etc., may be compared to the

rungs of a ladder leading to the terrace, or to a village that is on the

way to a town. So, one has to pass through heaven, etc., in order

to attain moksa. The present argument may by expressed in the

following syllogistic form : What are in dispute, viz. heaven, etc., are
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auxiliaries to jnana-niyoga, because they are taught for the sake of

him who seeks knowledge ; what is taught for the sake of a seeker is

auxiliary to what he seeks
;

just as the teaching about going to

a village with reference to a person who wants to go to a town is

auxiliary to going to that town.

Siddhanta—The reasoning is fallacious. In the instances cited

as examples, there is no particular fruit attached to the rungs of the

ladder or to the wayside village. So, they may well serve as auxi-

liaries to go up to the terrace and to reach the town, respectively. Not

so are heaven, etc. These are desired as ends-in-themselves.

AVS—grama-gamanopadefesu purusarthasyaSravanat phalawn

nagara-gamanopade$a-$esatvam ghatata eva, svargadeh phalasya

Sravanan nanya-Sesatvath karma-vidhinam iti,

[403 b-405 a]

TJRRrl: fat5#**# rRWTO, tl II

“ Heaven, etc., are inducements to release, even as

extolling the excellences of the village, etc., that are on

the way is for reaching the town.” If thus it be said,

not so ;
for, as there are other evidences possible in the

case of a man’s statement, that is all right (i.e., praising

the excellence of the village, etc., may be determined to

be ancillary by other means of valid knowledge); but as

regards the Veda, there is no speaker, and so it is not

possible to determine the intention, etc.
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Purvapaksa—Heaven, etc., are not intrinsic ends. They are

praised only in order to inspire those who have no longing for

release. In other words, they are offered as baits to entice the

worldly people away from their empirical attachments. This is just

like extolling the wayside village. A boy that refuses to move may be

induced to move by telling him that there are food, etc., available in

plenty in that particular village. The objective, however, is to lead

the boy to the town.

§

Siddhanta—How is the auxiliariness of ritual-commands to

jnana-niyoga known? Is it known by some other pramanal Or, by

verbal testimony? In the example, it is possible to determine the

true intention of the person who extols the village through means

other than his words. But, in the case of the Veda, such a procedure

is not possible. The Veda is not a human composition
; and there is

no question of determininig the intention through means other than

the words of the Veda.

[405 b-406 a]

II II

Or, if that itself were the purport (i.e. going to the

village) where one is led to by persuasion, then since

there is no evidence as regards reaching the town, how

could a man strive for it ?

If the words alone constitute the pramana , then, in the example,

going to the village will have to be declared as the end, and not

going to the town. The boy who hears the praise of the village

will regard the village as his destination, and not the town.

Similarly, from the texts of the Veda, it cannot be determined that

the injunctions of ritual are for the sake of eligibility for jnana .
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[406 b-407 a]

209

Even if, by the nature of things, reaching the village

is the means for reaching the town, reaching the town

(by that means) is by implication (arthat) and not by a

means of valid knowledge (manatah).

In the example, going to the village is ascertained to be auxiliary

to reaching the town, not from the express words which are only in

praise of the village, but by implication. In the case of the ritual-

commands, however, these are said to be auxiliary to jnana-niyoga

on the strength of testimony. Hence, there is disparity between

the illustration and the illustrated.

[407 b-408 a]

* CllM || 8o\3 II

Even by implication it is not the purport, as in the

case of the injunction to gather money
; for the cogni-

tion of purport as regards the Veda must follow the

simple words.

Even by implication, the injunctions and prohibitions do not

have jnana-niyoga as their purport ; for they are not unintelligible

without postulating the latter. An example is given to show that

karma-kanda is not for the sake of jnana-niyoga . In the Puna-

mimamsa-sutra (IV, i, 2) distinction is made between what is a

human end {purusartha) and what is for the sake of a sacrifice

(kratvartha), PurusSrtha is that upon which follows man’s happiness;.

27
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whereas kratvartha is that which is required for the performance of

a sacrifice and is to be learnt from Scriptural injunction alone.

Now, there is a text relating to the acquisition of property which

says: ‘For the brahmana, by means of receiving gifts; for the

ksatriyd , by means of conquest, etc. ;
and for the vaifya, by means

of agriculture, etc.* The question with regard to this text is whether

the acquisition of property is a purusdrtha or kratvartha. The

answer is that the acquisition of property is for the purpose of

bringing about happiness which is the human end. It is not

necessary, therefore, to include this acquisition in the injunction

of the performance of the sacrifice. Similarly, karma-Kdnda has its

own end. Why, then, should it be regarded as auxiliary to

jnana-niyoga ?

[408 b-409 a]

qfc cflM II II

If the purport be in respect of heaven, etc., it cannot

be in respect of the knowledge of the one sell ; if (the

purport be) as regards release, it cannot be as regards

heaven ;
nor can it be in regard to both because of

sentence-split.

Moreover, if karma-kanda be auxiliary to jnana-niyoga
,

it must

be stated whether the purport of karma-kanda is heaven, etc., or

release, or both. If the purport be the first, the lcanda cannot be

auxiliary to jnana-niyoga. If the purport be release, then there is

contradiction with the cognition that karma-kanda is related to what

is unknown, viz., heaven. The third alternative is impossible

because if both heaven and release be the purport there would be

sentence-split.



[409 b-410 a]

^ =r srcra&mFrai II 80% ii

SF^RRST: RR wfrrlt Riel I

f

What are to be accomplished, like heaven, etc., are

not similar to the fore-sacrifices (praydjas) in which

case they may be assumed to be included in some other

thing to be accomplished.

Karma-kanda cannot be treated as an arthavada ,
because we

* *

hear in it of fruit like heaven. Heaven, etc., cannot be compared to

the fore-sarcrifices, because they are ends-in-themselves.

NTV—prayajadisu varma va etad yajnasya kriyate ity-adi

tiruyamanarthavadika-phalavan na svargadi-phalam ,
prayajadivad

agnistomadinam atma-jnanahgatvasya adyapy aprasiddheh ity

arthah.
• *

[410 b-412 a]

clrRoR =R WA ~
: il II

RJlFJlfeKgl^RfiTiRla^qci: II II

“Somehow, these (injunctions and prohibitions)

must be stated (to be auxiliary to jndna-niyoga) because

they are seen to be helpful to eligibility for self-

knowledge.” If this be your view, let this be so in the

case of prohibitions, for they help turning away (nivrtti)

by banning activity towards seen objects brought about

by attachment, etc.
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If it be said that injunctions and prohibitions are helpful to

jnana-niyoga in so far as they make one turn away from too much

activity, the siddhantin replies that such is the case only with

regard to prohibition.

[412b-413 a]

Piwimm ii 8?rii

But how is it possible to say that injunctions destroy

attachment ? They are not for the sake of exclusion

(parisahkhya) ;
nor are they restrainers (niyamakah).

*

How can injunctions serve to remove attachment and thus

make one turn away from activity ?

There are three types of injunction—the injunction of the

novel (apurva-vidhi), the restrictively complementary injunction

(niyama-vidhi), and the exclusive injunction (parisahkhya-vidhi).

(1) Apurva-vidhi is that injunction whose fruit is the establish-

ment of what is not established in any other way; e.g. “He
sprinkles the paddy-grains.’* Here, what is enjoined is the

purificatory act of sprinkling the paddy-grains. This is not established

by any other evidence, the injunction being the only authority.

(2) Niyama-vidhi is that injunction whose fruit is the complement-

ation of the unestablished element, in respect of what is estab-

lished in part; e.g. “He pounds the paddy-grains.” Here,

even in the absence of injunction, pounding of the paddy-grains

would result in order to get the rice which is the basic material of

the sacrificial cake (puroda&a). But the pounding is established only

in part, for there are other means of producing the rice such as

husking with the nails. And so, the purpose of the injunction is to

restrict the means to producing the rice by pounding. (3) Parisah-

khya-vidhi is that injunction which excludes one of two alternatives
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that are simultaneously established or are available. For example,

in the Agnicayana two acts are to be observed, viz. taking hold of the

reins of a horse and taking hold of the reins of a donkey. Here

there is an injunction which says, * He takes hold of the reins of the

horse with the words “ they seized the bridle of the right”. Since

there are two animals connected with this sacrifice, the words “ they

seized,’* etc., may refer to the act of holding the reins of either a

horse or a donkey. The purpose of the injunction is to exclude

the possibility of taking hold of the reins of a donkey.

If the karma-kandd is held to be helpful to jndna-niyoga by

removing attachment, etc., it must be of the nature either of

parisankhya-vidhi or of niyama-vidht. But neither can be the case.

There are no alternatives here, nor establishment in part.

[413 b-414 a]

snatsfi ^ i

Injunctions, indeed, teach us what is not absolutely

accomplished (otherwise). That injunction which relates

to an accomplished object is in effect for excluding some-

thing else.

The main purpose of karma-kanda is to enjoin what is novel.

It teaches what is not established by any other means. Restriction

and exclusion are possible only in the case of what have been

already established either in part or as alternatives.

[414 b-415 a]
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Nor is there similarity of being accomplished as for

service (of the king) and the Sahgraho.nl rite (in the

matter of acquiring a village) ;
for the activity consequ-

ent on Vedic injunction does not yield its fruit in a

fixed time-

It may be contended that, even though the injunctions of

ritual have what is novel as their content, they make one turn

away from something else. For example, service to a king and the

Sangrahanl rite have the same fruit which is acquiring possession of

a desired village ;
the adoption of one of these means, by implication,

makes one not seek the other means. Similarly, activity that: is

prompted by attachment, etc., and the empirical usage prompted by

Scripture result in transmigration ; in the case of one who has re-

course to the latter, the former is removed. So, even though the

injunctions of ritual relate to what is not established otherwise, they

do serve to remove activity prompted by natural desire.

In reply to the above contention it is stated that there is no

parity between the illustration and the illustrated. While service

may yield its fruit immediately, the Sangrahanl may fructify iu the

future.

[415b-416a]

sresiqt ssml STfrPT: II II

STFTNiqq ikrai: i

For (the activity consequent on Vedic injunction)

has unseen fruit
;
whereas actions prompted by desire,

etc., have seen fruits. And, there is no opposition

between the Sangrahanl and service as means for gaining

a village.



Scripture-prompted activity and activity prompted by natural

desire, etc,, do, it is true, result in transmigration. Yet, there is a

difference between them in regard to intermediary results. So, the

illustration of service, etc., is not apt.

Service and the Sahgrahani do not have the same fruit. There

is Scriptural evidence for the Sahgrahani leading to the possession of

a village. There is no such evidence for service resulting in the

same fruit. Since there is no mutual conflict between the two, the

adoption of one does not necessarily mean the rejection of the

other.

[416 b-417]

Iteflcl: 71551%^ SFTI
II
en,

II

“ Through rite (kriyd) the fruit.” This much

alone Scripture makes known validly. Whether in

sequence or simultaneously, if service and the Sahgrahani

be performed, there is nothing incongruous ; they may

well be performed by him who desires more of the fruit.

The text which declares, “ He who desires a village is to

perform the Sangraham merely says that he who performs this rite

along with its auxiliaries obtains the village
;

it does not say that

-service is not a means to that end.

There is no disjunction between service and the Sahgrahani .

One may perform them both on the same day or on different days-

Therefore, the Sahgrahani does not exclude service.
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In addition to the Sangrahanl one may perform service in order

to acquire more of the fruit. The former results in the acquisition

of a village. When service is added, one may acquire a bigger

village.

[
418]

; ii II

If there be opposition to all activities prompted by

desire, etc., then there would be no activity at all as

prompted by niyoga, because of the absence of money

.

Does the Scripture-prompted activity remove all activity

prompted by natural desire? If that were so, then the activity for

earning wealth will also be removed. And if there is no wealth, no

Scripture-ordained rite can be performed. There will, therefore, be

no activity based on Scriptural injunction ; and karma-kanda. will

become invalid.

[419 ]

There is no difference (yttesa) whatever between

activity in respect of a seen fruit and that in respect of

an unseen fruit, for the reason that both are means to

what one desired, and are brought about by attachment,

etc.

Activity born of natural desire and Scripture-prompted activity

are equal in the sense that they are adopted as means to an end

that is desired. Desire is the root of both the types of activity.

Without the desire for heaven, etc., there cannot, indeed, be

Scripture-prompted activity.
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[420 ]

Since both of them are equal as being the means for

developing attachment to the universe, depending on

what difference can it be said that one of them is ancill-

ary to release ?

Both types of activity bind one to the world. So, it cannot be

stated that one of them, viz. Scripture-prompted activity, is the

means to release.

[421 ]

3t§1 ;qR: Sjfiqq T& qiSS^RR^ II 8^? ||

If you do not accept that actions are means to the

accomplishment of desires, then the rule set forth (in the
*

Mlmamsa Sastra) would be destroyed, and the fruit

would be accidental.

In texts such as ‘He who desires heaven is to otter sacrifice,’ etc.,

heaven is seen to be the principal and sacrifice to be the subsidiary

(vide PM, VI, i, 2). So, it is clear that the fruit of ritual acts is

heaven, etc. If that were not the case, the attainment of heaven,

etc., would become a matter of accident.

[422]

28

RiRci qq h n
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“ By the enjoyment of all desires, all desires get

destroyed
; and through this means the injunctions be-

come ancillary to release ”—this is without substance.

The kamadhvamsa-vadin argues thus :
“ The injunctions of

#

ritual prompt a man to perform ritual acts; and when a man

performs those acts, they cause him to enjoy the appropriate fruit

;

and by causing him to enjoy, they remove his desire for that fruit.

Through this procedure, the injunctions culminate in making that

man eligible for jnana

The siddhantin finds no sense in this argument.

[423-424]

£!!(%: wA i

^ wrw+4-i: n it

3# ffrl || 8^8 ||

That for the sake of which (or, that caused by

which) there is activity, how can that (activity or

enjoyment) remove that ? He who has begun to be

active will turn away from the activity that is the means

to the desired end
;
and there will be no activity.

Or, he who has desires will abhor knowledge which

is destructive of all human enjoyments. Thus the

statement of the man of desires :
“ Even in the deserted

Vrndavana
,
etc.”

What removes the desire for fruit ? Is it activity? Or, is it the

enjoyment of that fruit ? Activity cannot remove the desire for

fruit, for it is the desire for fruit that prompts activity ; and how
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can activity remove its own aim ? If what removes the desire for

fruit is enjoyment, it must be stated whether enjoyment removes

desire during the time it lasts, or during the time of its prior

non-existence, or during the time of its destruction. Not the first

;

when there is enjoyment, that only increases desire and cannot

remove it. Nor the second ; if enjoyment of fruit were to remove

the desire for fruit even before its commencement, then one would

turn away, at the very same time, from activities that are the means

to the desired fruit, although one might have started being active. In

other words, ©ne would cease from all activity. The third alter-

native, that enjoyment of fruit removes the desire for fruit when it

is destroyed, is also unacceptable. It is seen that when a man has

enjoyed the object of his desire he does not cease from desire. On

the contrary, desire only increases. If any one tells him at that

time aboqt self-knowledge, etc., he is greatly displeased.

SP gives also another interpretation of these two verses.

According to this interpretation, the rendering of the first &loka

would be :
‘ That for the sake of which there is activity—how can

that (activity) be the remover thereof? He who has begun to be

active will not turn away from the activity which is the means to the

desired end.’

The second Sloka proceeds to say : In the case of such a person,

it cannot be maintained that there is cessation of activity through

self-knowledge. He would not stand even the talk about self-

knowledge. The following statement about the passionate soul is

cited :

—

api vrndavane Sunye Srgalatvam sa icchati,

na tu nirvisayam moksam kadacid api gautama.

* Even in a deserted Vrndavana, he desires to be as a jackal;

not, indeed, (does he desire) at any time, O Gautama, the

contentless moksa*

This verse is referred to by the commentator as kami-gita.
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There is a similar verse which is in criticism of the Nyaya view

of moksa :
*

varam vrndavane ramye $rgalatvam sa icchatu,

gautamabhihitam muktirn gautamo gantum arhati .

(Nyaya-siddhanta-dipa-prabha, p. 232.)

NTV—iti ragi-vacah pramanam.

NKL—yatah karanat pravrttih sa sva-karanasya kamasya katham

nivarttika ity arthah bhogasya na kevalam jnananugunyabhavah

pratikulyam api.

NKL— iti ragi-gitam atra pramanam

.

AVS—yatah kamat kamaSanapravrttih sa, katham sva-karanasya

kamasya nivartiketi. athava yatha bhukte kamotpattih sa bhuktih

katham tasya kamasya nivartiketi.

yadi bhogat kama-ksayas tada punar-bhogasadhane karmani na

pravarteta
,
pravartate ca, ato na bhogat kama-ksaya iti.

[425 ]

3^ q<?fq
I

II aVi ||

As for what was said that, in the Veda, somewhere

the resolution of something or other is understood, that

is not sound ; for the texts of the Veda do not have

that for purport. From those (texts) there is no resolu-

tion of body, etc,

Karma-kanda does not have the destruction of difference for

its purport. For its purport is only the relation to what is unknown,

viz. heaven. Nor is the destruction of difference the purport ofjnana-

knnda ; for the purport of that is the distinctionless Reality. So, the

resolution of the world of duality is not the purport of the Yeda.
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The texts * He who desires heaven,’ etc., do not teach the

resolution of body, etc. What they teach is the relation between

heaven, etc., and sacrifice, etc. (Vide v. 3776 b f.)

NTV—svargakamo yajetety evam - adinam na prapdncavllaya-

paratvam kimtu sadhya-sadhana-sambandha-vidhiparat\am
, atas tato

vakyat na dehatmabhavadi-vilayas siddhyati .

[426]

35T
II II

“ Even though Scripture has heaven for purport, the

resolution is assumed by implication.” If thus it be

said, no ; for the resolution of body, etc., is established

by direct statements.

It cannot be said that, even though the relation between

sacrifice and heaven is the purport of karma-kanda , the resolution of

body, etc., is to be assumed, as otherwise no man would be active in

respect of the other world. For, assumption is necessary only of

what is not established otherwise ; the resolution of body is esta-

blished on the strength of other evidence
; and it is on that that

otherworldly activity is based.

[427]

frit ffeiq^ i |

When an elephant is directly seen, the elephant is

not, indeed, inferred. The text “ not-gross,” 1
etc.,

directly negates body, etc.
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The resolution of body, etc., is declared by Scripture directly ;

so, there is no need to assume it.

1. BU, III, viii, 8. ‘He (Yajnavalkya) said: O Gargi, the

knowers of Brahman declare, this immutable (Brahman) is, verily,

that. It is not gross nor subtle, not short nor long, not red nor

sticking, not shadowed nor dark, not airy nor aetherial, without

attachment, without taste, without odour, without eyes, without ears,

without speech, without mind, without light, without the vital air,

without mouth, without measure, and without inside or outside.

Not that does eat anything
; nor does that anything eat.’

[428]

qpsq cNrifRMt n u

As for those who maintain the view that there is

contrary relation as between knowledge and action, as

aforesaid, and that there is identity of eligibility, they

must produce evidence for so relating knowledge.

The contrary relation is that karma is the principal and jnana is

the subsidiary. There is no use in merely asserting that there is such

a relation ; evidence must be produced.

[429 ]

|| II

As in the case of sprinkling the paddy-grains, etc.,

here there is no context, because the paddy-grains there

suggest by implication the relation to the apurva under

reference.
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Context (prakarana) is not the evidence for making out that

jnana is subsidiary to karma. That the sprinkling of paddy-grains is

subsidiary to the DarSapurnamasa is known through context. Nothing

like that obtains in the present case.

[430]

ft I

2^ ii 5^0 n

If the word ‘paddy-grain’ (denote) the paddy-

grain itself, then it is futile. It is but proper to say

that it makes known the relation to the apurva under

reference.

The expression * paddy-grains * in the illustration does not denote

paddy-grains as such ; because it is not possible to sprinkle paddy-

grains as such, and it is not necessary also. So, the expression refers

to the relation to the apurva in the context of Dar&apurnamasa. The

sprinkling generates an unseen potency which is related to the

supreme unseen potency of the DarSapurnamasa rites.

[431-432 a]

Nor can that relation be established through vakya ,

as in the case of the ladle being made of parna-wood

;

because the ladle is invariably related to ritual, even

without the context, (the nature of being made of parna-

wood) will surely be related to ritual because of that

(viz. vakya).
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Syntactical connection (vakya) too is no evidence for establish-

ing the subsidiariness of jnana to karma. Through syntactical

connection it is known that * being-made-of-parna-wood * is

subsidiary to the ladle. (See note on v 334 b-335 a.) And thus it

comes to be related to the rite. This is intelligible because the

material of the ladle, etc., is invariably related to the rite. But no

such relation between jnana and karma is known through syntactical

connection.

[432 b-433 a]

cMRt 5ITOH. II 8^ II

3wmri a cRSPPOT DcR I

There (in the third adhyaya) it was declared that

the relation (of parna-wood to ritual) is by vakya itself.

But self-knowledge is not thus ; it is not declared in that

context.

Unlike * sprinkling,* self-knowledge is not auxiliary to karma,

because it is not taught in that context
{
prakarana).

[433 b-434 a]

wteqft n n

Nor is there seen non-inconstancy as between the

self and action ;
the relation of that (knowledge) with

action is not intelligible on any evidence (mana).

Syntactical connection (vakya) too is not the evidence ; nor

express statement (^rw/i), etc. Even as empirical action is not

unintelligible without self-knowledge, so also Scripture-ordained

action is not unintelligible without that knowledge.
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[434 b-435 a]

T.^gfr[: II II

T^PW^Wtsi q^lr^R^qt: |

Thus, when it (knowledge) is not known to be for

the sake of something else, the declaration of the fruit

thereof is not eulogy ; therefore, the eligibility is different

for knowledge and action, as aforesaid.

Thus, self-knowledge is not a subsidiary of anything else
; and

so the declaration of its fruit is not an arthavada. Jnana is the

means to moksa; not karma. Therefore, the two kandas have

different eligible persons, etc.

[435 b-436 a]

Postulation by implication (arthak^epah) is intelligi-
*

ble, of what is competent therefor, v/z., the agent and

enjoyer; but that is not possible of the self, to be known
through the Upanisads alone, which is devoid of differ-

ence.

It may be claimed that there is evidence for stating the

subsidiariness of jnana to karma—the evidence being postulation

(arthapatti). Without knowing the nature of self, it is not possible

for one to engage oneself in acts relating to the other world
; hence

self-knowledge is a subsidiary of karma.

29
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Here, the objector is to be asked : What is the kind of self-

knowledge you are thinking of—is it the knowledge of the self as

agent, or of the self as non-agent? The first alternative is acceptable

to us. The second is not possible. The self which is to be known

through the Upanisads as the real without any distinctions is of no

use at all for karma.

NKL—kartrady - atma - jnanam karmahgam, na aSanayadyaiita-

-ima - jnanam ,
anupayogat ,

virodhac ca.

A VS—yadriatma-jnanam vina karmanusthatum na sakyate,
tadrg-

atmajnanasya karma - Sesatvam bhavatu, aupanisadatmajhanasya

karlrtvady - a$esa - viiesopamardakatvat tac - chesatvam na ghatate.

[436 b-437 a]

II II

Because, depending on the evidence of the direct

statement of the Veda, renunciation even at the begin-

ning is established, the Traditional Code ‘ Debts, etc.,’
*

is no evidence.

Some may believe that the texts of the traditional code which

speak of the three debts every man has to discharge are evidence for

making karma subsidiary to jnana-niyoga. The text referred to in

this verse is from Manu (vi, 35). Besides this, the glossator quotes

the Taittiriya-samhita (VI, -in, 11).

The siddhantin maintains that all such texts are of no avai

against the express declaration of Sruti that one may renounce even

from the student's stage in life (See Jdbala, 4). The texts quoted

above only mean that one should discharge the three debts some

time or other, not necessarily in the present life.
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[437 b-438 a]

^ =3 II 8^9 II

m =3^ gi%3 i

Nor is it possible to show by reasoning that release

is through mere action ; how this is so will be explained

clearly later ; therefore, release is not through action.

The words of the Bhagavad-gita that 4 By karma alone Janaka,

etc., attained samsiddhi * (iii, 20) cannot be quoted in support of the

view that karma alone is the means to moksa. For, these and

similar words cannot make the Scriptural statement that jnana is the

means to moksa invalid. What they really mean is that karma

purifies the mind and thus helps in the rise of jnana. Scripture

declares explicitly :
* Not by karma , not by progeny, nor by wealth*

but by renunciation alone some attained immortality’ (MahanSrayana,

X, 5 ;
Kaivalya , 2). This is corroborated by the experience of the

wise. The reasoning in support of this will be stated later on.

[438 b-439 a]

^ II n

grCT W=Hls4 31 331 #4 33Sj3cl |

Nor is knowledge of the one self dependent on

practice (abhyasd) ;
nor is it expectant of meditation

(bhavana ) for the sake of release ;
this will be explained

later (iii, 3).

Jnana does not require repeated practice (abhyasa). Nor does it

stand in need of continued meditation {bhavana). It is the teaching

of Scripture that jnana is the sole and independent means to release.
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[439 b-440 a]

^53^: || 8^ II

The reality which is called the one self is self-

established in experience. Hence knowledge is not that

which produces it (sdmpadika) ;
this also will be stated.

It cannot be said that self-knowledge is not valid, because

it is generated by the Upanisads, like the knowledge that woman is

fire (CHU,
V, viii, I ; BU,

VI, ii, 13): for, in the latter case, which is

cited as illustration, the content is something which is superimposed

and is therefore illusory; not so is self-knowledge whose content

is the supreme truth. Even here, it must be remembered that the

self is not produced, but only revealed by the Upanisads.

[440 b-441 a]

SRT 3flg. q^RRWRIRW^RR. || 880 ||

sifrI i

Others say: “Because the self is an entity, it is

known through pramanas other than Scripture. It is not

established (through Scripture) even as other entities

like paddy-grains (are not so established).

The view here set forth is as follows : As the self is an established

entity, there is no need to depend on Scripture for knowing it. What

is enjoined in the Vedantas is the suppression of the residual

impressions of waking and other states or the suppression of mind.

Injunctions of karma are auxiliary thereto.
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NKL—atma agamatiriktamdgamyah siddhavastutvat ghatavad

ity arthah vrihyadeh pratyaksadi-siddhatvena avidheyatvad yatha

kartavyataparam vrihibhir yajate ityadi-vakyam, tatha vedantavakyam

api. itaratha anuvadapatad ity arthah.

[441 b-442]

“ Enquiring into waking, dream and deep sleep by

co-presence and co-absence, thence one recognizes one’s

self
;
as the functioning of the means of valid know-

ledge is complete (with this), there is no need of it

again.

The evidence for the self is such reasoning as is based on

co-presence and co-absence. An inquiry into the states of experience

reveals that the witness-self is constant, while the objects are

inconstant. As a result of this inquiry the self is realized. So,

Scripture is unnecessary.

NKL—avasthatraya-saksitvena atma-sphuranat, avastha-trayasya

vyabhicarat, atma-svarupatva-taddharma tayor ayogat , yo ’ham

purvedyuh so *ham idanim iti pratyabhijnanac ca atmanam

vivicyavasthitasya punar manapeksa vedantapeksa va na syad ity

arthah.
*

AVS—avasthatraya-saksitvena atmanah sphuranat, avasthatrayasya

vyabhicarac ca, atmasvarupatvadharmatva 'yogat, pratyabhijha-

balenaihyena atmanam vivicya sthitasya punar manapeksa vedapeksa

va na bhaved iti yata ukta-prakarena pramanantara-siddham atrna-

vastu ato vedantanam tatra pramanatvayogat ,
vasananirodhe

vedantavakyaih puman niyujyate, mano-nirodhe va.
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[443-444 a]

JRfll «II ^ g II W\ II

cflSfisfe =R: I

“ Therefore, man is prompted by Scripture to cont-

rol the residual impression thereof (i.e., the three states),

or to control the mind, and not in respect of knowing

reality ;
for, that having been established by other

means of valid knowledge, the words (of Scripture) do

not function here.

What Scripture does is to lay down the means which consists in

suppressing the residual impression of the three states of the mind-

The glossator cites here KU iii, 13, ‘Let the wise man resolve speech

into mind, resolve that into the intelligence-self, resolve intelligence

into the great-self, and resolve that into the peaceful self.’

NTV krtisadhyo hi niyoga-visayah atmavastu-vivekavabodho

manantarasiddhas tena krtisadhyatvabhavat tatra na niyoga ity arthah.

[444 b-445 a]

II 88# II

snTRRWWisfa wrn&n i

“ Beacuse the self is self-luminous, when the residual

impression of the mind has been removed, it shines of

itself without depending on any other means of valid

knowledge.
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When the impressions of the mind have all been removed, the

self which is self-luminous shines of its own accord. Hence too, it

is not proper to say that the self is known through the Vedantas.

NKL—vasanasu rtiruddhasu svayam eva Uma siddhyati sva-

prakasatvat .

[445 b-446 a]

- V

“ Thus the validity of the Vedantas is only by way of

what-is-to-be-done. (kdrya), as that of the text relating

to the Jyotistoma , etc. ; it is not required in respect of

an entity, as the sense of sight.

The Vedantas are not pramana in respect of the self. They have

validity only through enjoining something-to-be-done (niyoga).

What is to be done here is the suppression of the mind.

[446 b-447 a]

sRifoPT asrafa l

“Since for the conjunction of the self with evil

<ianartha

)

the residual impression is alone the cause,

whether a different means (updya) is present or not

release results from (mind-) control alone.

That which joins the self to evil {anartha, i.e., samsara) is

residual impression (vasana). When that is suppressed, there is

release. It is not proper to say, therefore, that release is through
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jnana . It is seen that even jnariis have samsara* The sole means

(upaya) to moksa is the suppression of residual impressions.

Scripture and Traditional Code have this alone as their purport.

NKL—vidusopi sahisara-darSanat , nasau ajnana-krtah , vasana-

matra-krta eva ity arthah.

AVS—yadyapi jhanasya moksa-sadhanatvam tiruyate, tathap i

jnaninopi samsara*dar$anad vasana-nirodha eva moksa-sadhanam ity

arthah.

[447 b-448 a]

*RPT H 88u II

“ The functioning of words (laukika and vaidika)

is not possible independently, without niyoga (mandatory

force), and niyoga is not possible as regards what is an

existent.

There is also another reason why the Vedantas are valid only as

being auxiliary to the injunction of suppression
(
nirodha-vidhi ).

Words, secular or sacred, become valid only through niyoga

(command). Niyoga relates to what-is-to-be-done. It is of no use

in respect of an established entity {siddha-vastu). The Vedantas

which are auxiliary to niyoga cannot, therefore, teach something
*

which is already an established entity.

AVS—Sabda-prayogasya anapeksam pramdnyam niyoga-vyatire-

ktna tavan na sambhavati , siddhe ca na niyogah sambhavati, sadhya-

visayatvan niyogasya, ato na siddhe vedanta-vakyanam pramanyam.
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[448 b-449 a]

^ ^ || 88c II

sqMRTOcI: I

“ Guna-vidhi is not an example for (the Vedantas)

being the means of valid knowledge in regard to an

existent
; for that too has for content an operation.

Nor may it be argued that the Vedantas have an established

entity for purport, even though they may be auxiliary to injunction,

even as the text ‘ One who is desirous of sense-efficiency should offer

oblations of curds ’ (dadhna indriya-kamasya juhuyat ), although

having niyoga for purport, has as its content an established entity.

(PM, II, ii, 25.) In the example cited, the problem is whether the

text in question enjoins another act (i.e, an act other than Agnihotra)

as qualified by an auxiliary, or whether it enjoins an auxiliary

belonging to the present act ( Agnihotra) itself for the sake of a fruit

(here, sense-efficiency). The conclusion is that the text does the

latter. But the example does not serve the purpose here. For, even

there the content of injunction is not a bare entity but a subsidiary

material as governed by an operation. So, operation is the principal,

not an established entity.

[449 b-450 a]

|| m II

U#?r ^ |

“Further, only a thing that is to-be-experienced can

be a human end ; this is seen everywhere in the Veda ;

by no means can experience be a human end.

30
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Another reason for saying that the Veda cannot be pratnana in

respect of what is pure {Buddha) and established (siddha): everywhere

in the world it is seen that only what-is-to-be-experienced is a human

end. The mere self-luminous self cannot be the human end. So,

the Vedantas are pramdna only as being auxiliary to a fruitful niyoga.

NTV— adhyayanavidhyupatta-vedantavakyasya purusarthaparata

svlkartavya ,
ambhuti-laksanam ca siddham brahma na pumarthah ,

anubhuyamanasyaiva piimarthatva -niyamat, atopi nirodha-niyoga-parata

vaktavya,

AVS—anubh&vyasyaiva modakadeh purusarthatvam
,
na anubhuter

ity arthah.

[450 b-451 a]

^ II II

RcifeWH qsilci; 3^: I

“ So from the words (of Scripture) there is only

awareness (pratibha), and not validity. It is only that

which is experienced that can be a human end. This is

settled.

Texts like ‘intelligence, bliss’ (BU, III, ix, 28), etc., merely gene-

rate insight. They do not become pramana thereby. It is only what

is being experienced that can become a human end, not experience

as such.

[451 b-452 a]

3*p| I
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<6 Even though an existent entity be taught (in the

Veda), it is not seen to be taught as a human end unless

it is known to be an auxiliary to an act.

Veda does not have for purport any pure existent entity. Such

entities are certainly mentioned in the Veda, but only as auxiliaries

of action.

[452 b-453 a]

^ ^ ii it

SficRl l%£t I

I

“ If the self be not taught in the Veda (because it is

of the nature of self-luminous experience), and if it is

not known to be auxiliary, then it cannot be subsidiary

to injunction.

If it is true that the self is of the nature of self-luminous ex-

perience, it cannot be taught in the Veda. Also, it cannot become

a human end by being an auxiliary of injunction.

[453 b-454 a]

3<3K?icl ||W II

ffcl -flcilTO: |

“ If you say that there is subsidiariness (for the self)

to the injunction of meditation because it is declared in

Scripture 6 Meditate on your own self,’ then you adopt

my view.
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If it is your view that the self is taught as the content of the

injunction of meditation, then you are adopting my position which

is niyoga-vada ,
relinquishing your doctrine that the Vedatitas are

pramana inlrespect of the pure self-established self.

AVS—tarhi hhavat-siddhanto hatah, asmat-siddhantah siddhah .

[454 b-455 a]

smm II ll

“ Thus it is settled that words have validity only as

having for purport injunction to act.”

Thus say some who are attached to the sense of

riiyoga.

Here the niyoga-vadirt concludes the presentation of his case

:

The Vedantas are auxiliary to the injunction of suppression {nirodha~

vidhi). Karmas are also auxiliary to injunction. Thus there is

connection between the two katidas.

[455 b-456 a]

|| ||

TIFIcl: I

What you have loudly proclaimed is not good.

Even without niyoga we find the accomplishment of

desired ends by empirical means of valid knowledge

alone.

Siddhanta.—It is not right to say that release is through

suppression alone. If suppression of mental impressions alone were

the means, then it could be accomplished even through empirical

pramanas ; and there would be futility of Vedic injunction.
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NTV—karma-nirodhayos samuccayan moksa iti purvottara-kanda-

sambandham nirakaroti.

[456 b-457 a]

ii n

It is known that the relation of the self to evil is as

dependent on residual impression (vasana) and it is not

real. This is known through reasoning, viz., when that

{vasana) is, the other (relation to evil) is.

Through empirical reasoning it is possible to establish the causal

relation between residual impressions and the evil called samsdra.

The reasoning, here, is based on co-presence and co-absence. What

is the use, then, of the Veda ?

NTV—jagradadau vasanodbhave samsarodbhava-dar&anat , susup-

tadau vasanabhibhave samsarabhibhava-darSanad ity artbah.

[457 b-458 a]

Sffefecl: II 8Hv9 II

cIcM-W I

Therefore, since the cause of the relation to trans-

migration is established through reasoning itself (<lihga),

when that (cause) is destroyed, evil is removed. (This

is also known by the same reasoning.)

Just as through reasoning the cause of transmigration is

determined, so also through reasoning it can be known that the

suppression of the cause will result in the destruction of the effect.
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Thus even without the help of Scripture, the human end can be

achieved.

NKL—nirodha-vadina samsarasya awayadina vasana-krtatvam

vacyam. ata& ca tan-nivartaka-nirodhasya 7pi lokata eva siddhir ity

arthah.
4

[458 b-459 a]

SRcj^Tlfi Wfecl: II 8V II

Since for you, as for the Bauddhas, etc., the human
end which is release is accomplished even without the

word (The Veda), the word (the Veda) would be futile.

If there is no help from Scripture, Scripture is futile. And, you

would be joining the ranks of the nastikas.

NTV—yatha bauddhadinam mate mokso 7
numanenaiva siddho

nagamam apeksate tadvad ity arthah.

[459 b-460 a]

!! II

ciRTT *ThI: I

As the residual impressions given rise to by the

past several lives are endless, it is not possible for men

to destroy them in a single life.

It may be said that man is prompted to suppress the residual

impressions by Scripture. Even, then, it must be stated whether the

residual impressions to be suppressed are of the past, the present, or

the future. The past impressions are endless and, therefore, cannot
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be suppressed. The present impressions are occasional, and do not

stand in need of an injunction for suppression. The future

impressions are not yet, and so how can they be suppressed ?

[460 b-461 a]

^li^RI m rlgFRI 3%^ I

If by the direct intuition of the self there is no

destruction of the inner darkness, how can it be removed

by continued meditation (bhavand) which is itself dest-

royed by the contemplation of sorrow, etc.

If you believe that direct self-knowledge destroys ignorance,

that that destruction suppresses mental impressions, and that through

that there is release, you are virtually adopting our view. Or, if you

think that the direct knowledge of the self cannot destroy ignorance,

and that continued meditation is needed, we ask you, how is this

intelligible ? If self-knowledge cannot destroy ignorance, continued

meditation (bhavana) which is itself destroyed cannot destroy it.

NTV—saksad atmavabodhah pratyak-dhvantam ajnanam bhinaiti

tattva - jnanasya ajnana - nivartakatva-niyama - dar&anat . tatra yadi

duhkhadi-vasana dhvastah karane dhvaste tatkaryasya anavasthanani-

yamat, katham tarhi jnanottarakalam, tad-dhvamsanaya upasanani

vidhiyate.

[461 b-462 a]

11 sM 11

^ m I
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Later on, in its proper place, we shall show clearly

through reasoning how release is not accomplished

through the path of niyoga.

The view that release is obtained through the injunction of the

practice ofjnana , we shall refute later (vide v. 762 f.).

[462 b-463 a]

sjRisq mi ii sv* ii

The self, really, is not the sense of either a word or

a sentence
;

its true nature is understood only from the

Scriptual texts which deny that.

It was stated in v. 440b-441a that because the self is an entity,

like paddy-grains, it is known through pramanas other than Scripture.

With reference to that contention, it is explained here how

Scripture becomes evidence in respect of the self. The true nature

of the self cannot be known through the literal sense of words or

sentences. Scripture indicates the nature of the self through the

exclusion or denial of the superimposed particulars constitutive

of the world ; also through denying that the self is the content of

words or sentences.

NTV—brahmatmany eva pramanam uttara-kandam iti samudayar-

thah neti-netyadina sakala-padartha-vakyartha-pratyakhyanena

atma-yathatmyam pratipadyata ity arthah.

tena pramanantara-gamyatvabhavat atma-yathatmyasya agamad

eva vidhih yuktam t vrlhyadmam pada-vacyatvat pramanantara-gamyat-

vam y atma-yathatmyasya tvam-pada-vacyatvat avakyarthatvac ca na

pramanantara-gamyatvam iti vaisamyam.
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[463 b-464 a]

g SrErfl II %\\ II

31 OTH: I

In sleep, etc., even though there are no residual

impressions, there is no release
;

nor in the absence of

the functioning of the means of valid knowledge in that

state does the inner self manifest itself.

By the mere suppression of residual impressions one cannot

attain release. There are no residual impressions in sleep ; but sleep

is not release. It cannot be said that there are residual impressions

in sleep, for if that were so, sleep would not be sleep. If it be urged

that in sleep the impressions remain in the form of their cause, viz.

nescience, then it is only the removal of that cause that would lead to

release. And the removal of nescience is possible only through

knowledge.

As for what was said that even without the functioning of

pramanas the self shines when the impressions are removed, we have

to make this observation, viz. that without pramana the self-manifes-

tation of the self cannot be known.

NTV—vasana-nirodhan na muktata susuptyadau vyabhicarat , hapi

svanta-vasana-nirodhat atma svayam eva prakaSate vasana^unye

susuptyadau drg-atmanah prthag adarsanat.

[464 b-465 a]

wig, ii n

ciK-MHwfi sp i

31
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For the relation (of the self) to all evil, nescience

alone is the cause; for conjunction with residual

impressions nescience alone is required.

Nescience is the cause of residual impressions and of bondage.

NTV—adhyatmikadhibhaut ikadhidaivika-nartha-sambandhe mulct-

karanam avidyaiva, na ca tasyds sattvam asattvam va yena tan-

nirodhaka-prayatnapeksa kimtv anirvacyaya jnanadeva nivrttih , tena

yedantanam tattva-jhanotpadakam eva

.

[465 b-466 a]

II 8V* II

m\ m ^ i

As to how independence (as means of knowledge) is

possible (for Scripture) even without niyoga , we shall

explain clearly through reasoning.

Scripture is pramana even without dependence on niyoga.

NTV — siddhe vastuni niyoga-’sambhavasya tvayaivoktatvat

nirapeksa-pramana-bhavena vedantena kevalam brahmaiva pratiyate na

niy^gah, nirvisayatvad ity arthah.

[466 b-467 aj.

wiisfa n ii

sPHFTPif |

Even by you niyoga
, etc., are known only on the

strength of self-experience; experience is not known

through niyoga .



Even the niyoga-vadin is able to understand the sense of niyoga

which is inert only on the strength of the self which is consciousness.

So, the self which is consciousness is self-established, and does not

stand in need of niyoga . The impossibility of niyoga in its case is,

therefore, not a defect. Surely, the sun which illumines colour, etc.,

does not shine as being dependent thereon.

NTV—niyogadeh jadasya anubhavah siddhav apeksyatz
, anubha-

vasiddhau tu na niyogapeksa asti
, anubhutir eva atma ity arthah.

[467 b-468 a]

*tr^: n sv3 11

fcf;
i

That of which there is neither non-estabiishment

through ignorance nor establishment through means of

knowledge—how can that experience-reality be said

to be dependent ?

The self does not require to be established by pramana ; nor

does it become unestablished on account of ignorance. It neither

rises nor sets. It is immutable and is of the nature of the one

consistency of intelligence. Hence there is no need of niyoga.

[468 b-469 a]

Because all other things are established only

through self-knowledge which is independent, there is

no dependence of the experience-self on the cognition

of what-is-to-be-donc.
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The self is primary and independent. On it depend the entire

host of things constituting the not-self. For its establishment, it does

not depend on anything, even as the rope-cognition does not depend

on the snake-cognition.

[469 b-470 a]

Where, indeed, is it validly seen that what is being

experienced is the human end? The constant human

end is only the fruit of the means of knowledge (viz.

experience).

It was stated by the purvapaksin that what-is-enjoyed alone is

the human end. But that cannot be. What is enjoyed or experien-

ced varies. Enjoyment or experience alone is constant. What is

inconstant and contingent cannot be the human goal. Only that

which is constant and unconditioned can be the goal.

[470 b-471 a]

Because experience is the fruit of means of know-

ledge, how can it have the object alone for basis ? The

cognitive activity is in the cognizer ;
the fruit is related

to the enjoyer. (These two are not different.)

It cannot be said that experience is dependent on the experienced

object, even as the colour of the object is
;

for, experience is the

fruit ofpramana, and the cognized object cannot be its locus, as the
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object is inert. Surely, as between what is inert and what is not inert,

there is not the relation of locus and the located.

Nor may it be urged that a fruit cannot be independent, and

therefore experience must depend on the object
;
for, the fruit of

pramana depends on the cognizer, and the fruit of action on the

enjoyer ;
and the two—cognizer and enjoyer—are not different

To speak of experience as the fruit of pramana is only in the

figurative sense. Experience is the self.

NTy—anubhavasyaiva svayamprakaSatvat anubhctvyasya ca jadatvat

na anubhavyaSraya pratitir ity arthah . na kevalam pratiteh hetoh

na meyaika-nistha anubhutih ,
kimtu mana-phalatvac ca tataS ca

bhoktari phalam tat bhokta ca pramataiva.

AVS—anubhavasya mana-phalatvat prameyasya jadatvac ca

anubhavona meyatrayah, kimtv atmaSraya iti.

[471 b-472 a]

Nothing other than self-experience is the content of

all means of knowledge—what, then, of Vedanta-teach-

ing!

The self which is experience is the content of all pramatias , for

there is nothing other than the self which is unknown. So, it

requires no special effort to know that for the Vedantas there is no

content other than the experience-self which is the human goal.

NTV—anavagatartha-gantr pramanam iti laksanad ajriananivarta-

kam pramanam ,
tac ca ajnanani jade ghatddau na sambhavati

, tatha

ca anubhuter eva ajnanavisayatvena anavagatatvat tasya eva meyatvam

pumarthatvam ceti yada jada-nisthanam api pramananam evam gatih y

tada kimu valctavyam anubhava nistanam vedantanam.
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[472 b-473 a]

^ || 8^ II

sjfasR ^rhs^: snh ^rer^
|

'O

All usage in the world, whether empirical or

Scriptural, is for the sake of the enjoyer, and not for

anything else—so, the enjoyer is the principal.

Here is another reason for saying that the Vedanta is pramana

in respect of the supreme consciousness-self which is the ultimate

human goal, untouched by niyoga :

All empirical usage in the world is for the sake of the enj oyer-

self. The self which is experience and which is of the nature of

bliss is the principal ;
all else is subsidiary. Hence, it is the goal

of Vedanta-pramana,

NTV—kimca sarvasya atmarthatvena priyatvad atma niratisaya-

sukham, anubhutir eva atma iti saiva pumarthah.

[473 b-474 a]

5n aft it n

From texts like
44 Not for the sake of the husband,

etc.” 1 and 44 So this is dearer, etc.,”2 it is learnt that

everywhere in the world there is nothing superior to the

self.

1. BU, II, iv, 5 ; IV, v, 6 :
* Not indeed for the love of a husband is the

husband dear ;
but, for the love of the self is the husband dear.’

2. BU, I, iv, 8 :
* This which is the self is dearer than a son, dearer than

wealth, dearer than everything else, and is innermost.*
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That the inner self is of the nature of unexcellable bliss is taught

in Scripture. The self is the principal ; it is the sphere of uncondi-

tioned love
; hence, it is of the nature of supreme bliss.

NKL—yadartham sarvam upadiyate yac ca nanyartham tat

sukham iti laksanam atmani paripurnam ity arthah, nirupadhipretna

gocaratvadapy atmanah sukha-rupatvam sadhayitum para-prema-

gocaratve Srutim udaharati.

[474 b-475 a]

smFt 31 m \\ ^ n

RiqFqHf 3*??% ERH3: i

Neither the cognizer, nor the means of cognition,

nor activity, object, or fruit, can be assumed to be

the principal here (in the empirical state), for the

enjoyer alone is the principal.

The enjoyer alone is the principal ; everything else is for his

sake.

[475 b-476 a]

37FR: 35#3^IS^ ftaspt: II SteH ||

iisiswiira 1^5^ i

Even the state of agency for the self is certainly

for the sake of the enjoyer ; for all other things subserve

the purposes of the enjoyer.

Even agency is secondary. Agency is for the sake of enjoyer-

ship. The enjoyer-self is not subsidiary to anything else. If it

imagines that it is subsidiary, such imagination is born of delusion.
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[476 b-477 a]

wwm ^41 I

Nothing other than the self can be the sphere of

cognition
;
how this is so will be explained later.

The self alone is the content of valid knowledge. What is other

than that is illusorily posited.

NKL—udarke uparistad avyakrta-vicaradau ity arthah.

[477 b-478 a]

ii ii

^Ft!RT Sf^ i

Setting aside the sense we have explained, some,

because of exclusive attachment to the sense of niyogar

maintain that the Vedantas have for their sole purport

what-is-to-be-done.

So far it has been shown that the Vedantas are not auxiliary to

the injunction of suppression. Those who would not brook this

view say that the Vedantas culminate only in what-is-to-be-done

(karya).

[478 b-479 a]

“ Since Scripture as means of knowledge has for its

sole purport what-is-to-be-done alone, how can it have

for purport what you have stated, viz. the one self ?
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Purvapaksa .—All Vedic texts, including * That thou art,’ etc.,

have karya as their purport. Even when existent entities are

mentioned, it is only with the intention of making them auxiliary to

karya.

NTV—agamo hi Sastratvat pravrtti-nivrtty-upadegaparah , vedanta-

vakyamapy agamah , tena asyapi pravrtti-nivrtti-parata vacya. tad

uktam :

pravrttir va nivrttir va nityena krtakena va, pumsam yenopadiSyeta

tat-Sdstram abhidhiyate i
iti.

[479 b-480 a]

II 5W ||

“That (Scripture) would not be independent if it

taught an existent entity, for an existent entity is known

through other means of knowledge.

Existent entities can be known through pramanas other than

Scripture. If Scripture gave information about these alone, it

would be dependent and stale. Karya is known only through

Scripture ;
so, that alone constitutes its purport.

NTV—vedantanam siddhe vastuni anapeksataya pramdnyam na

sambhavati. siddham hi pramanantarena pramitam ity ucyate. tena

vedantanam karyaparatorikartavya.

[480 b-481 a]

“ The rule regarding capacity of words is under-

stood from the world (secular practice) alone ; and in

32
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the world an existent entity which is known through
other means of knowledge is referred to by words only
for the sake of what-is-to-be-done.

The capacity of words is learnt from the usage of elders
; and

all words point to some karya or other. Moreover, in empirical

usage, the things that are established through perception, etc., are

made to subserve a karya .

NTV—kimca lokadeva Sabda-samarthyadhigamah, tatra hi

kciryapai atayaiva vakyani prayujyante
, atah karyaparatvam eva

vedantanam api.

[481 b-482 a]

CFWI
II

sc?
II

“ For a word which is void of either activity or with-

drawal there is no meaning seen here
; therefore, there

is no validity in respect of an existent.

Testimony as a means of valid knowledge depends on purport

;

purport refers to a human end
; such an end is to be accomplished

by appetition or desistance
;

these are prompted by injunctions and

prohibitions ; and they are what-are-to-be-done. Hence also the

Veda does not have the existent for purport.

NTV—Srotuh prayojanam vivaksan preksavan padani prayuhte,

prayojanam ca pravrtti-nivrtti-sadhyam bhavati
, pravrtti-nivrtti ca

karyata-bhijnanat bhavata iti tat-paratayaiva sakala-padanam prayoga

ity arthah.

[482 b-484 a]
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riff: ii ii

sn^q^Ri: WTO: I

c< Nor is there cognition of relation in the case of a

word which expresses an existent entity. It is by the

activity prompted by a prompter that the meaning in

respect of a particular thing is inferred.

Thence the capacity of a word to signify certain

things (through what-is-to-be-done) is determined.

Thus it is settled through means of knowledge that a

sentence has for its sole content what-is-to-be-done.

In the absence of activity, words do not convey meaning. Let

os see how a child learns the meanings of words. The superior elder

(say, the grand-father) commands the intermediate elder (his son) to

do something. When the latter obeys the command, the child looks

on ; and then the child infers the meanings of the words contained

in the command. Thus action is the important factor. It is as

associated with action that words become meaningful.

NTV—latha ca pravrtti-sambandha-rahitesu bhutarthesu na sabda-

nam Saktir gamyate, tathasaty anavagata-samarthym Sabdah bhuterthe

katham tam avabodhayeyuh
,
mama punah karyata-jnanad eva pravrttih,

na kriyamatra-jnanat, napi phalamatra-jhanat, nacapi kriya-phalayoh

sadhya-sadhana-sambandhavagamdt , atah karyata-jnanad eva asyapi

pravrttir ity anumimite.

[484 b-485 a]
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“ As for those who say that the sense of a sentence

is the relation between action and agent, their statement

is not valid, because of the method of agreement and

difference.

It cannot be said that the sense of a sentence is the relation

between an action and an agent, as in the case of the sentence ‘He

cooks food.’ For, in the example cited, the relation of agent to

action is known through other means, such as perception and

inference. So, it is not ‘ sentence ’, or testimony that is the

evidence here. We can only say in such cases that the testimony is

either in agreement with or differs from the other pramanas. Hence,

karya alone should be taken as the sentence-sense.

NKL—pacafityad.au kriya-karaka-sambandhasya mantara-yogyat-

vat tat siddha-bodhakatve anuvadakatvam , anyatha yogyanupalambha-

virodhan mithya-bodhakatvam, ato niyoge pramanyam vakyasya ity

arthah.

[485 b-486 a]

3 || II

“ It cannot be doubted that even for what-is-to-be-

done there may be some other evidence ; for the sense

of what-is-to-be-done is known from the Veda alone,

and not from the world.

Karya cannot be known by any other means. That is why it is

called manantarapurva. Vedic sentence, of the nature of command,

is the only means for knowing karya .

NTV—svargakamadi-padanam niyojya-samarpakatvena na tatsa-

mabhivyahrtanam lihadi-padanam niyojyanvita-karyabhidhayinam
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alaukikapurva-karya-vacakatvabhyupagamat na anuvadata-prasangah

niyojya-sambandha-samarthah lihadibhih karyam kalantara-

sthayi kriyato bhinnam abhidhiyate ity anastasyapurvakaryasya svarga-

janakatvat na manantara-virodhah.

[486 b-487 a]

sp&E II II

<e Because the Vedic statement speaks of activity,

it is called that which teaches activity
;

for, the purpose

of a means of knowledge is to make known; if it

actually prompted one to activity, it would be a causa-

tive agent (like desire or passion).

Here, the following objection may be raised : Sabara says that

a command (codana ) means a statement which prompts activity.

Therefore, that alone should be regarded as the cause of activity

(pravrtti-hetu). How, then, can kdrya be inferred through activity as

the probans
,

or lih
,
etc., connote karya ? And also how can there

be the apprehension of the sense of apurxa-karya from ‘sentence’

alone ?

The reply is :
‘ Sentence * does not become directly the prompter.

If it were to prompt directly, all those who hear the words, lin, etc.,

would begin to act. It is only as indicating an activity that a

sentence becomes a prompter.

NKL—vacya~vacakayor abhedopacarena prerayan iabdah pravar-

taka ity ukto bhasyakarena ity arthah.
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[487 b-488 a]

Bill'S*! ^ || Si's II

“
It cannot be doubted that desire, etc., are the cause

in generating the cognition of activity from word

(lihadi-$abda)
; desire, etc., are what lead to prompting;

sound ( i.e . lihadi-Sabda) makes known prompting.
. \

It cannot be said that appetition, etc., are responsible for

knowing activity from * word ’ (verbal testimony)
;
for they may only

lead to a command ; that which makes command known is the word.

NKL — Sabdat pratipannasya pravartakasya janako ragadir

iti bhavah.

[488 b-489 a]

ffrFT^^riREf^t: ||
%cc

||

66 Since we see activity for accomplishing something

enjoined by a master, and since here appetition, etc.,

are not possible, the activity of the agent is not due to

appetition.

It has been said that what prompts activity is neither appetition,

etc., nor the word, and that it must only be the karya. For example,

commanded by the teacher, a student performs an action. Here,

there is nothing like appetition, etc., on the part of the student. He
acts merely as impelled by the power of the teacher’s command, i. e.

out of a sense of obligatoriness.
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[489 b-490 a]

II $<:% II

^ ^13: SftRl;
I

** Nor is the activity of the hearer prompted by a

knowledge of the inner intentions like anger, pleasure,

etc., of the master
; for anger, etc., are not known from

the word.

Nor may it be said that anger, etc., present in the one who issues

the command are what prompt one to activity
; for they cannot be

known directly, as the niyoga or karya is known from lin, etc.

[490 b-491 a]

iTRlqi^FI: || 8<U II

fFtRFfecil:
I

<c The potential ending, lin, etc., are not taught to

be the indicators of anger, etc. They, viz., anger, etc.,

become prompters of men’s activity only as known
through other means of knowledge.

The suffixes lin, etc., make known command, and not the anger,

etc., of the speaker. These latter are known through other means.

[491 b-492 a]
-4

11 11

grot Pmwr Rnsfi 1

“ They (anger, etc.) are inferred from probans like

the expressions ‘ Fie ’, ‘ Dear one *, etc ; appetition, etc..
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establish the content (visaya) and thereby make niyoga

possible.

Anger, etc., are inferred from such expressions as ‘ Fie !,* etc.;

they are not directly expressed by words.

If karya is what prompts one to activity, and not lin, etc., or

appetition, etc., why was it said that attachment, etc., are what cause

prompting ? The reply is : attachment, etc., establish the stem-sense

which in turn establishes the niyoga. Hence it is that they are said

to cause the command.

NKL—dhatvarthamsadhakatvena niyoga-sadhaka ity arthah.
\

[492 b-493 a]

»

ii ii

sit^Rl qifci i

“ Therefore, because, when the word (sense of the

imperative ending, lot)
6 go ’

(vraja) is uttered, he goes

even without any purpose of his own, the meaning of

the imperative ending lot, though mixed up with appeti-

tion, etc., is discriminated.

It cannot be said that in the case of empirical injunctive state-

ments the niyoga is always associated with appetition, etc., for when

his master says * go ,
* the servant is seen to go even without appeti-

tion, etc. So, it is only the invariable niyoga that is the prompter,

and not appetition, etc.

NKL—phala-ragam vinapi ka&cit pravartate ato yatra Sabdanan-

tara-pravrttau ragadi-sambhavana tatrapi niyogasyaiva pravartakatva-

ni&caya ity arthah.
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[493 b-494 a]

^ m-, || ||

^R1%5T Sjsfa |

“Now, it may be said that when apart of a sentence

* go
5

is uttered, one infers a full sentence (mahavakya)

relating to reward, etc., and so one acts from avarice

alone.

It may be contended thus : One does not act without expectation

of reward, etc. When one bears the word * go,* one supplies the

missing words ‘ to the village,’ etc., and understands that some

benefit will accrue from that action. And so, activity does not

proceed merely from rtiyoga .

[494 b-495 a]

<e
(It is not so.) Even where a full sentence is used,

when the word-senses are distinguished, it is seen that

men’s activity is from the imperative ending lot
, etc.,

alone, and not from anything else.

To the above contention, the reply is as follows : Even when

the full sentence is used, on analysis it will be found that the person

who is commanded acts not because of appetition, etc., but because

of the niyoga which is the sense of the imperative lot , etc.

NFCL—mahavakyanumanepi niyogah pravartako ragoveti vicare,

niyogad eva pravrttir nicelyata ity arthah.

33
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[495 b-496 a]

mwm II 8Vl II

w<: wSci m wfo 1

“ Where appetition, etc., are impossible and lot ,

etc., alone are heard, a boy acts ; here we know that lot,

etc., are for the sake of prompting.

It is observed that children sometimes obey commands issued to

them even without appetition, etc.

[496 b-497 a]

3^ II 8^ II

\

wsm ^qcisgiriu^n^i i

“ It is said :
‘ This sense, indeed, is not known

through any other means of knowledge; it is known

through word alone
;
and its relation has not been

known ; so it is curious.

Here an objection is raised : If the niyoga is not known through

any other pramana , it cannot be known through lift , etc. For, the

relation of tin, etc., to something unknown is not possible. And, how

can even a child act without knowing the niyoga which is not a

word-sense ?

NTV—agrhita-samarthyat sabdat niyogah prafiyata ity-anupa-

pannam iti codyam udbhavayati .

[497 b-498 a]



“
‘If the word can make known a sense whose relation

has not been determined, then why is this hostility

because of which you censure us ?
’

If lin, etc., may convey a sense, though their relation to their

contents is not grasped, why should not the words ‘Brahman,’ etc.,

do so? If it is insisted that only words whose relation to their

contents is grasped can convey a sense, then Brahman would become

an object of other pramanas, and Vedanta would then cease to be

authoritative.
*

An alternative interpretation is given in AVS and NTV, taking

the verse to contain a plea of the purvapaksin. Then the meaning of

the verse would be this : The purvapaksin says,
s
‘ We do not hold

that words whose relation to their senses is unknown can convey

knowledge. Or, even if we held that a word whose relation to its

sense is not known conveys knowledge, why should you, O calm

Vedantin
,
get provoked, since it is you who believe that the word

* Brahman,* whose relation to its content is not known, conveys a

sense of its own ?
’*

NTV-—brahmatmadi-padanam ayam mahima yadagrhitasaktayopi

svarthctm bodhayantiti samam samadhanam ity arthah

.

athava yady anirjnatasambandha ity arabhya purvavadinah

pariharah. ayam arthah. nirjnata-sambandhesu gavadi-Sabdesu artham

abhidadhat svanirjnatasambandha api brahmadi~&abda artham abhida-

dhiran ity abhyupagacchato bhavato asmasu UhadiSabda agrhita-

sambandha evartham bruvantiti abhyupagacchatsu kah pradvesah.

AVS—athavit yady anirjnata-sambandha ity arabhya purvavadinah

pariharah. ayam arthah . na hy anirjnata-sambandhasya &abdasya

bodhakatvam asmabhir isyate, yady api liharthe pramantaram na

sambhavati. bhavatu vd agrhita-sambandhasya Sabdasya bodhakatvam
,

tathdpi kah pradveso bhavatah , Santa-darpasya nirastakrodha-nidanasya

sannyasino ’smasu
,
yenaksepas tvaya kriyata iti.
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[498 b-499 a]

?Fq<Sf£%:
|| gv ||

^rl Sfrat^tfi |

“ When for activity there is no other cause known,
and when the word is clearly known to be the cause,

then the sense (of myoga) is to be distinguished.

The purvapaksin replies : As there is no other cause discernible

for action which follows a command, and as it is known that suffixes

such as Uh, etc., are remembrancers of the cause of activity, so it is

ascertained that the niyoga which is the sense of lin, etc., is the cause

of activity, as distinct from words which are names, etc.

NTV yada pravrtteh karanantaram ragddih na drtiyate piirvarh

nirastatvat
, karya-jnanam ca pravrtteh karanam svatmani drstam

pravrttUlihgena avagamyate, SabdaS ca taj-janako *nvaya-vyatireka-

bhyam avagamyate , tada artho niyogah pravivicyate nama-padar-

thebhyah.

[499 b-500 a]

f^TSril |

et
Co-presence and co-absence, however, are

preceded by cognition of sentence-sense; but the sentence-

sense is not dependent on them
; thus it is to be distin-

guished from the rest.

It may be objected that as the karya is known from words by

the application of the method of agreement and difference (co-

presence and co-absence), it is not unknown by means other than

verbal testimony.
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The reply is that karya is known only from word. It is only as

thus known that it becomes the content of inference based on the

method of agreement and difference. It is just like Rahu becoming

the content of perception only in association with the moon.

So, karya or niyoga should be distinguished from nouns, etc.

NTV—etad uktam bhavati yatha Sastraika-samadhigamyo rahu$

candradityadi-samprkta eva pratyaksa-gocaro na svarupend, evam

niyogopi praisanadhyesanady-upadhika eva pramanantara-gocarah na

svarupena, evam upadhidvarena niyoge pramandntaranupravemt.

NKL—anvaya-vyatirekau vyapta-lihgajam anumanam vakyartho

niyogah . iyain pruvrttih pravrttyabhava-virodhi-dhi-purvika svatantra-

pravrttitvat madlya-pravrttivat, iti
, madhyama-vrddhasya Sabdam

pratyayam anumaya madhyama-vrddhena Sabdavagater niyoge balena

sahgati-grahat, na niyogasya mantara-gocara tvam ityarthah

candradi-bimboparaktasyaiva rdhor aksa-gocarat vavat, niyogasya

ajnadhyesanady-upadhikasyaiva mantara-gocaratvam na svarupenety

arthah.

[500 b-501 a]

ii ii

hwi ^ if m i

1

“It is the intention of duty that is understood

even from human statements ; for mere intention there

is no obligatoriness
;
that is the content of the sense of

words.

It may be contended that even though appetition, etc., are not

the sense of lih, etc., niyoga is not their sense, because their sense

is the intention of the speaker. The reply to this contention is as

follows : Is intention alone the sense of lih t etc.,? Or, is the sense

the intention as qualified by obligatoriness ? Not the first ; for in the
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case of the Veda which has no author there can be no intention.

Even as regards human statements or commands, intention appears

only as qualified by obligatoriness. Nor the second
; for in the case

of the Veda, the observation made above holds good. And as for

human statements, it is prolix to assume that intention as qualified

by obligatoriness is the sense, while obligatoriness may well be the

sense. The two, intention and obligatoriness, are not the same.

[501 b-502 a]

g n t $ sRfah ii v? ii

“ The word-sense (i-e. obligatoriness) is not depen-

dent on that (intention) ; for it is known even earlier

;

therefore, though related to the direction, the sense

(obligatoriness) is settled by discrimination.

Activity is not governed by the intention of the speaker ; for it

is seen that one acts on hearing the words even without knowing the

intention of the speaker. So, the determination of the sense of

words is not dependent on the intention. That, indeed, depends on

the capacity of the words. Moreover, it has already been pointed

out that in the case of the Veda intention is not possible. Hence,

obligatoriness and intention are different.

Even direction is not the sense of lih, etc. For, in direction too

what persists uniformly is karya.

NKL—vivaksayadi-samsrstopi niyogo vivaksader anyah .

[502 b-503 a]

lih swrpwiIcIst: ii w ii

ST *T =51^51% m I
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<e These which fall on the side of human intentions,

direction, etc., are the adjuncts of word-sense (obli-

gatoriness) ; they are not the word-sense ; nor could

there be many senses (for word).

Direction, etc., are not known as the sense of lih, etc. In

worldly sentences they are known only as the adjuncts of niyoga

which is the sense of lih, etc. In the case of the Veda, such direc-

tion, etc., are not possible. Also, instead of assuming many direc-

tions as the sense of lin, etc., it is in keeping with the rule of

parsimony to take the constant karya (i.e. niyoga) as the sense of

lin, etc*

NKL—niyogopadhitvena praisadinam laukika- linadi-Sabdanvaya-

vyatirekavatvam , na tad-arthataye *ty arthah.

[503 b-504 a]

11 v5
, 11

^ H 3 # spqfafrt %cin, I

“ Since there is no one who intends in the case of

the Veda (which is not of human origin), it is not even

possible to doubt those (direction, etc.), which fall within

intention ;
hence it is settled that in the Veda the express

sense of the word is what-is-to-be-done.

In the ease of the Veda, as has been pointed out already, there

is no one who intends or directs.

MTV—kimea bhavet pauruseya-vakve praisade$ fabdarthatva-

'fahka, vede tv apauruseyatvat mahkaiva nasti
,
ato niyoga eva lihady

artha iti.
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[504 b-505 a]

^ mm, % m i

“ Directions such as
cAgnld, draw off the fires ’which

are found in the Veda are auxiliary to procedural injunc-

tions; they are occasioned by them and not by any

intention.

It is true that commands such as these are to be found in the

Veda: ‘ Agnid, draw off the fires, spread the strew, make ready the

sacrificial cake.’* But they do not imply any person with intention

commanding. It is niyoga that prompts one to perform a principal

rite with all its auxiliaries. A procedural injunction is subsidiary to

it. And so, the operations of this nature that are observed in the

Veda do not imply any human intention or command.

[505 b-506 a]

n ii

“ Just as the obligatoriness is seen to be different

from direction, etc., because of the nature of the potency

of the word, even so it should be understood to be

different from action, etc.

Even as command, etc., are not the meaning of lin, etc., action,

etc., are not their meaning. These latter also, like the former, are

different from niyoga . And, it has already been shown that niyoga

is the constant connotation of //«, etc.

* The Veda of the Black Yajus School entitled Taittiriya Samhitd (Part II
translated by A. B. Keith, Harvard Oriental Series, (Cambridge)
Massachusetts, 1914), Vol. 19, p. 514.
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[506 b-507 a]

VP: 5|3#affi|m II 'V^ II

^IKWnrRql I

“Though the stem-sense (i.e. action) is of the

nature of what-is-to-be-accomplished, as is obli-

gatoriness, it is not (identical therewith) ; for that (the

latter) is not expressed in lat9 etc., (pacati,
present tense,

etc.), as it is expressed in /in, etc.

It may be asked : Since both action (kriya) and niyoga are what

are to be accomplished, and since there is no niyoga over and above

action, why should not action be regarded as the sense of tin, etc. ?

It is replied thus : Activity is not the same as obligatoriness

(niyoga), although it too is what-is-to-be-accomplished. Therefore,

the two are not identical. For example, when one hears the word

‘pacati’ (he cooks), one does not cognize obligatoriness, although

that word denotes action
; it is only on hearing lin, etc., that there is

the cognition of obligatoriness.

[507 b-508 a]

qg ^i#i5p?ls^ ii ii

“ ‘ Now, here (in pacati, etc.) what impedes the

cognition of obligatoriness is the obstruction in the

form of (present) tense’. No
;
this doubt of yours, here,

is due to lack of discrimination.

It cannot be said that in the case of pacati there is no cognition

of obligatoriness because of the obstruction caused by the ending

which is in the present tense (lat)
; for there is no conclusive argu-

ment for such a view.

34
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[508 b-509 a]

fe?T II II

& ^Mkfr&ll FM 33lMl *T^ I

“ (The doubt is :) Is it the obstruction in the form

of (present) tense that impedes the cognition of obli-

gatoriness, or is obligatoriness different from the stem-

sense because it is not expressed by lat, etc.?

The doubt is there, in the case of pacati ,
etc., whether the non-

cognition of obligatoriness is due to the use of present tense, or to

the fact that lat, etc., which are not expressive of obligatoriness, are

different from the stem-sense which expresses activity.

[509 b-510 a]

II ||

“In ‘The mat is to be made’, etc., even though

there is no operation, there is seen obligatoriness ; so

there is difference (between the two) ;
from fruit too

(obligatoriness is different), because it is seen earlier.

In statements such as * The mat is to be made ’, ‘ The village is to

be gone to’ the tavya suffix does not express an activity; yet there is

cognition of obligatoriness. So, the stem-sense which is activity and

the sense of the suffix which is niyoga are different.

The fruit (phala) also cannot be the sense of lift, etc. ;
for it is

different from niyoga,
and in the case of ‘ Go to the village,’ etc.,

even before the appearance of the fruit, there is the cognition of

obligatoriness.
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[510 b-511 a]

^3 traffic! srrcHR || H?° ||

trqiissr^i^qiivi^i^sji-qrii
|

“
‘ Now, this krtya-suffix denotes an object, as

taught in (the sutrd)
66 tayor eva ” (Panini, III, iv, 70)/ Not

so
;
just like direction, etc., this (action) also is an

adjunct, and is not the express sense.

The cognition of niyoga from the suffix kartavyah (is-to-be-made)

may be objected to thus : Panini in his Astadhyayi, III, iv, 70 (tayor

eva krtyaktakhalarthah) says that the krtya suffix has only the sense of

an action (bh&va) or of an object {karma). So, it cannot have the

sense of an imperative (karya or niyoga).

The reply is as follows: Just as direction, etc. (praisa), may condi-

tion the sense of the imperative or optative suffix, as an adjunct, so

also action and object may figuratively condition the meaning of the

krtya-suffix because they are the adjuncts of the niyoga which is the

sense of the suffix.

NTV— yatha praisadayo na lihady-arthah
, apitu lihady-

arthopadhayah
, bhava-karmani api na krtyanam arthau , kimtu krtyar-

thopadhi iti pariharati maivam iti.

AVS—ayam arthah-yatha praisadeh pratyayarthopadhitvat pratya

-

yarthopacarah, evam bhavakarmanor api.

[511 b-512 a]

Hence it is that the S3gc (Pspini) lays down ikrtya-

suffixes in the case of direction, etc., also ; so, even
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through reasoning there is not for krOa-suffixes

denotativeness in respect of object.

The case of direction (praisa) cited above is quite appropriate,

because Panini says (III, iii, 163 : praisatisargapraptakalesu krtya'sca )

that the krtya suffixes are used after verbs in the sense of direction

also, as in the senses of impersonal action and object. Therefore, it

cannot be said that these suffixes are used only in the senses of action

and object.

Moreover, it can be shown through reasoning that the krtya-

suffix does not directly denote object.

[512 b-513 a]

WA\ *$Z WdlFi II W II

w.z zjm 3% i

“ As in
4 He makes a mat ’ the object alone is known,

there may be the same in
4 A mat is to be made But it

is not so observed.

The reasoning is as follows : In * He makes a mat ’
(katant

karoti), by the accusative case-ending (katam)
the objectivity of the

mat is made known. Not so in ‘A mat is to be made’ (katah

kartavyah). Here what is conveyed is direction. Hence, the view

that the krtya suffix denotes object and impersonal action alone is

not sound.

[513 b-514 a]

W-feRcl: || II

“ When the nature of being what is desired is

accomplished from the nature of being what is to be
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done, the sense of object is achieved (by implication),

even though it is not directly expressed ;
there is no

contingence of accusative case.

In the case of transitive verbs when the suffix does not express

the object, the accusative case-ending is used, as in katam karoti. In

kartavyah katah , since the suffix is not held to denote the

object, should not the noun kata take on the accusative case-ending,

it may be asked. The answer is : No
;
because of the fact that the

term kartavyah implies that the mat is desired to be made, thereby

suggesting the objective status of the mat. It is to be noted, there-

fore, that the accusative case-ending is to be used only where the

objective status is altogether unexpressed.

[514 b-515 a]

^ sqfatfKi: ii vy ii

“ Nor are the nature of being what is desired and

the nature of being what is to be done identical, for

there is difference in ‘He shall desire’, ‘It should be desi-

red’ ;
also, there is difference in sense.

It may be objected thus: You say that kartavyah implies that the

mat is desired to be made. But, in fact, there is no difference

between having to be made {kartavyah) and being desired {estavyah).

The reply is : There is a difference between the two. So, it is

legitimate to infer istatva (desiredness) from karyatva (the status of

having to be made). For example, in icchet (one may desire) and

estavyam (ought to be desired), the sense of the suffix is different^from

the stem-sense. Otherwise, there would be infinite regress, as one

may desire desire,’ ‘ desire ought to be desired’, etc. So, here the

meaning would be * desire is to be made’, etc.
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[515 b-516 a]

31
|| ||

cflSN &W\ ^
|

Therefore, it is as dependent on obligatoriness

that action, or fruit, or causative agent attains the

status or what is to be done; not independently.

Obligatoriness is fundamental. The notion that action, etc., are

to be done arises only as penetrated by the sense of obligatoriness.

[516 b-517 a]

mm ^ h ^ \\

“‘Now, as in the world, even in the Veda, it is

not merely what is obligatory that is taught ; in the

Veda, the obligatory as associated with the means in

the form of effort is taught.

Here, an objection is raised against the view that lin, etc., denote

karya which is other than action, etc.

The objection is : Just as in worldly usage karya is known only

as in association with the stem -sense which has been established

through other pramcinas, so also in the Veda what is taught is not

mere karya, but karya which is related to activity which is the means
such as sacrifice, etc., established through other pramanas.

NTV—yatha loka istaphala-sadhananubandhasyaiva karyasya-

vabodho na kevalasya
, napy anistasadhancua

, taduktam—kithtu svayath

klesarupam karma yat-karyatam vrajet, phala-sadhanata tatra karanam
*

tena karyate * ti.

...... tasmal loke phalasadhanatanubandham eva karyam gamyate
, evam

vedepi phalasadhanatanubandha eva karyavagama iti .
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[517 b-518 a]

|| H?'3 II

*TRRKR|$R Ul^lol |

“‘Thence results (for the Veda) the nature of

being dependent, because, as in the statement prescri-

bing diet for him who desires health, there is depen-

dence on some other means of valid knowledge.

The statement 1 Let him who desires health eat restricted diet*

depends for its sense on other means of valid knowledge. If in Vedic

commands also, such as 4 Let him sacrifice,* the niyoga has for its

content the relation of end and means which is obtained through

other pramanas ,
then it would become a dependent.

[518 b-519 a]

3W: II H?<: II

“ ‘Hence, this niyoga which is bound up with action

and fruit would be equal to direction, etc., and that

(the authority of the Veda) in Citra, etc., will be destro-

yed for you, because there would be disparity.’

This dependence on other pramanas cannot be admitted in the

case of sacrifices like the Citra. Here, there is no obvious relation

between activity and fruitfulness. But niyoga, like direction (praisa),

is based on the obviousness of the relation between action and fruit.

Hence, niyoga cannot be admitted in thev case of Vedic sacrifices.
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[519 b-520 a]

^ JIHKK&51IJ& jfalg'HliW*, II II

^ ERt3R|«fi ^ ET#if(fci 3^ |

“ Not so ;
it is intelligible that, in the world, obli-

gatoriness, dependent as it is on other means of valid

knowledge, should be conditioned by the adjuncts, such

as direction, etc., and that activity should be for the

sake of fruit.

The upholder of the doctrine of karya now replies : In the case

of worldly sentences it is true that the karya denoted by lih, etc., and

having direction (praisa), etc., as adjunct, has as its principal the

procedure made known by other pramanas . Here, the sentences are

uttered by human beings, and their purpose is to serve as the cause

for bringing about some fruit.

NTV—yuktam laukika-vakyanam pauruseyanam vaktr-jnananuma-

pakatayd karye pramanyameva vaktr-jnanasyaiva tatra pramanyat

tatha ca yadayam pramanad artham avagamya vacanany-uccaritavan iti

dhis tada tany artha-bodham adadhatiti manantaraveSat karyam

pratiyate ,
tac ca mantaram praisady-upadhikam praisadikam eva va

karyam gamayati. tad uktam—

Sahkyamana yatharthatva-racanam tena pum-vacah ,

Srutamatrakam evarthe na tavan niScayavaham .

yavad vaktur avijnatam purvabhavi pramantaram ,

vivaksitartha-visayam indriyadi nibandhanam

,

—iti

evath ca saty anuvadakam vakyam bhavet . tad uktam—
tatrarthe niScite paScat so'rtho vakyasya gamyate,

tasyam daSayam vakyasya tasya syad anuvadata.

—iti,

NKL—pauruseyam pravartaka-vakyam manantara-siddha-pralsady-

upadhika-karya-bodhakam ,
tad~arthe mantara-sambhavat.
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[520 b-521 a]

\

mTOfRllTO 3*1%: II HRo ||

Plf^ I

“ The (secular) niyoga has for content the relation

between ends and means, as it refers to a human end ;

therefore, the (secular) niyoga , here, construes with the

agent.

The secular niyoga has for its content the relation of means and

end—a relation that is established by other pramanas

:

e.g. that the

eating of harliakt is a means to health is known through experience.

When a physician prescribes it, he only sets [forth the procedure, as

to who should adopt it, etc.

[521 b-522 a]

m ii hr? ii

“ Because he is active of his own accord, eligibility

is for the agent alone ; and the words ‘ He who desires

health’, etc., are a qualification of the agent.

In the present example ‘ He who desires health ought to eat

haritakV , the verb construes primarily with the agent. Here the

agent is active of his own accord, even without waiting for the

command. The command in such cases has for its content only the

procedure. And the expression * he who desires health * does not

indicate primarily the niyojya (one who is prompted by the

command) or the adhikarin (the eligible person), but the agent.

NTV—loke arogyakamadi-padam kartr-samarpakam na niyojya-

samarpakam.

35
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NKL—haritaki bhaksayed ity-adau niyogasya mantara-siddha-

viniyoga-visayatvat kartrtvena anvayah, na adhikaritvena.

[522 b-523 a]

3% 3 ii n

“In the Veda, however, the knowledge of end and

means is not gained through any other means of valid

knowledge like perception, etc.
; it is gained from the

niyoga alone, not otherwise.

Yedic injunctions are not like secular commands. The niyoga

here is not the sphere of any other pramana

;

the relation between

sacrifice, etc., and heaven, etc., is known solely from the niyoga.

NTV—niyogasya pratyaksadi-sakala-pramanagocaratvat.

AVS—esorthah-vede pratiyamana-sadhya-sadhana-bhavasya veda-

vyatirikta-sarva-pramanavisayatvat vaidika-niyogad evatat siddhih.

[523 b-524 a]

m IIW II

“ Thus, indeed, the one who desires, as made

known by the words £ He who desires heaven,’ is not a

causal agent; when there is relation to an object (known)

through the niyoga
,
thereafter one (the desirer) attains

the status of being an agent.

In regard to Vedic injunctions, the relation of means and end is

not established through any other pramana. The niyoga
, therefore, is
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known from the Veda alone. The expression ‘He who desires

heaven * indicates the niyojya and adhikarin, and not the agent. Here

‘desire* is not a qualification of the agent, but serves only to indicate

the niyojya,

NKL—svarga-kamo yajeia iti pratyayat pratita-niyogakahksaya

svarga-kamo mamayam niyoga iti niyojyatvena anviya niyogavisaye

karane karmany aiSvaryam adhikaram pratipadyata ity arthah

sahge karmani mamayam niyoga iti niyoga-svamitvena anvito niyogah

maya, sadhyata iti niyoga-dvarena niyoga-visaya-bhavarthena 9pi

kartrtvena sambandhata ity arthah.

[524 b-525 a]

I: II ^8 II

“ Since desire is the principal, without prejudice to

its own importance it may become a qualification of

man ;
therefore, the enjoyer is the desirer, and not the

causal agent.

Another reason is given as to why desire is not a qualification of

the agent : Desire is the principal, for it has the fruit for its content.

Without losing its nature as principal, it becomes the qualification of

man. It cannot be the qualification of the agent, for the agent is a

subsidiary of action ; and if desire were a qualification of the agent

it would become a subsidiary of a subsidiary. This will not happen

if desire were a qualification of the adhikarin , for the adhikarin is the

master and not a subsidiary.

[525 b-526 a]

^ 5^ IIW II

{&!%%: ?qi?FFcl 'ppterai I
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“ Being causal agent is not intelligible in the case of

the activity of one who has not been active ; as for one

who has been active, there would be the causative form

(nicoktih) as in
4 Make him cook, who is cooking.’

The causative suffix nic may not be used to indicate the primary

action of an agent in the world who can know the relation of what is

to be accomplished (sadhya) and what can accomplish it {sadhana).

Such activity is hot prompted by niyoga, But as regards Vedic

actions, one cannot know them through means other than the Veda.

So, here, the Veda alone may prompt one to act, having made that

one the niyojya. Had agency in regard to Vedic action been inde-

pendent of niyoga

,

and had an agent acting independently been the

niyojya of the Vedic command, the form of that command would be

not svargU'-kamo yajeta (Let one desirous of heaven offer sacrifice),

but svarga-kamo yajayet (Cause him who desires heaven to offer

sacrifice) as in pacayet (Cause him to cook) in regard to a man inde-

pendently starting to cook.

NTV—kirhca loke phala-sadhane pravrtta eva pravarttate, vaidike

tu niyoge apravrtta eva pravarttate , atopi niyojyatvam eva svargaka-

minah na kartrtvam. .pacamtam pacayed-itivad yajamtam

yajayed iti nin na Sruyate ity-arthah.

NKL—yagadau Sabdat-prak pravrttiScet prayojaka-bhiita-niyogasya

yajayed iti nij-antena vacanam syad ity arthah.

AVS—na catra nicoktih , tasmad apravrtta-pravartanat kamy-

adhikary eva na karte ’//.

[526 b-527 a]

^ SRP3R) II HVk II

^ JIM: ttwtl 3cl: I
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“ e Now, if the relation is not that between the acti-

vity and the agent, there is the contingence of the

genitive case.’ Not so; for, the residual genitive is

laid down exclusively for the relation between nouns.

If the relation between the agent and act is given up in favour of

that between seeker after heaven fadhikarin) and act, should there

not be the genitive case used in the text thus: svarga-kamasya yajeta?

No ; for the genitive case can come in only when the relata are

nouns (e. g. rajnah purusah , the king’s man), and not when one of the

relata is a verb.

AVS—ncmtikami kartrtvena niyogena na sambadhyate svamitvena

sambadhyate cet , devadattasya vastram itivat svarga-kamasya niyoga iti

sasthi prapnofity aha.

[527 b-528 a]

=3 § ii w il

“ The other cases like the accusative, etc., are used

to express the relation between the act and the accessories

thereof. And, the tenses like the present, etc., are used

to express the meaning of the noun-stem and that of the

root. Thus there is no confusion.

The accusative case, etc., are used to indicate the relation bet-

ween verb and accessories

—

karakas like agent, object, etc., (e. g.

vrksah tisthati , tam pa&yet

;

the tree stands, look at it). Verbal

suffixes are used to indicate the relation of verbs to nouns (e. g.

pacakah pacati
t
the cook cooks).
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[528 b-529 a]

3 *TPT!*feqflq
|| II

^^^RffriT qicll^ qgl *T WTrll I

“ The words ‘ blue ’ and ‘lily’ though having the

meaning of nouns, have attained identity by giving up
their mutual difference

; so, in their case the genitive

case is not accepted.

It was stated in v. 526 b-527 a that the genitive case applies only

when the relata are nouns. As against this observation, it may be

asked why in the case of the * blue lily * the genitive case is not used.

The reply is : In such cases, the genitive case is ruled out because

the denotations of the two component names have become one. The

genitive case is possible only where there is difference, and not where

there is identity of locus.

[529 b-530 a]

f|<#n i

“ The desirer who is prompted by the use of the

potential mood (the sense of lih) is not the object of the

verb ; because the niyoga is not action; if it were so,

then the accusative case would be used.

Objection—Even though the genitive case is notjpossible, can we

not use the accusative case and say svargakamath yajeta, as we say

gramam gacchati (he goes to the village)?

Reply—No ; for, the heaven-seeker is not an object, and the

niyoga is not an act, but what is brought about by action.
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[530 b-531 a]

5ren^5IW:
||
^\o

||

PlgaPIFT M
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“ Therefore, the desirer who is not a causal agent,

only as being prompted in order that the niyoga relating

to him may be established, perceives the object which

has to be accomplished.

Thus, the svarga-kama (heaven-seeker) is, first, related to niyoga

as the one prompted by it. At that time, he has no sense of agency*

He only recognizes his eligibility. And then, he comes to look about

for the object of action, its instruments, etc.

[531 b-532 a]

srfiresr ftqin: n ^ n

^ i=Rliq
|

“ It is well known that in the case of kings, etc., the

niyoga has what is to be accomplished for its sphere

;

and the stem-sense (action) is what is to be accomplished;

thus he (the desirer of release) is related to that (the

stem-sense) also.

Objection—There is no rule that the content of niyoga should be

what-is-to-be-accomplished (sadhya). In the text, ‘For him who
desires efficient sense-organs, one should offer curds/ curds, which

constitute what-are-already-established
(siddha), are seen to be the

content of niyoga.

Reply—The content of niyoga must always be what-is-to-be-

accomplished. Curds, etc., get related only as auxiliaries of what-is-
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to-be-accomplished. What-is-to-be-accomplishcd is always of the

nature of activity, in the first instance. After having been, first,

related to niyoga , the svarga-kama gets related, next, to action.

Without the action that perishes soon and which is the stem-sense

(,dhatvartha), niyoga cannot lead to the desired goal ;
and that cannot

come about without the stem-sense; and also without itself coming

into being, it cannot lead to heaven.

MTV—modakam bhaksayed iti hi niyogah; na akd&am bhaksayed iti

tat kasya hetoh ? modaka-bhaksanasya sadhyatvat.

[532 b-533 a]

1%^ ll W II

“ Though the gender and number are not (appa-

rently) intended, they, in fact, are; later, causal agents,

etc., are declared (in Scripture) in order that the object

may be accomplished.

Although gender and number in the expression ‘ svarga-kama ’

are not of the essence of the injunction (svarga-kamo yajeta),

both must be treated as significant as they find a place in the

injunction.

There are such texts as the following :
‘ On being initiated, he

sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni and Soma’
(
Taittiriya-samhitd,

V, i, 11, 6). ‘He yokes the two bulls.’ ‘ To the Spring, he sacrifices

the partridges’ (Satapatha-brahmana, I, v, 1, 13). Here the question is

whether the number (one, two, many) has any bearing on the sacrifice.

The opponent of the Purva-mimamsa says that it has no bearing

because it is only an auxiliary to the object (in the texts quoted, to

the animal, to the two bulls, and to the partridges). (PM, IV, i. 11.)
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The Mlmamsaka replies to this by saying that the number has a

bearing. On hearing the sentence ‘ Bring the animal,* one brings one

animal ; and on hearing the sentence ‘Bring the animals,’ one brings

several animals. This only means that number is taken into account.

Hence, in the case of the text * He sacrifices the animal ’
(pa&um

alabheta), what is understood from the words is the sacrificing

(denoted by the verb * alabheta ’) as qualified by the two qualifying

adjuncts (the animal denoted by the noun ‘ pa$u ’ and the number

‘one’ as denoted by the singular case-ending in *pa$um*). Thus, it

follows that number has a bearing on the sacrifice.
(
PM

, IV, i, 15.)

What is true of number is true of gender also. For example, there is

the text: ‘In spring, he sacrifices, in the morning, the black-necked

animal {krsna-grivam) dedicated to Agni; in summer, he sacrifices, at

noon, the lioness {simhim) dedicated to Indra; in autumn, he sacrifices,

in the afternoon, the white animal {Svetam) dedicated to Brhaspati*

( Taittiriya-samhita, II, i, 2, 5), Then follow the words ‘These animals

are pregnant’ {garbhinyo bhavanti). It is clear, here, that what are

meant in the text are female animals. (PM, IV, i, 17.)

In the expression svarga-kama, therefore, number and gender are

indicated. So also are the fruit, etc., indicated in the injunction.

For, without these performance of sacrifice is not possible.

It cannot be said that if the fruit, etc., are also intended besides

niyoga, there would be sentence-split; for, although the niyoga is the

primary significance of the injunction, the other factors also come in,

being related to niyoga,

[533 b-534 a]

eras* u
ii ^ ii

“Therefore, he alone who desires heaven should
accomplish his niyoga. How ? By the performance of
sacrifice, etc. This is understood from Scripture.

36
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So, the meaning of the injunction is that the person (masculine,

singular) who desires heaven is the adhikarin
, and that he should

accomplish his own niyoga through the performance of the Vedic rite.

NTV—svarga-kamo niyogam bhavayed ity arthah.

[534 b-535 a]

“ Without removing the desire-for-heaven of the

person who desires it, by bringing it (heaven) about, the

sacrifice cannot be the means to accomplish its niyoga

(adhikara).

It cannot be said that if sacrifice, etc., are the means to niyoga

there would be no means to heaven, and if niyoga be the means

thereto it would cease to be the principal; for, the sacrifice cannot

be the means to the niyoga if it does not fulfil the desire of the

seeker after heaven by leading him to heaven, and so, the sacrifice

generates heaven through niyoga and thus removes the desire of the

adhikarin.

[535 b-536 a]

i| ii w ii

“ If the desire has not been removed then even

though one has accomplished his niyoga (adhikara ), his

state being not different from the former state, again he

would be subjected to niyoga .
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If the sacrifice does not remove the desire for heaven, then the

person would have to strive for niyoga again, even though he has

acquired niyoga. Therefore, it is but proper to hold that the sacrifice

gives rise to heaven through niyoga ,
and removes the desire relating

thereto in the person.

AVS — yatah kame *nivrtte yagena nispadita-niyogo'pi pimar

niyogarho bhavet, purvavasthato ’visistatvat .

[536 b-537 a]

“ Thus niyoga
,
in order to accomplish itself, makes

the desired object an end to be accomplished, by sacrifice,

and having thus getting itself established, it attains the

status of what is to be accomplished in relation to the

object.

If the sacrifice generates heaven, and through that removes the

desire relating thereto, where is the need, it may be asked, for

niyoga ?

The sacrifice perishes soon; and heaven is to come hereafter.

Therefore, niyoga is to be admitted as the link. Niyoga cannot

accomplish itself if there is no niyojya. In order to have a niyojya,

it makes heaven what-is-to-be-accomplished. And through the

performance of the sacrifice by the niyojya , it establishes itself.

Thus, niyoga is the principal; in order that it may have a niyojya, it

must be helpful to the accomplishment of the fruit (viz. heaven).

[537 b-538 a]

HH«tR5R55F(# || II
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“ Nor may lack of agreement be feared if there be

no immediate fruit; it may be so in the case of a fruit

accomplished by action
;
but the niyoga which is the

sense of the potential mood ( lihartha) is not action.

Now, it may be said that, as no fruit is seen immediately after

the performance of the sacrifice, the text about desire-for-heaven is

invalid.

The reply is that the text is not invalid. Even in the case of

sacrifices such as the Citra, etc., which are performed for the sake of

gaining cattle, etc., no immediate fruit is seen. Yet the texts enjoining

them are quite valid. If a fruit were to result from mere action such

as eating, then, if after the action there is no result, we may say that

the injunction relating to the action is invalid. But, that does not

apply in the present case. Niyoga is not action but the unseen

potency (apurva); and the fruit that is to be accomplished thereby

need not be immediate.

NTV— citraya yajeta pa&ukama iti hi coditam, na tv anantara-

paSuphala-sadhanatvam coditam ity arthah .

[538 b-539 a]

II II

“ When there is the Scriptural statement about the

fruit, the absence of that (fruit) cannot be suspected on

the ground of non-cognition. This (non-cognition) is

evidence only in the absence of .(positive) evidence.

Immediate sequence, however, is not declared (in

Scripture).



Nor may it be said that, as the fruit is not seen immediately after

the sacrifice, it must be concluded that there is no fruit on the

ground of non-cognition of the competent (yogyanupalabdhi)', for,

there is not here non-cognitiou of the competent. Scripture declares

that there is fruit. The niyoga given rise to by sacrifice, etc., should

necessarily lead to its fruit. But it is not necessary that the fruit

should result immediately. What Scripture teaches is that the fruit

comes about surely through apurva .

AVS— anusthita-sadhanasya phalanupalabdhir na phalabhavam

sadhayati. ... bhava-pramanabh'ave anupalabdhih pramanam ,
Sabdas

tu bhava-pramanam, atah Sabdad idam phalam bhavatlty avagamyate,

nanupalabdhya phalabhava iti.

[539 b-540 a]

3F: ^1 II II

“ Therefore, he who, through having accomplished

the adhikara {niyoga), thinks that he has not achieved

his end, has no eligibility for the Vedic rites, for he does

not know the Scripture.

A person may perform a sacrifice, and, seeing that no immediate

fruit follows, may think that there is no fruit. Such a person,

however, has no eligibility at all for Vedic rites. His scepticism can

in no away affect the validity of Scripture.

[540 b-541 a]

=3 II II
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“ Mantra , arthavada and names are valid by being

included in those that are for the sake of what-is-to-be-

accomplished, and not independently; therefore the

Veda is evidence in respect of what-is-to-be-accomplished.

Mantras , arthavadas and names are auxiliaries to karya.

In the Mantradhikarana {PM, I, ii, 31-53), it is established that

the mantras serve the rites by conveying certain meanings. In the

Arthavadadhikarana
,
it is explained that the arthavada texts have no

purport independent of karya. Names also have karya for purport.

There are names of sacrifices like Udbhid
, Ahhijit , Visvajit , etc.

These too are for the sake of karya

,

as they fall within the scope of

injunctions. (PAf, I, iv, 1.) Thus, it is evident that all Veda has

karya for purport.

NKL—anustheya-smarakataya mantrandm tat-stavakatvena artha-

vadanam tat-samjnatvena namnam vidhinaikavakyatvat pramanyam ity

arthah.

[541 b-542 a]

gN ii Hs? n

“Therefore, of the Vedantas, it must be said that

they have validity only by being included in the

accessories of what-is-to-be-accomplished ; or their

validity must be rejected.” This view is now refuted.

The Vedanta texts also can be valid only by being accessory to

karya. If this view be not admitted, there would be invalidity for

those texts.

In this verse, the purvapaksa is concluded, and the siddhantin

promises to refute it.



NTV—udbhida yajete’ty evam-adi-nama yasmat krtsnasya xedasya

karye prdmanyarn, ato vedantanam api pratipatti-kartavyata-pramanya-

bhajam tan-mukhena tad-anugata~bhutarthatma- tattva~visaya-bodhakat-

vam
,
atah tepi karya-nisthatam nativartata ity aha-vedantanam iti.

[542 b-543 a]

II W II

In accordance with the nature of reality, there is the

pervasion (vydpti) of the cognizer, its modes and their

originations in toto
,
by the self-established self-conscious-

ness which is different therefrom.

What is the reason for saying that there would be invalidity for

Vedanta texts if they are not considered to be accessory to karya?

(1) Is it because the Vedanta texts have no content (visaya)? (2) Or,

is it because words have no capacity to convey something already

established (siddhartha)?

(1) Not the first; for the witness-self is the content of the

Vedantas. The modifications of the intellect which bear reflections

of the self are the cognizers. It is the self that pervades them, while

being immutable. It is this that is to be realized through the

Vedantas.

NTV—ananta-pramatrn tadvrtti-janmadlnamS ca raga-dvesadimS

ca sdksat paSyantam anubhuti-svarupam atmanam konama nadrlyeta,

tad anadarane nih$esQ-matr-tadvrttirtam ananubhava-prasahga ity

arthah.
*

NKL—kith visayabhavad apramanyam, siddhe Sabda-samarthya-

’bhavadva.
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[543 b-544 a]

JT II W II

Just as a pot when produced is already filled with

ether, by virtue of the nature of the ether itself, and not

because of any causal agents, even so the intellect (and

its psychoses) are pervaded by the consciousness-self.

The ether example is given to show that the self is unchanging

even though it pervades the intellect, etc.

[544 b-545 a]

'el^ra: I

The intellect assumes the form of pot, misery, etc.,

because of merit, etc.; its assumption of the form of the

causeless self-consciousness is because of the nature of

the real itself.

It cannot be argued that, if the self could pervade the intellect,

etc., without changing, the same must be possible for the intellect

too; for, the intellect is of the nature of the inert, and its taking on

of the form of the object is caused by adrsta

;

its taking on of the

form of consciousness, however, is not caused by adrsta

;

but is on

account of the constant pervasion by the unconditioned self*

NTV—jagat-vaic itryaya t dhlvrtti-vaicitryam dharmadi~hetukam

eva, anyatha tat-vaicitryanupapatteh.
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[545 b-546 a]

II W II

mx ^fs:: w\x mi 1

That reality by which both the existence and non-

existence of the intellect and the psychoses are estab-

lished, should be known as self-established always, as it

is self-evident.

The self reveals the existence as well as the non-existence of the

intellect and its modes. Hence, it is self-established and self-

revealing, requiring no other revealer.

[546 b-547 a]

^ II II

er

^

i

“ Now, if you believe that the self is self-established

because there is no means of valid knowledge, then, the

Vedantic statements would be void of validity, because

they would only be making known what has already been

known.”

Objection—If the immutable self is self-luminous, of what use

are the Vedanta texts?

[547 b-548 a]

^T: II H8\s II

It is not so ; because prior to a knowledge of the

meaning of Scripture the reality is not known—and this is

37
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a matter of experience—the direct knowledge thereof

results from a knowledge of the meaning of Scripture

alone.

Reply—Before the rise of the Vedanta-generated knowledge,

everyone experiences ignorance of the form ‘I am ignorant, I do not

know myself.’ So, although the self is self-luminous, it remains

unknown. It is only through the ‘hearing’ (Sravana) of the Vedanta

texts that it comes to be realized.

NTV—yady api svatas-siddha-atma , tathapy aham ajno mam

anyam ca na janamity anubhava~siddha apratipattya apratipannatvad

apratipatti-nivartakatvena tatra pramanyam upapadyata ity arthah.

NKL—vakya-janitaparoksa-jhanat-prag aham ajno na janamity

atmanopratipannatvasya svanubhavenaiva siddhatvat ... vedantanam

ajhana-nivartakaparoksadhi-janakatvam ayuktam Sabdasya parokscdhi-

hetutvad atraha-saksad-iti.

[548 b-549 a]

q# ii 'wc ii

Since, on the ground of one’s own experience, both

knowledge and non-knowledge (of the self) are seen, on

the strength of what do you maintain the unintelligi-

bility of what is observed ?

In regard to the self-luminous self, there are both occasional

knowledge and beginningless ignorance. Through reasoning based

on constancy and inconstancy and from the experience of the wise

ones, one has occasional knowledge of the self. Because of the

experience ‘I am ignorant,’ there is beginningless ignorance also.

NTV

—

na hi kham krsnam ity-adi-drstam anupapannataya tyajata

ity arthah.
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[549 b-550 a]

qi ii *m ii

fllS'SlfRK^IlAWMoiimwiBC. I

The experience (sphurti) here (in empirical state) of

sleep, etc., even though cognizer, etc., were absent then,

is made possible only on the ground of the inner

uncognized object.

It may be asked how ignorance which is opposed to knowledge

can have knowledge as its basis. In reply, the sleep-experience is

adduced. In sleep, there are no cognizer, etc; yet there is experience.

Similarly, ignorance is established even though it is opposed to

knowledge.

[550 b-551 a]

II II

Nor is that through the evidence of non-cognition;

non-cognition is possible when there is a cognizer
; how

can the absence of cognizer, etc., be established when
the cognizer, etc., are posited prior to it ?

It cannot be said that the pramana for sleep is non-cognition

0anupalabdhi). When a person wakes up, he says, ‘I did not know
anything in sleep.’ This is recollection of an experience. In sleep

itself there is no cognizer; and so, no pramana can function there.

Hence, sleep is established by experience. Similarly, the establish-

ment of ignorance is by experience.

NTV—ato ’nubhava-siddhasusuptyadi-nivartakataya vacasam pra -

manyam apy adartavyam iti bhavah.
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[551 b-552 a]

WPflqwnR ?IHt?M II HH? II

That without knowing which, in accordance with

the nature of things, the not-self is not known (through)

means of valid knowledge like perception, etc.)— in

respect of that, how could the Vedantic statements be

unauthoritative ?

That although the inner self is self-luminous, Vedanta ispramana

therefor, because both knowledge and ignorance are experienced

with reference to it, has been stated. Here, an argument a fortiori is

employed. Even empirical pramanas such as perception, etc., cannot

function without revealing, basically, the self. How much more is

this the case in regard to Vedanta whose specific content is the

real self?

NTV—pratyaksadi-pramanani Sabdadi-visaya-bodhanena car itar

-

thany apy atmanamapi praminvate , anyalhd anatmanam api net

praminvate, kimu mktavyam vacasas tatra apramdnam na bhavatiti .

[552 b-553 a]

arftafeffi II W II

Because of ignorance (of the self), they (the

Mlmamsakas) loudly denounce (the Vedantin) saying,

‘He is not an inquirer, not an inquirer’. To silence

them, the following reply is given (in the Commentary).

The Purvamlmamsakas say that the Vedantin has no competence

for inquiry, as he teaches that the purport of the Veda may be with
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reference to existent things also. Their view is the result of their

ignorance of the true nature of the self. In order to silence them,

Sri Jsankara says, ‘sarvo 'pi vedah ,* etc.

AVS—eso ’rthah : ami mam aksipanti vedasya siddhavastuni

pramanyam bruvan sa ko mimamsakah iti yadyasmad ajnanat tasmdt

tac-chantyai syaj jnanasya Santyai uttatam vacah athava

yadyasya prattcojhanad aksipanti tasya pratico yadajnanaih tac-

chantyai uttaram vacah iti apara-vyakhya.

[553 b-554 a]

mm ^ n w h

WE I

c

Making the said reply, the Master (guruh) declared

the lucid words, “the entire Veda, etc.,” full of sound

reasoning.

Here the words of Sankara’s bhasya *sarvo *pi vedah ’ are quoted,

and their purport is indicated.

[554 b-555 a]

II W II

The statement “ the entire, etc.”, is in view of the

nature of the means of valid knowledge ; the declaration

regarding the two sections is in view of what are taught

in them.

The Veda as such makes known what is unknown. This is true

of both the sections of the Veda. And, both of them deal with the

supersensuous. But the difference is that, while the karma-kanda is

concerned with the sadhya (what-is-to-be-accomplished), the jnana-

kanda is about the eternally established reality.
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[555 b-556 a]

The function of a means of valid knowledge in the

world is to manifest
;
it functions in relation to what is

established by its cause, as also in relation to what is

eternally self-established
;

the difference is only as

regards the objects known.

The function of pramana is to reveal. The pramana can reveal

only an object that is already there—which object may be a product,

or an eternally established reality. Pramana thus is only a revealer

(vyanjaka), and not a producer
(
karaka) of its own object.

NKL—svakaranat siddhs ghatadau svatahsiddhe gaganadau tacca

bodhakatvam.

AVS—svato va parato va vidyamanasya manam bodhakam eva na

karakam.

[556 b-557 a]

3EI:
II II

5Ri5i5Hq*t ipi:
|

Therefore, the entire Veda, because it is the same

means of valid knowledge throughout, must be under-

stood as making known the established and the to-be-

accomplished contents.

Veda which is pramana makes known what was unknown. It

consists of two sections: karma and jnana. So far as their pramana-

nature is concerned, there is no difference between the two sections.

The difference is only as regards their contents: the content of karma
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is what is to be accomplished; that of jnana is what is already

established.

[557 b-558 a]

qgj WVR || HH'3 II

Or, because the injunction to study the Veda culmi-

nates in the human end, there is syntactical unity; and

so it is stated, “the entire, etc.”

The meaning of the words of the Commentary may be stated

differently also. The two sections are related, even as the Prayaja

texts and the Dartapurnamasa texts are. That is, they are related

because they lead to the same human goal; only, while jnana is the

direct means, karma helps indirectly.

NKL — svadhyayo ’dhyetavyah , vedah krtsno ’ dhigantavyah,

sarahasyo dvijanmaneti ca ’ dhyaycina-vidher eka-moksa-pramapaka-

vedadhyayana-kartavyata-bodhakatvat.

[558 b-559 a]

Nothing can here be the human end, which is lower

than release which is the attainment of the highest

happiness and the destruction of all evil.

It cannot be said that svarga (heaven) is the fruit of karma-kanda

:

• *
'

for, nothing short of release could be the goal of Scripture. Svarga

is but a pseudo-fruit.

NKL — svargader anityatvena pumarthabhasatvat na tatra

adhyayana-vidhi-tatparyam.
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AVS — svargader adyantavattvena purusarthabhasatvat na tatra

adhyayana-vidheh paryavasanam ity arthah.

[559 b-560 a]

sitefo «n n w II

Or, the words 4

the entire Veda, etc.’, mean that

through experience (self) alone is established the non-

established (world) (in respect of its existence and

manifestation); indeed, all is established only through

the one consciousness-self.

This is another meaning: Veda is the reality which is

consciousness. The existence and manifestation that we attribute to

the world are really the essence of the self. But for the self, the

world has no status. So, consciousness is all this world; it is that

which makes the world-appearance possible. All that which appears

is in its root the consciousness which is the self; it is experience

(anubhava) which is called the Veda.

AVS — asiddharthasya jada-prapancasya siddhir anubhutyaika-

matratah anvaya-vyatirekabhava-pariharena anubhava-matre antarbhavo

yatha tatha siddhih sattopalabdhir ity arthah.

[560 b-561 a]

^ m i

Or else, because nothing other than the self is

unknown, it is stated ‘ the entire Veda, etc.
5 This will

be explained later on.
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A yet different meaning is here given. What is to be known is

the self alone. The not-self cannot be the content of knowledge,

for its very nature is nescience. Thus, in respect of the self alone is

the entire Veda pramana.

NTV— sarvopi jada-vargo yathoktanubhutir eve ’ tyarthah .

NKL—jadasya ajhana-karyasya ajnatatvayogad atmana eva tat

sambhavad anubhava eva sarvo veda-ra$ih pramanam ity ucyate.

[561 b-562 a]

Sftcp IFWl II W II

The ground on which the validity of the Vedantas

is established is no other than the ground on which there

is validity for the ritual section.

The reason for regarding the two sections as pramana is the same,

viz. that they make known what is unknown (ajhata-jnapakatva).

[562 b-563 a]

^ II II

The ground on which the Vedantas are stated to be

non-authoritative—the same ground occasions the non-

authoritativeness of the ritual section also.

Ifjnana-kanda be invalid, then karma-Kanda too would be

invalid.

NKL—drsto hi tasyarthah karmavabodhanam iti Sabara-bhasya -

virodhad vedantanam na svarthe pramanam ity a&ahkya, Sahkara-

bhasya-virodhat karma-kandasya na svarthe manatvam.

38
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[563 b-564 a]

3# II ^ II

srcmtf fliRi eiptfI l

And, all means of knowledge attain validity only by

engendering valid knowledge through contact with the

objects of knowledge, not otherwise.

The Vedantas are pramana in respect of their content, since they

make known what is unknown, like perception. All pramanas ,

perception, etc., become valid by making known their respective

contents. Pramana is that which generates a cognition that is fruitful,

determinate, and unsublated. This definition fits in with reference to

the Vedantas also.

NKL—pratyaksadiny api pramath kurvanty eva santi pramanyam

yanti, anavagatarthadhigantrtvena pramanyam.

[564 b-565 a]

II II

m ST ^!WPS|% |

As mantras and arthavadas have syntactical unity

with injunctions, it is intelligible that they do not gene-

rate valid knowledge.

It cannot be said that since the Vedantas are non-injunetive

texts, like mantras and arthavadas , they are not pramana . In the

case of mantras and arthavadas , it is intelligible that the}
7 are not

pramana ,
because they have no fruit of their own. The case of the

Vedantas is not so.



NTV—vedanta-vakyanam brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati ityadi-

phalavatam na vidhinaika-vakyatvam api tu vidhivakyanam svarthe-

niratiSaya-purusarthabhavat adhyayana-vidhi-balena vedantaika-vakyaU

vam upapadyate.

[565 b-566 a]

qiSR II W II

The statement of the arthavada by virtue of which

(eligibility) of the one who desires reputation (as the

reward) is assumed—that too becomes valid only as

related to the sense of an injunction, not otherwise.

It may be objected that in the case of the arthavada text, ‘Those

who have recourse to those sacrifices become famous’ [pratitisthanti

ha va ete ya eta upayanti), there is the mention of fruit. [See PM> IV,

iii, 17-18.] In reply we say that here the eligibility is assigned, not

to the svarga-kama (one who desires heaven), but to the pratistha-

kama (one who desires fame), because this eulogistic text is associated

with the injunction about the Ratri-satra sacrifice. This procedure

is, however, not to be followed in the case of other texts such as the

mantras , etc.

[566 b-567 a]

rR^ki?n%rn ii ii

Because a sentence has a single meaning, it is not

possible to assume for it two opposed meanings, viz.

that it is auxiliary to the sense of the injunction and

that it has a different sense.
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It is not proper to assume two purports of equal strength for a

single text. The supreme purport (maha-tatparya) of an arthavada

is that it is auxiliary to an injunction. It is only through this that

the arthavada has an intermediary purport {avantara-tatparya) in

regard to its own sense.

[567 b-568 a]

fiid pi?: n n

Arthavada is thought to be of three kinds: when

there is contradiction, it is a case of figurative statement

;

if it relates to what has been determined, it is a re-state-

ment ; if it is neither, it is bhutarthavada.

Arthavada is of three types: (1) guna-vada, e. g., ‘The sun, verily,

is the sacrificial post’ (adityo vai yupah ); (2) amvada, e. g., ‘Fire is

the medicine for snow’ (agnir himasya bhesajam ); and (3) bhutartha-

vada, e. g., ‘He who has the Vajra-weapon in his hand is Indra’

(vajra-hastah purandharah). Guna-vada states something which is in

conflict with what is established through another pramana ; hence,

the statement is figurative. Anuvada is re-statement of what is estab-

lished through another pramana. Bhutarthavada relates to a matter

which is neither established nor not-established through another

pramana.

[568 b-569 a]

qgsftpfon?: wm n ii

^R?l 3ft WA ftft: |

If even arthavada which is auxiliary to injunction

may convey its own meaning, what is there to show that

the Vedanta texts which are brought in by the cognition
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of non-duality are not authoritative (in respect of what

is already established)?

It is admitted that the arthavada texts have an intermediary

purport, and so are authoritative. If this be so, why should not the

Vedanta texts be authoritative? Surely, they are not void of meaning.

[569 b-570 a]

ii w ii

*tfcr i

The words ‘perception, etc.% are indicative of all

means of valid knowledge; for, other than Scripture

there is no means of knowledge which makes known the

unity of the self.

Here, the reference is to the words of the Bhasya which say

that the Veda teaches the means to the ultimate goal which does not

fall within the sphere of pramanas like perception and inference.

To the category of these two pramanas belong the others also, such as

comparison, etc.

AVS—agamad anyasya pramanasya na gocaro brahma ity arihah.

[570 b-571 a]

^ »s. ^
II

H'So
II

And, the function of a means of valid knowledge is

there (only) in regard to what is already established and

unknown ;
if unknownness is established through a

means of valid knowlege, there would be mutual

dependence.
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Perception, etc., have only empirical validity; they cannot serve

as guides to the supreme truth. In fact, the definition of pramana

does not fit in at all in the case of perception, etc. Pramana can

function only in the case of an unknown object that is already estab-

lished. If perception, etc., were to be regarded as pramana , it must

be known that their object is unknown before they start functioning.

But, can this unknownness be known? Is it through pramana or through

anubhava (experience) ? If the former, then there is mutual depen-

dence as between pramana and unknownness. Nor can the latter be

the case, for that is not acceptable. Experience can establish only

what is other than it, and what is superimposed thereon. The inert

object and its unknownness, then, would be of the nature of the

superimposed, like the rope-snake. If such stuff be the content of

perception, etc., then perception, etc., cannot be considered to be

true pramanas.

NTV— jadasya ajnatatvam na mana-siddham , napy anubhava

-

siddham anahgifcaranat .

NKL—prameye ’navaga te, pragevavagateh pramanam pravartate ,

ataS ca pramana-pravrttail ajnata-pramitih tat-pramitau pramana-

pravrttir iti itaretaraSrayat na ta 1 1vavedana-pramanatvam pratyaksadeh.

[571 b-572 a]

5T || H'9 ? II

Therefore, there is no conflict of the text ‘That thou

art’, etc., with anything, because consciousness (samvit)

is the locus of all, and (perception, etc.) do not function

in respect of the self.

Perception, etc., have no conflict with Vedanta. Experience is

the basis even of perception, etc. And, as experience (viz., the self)

is the content of Vedanta, Vedanta cannot be opposed to perception.
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etc. The basic pramana is Vedanta; what are superimposed thereon,

perception, etc., cannot sublate it.

Moreover, perception, etc., reveal things that are coloured, etc.

As the self is devoid of colour, etc., perception, etc., cannot be

pramanas in respect thereto.

NTV — pratyaksader anumanatvat tattvamasyadi-v&kyasya na

kenapi-pramanena visamvada iti ... na pratyaksadi svaSrayam bodhayati

badhate va, itopi pratyaksadi-samvada-visamvadabhyam na tattvamadi-

vakyasya apramanyam.

NKL—anubhavasya sakala-pramana-visayadhisthanatvad agamasya

anubhava-visayatvat , pratyaksader anatma-visayatvena bhinna-visayatvac

ca no virodhah .

[572 b-573 a]

|| W II

PR! tfl I

The attainment of the entire desired end and the

destruction of the entire evil are possible through self-

nature, not through anything else; and that (the attain-

ment of the self) indeed is through means of valid

knowledge.

Self-realization is the supreme goal. That is accomplished

through Vedanta. So, Vedanta is pre-eminently fruitful. There is

nothing to be attained after the self is attained
;

there is nothing to

be avoided either.

[573 b-574 a]
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The meaning of (the words) ‘this and other state-

ments’ of the Commentary as relating to the one self,

will be explained logically in sequence, through a refuta-

tion of the prima facie views.

The thesis set forth above will be strengthened through a refuta-

tion of the prima facie views in the Bhasya.

[574 b-575 a]

^ || H'3# li

The authority of the Vedanta-texts in respect of

their own sense is not destroyed, for they bear the

characteristic of being a means of valid knowledge, like

the Jyotistoma text.

The Vedanta texts are valid because their content, the self, is

not the content of any other pramana : and they reveal what is

unknown otherwise.

NKL — vedantah svarthe pramanam tatra phalavad-vedatvat

jyotistomena yajeteti-vakyava

t

.

[575 b-576 a]

ffl 3=43^13511% 3=311% It || w II

There is no evidence for you to show that as a rule

in empirical usage words are used only with reference to

what is to be accomplished.

It cannot be said that the Vedanta texts are not purportful

because they do not relate to karya

;

for, there is no rule that words

should be construed only with karya.
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NTV—na hi karyaika-nisthany eva loke vacamsi *ti niyame

pramanam ajti, siddhaparanam api vakyanam prayoga-darSanat.

[576 b-577 a]

i%s=ti ^^ sjtri: n ||

flcj ^ ct# STIR ftfriq I

‘You are happy, my friend, by God’s grace! A son

is born to you, who will be prosperous.’ This sentence

is neither for the sake of activity nor for the sake of

avoiding activity.

In the statement about the birth of a son, there is no mention of

any act to be done ; and yet the statement is meaningful.

[577 b-578 a]

SSqs^s^^^R
|| Hvs's

||

Statements which do not imply what is to be

accomplished are seen to produce happiness, even as the

statement ‘Go to the village’.

As injunctive statements are fruitful, so are non-injunctive

statements.

[578 b-579 a]

By the statement ‘Be happy,’ no activity is enjoined.

His (the father’s) becoming happy follows from the sense

of the statement, and not because of any command.
39
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It cannot be maintained that in the statement about the birth of

a son there is an implicit injunction of the form ‘Be happy.’ The

father becomes happy not because of any injunction, but because of

the news conveyed by the statement.

[579 b-580 a]

“There is special activity (in the form of jatakarma,

etc.) from the purport of the statement.” If this be

said, no; for, by the occasioning of happiness, etc., the

statement becomes purportful; and this stands to

reason.

It may be pointed out that the statement about the birth of a

son is related to activity in the sense that the father begins to arrange

for performing jatakarma ,
etc.

But this is irrelevant. The statement becomes purportful by

generating happiness in the father. It is not directly connected with

the performance of birth-rites, etc.

[580 b-581 a]

l| II

ciiM I

It is because of the fear of futility that in the case

of the text about sprinkling, etc., a purport other than

what is declared is assumed; this is not the case as

regards a text which is independent like the text about

eligibility.
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It may be said that the text ‘That thou art* has no purport of its

own, like the text about sprinkling. In the context of the Dar$a-

purnamasa there is the text: ‘One threshes the corn with pestle and

mortar that have been besprinkled
;
one pounds it with the pounding

slab and stone that have been besprinkled.* The question here is whe-

ther the ‘sprinkling* is prompted by the threshing and the pounding,

or by the transcendental potency (apurva). It is decided in Mimams&

that the sprinkling is connected with the apurva, because it is

undertaken for the sake of gaining the objective (apurva) of the

primary act which is the sacrifice. (PM, IX, i, 2-3). If ‘sprinkling*

is construed with the threshing and the pounding

,

it is without fruit

;

it is only when it is construed with the apurva that it become*

fruitful.

Siddhanta—There is no parity between the Vedanta text ‘That

thou art’ and the text about sprinkling. The Vedanta text is fruitful

in its own sense, and is not prompted by anything else.

Nor is the knowledge generated by the Vedanta text ‘That thou

art’ on a par with the subsidiary acts such as threshing and pounding.

These subsidiary acts are prompted by apurva

,

and are to be construed

therewith, not directly but through the act of purification. Not so

is Vedanta-knowledge, since it leads to its fruit independently. The

Vedanta text, therefore, is a primary text, even as the text ‘He who

desires heaven should sacrifice* is. (See PM, II, i, 6, 9-10).

[581 b-582 a]

II II

gialTOflt qgj I

Moreover, does this (statement about the birth of

a son) prompt the man to activity, as he is not active in

respect of the means, or does it prompt him, who has

understood the means, in order that the object may be

achieved through the injunction?
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It cannot be said that, like the text of eligibility for heaven, the

Vedanta text should be injunctive; for, it is non-injunctive like the

news about the birth of a son. The statement regarding the birth of

a son is not an injunction, even if it includes the words 4 Be happy’.

If it be an injunction, then the hearer (the father), on hearing it,

should be active either in respect of the means which is the birth of a

son, or in respect of achieving the end (viz. happiness).

[582 b-583 a]

I! II

cFPT tffl |

Of these here, there is no (activity) in respect of the

means, of the nature of the birth of the son, etc., for

that is already accomplished ; nor in respect of the

object, viz. happiness, for the same reason.

Neither of the alternatives mentioned above is possible. The

son is already born; and so there is no need for activity in respect

thereof. Happiness results from hearing the news, and not from

any further activity.

NTV—natavat upaye putrajanmani tasya nispunnatvat , nopeye

sukhe tadartha-vyaparantarabhavat.

[583 b-584 a]

57 SJMFcR li ||

For the sake of happiness no other operation is

required
;
because the mere statement about the birth of

a son culminates in the human end.
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The father is happy just on knowing the meaning of the

statement he hears; he does not engage himself in any activity for

becoming happy.

[584 b-585 a]

^t'Pqie^T: II li

m i

Moreover, in the case of a man who has been bitten

by an illusory snake and whose imagination is full of the

poison thereof, it is seen that the poison is removed when

he is told that it is a garland and not a snake.

Another example is given for showing that there is no rule that

a statement should prompt activity. This example relates to the

removal of misery.

[585 b-586 a]

*n WlRIci ^ IWT; qdf# || VH II

Even if it be stated 'Be not afraid’, there is not seen

a niyoga
; for the mere mention of garland destroys the

entire fear.

When the deluded person is told ‘This is not a snake; it is only a

garland/ he becomes rid of fear. Even if he is exhorted thus : ‘Be

not afraid/ it is not because of the exhortation that he relinquishes

fear. Fear goes automatically when he knows that there is no snake

before him.
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[586 b-587 a]

fiqtocFN m fglOT ^clli?, || II

3FF5TC ETfl%: m |

A niyoga is properly there only where a person,

having known that something is to be done, begins sub-

sequently to be active in respect of it in order that he

may attain the object of the niyoga.

Niyoga is possible only where a person knows that something is

to be accomplished by him, and then begins to be active in respect

thereof.

[587 b-588 a]

*r?T:
|

But, here, however, in the case of the texts about

the one self, the human goal is accomplished immedi-

ately from the knowledge of the truth; there is not

observed any accomplishment of what-is-to-be-

accomplished.

When one knows the Vedanta text and realizes its truth, one

attains the final goal. There is nothing that one should do thereafter.

[588 b-589 a]

fq^di || v* II

m priori
i

Similarly, it is seen that in the case of persons who

are curious, the mere narration of what is actually

established removes their entire curiosity.
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It is not in Vedanta alone that the texts relate to what-is-estab-

lished; the storiei that are told in Scripture and Traditional Codes are

of the same character.

[589 b-590 a]

sqicfRPi ons^ *3*niq a(|^: i

Those statements relate merely to facts; and so he

who understands them has neither anything to take nor

anything to leave.

These statements merely convey knowledge. They do not aim at

making the hearer active.

[590 b-592 a]

m q?*n i

ssri^R: n \\

Even where activity in the form of leaving or taking

is found on hearing statements like “This road is infested

with robbers,” “This spot contains a treasure-trove”,

the operation does not belong to the words, for those

words make known what is established, and thus have

accomplished their purpose; the activity of the person

concerned is from his desire alone.

A man may be active after hearing certain statements of facts.

Even then, the activity is notan effect of those statements; it is

prompted by the desire, etc., present in the man.

[592 b-593 a]
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Man is active, because of desire, being impelled by

greed, and turns away from an object because of aver-

sion. Here, there is no functioning of words.

Positive activity and negative activity are caused, not by

prescription and prohibition, but by appetition and aversion.

NTV—ayam arthah : Sabdat bhutam arthath pratipadya taj-

jntlyasya pramanantarad upakarahetutam apakara-hetutam va

avagatam samsmrtya taj-jatiyasyapi tam anumaya icchaya pravartante

dvesena ca nivartanta iti.

[593 b-594 a]

^ JFcFBT
I

“But, though not uttered, does not the informant

intend to say, ‘Do not go along this road’, ‘Take this

treasure’ ?”

Objection—Is there not an injunction implied in a statement like

‘This road is infested with robbers’? Does not the speaker of this

statement intend to say ‘Do not go this way.’?

[594 b-595 a]

m h
11 w 11

Not so; the sense of words is settled not from the

intention of the speaker, but from the capacity of the

words
; so, that is not caused by anything else.

Reply—The sense of a statement is what is declared by it, and

not what is intended by the speaker.
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[595 b-596 a]

vrafiRR ^33pgq4 PR33: II Wt II

3333=% (| q (PTR: «f3^33; |

Even by you this must be admitted per force, for if

the sense of words depended on the speaker, there

would be no faith in (the determination of the sense of)

Scripture.

The observation made above, the Mlmamsaka should necessarily

accept; for the Veda has no speaker, according to him.

[596 b-597 a]
*

333: n#f|3i II W ii

cR3l 3# ^3£3^3 31PI&3 33*3^ |

And, since the attainment of many kinds of human

ends may be intended by the speaker, all that would

have to become the sense of the words, if what you say

is true.

Moreover, there may be no limit to the intentions of the speaker.

Surely, all these cannot be regarded as the sense of his statement.

[597 b-599 a]

STfra 31 1%!%' 31 3^WSR3 33*1! || W9
II

pn i

3*fa33isfl 3 pi 3fl%31% 333 || ||

3<3IP%333!3 3T33! 333 (3qi%3( I
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Having in mind the intention of activity or turning

away, a person knows something through the means of

knowledge, perception, etc.; but no one who is wise would

say in this case that the intended activity or turning

away is the object of perception.

The illustration of other pramanas is given. A person sees a

thing, with the intention either of grasping it or of rejecting it.

Here it cannot be said that the seeing is the cause of grasping or

rejecting ; seeing gives only knowledge of the thing. Therewith its

function ends.

[599 b-601 a]

3*31% || W II

h \oo
11

#iq$nqi sr^r «ti =qR^i«fot tri
1

What we have stated must be admitted for this

reason also : with reference to one and the same object,

for one there is cognition of avoiding it, and for another

the desire to attain it. If (the intention) were the

meaning of words, then for all there must be the cogni-

tion for attaining it, not the cognition for either in-

difference or rejection; for there cannot be a plurality of

senses.

That the intention is not the meaning of words may be shown

thus also: hearing a set of words, one acts for gaining something,

another strives to avoid it, and a third is indifferent to it. All these

cannot be the meanings of the identical set of words.



NTV — nidhiman esa bhubhaga ity ukte kasyacit svata eva

viraktasya hanadhih kasyacid ragandhasya adanadhih kasyacit

Sokasahisnoh jighrksabuddhir upajayate , tatra adanamcet vaktra

xivaksitah Sabdarthah sarvesam Sruta-vakyanam adanabuddhir eva

bhavet, nopeksahana-buddhl bhavetam.

[601 b-602 a]

^ WU II II

WTI q^RI cl^TFctq: |

Even admitting that a sentence prompts one to

activity, you cannot explain the syntactical construction

of words which are other than injunctive.

Even if we admit that a sentence prompts the hearer to activity,

it is impossible for the purvapaksin to show that the non-injunctive

words of the sentence are to be construed only in relation to the

verb.

NTV— vidhayakapadatirikta -padanam na karyanvaya - parataya

prayogahytiapi tatra samarthya-grahahjtimtuyogyetaranvite samarthya-

grahah.

[602 b-603 a]

i! w n

You must say whether (words) refer merely to their

own sense, or to what-is-to-be-accomplished alone, or

whether they have for purport the relation of word-

senses alone.

To show that in the purvapaksa view it is difficult to construe

words other than verbs, certain alternatives are set forth here:
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(t) When a boy learns the meaning of words through the

activity of the intermediate elder, being commanded by the superior

elder, how does he do so? To him, do the words convey their

individual meanings alone? In other words, do words have capacity

only in respect of their own senses, without mutual relation?

(2) Or, because the capacity of words is understood as construed

with the verb (expressing what-is-to-be-done), do the words have

that (what-is-to-be-done) as purport?

(3) Or, because the words as construed with what-is-to-be-

accomplished have capacity in regard to their own senses, do they

have their own senses as their purport?

(4) Or, do the words have capacity to indicate what has direct

relation to the karya which is the meaning of the sentence as a

whole?

(5) Or, do the words convey their senses as associated with

other words such as are fit to be so associated, whether these latter be

verbs or non-verbs ?

[603 b-604 a]

ffl: il II

If words end merely with conveying their own
senses, then how could the sentence-sense be understood?

The application (prayoga) also would be futile, for it

would not be fit for empirical usage.

(1) The first alternative is not possible. If the words convey

their own senses without mutual relation, there would not, then, be

the cognition of the sentence-sense on the part of the hearer. Nor

can the sentence as a whole convey the sentence-sense. Does the

sentence, in that case, need the denotative capacity of each word?
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If it does, it cannot express any distinctive meaning of its own. If it

does not, why seek to grasp the meaning of the words at all ? If

words do not jointly express a unified sense, why use them in the

form of a sentence?

[604 b-605 a]

% ii ii

i

If the words convey the relation to other congruous

word-senses even in the absence of the sense of what-is-

to-be-accomplished, then, since empirical usage is

accomplished, the assumption of what-is-to-be-accomp-

lished is futile for you.

(5) On the fifth alternative, the purvapaksa view will have to

be abandoned, and the siddhanta view will result. Words as related

with other congruous words convey their meaning. These other

words need not be verbs.

[605 b-606 a]

Relief: 3FFTP4 ^ |

If the sentence-sense be the relation (of words) to

what-is-to-be-accomplished atone, then there would be

no meaning for sentences which convey something

existent; and there would also be the futility of such

statements.

(2-3) As regards the second and third alternatives, the following

difficulty arises: If all words have capacity in respect of a single

karya, they would become synonyms. And, if no sentence without
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an injunctive suffix conveys sense, then statements of facts would

become futile, and no hearer would make any sense out of them.

[606 b-607 a]

And, for the word which conveys the sense of karya

alone there would be no relation with other words signi-

fying means, etc., for there is no other karya .

(4) The word which denotes action itself is not related to yet

other word or words expressive of action, for they are not to be

found in any given sentence. Nor is it related to the sense expressed

by itself, for the Prabhakara does not favour the abhihitanvaya-vada.

Again, the word expressive of action is not related to its sense, which

in its turn, is related to an accomplished entity. Finally, it is not

related to something which is itself related to the action denoted by

the sentence as a whole ;
for this relation may not be conceived of

as either an adjective or an adjunct of the word in question. And, if

the relation of the word expressive of action is not to be determined,

it remains suspended, as it were.

jyTV—karya-padasya karyantaranvitasvarthabhidhana-niyamanu-

papatteh ,
karyasya karyantarabhavat .

NKL—vivada-padani padani na karyanvita-svartha-niyata-samar-

thyani ,
padatvat ,

karya-padavat.

gam anaya dandena ity-adau karyantarabhavat tad-anvita-svartha-

bhidhayitvayogat, arthantaranvita - svarthabhidhayaka tva -
*nabhyupa

-

game dandene'tyadibhih sambandho na bhavet. atah karyarpadam

anvitamatrabh idhayi ty arthah.
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[607 b-608 a]

\°\3
||

If all words were related to karya, then there would
certainly be no mutual relation among them, because of

absence of expectancy.

If every word had capacity for a sense, only as related to karya,

there would be no mutual relation among words.

[608 b-609 a]

Then, there would not be understood niyoga as the

content of what is qualified; and the niyoga would

become what is accomplished by each single word-sense.

If the senses of the words had no mutual relation, then a

sentence such as ‘Sacrifice with the soma' will not have for purport

a niyoga whose content is the sacrifice as qualified by soma. The

niyoga would then become the content of each of the constituent

words.

[609 b-610 a]

m ii \\

WcT: "jt I

If the niyoga is thought to be the content of sacrifice,

etc., as related to Soma
,

etc., it must be stated what

before that is the cause of the relation.
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If it be held that the niyoga is conveyed by the sentence as a

whole, it must be stated how this is done. How are the qualifying

words like ‘soma ’ and others like *yaga’ related? If their mutual

* fitness ’ relates them, the insistence on niyoga as the hub of relation

may be discarded. Niyoga becomes equally superfluous, if the cause

of relation of the words be held to be either their status as accessories

to action or the fruit they point to.

[610 b-611 a]

fhtseicl II II

If the established qualified content be not there,

there would be no karya

;

if that relation were estab-

lished through the activity itself even before the karya ,

then there results what is acceptable to us.

So, the niyoga cannot function without the mutually related

words denoting a qualified action. If it is held that the action itself

(viz. yaga ,
etc.), before niyoga operates, relates adjectives like ‘soma'

to ‘yaga,’ etc., that would be accepting our position.

NTV—vinapi karyath yogyetaranvite sarva-padanam samarthyam

tatparyam ca siddham ity arthah.

[611 b-613 a]

n w H

fataaa || W II
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And the words of the Commentary ‘‘Then the other

for the sake of that,” etc., would then fit in; if there be

the nature of being karya in respect of the content even

before knowing the karya
, then, since there is no other

karya in respect of the karya
, whence could there be the

cognition of karya ? Because it is not there, even the

content will not become for you what-is-to-be-done.

The principle that all other words contribute to the apurva deno-

ted by any one word, in a sentence, also supports our position, viz.,

that a word construes with a sense with which other words construe.

Words first express senses which are compatible with those expressed

by others in the same sentence; only then they may be subordinated

to some other special sense. If it is held that a precedent knowledge

of niyoga is needed to associate ‘the ought* with yaga
, etc., it may be

asked whether this knowledge of niyoga also is preceded by the

knowledge of another niyoga , and so on. And, in the absence of

the knowledge of niyoga, no action is there for you to perform.

NKL—atra Sabara-bhasyam jnapakam aha-tadeti. pratipadadhi-

karane kim sarvesam padarthanam pratyekam niyogena ’nvayah
,

utaikenaiva niyogene 'ti samdehe, pratyekam iti purvapaksayitva

yadekasmad apurvam tadetarat tadartham syad iti siddhantitam

samgatam syad ity arthah.

[613 b]

RRI II W ||

Then, without performance the sense ofkarya which
you desire will be destroyed.

And, when you cannot perform yaga , etc., yaga will cease to be
the object of niyoga.

41
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[614-616 a]

IfoRfflft Wi || II

^4 cl<?fa II \V\ II

^ ’+#l|q#pl I

If you think that there is the nature of being karya

for this even in the absence of another karya, then there

would be the nature of being karya for the content also

of its own accord. If the content, because it is not of

the nature of karya, requires the karya for its own
accomplishment, then, even the karya would require the

content because it is not of the nature of something to

be accomplished. Thus, even the karya-ness of the

karya will have to be caused by the content.

If you say that niyoga can operate without requiring another

niyoga, we reply that what applies to niyoga must equally apply to

yaga, etc. If you should say, “Yaga, etc., require niyoga because

in themselves they involve trouble and would not be carried out

without the sense of niyoga” we reply: A sense of mere oughtness

does not make sense ; to give it sense it has to be related to the

content of the verbal roots like yajeta

,

etc.

NTV—istopayata-dhiya hi mamedam haryam iti buddhva svatnntrah

pravartate , istopayata-dhita eva kleSarupasya karyata iti ca.

[616 b-617 a]

gsqiqRoq^lPli
|

And, there would be reciprocal dependence
; and

the karya would not be the principal.



That is called karya which for its own establishment

stands in need of human effort.

Also, there would be mutual dependence between niyoga and the

sense of the verbal roots like yaga , etc. Thus, niyoga would cease to

be more important than those root-senses.

Properly speaking, obligatoriness is for yaga alone, not for

niyoga. For, what is karya ? It is that which needs human effort

for being accomplished.

A VS—n iyoga-kartavya t ve visayakartavyatvam, visaya-kartavyatve

niyogakartavyatvam iti itaretarasrayatvaniy niyoga-pradhanya-ksati$

ceti.

$

NKL—niyogasya dhatvartha-karyatva-siddhyarthatvat prftdhfinyam

ca na syad ity arthah.

[617 b- 618 a]

WVfci n ^ $$ II II

That {karya) is sacrifice, etc. ; the niyoga is not

karya , because (according to you) it is itself the nature

of karya .

For the karya itself there is no karya-ness
; there is

kdrya-ness only for what is not karya

.

And, that is yaga; for it has the nature of being accomplished.

Niyoga
, on the contrary, does not satisfy the definition of karya.

The niyogavadin contends that niyoga is karya by itself, and that it

does not depend on human effort. So, if niyoga is obligatoriness,

(karyatva), it cannot have obligatoriness; for one and the same thing

cannot be the locus and the located. Thus, it is only yaga
, etc.,

which are by themselves not karyata , that become obligatory on

account of injunction.
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AVS—niyogasya karyatvam svatahsiddham , na purusa-vyapara-

dhlnam , anyatha ghata-tulyatvam niyogasye ’ty arthah.

[618 b-620 ]

* m || ||

n n

q^l r^[ epfr I

. ftsTT: w&faM ^ sTfiri^^^g; n n

There is no contingency of whiteness in whiteness;

that is predicated only of cloth, etc.

When ‘pot’,
‘karya', ‘sacrifice’, etc., each of which

has its own nature, are expressed by their respective

words differentiated as accomplished or to-be-accomp-

lished, then, there is seen to be difference as regards

making known an unknown sense by the sounds ; thus

activity is not the result of injunction.

It was stated above that there is karyatva only for what is

not karya. An example of this is that there is no whiteness for

whiteness, but only for cloth, etc.

The result of this discussion is this: Words relate to senses

which are not related to karya. According to their varying capacities,

they denote either accomplished entities like pots, etc., or yet-to-be-

accomplished activities like yaga, etc., or qualities like whiteness, etc.

They denote what they are ‘fit* to denote. So, sentences made up of

words, also, may denote either accomplished entities, or activities yet

to be accomplished. Niyoga comes nowhere into this picture.
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[621 ]

3^§i; 3 gwpfi^ra? I

^ ^ Rfi%: || w ||

When the sense of the word has been understood,

there is activity of its own accord, in accordance with

the desired human end ;
it is neither from the word nor

from the sense.

If it be asked how there is activity after hearing the words, we

reply: the activity springs from desire. When an unknown object

has been known from words, a man begins to be active because he

desires that object. Another who does not desire it is not active

even though he comes to know of it from words.

NTV—pravrttih pravartaka-purvika pravrttitvat madlya-pravrttivad

iti , sa ca raga eva pravrtti-hetutxat madlya-prxrttihetubhuta-ragavad

iti. sa ca ragaistasadhanata-jhanahetuko ragatxat madlya • ragavad iti.

AVS—na Sabdah pravartakah
,
napi niyogah, raga eva pravartakah.

[622]

w< ii ii

That which is outside the three, means, etc., and

also other than the human end—which wise man will

accomplish it? And what is its nature? Let it be stated.

So far, assuming that niyoga is of the nature of sadhya , it was

argued that it is not what prompts activity. Now, it is sought to

be shown that niyoga is not sadhya at all. There is no karya other

than the means
(
karana), the modus operand! (itikartavyata), and what
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is to be accomplished
(bhavya). Niyoga is not the same as bhavya',

for the bhavya (that which is to be accomplished) is either happiness

or destruction of sorrow, which is the human end.

And, it is not possible to define niyoga. (1) Is niyoga a direction

(prerana) ? (2) Is it internal effort ? (3) Is it action (kriya)l (4) Is

it fruit? (5) Is it instrument
(karaka)? (6) Or, is it something else?

(7) Is it that which is unrelated to three times? (8) Or, is it some-

thing supersensible ?

AVS—na yagadi-sadhanam niyogah , napi prayajaditikartavyatd
,

napi brahmanady-adhikari
,
napi sukha-duhkhanivrttir va phalam

, evam

laksanam niyogam kah sadhayet, preksapurvakdri-svarupam ca tasya

kim bhanyatdm ity arthah.

[623 ]

JT rira&r'JTl {| et
|

Karya cannot be direction, for that (direction) has

for content the sense of karya
; nor internal effort, for,

then, it would be known through other pramana.

(1) Niyoga is not direction, for direction which is word-function

is the content or object of niyoga, and as between the content and

the container there is difference.

(2) Nor is niyoga internal effort; for effort is mental, and if

niyoga were to be that, there would be no apurvatva for it.

[624]
I
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It is not activity, because activity is related to the

agent ; nor the fruit, because the niyoga is not what is
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desired
, nor what accomplishes the act, because the

niyoga is not what has been established
; nor something

else because it is not clearly stated.

(3) Niyoga is not activity; for activity is related to the agent,

whereas niyoga relates to the prompted person, and the two—agent

and prompted person—are not the same.

(4) Nor is niyoga the fruit; for it is not a human end, as it is not

what is desired.

(5) Nor is it an instrument; for an instrument is an accomplished

thing, whereas niyoga is what-is-to-be-accomplished.

(6) Nor is it any other; for there is no evidence therefor.

[625]
\
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Nor is the definition of karya that which is expressed

without being touched by the three times, lest from the

word ‘ pot ’ the pot would be understood as karya

{niyoga), because it is untouched by time.

(7) The non-relation of niyoga with the three times—is it from

word, or from sense? Not the first; for if that were so, when it is

said ‘pot’, there would be niyogata for pot, for the word itself does

not mention any relation to time. Nor the second; for, the word

‘pot* has for its sense the broad-bellied object, and has no capacity

to indicate relation to time as such.

NKL—ghata ity ukte halatrayasya- sprsto ghato bhati. itaratha

ghatostityadau ladady-arthasya dvirabhidhana-prasangad ato ghatt

karyata ma bhut tatra * tivyaotir iti bhavah .
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And, the niyoga is the operation of him who is

prompted ; how can that be the sense of the potential

mood (lin), etc., which is super-sensuous? And how can

that be accomplished ?

(8) Just as sacrifice, etc., constitute the activity of the agent, the

niyoga too forms an operation of the one prompted; and so, it cannot

be super-sensuous.

[627 ]

If it be said that the niyoga is accomplished when

the object is accomplished, not so ;
attainment, origina-

tion, etc., are not possible through activity, for the

niyoga is not of the nature cf the superimposed.

It cannot be said that sacrifice, etc., when accomplished, accomp-

lish niyoga

;

for the usual results of action, viz. origination, attain-

ment, purification, and modification, cannot be brought about for

niyoga , as those who advocate the doctrine of niyoga believe that no

excellence can be imposed on niyoga ; and also it would be a

contradiction to say that niyoga is eternal and that it is what-is-to-

be-accomplished

.

NKL—apty-utpatti-vikara^samskara na niyogasya karma-sadhyah

tasyd ’ndropya-svabhdvatah anddheyatiSayatvena svikarad ity arthah.
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If the karya
, which being self-accomplished, were to

accomplish the human end, then because the karya is

always of that nature, the human end also will be

always there.

Having shown that niyoga is not accomplished by anything, it is

now argued that niyoga does not accomplish anything.

Does niyoga (i.e. karya), being already there, accomplish heaven,

etc. ? Or, does it come into being through human effort, and then

accomplish heaven, etc. ?

On the first alternative, heaven, etc., will always be there, as

niyoga is admitted to be there always, and there would be no need

for accomplishing heaven, etc.

[629 ]
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If it be thought that the karya having been accomp-

lished by human effort produces its fruit, it can never

bear fruit as it is of the nature of what is not an effect.

The other alternative is also not possible; for it has already been

shown that niyoga does not admit of the imposition of any

excellence. As niyoga is not accomplished through human activity, 1

never can heaven, etc., come into being as dependent thereon.

42
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[630]
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There is the nature of being kdrya only for sacrifice,

etc., which have the prospect of being accomplished

;

that is not possible in the case of the already-accomp-

lished like the sky or the entirely non-existent like the

sky-flowers.

The nature of being accomplished (karyata) can belong only to

a positive entity whose origination is through human activity, and

not to niyoga which is not of that nature. Niyoga which is of the

nature of absolute non-existence, like the sky-flower, cannot be

accomplished.

[ 631 ]
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If it be said that in the statement ‘The sacrifice is to

be performed’, what is to be performed is something

different from the sacrifice, then even in
e What is to be

performed is kdrya ’ what is to be performed will be

different from that.

If it be said that in the usage ‘The sacrifice is to be performed*,

the sacrifice figures as something different from karya, then on the

strength of the usage *karya (i.e. niyoga) is to be performed’ we

must say that niyoga is different from karya.
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There is a similar transcendence in “the to-be-

accomplished nature of the kdrya is to be performed”.

Therefore, this is not a characteristic of reality, because

the difference is only in word.

It may be said that karyata (nature of being what-is-to-be-done)

is not niyoga, but its attribute
(dharma), and that karyata is not the

attribute of sacrifice, etc.

But we ask: the karyata of the niyoga which is karya— is that

to be done or not?

If that is to be done, then that would be different from niyoga .

This will lead to an infinite regress.

If karyata is not what-is-to-be-done, then it would be similar to

what is prohibited.

Thus karyata can be neither the nature nor the attribute of

niyoga. It is only a verbal expression.

NKL—$a$a-$rngam gagana-kusumam itivac chabda-vikalpa-mat-

ram ity arthah.

[633 ]
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Hence that alone, which is understood from the

Veda as being the means to the accomplishment of what

is to be accomplished, is the kdrya, because it has to be

accomplished, and nothing else apart from it.
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What is karya is sacrifice, etc., alone which are the means to the

end, viz. heaven, etc.

[634 ]
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The potential mood, etc., express direction. Whence,

then, the karyal The karya cannot be regarded as the

object either; for, the object is the stem-sense.

According to the Bhattas, the potential mood, //Vi, etc., express

direction (prerana). Niyoga is not the content of direction; sacrifice,

etc., are the content.

[635]
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Even direction here is not different from the making

known of what is unknown; for it involves all the possi-

ble defects pertaining to the karya ; and there is no

evidence to the contrary.

It is wrong to say that even direction is the meaning of the

potential mood, Iin, etc. For, what is direction? Is it different from

making known what is unknown? Or, is it not different?

It cannot be different; for, if it were so, all the defects pointed

out earlier in the case cf karya would appear here also.

[636]
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Direction is not the nature of the potential mood

(//«), etc., for the potential mood is for making known

(the unknown) and direction is understood even where

there are different forms (like let).

Moreover, if direction is different, what is it? Is it the nature

of tin, etc.? Or, is it some potency? Or, is it some particular

operation?

It cannot be the first; for, tin, etc., are what make known, and

direction, you say, is not of that nature. Moreover, although there

are different forms such as yajeta
,
juhoti, etc., employing tin, let

,
etc.,

there is no difference so far as their sense, direction, is concerned ;

and if direction is the nature of tin , it cannot be the nature

of let, etc,

[637]
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(Direction cannot be) the capacity (sakti) (of lih9

etc.), for then it would not be what is expressed; nor can

it be the operation thereof; nor can prompting be the

operation of the director, for in respect of the Veda

there is no director.

Nor is direction some potency or capacity of lin, etc.; for those

who argue against us hold that direction is expressed by tin, etc.

If they hold, at the same time, that direction is their potency, they

would be contradicting themselves; for, as potency and the potent

are non-different, if direction is the potency of tin, etc., it cannot be

what is expressed (vacya) by them.

If direction is to be regarded as some particular operation,

whereof is it an operation—of l in, etc., or of the director?
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If it is the operation of l in, etc., what is this operation? Is it

movement (spanda)l Or, effort
{.
yatna)? Not the first, because lin,

etc., are all-pervading. Nor the other, because effort is an attribute

of the conscious, and lin, etc., are unconscious.

If direction is the operation of the director, who is this director?

Is it a person ? Or, is it the Veda ?

It cannot be a person, for the Veda has no human author, and it

can have no director.

[638]
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Therefore, the director is the Veda which makes

known a reality which was unknown, as the means to

the desired end; and the making known is direction.

Therefore, it must be admitted that direction is not different

from making known what is unknown, and that the director is

the Veda.

[639]
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And thus, there is validity only as making known the

real nature of things, and not as directing activity; for

this latter is not seen in perception, etc.

Perception, etc., simply make known what is unknown; they do
not direct activity. Similarly, the Veda too is valid, not as directing*

but as making known.
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NKL—vedah abuddha~bodhakatvenaiva prantanam pramanatvat

pratyaksadivat.

AVS—pratyaksadivat vedasya pram&nyam abuddha-bodhakatvena

siddham , na prerakatxena ity arthah.

[640 ]

Just as (according to the niyoga-vada) the niyoga

carried out invariably bears fruit from the authority of

the Veda, so also may it result through the performance

of the means (viz., sacrifice).

Although neither niyoga nor direction is the meaning of lift, etc.,

these latter can convey the meaning of instrumentality to the desired.

Just as in the niyoga-vada it is maintained that the niyoga that is

acquired by performing the stem-sense (viz. sacrifice) leads to the

fruit on the strength of the text ‘He who desires heaven,* etc., even

so we may legitimately hold that the same sacrifice, when performed,

results in bringing in the fruit through the intermediary operation of

an unseen potency (apurva ). Thus, it is possible for us to say that

the sense of lih, etc., viz. sacrifice, etc., constitute the means to what

is desired, i.e. heaven, etc.

[
641 ]
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Just as, if the niyoga be the sense (of lih
, etc.), failure

of fruitful result cannot be doubted, even so, if the

means (sacrifice) be the sense, for it is declared by the

Veda; there is inconstancy only in what depends on man.
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It cannot be said that if the instrumentality of sacrifice, etc., to

heaven, etc., be the sense of lin, etc., the Svarga-kama text would

become invalid, as immediately after the performance of sacrifice,

heavenly enjoyment is not observed; for, the situation is the same in

the case of both the views, viz. the view that niyoga is the sense of

lin, etc., and the view that sacrifice is the sense.

Just as even if niyoga be the sense of lih, etc., there is no futility

even though no immediate fruit is seen, and there is no invalidity for

the Vedic text, so also if sacrifice, etc., be the sense of lin, etc., there

is no contingence of the suspected defects. The instrumentality of

sacrifice to heaven is to be ascertained from the Veda alone. And,

the Veda is unlike human statements, and so cannot miscarry. It

has no human author, and is free from defects.

NTV—pauruseya-vakyasya hi manantara-visamvadat pramanya-

vyabhicarita , pramanantara~nibandhanatvat tat-pramanasya.

AVS—vedaika-samadhigamyatvad upayatvasya na pauruseya-

#

vakyarthavad vyabhicaraSahka ity arthah.

[642]
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Sacrifice does not yield immediate fruit, for even in

the world some cases of action do not yield immediate

fruit (e.g. service); so the samanyato-drsta probans

‘because it is an act’ cannot be (adduced as) a defect.

It canot be argued thus: ‘Sacrifice, etc., must have immediate

fruit, because they are acts, like the act of churning’; for not all acts

yield their fruit immediately, e.g< service.
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NTY— na hi loke 'nantara-phain yagah prasiddho ’sti t
tasya

* laukikas-svarupatvat ,
vaidikasya tu kariryadi-yagasya yady api

drstaphalata , tathapi na ’nantwa-phalatva-niyamo ’sti ,
tasmat vyapti-

grahanabhavat yagatvdd anataraphalo yaga ity anumana nupapattir ity

arthah.

AVS—atra yaga-$abdena kriya ucyate.

[643 ]
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Just as lin, etc., by their own capacity, are said to

mean karya untouched by time, even so sacrifice is said

to be the meaning; thus there is no difference.

It may be argued thus: If sacrifice, etc., which are the means to

heaven, etc., be the sense of lih, etc., it must be stated if sacrifice,

etc., are related to time or not. If they are related to time, then

they cannot be performed because of relation to past time, etc. On

the second alternative, if from word there is no relation to time, they

would be like pot, etc.; and if from sense there is non-relation to

time, they would be non-existent.

The reply is: It is true that there is similarity between niyoga

and sacrifice, etc. But there is this difference: sacrifice is not non-

existent, although it is not related to time. Even though as instru-

ment to the desired, sacrifice is not related to time, by nature (i.e. as

sacrifice) it is related to time; whereas niyoga ,
even by nature, is not

temporal.

[644]
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And thus, there would be a direct relation between

end and means; and there would be no farce of inter-

posing something which is other than these, the sense

of lih t etc.

There is another reason why we say that sacrifice, etc., which are

the instrument to the desired, are the sense of l in, etc.

If this be the case, there is established an immediate relation

between means and end. If, on the contrary, niyoga be the sense,

there will be an interposition between them. This, however, is not

proper, as, in this case, an immediate relation is possible.

[645]
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Where there is no direct relation, there may be

sequence (paramparyam) ; and not where there is such a

way (direct relation); even that (the former) is not seen

here, as elsewhere.

Where immediate relation is not possible, then relation in

sequence is to be admitted. In the case of the s\arga~kama text

there is no need to postulate relation in sequence, for there is seen

immediate relation.

AVS—avyavadhanena sambandhe asati parampcryath, natu sati ,
tac

ea paramparyam atra n&sti , yatha arunaya krinatity atra vidyata

ity arthah.

[
646 ]
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By the express statement, it is known that the

tawny colour, though related to buying, becomes what

accomplishes only by interposing the means (the cow).

It is not independent, for, if so, it would be useless.

The contrary example is now given. When the scriptural text

says, ‘With the tawny he buys’, what is the relation between ‘tawny’

and ‘buying’? There cannot be a direct relation; ‘tawny’ becomes

the instrument of buying only as qualifying the cow. The meaning

of the text is: with the tawny cow he buys soma.

The sxarga-kama text is not like this; for, here a direct relation

is seen between the means and the end.

NKL—arunaya krinatiti trtiya Srutya aruno gunah kriyayam

xiniyuktopi pa$u-dravyam xiSesyaixa soma-krayasya sadhakah , gunasya

asvatantratxad anyatha kevalasya gunasya sadhakalxayogat vrtha syad

ity arthah.

[647]
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Sacrifice, though related to karya, does not accomp-

lish the karya for you without accomplishing the fruit;

but that it does not, and so it cannot be what accomp-

lishes (in respect of karya).

It was stated that sacrifice, etc., are related to heaven, etc., and

not to niyoga. Here, it is pointed out that even if their relation to

niyoga be admitted, there will be defect.

Does the sacrifice that is related to niyoga generate it without or

with an intermediary operation? It cannot be without an inter-

mediary operation, for there can be no instrumentation without

operation. If it be with an intermediary operation, what is that
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operation? Is it the generation of fruit? Or, some other operation?

If it be the former then without generating heaven first, sacrifice

would not bring about the niyoga that you desire. But in the case

of no one is heaven seen immediately after a sacrifice. And so,

sacrifice is not what, establishes niyoga.

[648]
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Nor do you accept any other operation in order

that the karya may be accomplished; because the fruit

has not been produced, the niyoga cannot be even

connected with the karya (sacrifice).

Any other operation is not admitted by you.

As the fruit (viz. heaven) is not seen immediately after the per-

formance of sacrifice, etc., these latter cannot be related to niyoga

through the generation of fruit.

[
649 ]
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If you admit on the authority of Scripture that an

unseen (<adrsta) fruit is generated, then even for me that

happens so.

If you say, on the authority of Scripture, that an unseen potency

is generated by the sacrifice, that is acceptable to us. And, even

thus, there would be no need for niyoga .
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[
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Because I accept the authority of Scripture, for me

the fruit may come even late; for you it is but proper

that it must come earlier, for in its absence the niyoga

will not be what accomplishes.
(

In our view, the fruit may come about even some time after the

performance of sacrifice, the authority for this being the svarga-

kama text. But for you the fruit must be immediate, because in the

absence of the intermediary operation (which is heaven) niyoga will

not be established.

As, on the authority of Scripture, the fruit results from the

sacrifice itself, it is futile to assume niyoga .

A VS—tad-abhave svargabhave karyam sadhaka-Sunyam ity arthah.

[
651 ]
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If by accomplishing the kdrya the fruit be obtained,

then by once performing (the sacrifice) all truits must

result; for according to you the kdrya is non-different..

If on the accomplishment of sacrifice, etc., there is the accomp-

lishment of niyoga, and thence result heaven, etc., then as niyoga

comes about by the performance, even once, of a sacrifice, there

should be no need for other sacrifices or for repeating the same

sacrifice. By the single performance of a sacrifice one must then

be able to reap all possible kinds of fruit.
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If it be said that there is the settlement of the diffe-

rence in fruit due to the relation (of the niyoga) with the

adjunct (viz., the particular rite), then, because of that

very reason the fruit is not from the karya (niyoga), for

it is determined by that (rite).

It may be said that although niyoga is one by itself, it becomes

different on account of the sacrifices with which it is associated, and

that the difference in fruit may thus be accounted for.

If this be the case, then the difference in fruit is conditioned by

the difference in sacrifice. And so, what is the use of niyoga ?

AVS—him niyogena ajagalastana-kalpena ?

[653]
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And, it would have to be recognized that for him

(the Purvamlmamsaka) who says that all (Svarga, etc.)

is real, the Scriptural usage consisting in means and
%

ends conditioned by adjuncts is illusory.

If there be difference in niyoga because of difference in sacrifice,

there will result another defect also. The niyoga as conditioned by

sacrifice will be the means; and heaven, etc., will be the ends. Then

the conditioned niyoga will have to be declared illusory, like the

redness of the crystal. That being the case, heaven, etc., brought
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about thereby will also be illusory. This, however, is not acceptable

to the Mlmamsaka who maintains that all means and ends, such as

sacrifice, etc., and heaven, etc., are absolutely real.

[654]
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Thus for you the karya is not intelligible even in the

ritual-section; as to how it is not intelligible in respect

of the one self (jnanakanda) it will be stated in detail.

It has been shown that there is no need for postulating niyoga

in the karma-kanda. That such a postulation is not necessary in the

jnana-kanda will be demonstrated hereafter.

[655 ]
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The text ‘The self is to be seen’ is not a command
for knowing; for that (the command) relates to the

sense of the verb, and that is unintelligible as regards

the real.

In the Upanisads there is the text, ‘The Self is to be seen.’ Does

this not imply niyoga , it may be asked.

Now, in regard to what is there niyoga? Is it in regard to the

reality, i.e. the self, or in regard to the knowledge thereof? It

cannot be the first, because the command relates to knowing; and

as regards the self, which is eternal, no command is intelligible.

A VS — nayam atmani vidhih, vidheh kriyavisayatvad vastuny

ayogac ca.
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[656 ]
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Whether the one self is existent or non-existent

(siddha or asiddha), injunction is unintelligible; as in

the case of the sky or the sky-flower, because there is no

dependence on human effort in either.

As the one-self is an established reality, there can be no

command with reference to it, even as there is nothing to be

commanded about either. Even if the one-self be regarded as

unestablished, like the sky-flower, it must be admitted that a

command would be futile. In either case there is no place for human

operation.

[657 ]
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Nor is there injunction in respect of seeing; for there

would be the defect of reciprocal dependence thus : the

injunction is established from the seeing, and the seeing

is established from the injunction.

Nor may it be held that the injunction is with reference to

seeing; for, that is not intelligible. Is the injunction in regard to

seeing as such, or in regard to seeing Brahman (i.e. Brahman-know-

ledge)? If the first be the case, there is the contingence of injunction

in regard to pot-cognition also. On the second alternative, there

would be the defect of reciprocal dependence thus : for enjoining

knowledge as qualified by Brahman, there must be the earlier know-

ledge of Brahman, and from the injunction of Brahman-knowledge
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there is that knowledge: when Brahman is known, there is the

injunction for that knowledge, and from that injunction there is the

knowledge of Brahman.

NTV—aikatmya-siddhau tadviSesita-darSane vidhis siddhynt i,

tadvidhi-siddhau balad aikatmya-siddhir ity anyonyaSrayata.

[658 ]
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Nor is the oneness of self a contribution made by

the Veda itself, as in the case of the sacrificial post (as

auxiliary to injunction); for the oneness of self is self-

established whereas the sacrificial post is what is to be

accomplished.

It may be argued that the Veda offers Brahman as an auxiliary to

the injunction of seeing, even as it offers the sacrificial post as an

auxiliary to the injunctions of sacrifice.

But this argument is not sound. The sacrificial post is a product

of action. Not so is Brahman which is the eternally established

reality.

NKL—prakrti-dravyasya siddhatvepi yupakarasya asiddhatvad

aikatmyasya tu kutastha-nityatvad rupantara-rahitatvad va ity arthah.

AVS—yupasya vastutvepi sadhyatvad vidheyatvam ghatate , na

tathaikatmyasya , kutastha-siddhatvat.

[659 ]
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If the Veda reveals what is existent, then our view is

established, and the text (satyam ,
etc.) will signify that

(Brahman); so, the injunction would be useless.

So, the Veda offers Brahman, not as an auxiliary of injunctions

but as the eternally established reality. By applying the sixfold

marks of interpretation, it is learnt that the texts like ‘Reality,

intelligence, infinitude,*
1

etc., have Brahman for purport. If the

Vedantic texts have reality for purport, there is futility of injunction

in regard to knowledge thereof.

x Tait ., II, i, 1.

[660]
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In the text ‘All is self’i it is not impossible that the

teaching is about the real. It is only where the sense is

incomplete that a word implying (an action) is to be

imported.

It may be contended that, without injunction, a sentence cannot

make reality known.

This is not right. For one who knows
w
the meaning of words

such a sentence does convey sense.

1. See CHU, VII, xxv, 2; BU,
II, iv, 6; Maim, vi,7.

NTV quotes the text: idam sarvam yad ayam atn a (BU, II* tv, 6)*

[661 ]
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The knowledge from the text ‘The self is Brahman’

is not expectant of an injunction; for it arises of its own

accord in him who has heard the text.

Further, if it be held that Brahman-knowledge is enjoined, it

must be stated what type of Brahman-knowledge is the content of the

injunction. (1) Is it verbal knowledge of the text (Mbda)? (2) Or, is

it of the nature of contemplation (bhavana)? (3) Or, is it of the

character of direct intuition (saksatkara)? In the first alternative,

there are the following sub-divisions: (a) Is the injunction for the

sake of the generation of the verbal knowledge? (b) Is it for determi-

ning the content of the knowledge that has arisen? (c) Is it for the

sake of the purport of the text? (d) Is it for making the knowledge

subserve the human goal? (e) Is it because Brahman is not the

object of any other pramana ? (f) Is it for relating the word-senses?

(la) There is no need for an injunction to generate verbal know-

ledge. As soon as texts like ‘The self is Brahman’1 are heard, the

knowledge of those texts arises without depending on an injunction.

*• BU, II, v, 19; IV, iv, 5; Mand, 2.

[662]

The knowledge of the injunction ‘Perform the sacri-

fice’ does not depend on another injunction, for if it did,

there would be infinite regress; nor does that other

injunction require this, for it relates to action.

For one who has studied the Veda, even from the text there

arises the knowledge that the self is Brahman; and there is no depen-

dence on an injunction. This is just like the rise of knowledge from

the Svarga-kama text without dependence on another injunc-

tion. If this be not admitted, there would be infinite regress.
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Thus, just as the knowledge of the obligation to perform a sacrifice

arises from the text, even so Brahman-knowledge arises from the

Vedanta-text.

[663 ]
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When the sense enjoined is known, there is the fruit,

viz. activity; and when there is activity, there is know-

ledge of the injunction—thus there is reciprocal depen-

dence.

There is another defect in the view that there is the need of injunc-

tion for the generation of the verbal knowledge of Brahman. The

defect is reciprocal dependence as between the generation of know-

ledge and activity caused by injunction.

NTV—drastavya-vidhivakyarthavabodhe sati tatra pravrttih ,

pravrttasya ca tad-arthavabodho jayata iti, itaretaraSrayata syad ity

arthah anyonya-samSraya ity upalaksanam Sabdarthavabodhad eva

Sabdarthavabodha ity a tmaSrayasyap i

.

f

AVS—brahma-jnane jate tatra vidhih , vidhitah pravrttasya taj-

jnanam iti itaretaraSrayatvam iti.

[664]

^ HcRT II W'd l|

If the knowledge of this (self) has been generated

from the word, then there is no need to be prompted,

for that has no fruit; and much less if it has not arisen,

for there is no cause for activity.
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Further, does the knowledge of Brahman arise from verbal testi-

mony or not? If it does arise, then a person idoes not require the

prompting of an injunction. If it does not arise, then, in the absence

of a content, how can injunction function?

f

[665]
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If it be held that even though the knowledge has

arisen, there must be the prompting of activity in order

that the knowledge may become certain, then it must be

stated whether that certainty for you results from the

word or from something else.

(lb) If it be said that even though verbal knowledge arises from

the text, an injunction is necessary for making that knowledge

determinate, we ask, is that determination born of verbal testimony

itself, or of some other pramana?

[666 ]

^ \\ w \\

If it is from the word, then the defect mentioned

earlier would result (i.e. vidhi-vaiyarthya); if something

else is desired, then, the Veda would become dependent.

If the determination of the content of knowledge is from the

text itself, an injunction is futile. If another pramana is required*

the self-validity of the Veda will be destroyed.
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[667 ]
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“Now, the injunction here is required for removing

the unintended sense, for when it is stated ‘This sense is

to be known’ there would be the knowledge of what is

intended.”

(lc) Purvapaksa—The injunction in regard to the knowledge

generated by the text is for the sake of the purport of the text which

is reality. In other words, the injunction makes the purport of the

text the content of the knowledge resulting from the text. Nega-

tively, what is not the purport will not become the content of the

knowledge.

[668 ]

^ II II

Not so; for words, both secular and sacred, as a

rule, convey their qualified sense by their own capacity,

and not because of any injunction.

Siddhanta—Words have their senses for purport; of their own

accord, without depending on injunction.

[669 ]

The same is the case with sentence-sense also; i.e.,

similarly the meaning of sentence, secular or sacred, is

known; and so, there is no need for injunction.

The same is the case with sentences.
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AVS—loke vede ca padasya vakyasya ca sva-samarthya-krtam net

vidhikrtam.

[670 ]

From the injunction to study the Veda, there is the

seen fruit (i.e. knowledge) in respect of oneness of self

as in the case of actions; therefore, injunction is useless.

The injunction to study the Veda brings about its seen fruit

which is knowledge. This is common to both the sections, karma

and jnana. Thus the Veda as such becomes purportful; and no

injunction in regard to Brahman-knowledge is required.

[671 ]

II V»? ||

If for the injunction to study, another injunction be

required, then the entire sense would go unintended; and

by the reasoning mentioned earlier, an injunction need

not be assumed.

It is settled that words as such have their senses for purport.

Therefore, there is no need to assume an injunction in regard to

Brahman-knowledge for the sake of that purport.

[672]

II ^ II
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It may be thought that knowledge stands in need of

injunction so that the human end may be accomplished

;

for fruit depends on injunction, as otherwise the fruit

may be regarded as unintended.

(Id) It may be said that injunction in regard to Brahman-

knowledge is for making it subserve the human goal. Even as it is

the injunction that makes sacrifice, etc., yield their fruit, it may be

argued, an injunction in regard to Brahman-knowledge is necessary in

order that that knowledge may result in moksa.

[673]

Other than the pervasion of the object ofknowledge,

there is no fruit of knowledge, as in action ; therefore,,

for the sake of that there is no need for assuming

injunction.

In reply, we ask, what is the fruit of knowledge? Is it the

ascertainment of the object? Or, is it something else? There is no

need of an injunction to ascertain the object. If the fruit is some-

thing else, does it occur in the object of knowledge or intheknower?

The fruit of knowledge remains, of its own accord, in the knower ;

and that does not require any injunction.

NTV—jnanasya sva-\isaya-ni$citi-vyatirekena phalantaram nasti.

[674]

frmniwqifi fon ii n ii



Even if the fruit be in the knower, then also, of

what use is injunction? For without injunction, that

(fruit) is established in cognizer, cognition, cognized

object, etc.

Now, it may be said that in order to cause the fruit of pramanay

which is in the cognizer, to appear in the object there must be an

injunction.

But, this is not necessary. Just as experience shines as making

known the cognizer, it shines also as making known the pramana and

the object.

A VS—yatha mana-phalam samvedanam anubhavo matr-saclha-

katvena bhati, tatha mana-meya-s'adhakatvenapi bhati , ato na tad-

artham \idhi-kalpana.

[
675 ]
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“Even then, because of the absence of karya (injunc-

tion), a sentence which restates an existent fact would

not be a pramana
,

for of that, relation with other

pramanas is possible.

(le) It may be argued thus: A text that speaks of an existent

entity will not become a pramana in the absence of an injunction

(niyoga); it will be only a re-statement of what is known through

other pramanas .

[676 ]
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44 But if the sense of injunction is accepted, this will

attain to the status of an independent pramana
,
because

there is no other pramana
, as in the case of the jyotistoma

text, etc.”

If, however, an injunction is admitted, the text relating to an

existent entity like Brahman will become a pramana. Although by

itself it may be only a restatement, it becomes unique on account of

association with niyoga
,
and is to be classed with such texts as that

about Svarga-kama.

[677]
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If the reality is capable of being known through

other pramanas, that would be so even if there be injunc-

tion ; if, on the contrary, it is not capable of being

known through other pramanas, it would be so, even in

the absence of injunction.

The reply to the above argument is as follows :—Is Brahman

knowable through other pramanas or not ? If it is knowable, it will

remain so even in the presence of injunction. If ,it is not knowable

through other pramanas , then also it will continue to be so even in

the absence of injunction.

NKL—anatmatvam mantara-yogyatve prayojakam na siddhatvam

ity abhisandhaya dusayati.

[678]
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Is the sentence a re-statement because its sense is an

existent reality or because the sense is known through

some other pramdna ? Here, even if the sense is known

to be the first, viz. existent reality, there is no re-

statement.

It was stated above by the piirvapaksin that the texts about

existent entities like Brahman are re-statements. Is it contended that

these texts are re-statements because they relate to an existent entity,

or because their contents are known through other pramanas'l

Although the Vedantic texts teach about Brahman which is an

existent entity, they are not re-statements.

[679]
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The pramdna (fruti) which makes known an existent

reality, not known through any other pramdna
, why is

that not an independent pramdna? And why is not that

the human end, of its own accord?

The Vedantic texts teach about a reality which is not knowable

through any other means. So, they constitute an independent

pramana , like perception, etc. The knowledge of Brahman is not

fruitless like the knowledge that there are seven continents in the

world
;
for Brahman is of the nature of unexcellable bliss, and is the

highest human goal. Therefore, the texts that have that for content

cannot be invalid.

NTV—na ca siddharthataiva manantar'adhigatatvam sapeksatvam

ca bodhayet
,
pratyaksanumanayoh siddhartha-vastvavabodhakayor api

mariantaranadhigala - nirapeksartha - bodhakatva - dartanat
,

tasmat

siddharthe karyarthe va adhigamantara-samsparsah pramanantara -
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peksa-hetuhy smrtau tatha darsanat tasyadhigamantara-sambhinnar-

thatvat. tasmat yatha karya-vakyanam maMntaranadhigata-vastva-

vabodhakatvat pramanyam , evam siddharthanam api vedantanam

pramanyam yuktam ity arthah.

advayanandabodha-pratyagarthatvena tat jnmasya svariipatah

purusarthatvat anusthanam napeksate.

NKL — anavagata - parinispanna - vastu - gocara - pratyaksader iva

vacasopi pramanyam aviruddham iti bhavah.

[680]
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It is only that sense which is the object of human

intellect that stands in need of other pramdna ; since,

here, there is no human agency, that which is revealed

by the Vedic text, though an existent, does not require

other pramanas.

It may be argued thus : the text that is in dispute is a re-state-

ment, because it is about an existent entity, like the statement about

a fruit-bearing tree on the banks of a river.

The reply is: The example given is a human statement; and

what it is about can be known through other pramanas. Not so is

Brahman. The Veda is not a human composition ; and even its

teaching about an existent reality must be unique.

NTV—puntsabuddhi-prabhavam bhutartham karyartham va vacanam

bhavati sapeksam , tena hi purusabuddhi-sambhinna evarthe pratyayo

Jayate t
na tvanapeksita-purvadhigama-svatantryenarthe.
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Nor, merely because of the existent nature, is other

pramana anywhere assumed; for dependence (on other

pramana) will be the same for the assumed pramana .

The following argument may be urged against us: Brahman is

knowable through other pramanas , because it is an existent reality,

like pot.

Our reply is that pot is knowable through other pramanas, not

because it is an existent, but because it is an inert^object.

It may be said, ‘Even though no other pramana for Brahman is

known, it is possible to assume that there is one.’ But there is no

end to such assumptions. If it be held that in view of the other

assumed pramana, verbal testimony is invalid, may one not maintain

that in view of verbal testimony, the other pramana is invalid ?

NTV explains the meaning of the first line thus : If, because

the sense of Vedanta is an established entity, it is contended that it

is known through other pramana, then the same may be said about

what is to be accomplished, because in the world we find all words

having as their content what is known through some other pramana .

yadi siddhatva-matrena vedantarthe manantaram aSankyeta, tarhi

karyatvenapi manantaram Sakyam aSankitum , loke sakala-Sabdasya

pramanantaradhigata -visaye darSanat .

As regards the second line, NTV jays : dvayor mdnayor eka-\isyaU

vena pramanantara-sambhavat , na Sabda eva sapeksah
, tad api prama-

nantaram Sabda-sambhavat Sabdapeksyam syat.
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[682]
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Nowhere is there dependence for a pramana because

it is a pramana
; for indeed, that is said to be a pramana

which makes known what is not known through another

pramana.

The Vedic text which has the existent reality for purport—is it

valid in regard to its own sense or not ? If it is valid in regard to its

own sense, surely there is no dependence for it on another pramana.

It cannot be maintained that it is not valid in regard to its own
sense; for it makes known what is otherwise unknown; and that is

exactly the function of pramana.

[683]
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If a pramana makes known an object, without being

dependent on another pramana
, then that is truly a

pramana ; there is no other definition of pramana.

The definition of pramana is that it makes known what is

otherwise unknown.

NTV—manantaramirapeksataya meya-bodhakam manam.

NKL—ajnatam aikatmyam bodhayad vakyam manam eva, anava-

gatavagantrtvasya mana-laksanatvat.

[684]
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If that pramana makes known the object, depending

on another pramana
, then because both are included in a

single act, even then there is no dependence on another.

We have aleady stated that there is no possibility of other

pramanas in respect of Brahman. But even granting that there may
be other pramanas^ we maintain, Vedantic texts do not become
invalid , nor need they depend on those other pramanas, Two
pramanas such as perception and inference may make known fire. On
that account, they do not become dependent on each other.

NKL—Sabda-taditara manayor ekasyam vastwbodhana-kriyayam

vyaprtatvad anapeksaivam tulyam iti pariharati.

[685]

ii ii

“ If the latter is not a pramana because there is no
unknownness (of content), then, because there is that

(unknownness) let the earlier knowledge have validity.”

Objection: The verbal testimony that arises after another
pramana does not have an unknown content ; so it is not valid. The
earlier pramana has, an unknown content; hence it is valid.

jm\-_Verbal testimony functions in respect of a content which
has been made known by another pramana; and so, it is not valid.

nanv ekasminn arthe prathamam ekam manam pravartate
, fabda-

manam. tu tasminn eva ’rthe caramam pravartate
, tatra prathamam

ajha ta-jhapaka tvat pramanam
, caramam punah Sabdam jhata-jhapakat-

vad apramanam eveti Sahkate-^atheti.
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[686]
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How is the unknownness of a thing established-

through a pramdna
, or through some other means, or by

itself? (Similarly) tell me, how is knownness of a thing

established ?

Reply :—It is not possible for you to distinguish between known-

ness and unknownness, for neither of them can be established in

your view.

Is the unknownness in regard to a thing, prior to the functioning

of a pramana, established through pramana, or through the eternal

experience, or because of self-luminosity ? A similar question may

be asked about knownness also.

[687]
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Since unknownness is there only before the function-

ing of pramdna
,
nowhere is that unknownness established

through pramdna.

The unknownness is not established through pramana , either in

respect of the self, or in respect of the not-self; for that is established

only prior to the functioning of pramana
, and the functioning of

pramana is admitted only in respect of a thing that is unknown.

Nor is the unknownness established through eternal experience;

for such an experience is not admitted by you.
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acceptable to

NKL—ajndtatvam na nivartakajatiya - prakasyam nivartatvat

tamovat.

[688]
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nownness, like that of pot, were capable of
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e unknownness established by itself; for such a view is

neither of us.

wnness were established through pramdna

,

then it would

ved by pramdna ,
and the nature of a thing would remain

n after the functioning of pramdna , as before.

ana-siddhasya manena nirakaranayogac ca *jnatatvam na

[689]
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Likewise, in the case of knowledge of doubt and

aforesaid reasoning can be stated; so no

usage (
vyavahdra) will be possible.

ie argument applies in regard to the knowledge of doubt
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Doubt, etc., are not established by the witness ; for you do not

admit this. Nor are they self-established ; for such a view is not

acceptable to both of us. Nor are they established through pramana ;

for pramana is what removes them.

NTV— kimca samSaya - mithyajnanayor api svayamprakaSatva

'nangikarafiat, saksimatra-siddhatvasya ca parair ananglkaranat, prama-

nenaiva siddhir vaktavyn, tatha ca manena nirakaranayogat
,

sarva-

vyavaharalopa-prasarigah.

[690]
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If there can be validity for pramana even though

there is no distinction in the unknownness, why should

there be no validity in the case of known ness which is

other than unkownness ?

It may be argued thus: the unknownness of a thing remains the

same both prior to and after the functioning of pramana ;
yet this is

not in conflict with the pramana-nature of the pramana ; and so,

without the removal of unknownness, the empirical usage of means

and object of valid knowledge results.

This argument would, then, mean that the form as qualified by

knownness and the form as qualified by unknownness have different

contents; and so, even without causing any excellence in the unknown

object, pramana becomes valid. If this be so, then why should not

verbal testimony be valid even without causing excellence in what has

been known through some other pramana?
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If dependence (for Scripture) be urged because the

object is the same (as the one known by another pramana),

then all pramanas would be dependent.

If it be said that there would be invalidity for verbal testimony

if it has the same content as other pramanas , then, that would result

for all pramanas having an identical content for their sphere; and all

pramanas would become mutually dependent.

NTV — sabda-taditarapramanayor ekasminn arthe samaveSat

Sabdasya sapeksatvam isyate, tatha ca pratyaksadlnam api itaresam

sarva~mandndm anyonyasmin gccare vrtti-sambhavat
, anyonyapeksatvena

’prdmanya-prasangah.

[692]
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In respect of the very same existent all the sense-

organs have validity
;
but in that case, there would be

0 *

invalidity for the senses of touch and sight in respect of

a substance.

If having the same content makes pramanas dependent and,

therefore, invalid, then, visual and tactual perceptions of the same

object must be invalid. But the latter is not the case; and so, it
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must be admitted that even though Brahman is known through other

pramanasy verbal testimony does not become invalid by being

dependent.

NTV— kimca Srotra^txak-caksur-jihva-ghrananam sarva-pratyak-

sandrii ekasyam sattayam pravrtteh sapeksatvena amanata prasajyena...

ato brahmani manantaranuprexeSepi na sapeksatvena *pramanyam

Sabdasya ity arthah.

[
693

]

II II

Even in the case of a secular injunction (laukika-

niyoga) like the eating of the myrobalan, there would

result independence as no other pramana would be

possible.

So far, we have argued against the view which holds that, since

Brahman is an existent reality, the text about it cannot be an

independent pramana. Now as regards the contention that, since

niyoga is not the content of any other pramanay the text about that

is independent pramana. Here we have to ask : is niyoga not the

content of any other pramana because it is niyoga as such? Or,

because it is Vedic niyoga ? If the former, then even secular injunc-

tions will become independent of other pramanas ,
which is not the

case.

[694]

II II
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" There is not this defect ; the knowledge of appli-

cation (sadhya-sadhana-sambandha) is preceded by the

knowledge of the human origin (of the injunction); hence,

in the world, there is dependence; in the Veda, however,

the opposite is the case.”

The purvapaksin argues that there is no independence for human

statements. The speaker gets to know the relation between thfcg

means and end, and then commands one to do a certain thing. Here,

the injunction relates to a content that has been known already

through some pramafia. So, there is dependence for the injunction.

In the case of the Veda, however, it is different. Its content is not

known through any other pramana. Hence, the Vedic niyoga is

independent.

[695]
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This being so, a sentence would not be independent

because of association with karya, for you say that it is

dependent because it is subsequent to human knowledge.

The siddhamin's reply : If what you have now said is true, then

your original thesis goes under. Your thesis was that those texts

which enjoin action are independent because they have what-is-to*be-

done for purport, while those other texts which teach about an

existent reality are dependent on other pramanas
,

because of the

existent nature of their content. Just now, you have declared that

human injunctions are dependent because they are human statements.
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Then, it is only proper that you should admit that Vedantic texts are

not dependent because they are not human statements, even though

they relate to what is existent.

AVS—e\am-sati karya-nistham nirapeksam , siddha-nistham

sapeksam iti pakso hatah ,
yaiah pumbuddhi-purvakatvam sapeksatva-

prayojakam.

[696]
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“Not thus; in the Veda there is independence be-

cause of reference to niyoga

;

and there is dependence in

the world because of the predominance of application.”

The purvapaksin (i.e. the niyoga-vadiri) says: In the Veda, the

lin, etc., have niyoga for content, and this niyoga is not known

through other pramanas; and therefore, the Vedic injunctions are

independent. The secular injunctions, on the contrary, depend so

much on the knowledge of procedure, etc., otherwise known; and so

they are dependent.

[697 ]
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Not so ;
because words and meanings are the same

in empirical usage as well as in the Veda, it is not possible

to speak of any difference between them.
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Reply : What you now say contradicts the Lokavedadhi-

karana (PM, I, iii, 10; vide note on v. 21). The suffix lin, etc.,

cannot mean one thing in the Veda and quite another thing in

secular usage.

[698]

If the nature of a thing has been established, either

by itself or by something else, then, because it would

not be useful so far as its nature is concerned, there

would be no need for another pramana.

The purvapaksin contends that the texts that speak of an existent

reality are dependent. With reference to this contention, we ask :

What is meant by the established-nature
(
siddhatva) ? Does it mean

the establishment of its own nature ? Or, does it refer to its mani-

festation ? In either case, is the establishment by itself, or through

some other ? The first alternative is not acceptable. In regard to

self-existence, other pramana is not useful, for even without the

latter, it is. Even if its existence is through something else, that docs

not depend on pramana
,
for pramana can bring about only cognition.

NTV—tat-siddhatvam nama kim svarupa-ldbhah sattalaksanah ,

kimva abhivyaktih prakata laksana, ubhayam api svatah parato veti.

tatra adyam dusayati-svarupeti. svatas-satve na pramanantaram upayu-

jyate, tad-vyatirekenapi satvat, anyatah satvepi na pramanam apeksate t

pramitimatra-karanatvat pramanasya.
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[699]
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If an existent thing has become manifest either by

itself or through something else, then for manifesting it,

again, there is no need for depending on another

pramana .

As regards the second alternative, we reply: whether the self is

manifest by itself or by a pramana
,

there is no need of another

pramana for its re-manifestation.

NTV—svyamprakamaya va pramanena va *bhivyaktasya punar

abhivyaktaye manantaram nakanfcsitavyam nisphalatvat, anavasthanac

ca.

[700]

1%^ storks i

Therefore, merely because a thing is an existent

there is no need for another pramana . As regards

human statements, there is dependence on other

pramana because that is possible there.

Thus, just because a text is about an existent reality, it need not

necessarily be dependent. With regard to human statements, however,

it is intelligible that they are dependent; for, here, a man conveys to

another through words what he has already come to know.
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[701 ]
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If it be said that without kriya (verb) the word-

senses will not combine, then let kriya alone be depended

on. What, then, is not established without injunction?

(If) Now, as for the alternative that injunction is required for

relating the word-senses; (vi^v. 661 ) what is it that is required here?

If it is the verb (kriya) that is required to combine the word-senses,

let it be. How does it follow from this that the injunction to know

is also required ?

NTV—na vidheh kincit prayojanam asti ’ti pariharati—kriyaive

*ti. tatha hi srutayo vidhith vina janikriyadvarena brahma

pratipadayanti.

[702]

Even though a verb is required, it is not any verb

that is required; if the requirement is competency or

fitness, then there it is in Sruti, in art,st c. (That thou art).

If a verb, that is competent, is required, then wc have it in the

text ‘That thou art (,asi).*

NTV na hi kriya-dvarenaiva pad'drthanam samsarga iti niyamo

*sti, kriyam antarend *pi padarthanam samsarga-darsanat.

[703]

47
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Since art, etc., are intransitive, there exists no object;

also, there is no becoming of what has not been, because

the self is eternal.

Now, it may be urged, ‘Let the action indicated by that verb be

enjoined, because the fruit is dependent on the enjoined action.’

it

Here, what is the fruit? Is it an excellence created in the

object? Or, is it coming into being of what -has not been? Or, is it

the knowledge of the relation between the jiva and Brahman ?

It cannot be the first, because verbs such as ‘art* have no object;

they are intransitive. It cannot be the second, because the jiva is

not to become Brahman ; for it is that already.

[704 ]

Because the non-relational self is taught, there is no

cognition of relation; and because it is stated
4 He is the

Self’, the term does not mean the generic nature

‘existence’.

The third alternative too is not sound. The text ‘That thou art’

teaches sameness of essence; it does not convey any relation between

the jiva and Brahman

.

It may be said that the text ‘Existence alone, dear one, etc./'

declares that Brahman is the generic nature ‘existence,’ and that the

other text ‘ That thou art’ specifies that reality as the self. But this

is not proper; for, the self is devoid of generic nature and special

feature. If it had these, it would become the not-self. So, it is

wrong to hold that an injunction is required for bringing about the

relation of the generic existence, Brahman

,

with a speciality.
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[705]
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Therefore, for us in Scripture the words, sat

,

etc.,

directly teach, through secondary implication (laksana),

the self, a reality which is beyond the scope of words.

Scripture teaches the unconditioned reality through implication

{laksana)—a reality which does not have the distinction of generic

and special. This reality cannot be taught through words with their

express meanings, because categories such as generic nature, etc., do

not apply to it. So, it is the secondary implication (laksana) of

words that should be understood in regard to the teaching of

Scripture.

AVS— sadadi-padais tarhi kim pratipadyam iti nirviS'esam

advayananda - laksanam pratyagbhutam brahma laksanavrttya

pratipadyam .

[706]
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Even if existence (saliva) be understood as what is

competent to be known through pramdna
,

Scripture

having for purport reality is not impaired.

We have maintained so far the siddhanta that, in respect of

Brahman which is existence-consciousness-bliss, the Vedanta is inde-

pendent pramana . Now, we shall argue that, even if ‘existence’ were

the content of other pramanas, and if that itself is made known by

Vedanta, there is no dependence of the Vedanta on those other

pramanas.
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We ask: are the other pramanas external to the object of

knowledge or not? If they are external, then fitness to be known

belongs to the object, and the Vedanta texts may reveal it inde-

pendently, because they are competent by themselves.

[707]

iTRcli II
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A sentence making known a sense related to other

pramanas does not cease to be a pramana, even as the

words of a trustworthy person in the world.

Even if the other pramanas are not external to the sphere of the

object, the Vedanta texts do not become invalid. These texts may

well validly make known a sense which is the content of other

pramanas. For example, the statement made by a trustworthy person

(apta) does not become invalid simply because it relates to a matter

already known otherwise.

NKL—mantaravagata-gamakalaukikavakyasyaiva vedantanam api

pramanyam.

NTV— loke aptavakyam yatha manantara-sambhinnartham api

pramanam evam vedantavakyany api
f
ty arthah.

[708]

“That sense has been understood by me”. Here

the statement of the trustworthy person is not destroyed.

As regards the determination of the sense (or object),

it may be impeded, because that depends on other

pramanas.
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The statement of the trustworthy person is independently valid

so far as that person is concerned. The knowledge is of the form:

“This sense has been known by me.” As regards this knowledge,

there is no dependence on any other pramana. As for the validity of

the sense of the statement, that depends on the knowledge of the

speaker. And so it is not independently valid.

A VS—aptavakyam vaktrjnane nirapeksam pramanam.

[709 ]

Higcrc, ii n

The words of an untrustworthy person are nowhere

authoritative, though associated with other pramanas ;

therefore not only are the words of a trustworthy person

valid but the sense also, even though known through

the other pramanas

.

The statement of the trustworthy person is valid in respect of

the sense through the knowledge of the speaker.

AVS—anaptavakyam vaktrjnane *pi na manarn.

[710
-711 ]
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And this being so, when the Vedantas generate

valid knowledge which is transcendental and which has

for its sphere the destruction of the entire duality, how
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can they be invalid, even as the words of a trustworthy

person are not invalid? When the validity (of the

Vedantas) is established the object (Brahman) is also

established, and so it is not to be established.

The statement of the trustworthy person was given as an

example. The argument so far has been that the statement can be

valid even though it has a content which has been known through

some other pramana

.

Now the nature of the exemplified is explained.

Just as at the time the knowledge of the speaker is ascertained from

his statement, the sense also is ascertained, even so when the Vedanta

texts are known to be valid, their content Brahman also is established.

When the said validity is either generated or known from the

Vedanta texts, then Brahman-knowledge also is generated, and there

is no need for any further pramana to make known Brahman. Hence

the Vedanta texts have independent validity in respect of Brahman-

knowledge.

NKL—evam api vedcintattain vastuparatva-pratijhahanir atra
y

ha ,

arthasiddhiS ceti. masiddhau svarupabodhasya vakyajanya-buddhivrtti-

vyaptau satyam arthasiddhir aikatmyavisayajndna-nivrttih siddhaiveli.

na punar vedantaih sadhyata iti nivar t takatvena vastuni pramanyam

ity arthah.

NTV—yathaiva laukika-vcikyam svaprameya-pramanan tara-dvarena

arthe pramanam evarn vedanta api brahmatmaikatva J

nubhave nira -

peksam pramanam tad~dvarena brahmatmaikatve ’pi manam.

AVS—svarupa-jnanam brahmatmaikatve pramanam
, taira jnane

veda&irah pramanam ato brahmatmaikatva-sadhaka-svarupa-jnana-

sadhakatvam eva vedafirasas tadartha-sadhakatvam »...yatha purusa-

vakyo vaktr~jnane pramanam arthe ca tad-balat pramanam ity etad

upapadyata eva.
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[712]
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Further, if other pramanas be inferred in respect of

the oneness of self because it is related to what is exis-

tent (siddha), similarly, why should there be no infe-

rence in regard to the niyoga which is related to what is

to be done (karya)l

It cannot be contended that other pranffinas are possible in the

case of Brahman because it is an existent ; for, if that were so, even

in the case of niyoga there should be admitted the possibility of other

pramanas as in the case of direction, etc. And so, if a text relating

to niyoga could be independently valid, a text about reality also

could be so valid in the same way.

NKL—aikatmyam mantara-gamyam siddhatvat ghatavad ity

anumayam ,
niyogo mantara-gamyah karyatvad adhyesanavad ity

anumanat tan-nisthasyapi sapeksatvam ity arthah.

[713]

ii ^ ii

Of the niyoga too, the nature of what is to be done

(kdryatva) is the same as of direction and entreaties; for

through that channel alone its relation (to meaning) is

understood.

It cannot be maintained that there is no parity between niyoga

on the one hand and direction, etc., on the other. The nature of

what-is-to-be-done (karyatva) is the same. Hence, the probans

mentioned above is valid.
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NKL—utkrstena nikrstam prati vyaparah presanU, satkarapurvako

vyaparo 'dhyesana , adi-padena niman tranadi-sangrahah .

[714]

m ||
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The nature of what is to be done (karyata) in the

case of niyoga is an accomplishment brought in by some-

thing else, /,e., by karyas understood through other

pramanas: and that by no means is distinct.

Moreover, the to-be-done nature of niyoga is ascertained through

other pramanas. We may formulate the inference thus; niyoga is

known through other pramanas, as its being is dependent on some-

thing else, like the pot.

NKL—niyogo mantara-gamyah paradhinatmalabhatvat ghatavat.

NTV—sukhavisesakami krti-sadhyatvam praisadinam niyogasya ca

tulyam , niratisaya sukhakami krti-sadhyatvam niyogasya aprasiddham

svargades satisayatvad ity arthah.

[715]

riifa || II

If it be said that its nature of being kdrya is some-

thing uncommon, then that cannot be excluded from

the karyas of the world also.

If it be said that niyoga is what-is-to-be-done in an uncommon

sense, then that statement would apply to secular karyas also. There

is no distinction between niyoga and direction, etc., because each is

what is accomplished by an act.
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NTV—sukhavi$esakami-krtyudde$yat\am praisadisvapi samanam

svargasyapi sukhavisesatc/ya laukikatvad ity arthah.

AVS—yatha niyoga-sadhyatvam niyogasyaiva, tatha patader api„

na hi patasya sadhyata ghatasya bhavati.

[716]

*

If it be urged that (in the case of the niyoga) there

is determination by some unique knowledge, then that

cannot be prevented by batons in the case of anything.

If it be said that the to-be-done character of niyoga consists in

its being the content of the knowledge that it is to be done, that

would be true of direction, etc., also.

[717]
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This much only is occasioned by pramana, viz., the

illumination of the object of knowledge; whether some-

thing is to be done or not to be done depends on the

object, not on the pramana.

Moreover, if niyoga is the content of the knowledge of what-is-

to-be-done, there would be for it the nature of being made known

by a pramana other than Scripture. Scripture only sets forth such

matters as ‘This is the means to what is desiredVThis is the means to

what is not desired*, etc. The cognitions ‘This is to be done*,

* This is not to be done ’» etc., are not conveyed by Scripture. These

latter arise in the mind thus: ‘This is the means to what I desire:

48



therefore, I should accomplish it’, ‘This other is contrary to what I

desire; therefore, I should avoid it.’ So, niyoga would thus be the

content of the mental perception of what-is-to-be-done.

NTV—ayam arthah—vedavakyam idam istasadhanam idam anista~

sadhanam iti va bodhayati nedam kartavyam nedam akartavyam iti ca

bodhayati
, pascat. tu idam kartavyam idam na kartavyam iti mdnasa-

pratyaya upajdyate na tau Sdstrarthau iti.

AVS—vedaSastram idam istasadhanam idam anislasadhanam iti
* * -

bodhayati , nedam kartavyam idam akartavyam iti , tan tu pratyayau

mdnasau.

[718]
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The defect which is said to be caused in the case of

the oneness of Self on account of its nature as existent

—

that defect cannot be warded off in the case of niyoga

also, when it is established.

To the argument of the opponent that Brahman is known

through other pramdnas because it is an existent, it was replied above

that niyoga too is known through other pramdnas , though on the

ground of some other reason. Now, the opponent’s reason itself is

given for proving that niyoga is known through other pramdnas.

It is maintained by the Mimamsaka that niyoga is only what-is-

to-be-aecomplished (sadhya) and not an established entity (siddha).

But he is to be asked: When the appropriate action has been done,

does niyoga get established or not? On the first alternative, niyoga

becomes an established entity
;
and the defect pointed out by the

opponent in the case of Brahman would affect niyoga also.
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NKL—anusthanottarakalam niyogasya ’pi siddher ity arthah.

NTV—kihca vidyamanatvena brahmani manantaranupraveSa-doso

niyogepi samanah
,

niyogasyapi anusthanottarakalam sattvabhyu -

m

pagamat.

[719]
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Nor may it said that this (niyoga) is not established

because the content of the sacrifice, etc., has not been

accomplished; for if that is not established, the state-

ment of the injunction would be futile.

It is not possible for the opponent to put forward the second

alternative. If niyoga is not accomplished through the performance

of sacrifice, etc., that performance itself would be futile. This would

result in the futility of the injunctive text.

A VS—vidhi-vakyasya nairarthakya-prasahgat .

[720]
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Other than the texts which clearly expound the true

nature of reality as the one Self, what pramana can

accomplish that task ?

So far the argument has been that, assuming that Brahman is

known through other pramanas , it is easy to show that niyoga too is

the content of other pramanas. Now7 it is stated that in respect of

Brahman no pramana other than the Vedanta texts is possible. There

is no evidence for maintaining that there are other evidences for

Brahman.
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NKL—brahmani mantaranupraveSam abhyupagamya pratibandya

vedanta-pramanyam sadhitam
, idariim tat-sambhavana nasfiti aha—

aikatmyeti.

NTV—na kimapi mdnam aikatmya-bodhaya pravartate rupadi-

hinasya tasya manantarayogyatvat.

[721 ]
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Where knowledge is generated as depending on the

knower, etc.^ it is only there that there is need for other

pramanas ; not where all difference has been destroyed.

It cannot be argued that Brahman is known through other

pramanas because it is not what-is-to-be-done (a-karya) like pot; for

the argument would hold good only in the case of a thing whose

knowledge involves the distinction of cognizer, etc. In the case of

Brahman

,

however, this distinction is not possible.

NKL—aikatmyam mantara-gamyam bhavatvat kumbhavad iti cet ,

na, jadatvopadheh.

[722]

t

“In Vedic texts the senses of words are related as

dependent on the sense of injunction (i.e., lih, etc.) ; in

the world, the relations are as established by other

pramanas, on the strength of the arrangement.
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Here the opponent objects: Even though in the case of Brah-

man the application of other pramanas be denied, the Vedanta texts

cannot become pramana by themselves. For what causes the combi-

nation of words, making them meaningful, is not found in the case

of the Vedanta texts. The words in a Vedic text can convey meaning

only when they relate to an injunctive suffix, tin, etc. In the case of

secular words, their combination is caused by other pramanas , as is

made known by the order of their arrangement, etc.

NKL—vedanta-padartha-samsargo niyogadhinah vaidika-samsar-

gatvat karmavakya-padariha-samsargavat.

AVS—vede \pi vidhyadhinah padartha-samsargo Joke pramanta-

radhino racananyathanupapattya.

[723]
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“ And the arrangement of word-senses is preceded

by the intention of the speaker; and the intention has

reference to the sense which is understood through other

pramanas.

Here the opponent explains how the combination of secular

words is dependent on other pramanas.

AVS—pramanantarena ’rtham adhigamya vivaksitva para-prati-

pattaye vakya-viracanal loke samsargasya pramantaradhinatva-siddhi ft .

[724]
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“ This being so, to think that Vedanta texts yield

knowledge in the absence of injunction is a delusion, as

is the empirical knowledge of water in a mirage.”

The opponent concludes: What makes the Vedic words

combine is injunction. In the case of secular words the combina-

tion is caused by other pramanas. As regards the Vedanta texts, they

have no author and therefore are not secular and you do not accept

an injunction. So, the knowledge of their sense must be illusory,

even as the knowledge of water in a mirage is.

[725-726a]

11

13
11

If this be said, listen now to what is stated in reply.

Why do you say that the relation of word-senses is depen-

dent on injunction? And on what grounds do you not

assume that it depends on other word-senses?

Siddhanta ,—What causes the Vedic words—in fact, any words

—

to combine is there in the case of the Vedanta texts also. Your assump-

tion that injunction is the cause is groundless. What make words

to constitute a sentence are compatibility, expectancy, and proximity.

These do characterize the words of the Vedanta texts. Therefore,

the knowledge of their sense cannot be illusory.

NKL—yogyetarapadarthadhinah samsargo na linadyarthadhinah

iti pariharati.
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NTV—na vidhis saksat samsarga-samanyam tad-vi$esamva bodha-

yati, tasmat padartha-sahgateh vidhyadhinatvam nadartavyam ... kimtu

padarthantara-tantratvam eva kajpayitavyam ... viSistarthaparatayaiva

padanam prayogat.

[726b-727a]
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“If the relation of word-senses be obtained even

without injunction, injunction would then become

useless, being without any purpose.”

Purvapaksa .—If the relation of words in a sentence be effected

by compatibility, etc., injunction would be futile.

[727b-728a]
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Now this defect is common to words other than

those of injunction; the others also are employed for the

sake of making known some qualified sense.

Siddhanta.—lt the relation of words depended on the injunctive

verb, then, what about the other words like noun, etc.? Will they

not become futile? So, all words are employed to signify a qualified

sense.

NTV— prayujyanta ity upalaksanam pratipadyanta ity api

drastavyam.

nahi loke padaih arthah svarupamatra-nisthatayaiva pratipadyante

,

tathasati Srotuh vyavaharanupapatteh , kimtu vi&isthartha-pratyaya-

prayuktah tathasati vyavaharopapatteh.

tatha ca sati pratipadartham. samsargapeksa iti bhavah.
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[728b-729a]
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This being so, say, how is not injunction futile?

Because its fortunes are the same as of other words

which do not have an injunctive sense.

The injunctive verb has no special virtue as against the other

words. If you say that the injunctive verb would be futile if the

other words are not related to it, we may as well reply that the same

would be the fate of the other words.

NKL—ubhayor anarthakyam samam ity arthah.

[729b-730a]
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“This is the reply. The injunctive word, indeed, has

for its sphere what is not known through other means of

knowledge. Nor does it fulfil itself except through pre-

senting its content (viz. relation).

Purvapaksa.—The difference between the injunctive verb (with

suffix lin, etc.) and the other words is this: Although the injunctive

word has niyoga as its sphere, ///?., etc., will not indicate niyoga in

the absence of the latter’s content which is the relation (santsargdy

of words.

[730b-731a]
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“A word other than injunctive words is a restate-

ment, because it is explanatory of what is established by

other means of knowledge; therefore implication is not

seen in its case.”

Other words such as nouns are but re-statements; they do not

bring in the relation, as the injunctive word does.

[73 lb-732a]
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Then, the sense of injunction would be known even

when there is no knowledge of the relation. Or, if the

relation has been known, then the injunction would

relate to what has been established.

Siddhanta .—Admitting that lin, etc., have for their sense niyoga

that is not known through any other pramafta
, we ask, do l in, etc.,

make known niyoga even when the relation between the two is not

known, or not? If the first, there would be m>0ga-prompted activity

on the part of one who hears Jin, etc., but has not understood the

meaning. If lin, etc., make known niyoga when the relation has

been understood, then it would result that they convey a sense that is

already known; and there would be no difference between lin, etc.,

on the one hand, and nouns, etc., on the other.

[732b-733a]
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And, if the knowledge of relation is denied, a word

would lose its nature (dharma) ;
therefore, everywhere

word conveys meaning only when the relation is known*

49
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It is wrong to hold that Jin, etc., convey their sense, even when

their potency remains unknown. A word conveys its sense only

when the relation between the two is known, not otherwise. This

applies to both secular and Vedic words.

NTV—sambandhajnanapeksaya bodhakatvam pada-dharmah, tan-

nirapeksataya bodhakatvam vakya-dharmah.

tasmat grhita-sambandham eva Joke vedeca padam padartha-bodha-

kam samsarga-bodhakam ca .

yady api mdnantara-siddhartham padam anuvadakam tathapi loka-

vedayoh pramanantarena padarthanam samsarga-yogyatavagame satyapi

purvam eva samsargam Srota budhyate
, apurvagamarthat vat vakya-

proyogasya , anyatha valcya-prayoga-vaiyarthyat.

[733b-735]
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If it be assumed otherwise, everything will be

inconsistent. If it be said that the relation of expression

and expressed is as between a sentence and sentence-sense,

then, since each sentence would refer to a distinct con-

tent, there would be no knowledge of relation. A parti-
« • *

cular content has no capacity for referring to another

content, e.g., cowness. Since each is established inde-

pendently, the relation would not be understood.
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If it be said that, although in the world words require the appre-

hension of potency, in the Veda they do not require this, there would

result a number of defects: (1) Words would go beyond their own

nature, which is to convey their sense being dependent on theappre-

hension of the relation between them and their sense. (2) Words

would play the role of sentences. (3) There would be transgression

of the rule that the Vedic words are similar to the secular words in

the matter of conveying their sense. These are the inconsistencies.

It may be said that the relation of expression and expressed is

between sentence and sentence-sense, and not between word and

word-sense, and that, since the sentence-sense which is niyoga is not

made known by other pramanas there is not the said defect. But

this statement is not sound. If each sentence has a unique sense,

there would be no principle in language. The sentence ‘Bring the

cow’ would have nothing in common with the sentence ‘Tie the cow.’

This, however, is not the case. ‘Cowness’ is meaningful only in.

dependence on particular cows such as khanda; and ‘bringing’ is

significant because it occurs in other sentences such as ‘Bring the

horse.’ Moreover, if the relation of a sentence to its sense

is apprehended, then it must be admitted that that sense is made

known through other pramUnas. Therefore, the knowledge of

relation is with reference to words and not sentences. And, when

the relation remains unknown, a word cannot convey its sense.

[736-737a]

|

^ n n

ir^'4 |

n

He who holds that the relation is after seeing the

act of the hearer (intermediate elder) in accordance with

the knowledge derived from words—he does not think
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well; for since it (niyoga) is inferred from the act of the

hearer, how can it be the sphere of words alone?

The niyogavadin may argue thus : The superior elder (grand-

father) gives an order to the intermediate elder (father). The boy

(son) sees the intermediate elder carry out the order. He connects

the words he hears with the action he sees. Thus he understands the

relation between Hn, etc., and niyoga.

Here it is to be pointed out that the argument is not valid. The

argument would involve reciprocal dependence thus: The cognition

of niyoga arises from the word whose relation has been known; and

from the cognition of niyoga there takes place the knowledge of

relation. Even if this defect be removed somehow, it would be

impossible to show that niyoga is known through word alone, for

according to the explanation given by the Mimamsaka it is inferred

from activity.

[737b-738a]

ft II II

Wist |

If that too is said to be understood from word be-

fore any inference, then why should not the knowledge

of word also be preceded by inference?

If it be said that inference based on the activity of the inter-

mediate elder is preceded by the niyoga understood from the words

of the superior elder, we reply that for the hearer the knowledge of

niyoga from the words is preceded by the inference. Thus there is

parity between the inference and the words.

NTV—$rotr-gata$abdajnanam api anumana-purvakam ity anuma-

naiha*gocarata kith na syat.
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[738b-739a]

R3R 31^1 %{q Shell || ||

The hearer who is active after knowing the niyoga

from the word—for him also the knowledge of word-

sense there will be only through inference.

We may even say that the inference has precedence over the

words. Activity in respect of the sense of lih, etc., at the time of

learning does depend on the inference. So, the inference comes first.

NTV—sva-vyutpatti-kale anumanad eva Srotuh niyogavagamah na

Sabdat.

[739b-740a]

II^ ||

Since the niyoga is inferred from the karya which is

known by perception, there is the contingency of its

becoming secular, like the perceived karya .

Since the activity that is seen is the probans for inferring niyoga
,

verbal testimony (words) cannot be regarded as the only pramana for

hiyogai even as for a pot.

NKL—indriya-gamya-pravrttirupa-karyalinganumeyatvat ghatavan

na Sabdaikagamyatvam.

AVS—ghatadivan niyogah Sabdaika-gamyo na bhavati.

m
i

[740b-741a]

^ FTWT:
||

'ago
||
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If the niyoga is not a karya, then for what purpose

is the accomplishment of sacrifice, etc.? And in that

case, even the injunction would be making known an

existent thing.

It may be urged that pot is no illustration for niyoga , as niyoga

does not belong to the three-fold time and is not what is produced.

But we reply: if niyoga is not what is produced, the performance of

sacrifice, etc., is futile. Nor may it be said that the performance of

sacrifice is for the sake of heaven, for that is not possible except

through niyoga. Moreover, if niyoga is not what is produced, and as

its unreality is not acceptable to you, you must necessarily admit that

niyoga is an eternally established entity. If that be so, lin, etc., which

convey knowledge of it must be taken as making known what is

established.

[741b-742a]

^ if ii

Between word and inference it is difficult to indicate

the priority, as between seed and its effect; therefore*

it cannot be stated that word is prior*

Verbal testimony and the inference from activity are related as

seed and sprout. And so, it cannot be maintained that niyoga is

understood from verbal testimony alone.

NTV— bijankurayor iva Sabdanumanayor ekasya prathamyam

yyavasthapayitum na Sakyam Sabdavagatasya ’numanad anumitasya

xiditasangateh Sabddvagamat .

[742b -743a]

11 ^ 11
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Or, it is proper to state here that inference alone is

prior to word; for a word whose relation has not been

understood does not make known (its sense); it will only

restate.

Of the two, verbal testimony and inference from activity, the

latter is primary; for, as has been shown already, words will convey

their meaning only when their potency has been known. If niyoga is
t *

known through inference, Iin, etc., must be regarded as re-stating it.

[743b-744a]

He (the child) who understands through inference

does not know what is revealed by the word; the know-

ledge of that or a different object of cognition is not a

re-statement in the case of another knower.

Nor may it be contended that the inference may be a re-state-

ment; for the child who hears the words does not understand the

sense; it understands only as an inference from the intermediate

elder’s activity. It is true that the child’s inference is subsequent to

its hearing the words of the superior elder. But thereby the child’s

inference does not become a re-statement. When a pot has been

seen by Caitra, and when subsequently Maitra sees the pot or some

other, the knowledge that Maitra has is not of the nature of a re-

statement.

NTV— sarva-praiipattrnam avyutpanna-Sabdat bodhotpatty

anupapatteh.

[744b-745a]

=3
II ^88 II

I
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The mere cause of activity is here inferred from the

activity; since that is achieved even through what

is secular, there is no evidence for the supernormal

(niyoga).

Admitting for the sake of argument that niyoga is inferred from

activity, it was shown earlier that niyoga is on a par with other

things. Here it is stated that niyoga is not even what is inferred from

activity. He who hears the words and sees the activity infers only

the cause of that activity, and not any supernormal niyoga.

NTV—vaidikisv api pravrttisu laukika eva pravrttihetur yuktah

lokavagata-samarthyasyaiva Sabdasya vede’pi bodhakatva-niyama t

.

AVS—ayamarthah-madhyamavrddha-pravrttya pravrttihetor istasa-

dhanatmsya ’numitatvat tatraiva UhadUSabdasycTjaktigrahanan nalau-

kikaniyogasiddhir iti.

[745b-746a]

n'squa: RfTH q || ^ ||

There is no pervasion of activity exclusively by the

cognition of what is to be done; for activity is seen also

to follow the cognition of things like serpent, etc.

There is no rule that all activity with deliberation is caused by

the cognition of what-is-to-be-done; for there is seen activity even in

the absence of the cognition of what-is-to-be-done. The proper

rule of pervasion is: that which is activity with deliberation is caused

by the cognition that that activity is the means to^what is desired.

For example, the activity of removing a serpent from one’s way is

caused by the cognition that that activity will destroy something that

is harmful.

NKL—palayana-pravrttau sarpadijnanasya ahetuivad ity arthah.
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[746b-747a]

3^31%: W W‘\% cRROR^ || II
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The fruit of human action is karya

;

and the sense of

the injunction is the cause. The cause of action cannot

be the fruit (of action)* This is stated by you yourself.

For this reason also, niyoga cannot be the cause of activity: you

say that karya alone is the prompter of activity, and not the fruit.

And, at the same time you establish that karya is the fruit of activity.

It is also your view that the fruit cannot be the cause of activity.

NTV—krtyudde&yataya jnayamanam hi karyam pravrtti-hetuh

bhavati tadevacet pravrtteh phalam tada virodhah svakaryat svayam

utpadyata iti.

NKL — krtiyogyatvopalaksita-hitasadhanatvasya pravartakatvam

balad apadayaii.

AVS—ayam arthah vidhyartha-Sabdena karyam ucyate , purusa~

vyapara-phalam karyam tvayocyate , tad eva karyam pravrttihetur iti

ca. atha ca phalam pravrttihetur na bhavatity evam vidho virodha

bhavataiva vaktum Sakyate. atah phalakaryayor ekatvam abhyupa-

gacchata siddhasya pravrtti-hetutvam svavaca ’bhyupagatain iti.

nanu bhavaiu phalakaryayor aikyam , tathapi na phalavasthayam

karyasya pravrttihetutvam
,
kimtu kdryavasthayam eva, ato na siddhasya

pravrttihetutvam iti cet , na tayor ekatve kalavibhdgakarana *yogad

anyatha ekatvam paribhasamatram syat.

I'

[747b-748a]

=q 'W. || ||

3}qqtqiqqi^qivfqRlcl: T®
|
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The running away from serpent, etc., which is a

karya cannot be the fruit; because it is only the absence

of evil; and nowhere is absence (abhava ) a fruit.

Assuming that karya is the fruit of human activity, it was argued

above that niyoga cannot be the cause of activity. Here it is shown

that karya is not at all the fruit of activity. The activity of removing

the serpent from one’s way cannot be cited as an instance of karya

being the fruit; for the fruit, there, is only the removal of misery.

The absence of misery too is not directly the fruit; it becomes so by

manifesting happiness.

NTV—sarvatra sukhapraptir eva phalam nabhavah ato *pasarpanad

ananhanivrttav api sukhapraptir eva phalam ity arthah .

NKL—duhkhabhavasyapi sukhavyanjakatvenaphalatvam ity arthah.

AVS — tad duhkhabhavasyapi na svarupena phalatvam sukha-

hetutvena ity arthah .

[748b-749a]

FRI*W4 II II

SRI
I

“ Now, the niyoga which is made known by the in-

junctive suffix has the nature of validity; because it does

not depend on any other means of knowledge, it is valid

by implying (relation).”

Purvapaksa—Wha.\ is expressed by lih f
etc., viz. niyoga has vali-

dity; it is not expectant of any other pramana; and it is not of the

nature of a re-statement. Niyoga is not possible without the relation
*

to instrument, etc. So, as implying that, niyoga is valid.
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[749b-750a]

v

The nature of being the implier is not derived from

the suffix (Iin, etc.), nor from any other means of know-

ledge. And, because of the contingency of the aforesaid

defect, there would be activity on the part of one who

has not understood (the word-sense).

Siddhanta—Niyoga implying the relation— is it established from

word or from something else? Not the first: this is not known from

Iin, etc., for these latter get exhausted after making niyoga known.

Nor the second: for it is not seen that some other pramana estab-

Jishes the alleged implication by niyoga', if that were so, even niyoga

would become the content of that pramana. • And, if niyoga were

dependent on some other pramana , there would be no apurvata for it.

[750b-751a]

Without your willing it, you will have to give up the

position acceptable to you. The validity of the niyoga
,

where it is desired, there let it be on the basis of Scrip-

ture. Of what use is it?

If you say that activity is only for him who has not understood

the meaning of lin, etc., that he has heard, you will be contradicting

the view that is acceptable to all schools of thought, viz., that the

empirical usage based on verbal testimony is only for him who has

understood the meaning.

NTV—yatra niyogasya pramanyam isyatq Sabdasyaiva tatra ’stu

pramanyam kim niyogena ?
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175 lb-752]
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And, where is its validity desired? Not with refe-

rence to sacrifice, etc., where the evidence is the word

setting it forth; nor is the relation known from secular

usage dependent on injunction, for the hearer under-

stands the relation even in the absence of injunction

from a text which is non-injunctive.

Moreover, in respect of what is there validity for niyoga ? It is

not in respect of sacrifice, etc.; for these latter are known from such

words as yaga, etc,, themselves. Nor is it in regard to relation bet-

ween words and senses; for the relation between the words such as

yaga and their senses is not dependent on niyoga, as it is what

belongs to worldly usage. Even in regard to sentences such as ‘This

is the king’s man’ which are not commands, the hearer understands

the relation between the words and their senses. Since the relation

is seen even in the absence of niyoga, the relation must be admitted

as what is based on worldly usage.

NTV—natavad yagadayo niyoge prameyah tesam yajatyadi-§abda-

manatvad ity aha na yagadau svaSabda iti. napy apurve samsarge

niyogah pramanam ity aha laukiko *pi ’//. vidhipadarahitesti laukika-

vakyesu vidhyarthabhave ’pi Srotur anadhigatopurvah samsargah prati-

yate, devadatta distya vardhase, putras te jatah , ityadav iti hetum aha

yato vidhyabhave 'pi *ti.

NKL—yagadi-padartha-samsargo na vidhyadhino laukikatvad ity

arthah .— . tajnah-purusah itycidi-vidhivikalavakye samsarga-dar$anad

ity arthah .
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[7531

r
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If it be said that the capacity to bring about the

fruit depends on injunction, not so; for why should the

capacity of the word even there be prevented ?

Nor may it be said that niyoga is the evidence for sacrifice, etc.,

being the means to what is desired; for it can be shown even here

that the words themselves may convey this meaning.

[754]

$\w\i m\ \\ ^ \\

Therefore, because of similarity with others, the

connection of word-senses is not dependent on the

injunctive sense; this is thus well-settled without

injunction.

It has now been established that an injunction is not necessary

in the matter of knowledge through verbal testimony. And so, it is

settled that there can be knowledge of texts such as ‘The self is

Brahman * even without an injunction.

NKL—niyogabhave ’pi vedapramanyam sustham ity arthah.

[755]

ii II

Therefore, all word-senses convey a qualified mean-

ing by mutual relation, because of expectancy, compe-

tency, and proximity.
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The relation of word-senses is thus not dependent on injunction.

The word-senses get mutually related as conditioned by expectancy,

etc. And, it is in this way that words cause the cognition of a

qualified sense.

NKL—ayam eti putro rajnah puruso *pasaryatam ity atra rajna-

padasya putra-padadina ’mitasya nirakanksasya purusa-padena anvayad

akanksa sambandhakaranam , agnina sineed ityadau ayogyayor

ananvayad yogyata *pi karanam , bhinnavakyagatayor asamsargat

sannidhir api hetur ity arthah.

[756-757]

ii ^ ii

“Now, as originative injunction (utpattividhi) is

established in the case of knowledge of rites, so also let

there be established the injunction of self-knowledge in

respect of knowledge of the self. And, like eligibility
t

for rites, here activity will also result: the activity of one

who has not been active, and likewise the knowledge of

a sense not already known”.

Here the purvapaksin seeks to show that there are two types of

injunction in regard to the Vedanta texts : originative injunction

(utpatti-vidhi) and injunction of eligibility (adhikara-vidhi) ‘He is to

offer the agnihotra oblation’ is a case of originative injunction; simi-

larly there is the injunction of self-knowledge in the form, ‘The self

is to be seen’ (atma drastavyah). There is also the injunction of

eligibility in the text ‘He who desires release should be active in

respect of knowledge’ (moksa-kamah prajnam kurvlta). The originative

injunction makes known what is unknown; the injunction of eligibility

makes one who is not active active.
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NTV — vastusvarupamatra - jnanam kartavyala -jnana - rahitam

pravrtti-nivrtti-Sunyam anarthakarh,pravrtti-nivrtti-prayuktatvat vakya-

pravrtteh, ato vakyasya ’rthavatvaya vidhih prarthariiyah ,
anyatha

9narihakyam iti tad anuvadati nanv ityadina.

NKL—agneyo *stakapalah kartavya ity utpattividhih karma-karta*

vyata-jnane paryavasyati, na pravartayati evam atma drastavya iti

vidhir jitana-kartavyatayam paryavasyati
\ na pravartayati agneyo

9
stakapala-ityadina uipannasya dargapurnamasyam svargakamo yajeta-

ityanena pravrttih, tadvad vijnaya prajndm kurvita ity adhikarabalan

moksakamino ’vahita-jndne pravrttih.

AVS—yatha agneyo 9stakapalah kartavya ity utpattividhih karma-

kartavyata-jnane paryavasyati , na pravartayati, evam atma drastavya

ity atmajhane vidhir atmajnana-kartavyatayam paryavasyati , na

pravartayati.

[758]

Thus some people, because of attachment to injunc-

tions, desire injunction even in a matter which does not

admit of injunction. As against them, this is stated.

The siddhantin introduces his reply.

[759]

f| ^m\ (Sr*
|

mm w ^ 11

The operation of the injunction is not desired for

knowing the nature of ritual only; but also for the

connection of what has been -originated with the eligi-

bility (adhikara), since it depends on that.
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It was stated by the purvapaksin that the originative injunction

simply makes known what is unknown, i. e. that its function i&

merely to inform about the nature of a particular ritual. This

definition is not satisfactory. The mere knowledge of the nature of

a ritual carries no fruit. So, the originative injunction will not stop

till there is the application of the ritual through the instrumentality

of relation with the niyoga leading to the appropriate fruit.

NKL—utpannasya karmanah phalakanksaivad adhikarasambandha-

niyogadvara anusthane paryavasyati .

[760]

h mm h \\ ^o
\\

Self-knowledge cannot properly be included in the

eligibility. He who is related to the eligibility—the self—

cannot be the enjoined.

It cannot be urged that the self-knowledge, whose nature is

made known by the injunction ‘The self is to be seen’ is related to

eligibility; for the self-knowledge which is said to be enjoined as

what is to be gained cannot be the content of an injunction of eligi-

bility. Self-knowledge is not a matter of faith, as heaven is ; it has

its pramana\ and also, as it is not dependent on human will or

activity, it cannot be related to eligibility. Nor may it be said that

since the self is the master, it is related to eligibility, and through

that self-knowledge also gets related to eligibility; for it must be

first stated which is the self that is so related? Is it the trans-

migrating soul, or the supreme Self? Although the transmigrating

soul is related to eligibility, it cannot be what is enjoined, for it is an

established entity. It cannot also be the content of the knowledge

that is enjoined
; for the transmigrating soul is not the object of

knowledge for the text ‘The self is to be seen.’ aIs for the supreme

Self, that is not at all subject to eligibility. How, then, could self-

knowledge become related to eligibility through the supreme Self?
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[761 ]

i
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This is just as perception having for its content

rice-grains, etc., howsoever carefully examined, is not

seen to enter into the eligibility.

Perception of rice-grains, etc., does not enter into the eligibility

for DarSa-purnamasa , through rice-grains, etc. Even so, self-know"

ledge does not enter into eligibility through the self. Thus, although

there is a possibility of the originative injunction in the Vedanta

texts, there is no possibility of the injunction of eligibility, etc. The

Vedantic injunction, if there is one, makes known wbat is unknown.

[762]

UN19I 1%!%^ RIcWTfft® l%H || II

“Without there being an injunction to know, there is

enjoined the other which is the means to experience

consisting in reflection and meditation together . with the

auxiliaries.

(2) Here the purvapaks® is that, although there is no injunction?

of self-knowledge, there is the injunction of the means thereto, and

that this is required in order that the one who desires release may be

active.

The means consists of reflection (manana ) and meditation (nidi-

dhyasana) ; the end is realization (
anubhava, sakfdtkara ). The auxi»

liaries are calmness (Jama), etc.

51
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With this verse commences the consideration of the second alter-

native mentioned in the notes to v. 661. The view expressed in this

alternative is that it is the contemplation of Brahman that is enjoined.

(See also note to v. 461b-462a.)

NKL—Sabdajnanasya ’vidheyatve *pi tad-abhyasasya vidheyatvud

vidhiparatvam vedantanain $amady-ahga-sahitah saksatkaraphalah

pa$yed~ityadau v.idhiyate.

AVS—$abdajiianad anyah saksatkaranopayah mananadhyanat-

makah pa$yed~iiyadau vidhlyate.

[763 ]

'
II vs>^ II

“ Because seeing (darfana) is enjoined, that which is

implied as related to that, viz. the effort called continued

meditation (prasahkhydna), is also here enjoined for the

sake of experience.

He who sponsors the second alternative shows that the third

alternative, viz. that what is enjoined is direct intuition (saksatkara),

is not sound. The intuition which is of the nature of the self cannot

be enjoined, for that is eternal. Nor is it possible to enjoin the

modification of the mind which is of the form of the self, for that is

the fruit, being the intuition of happiness. Therefore, by implication,

the text ‘ Thou shalt see * should be understood as enjoining that

which is the means thereto, viz. continued meditation (prasahkhydna).

NTV—darSanasya avidheyatvat prasankhyana-laksanah prayatno

vidhlyata iti sambandhcih. apasta$esaduhkha-*nati$ayananda-'dvaya-

brahmatma-darSanasya phalarupatvat svargadivan na vidheyatvam ity

arthah.
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[764]

*FFW^5R5|FT ^(^cl l%4f^ II ’«*« II

“ That which is associated with the auxiliaries

‘calmness’, etc., and which is praised in the text ‘All this

is the self’ is enjoined thus : Thou shalt see, in order that

reflection, etc., may become meaningful.”

Therefore, the text * Thou shalt see * enjoins meditation as

endowed with its auxiliaries, calmness, etc. Texts like * All this is

the self’ should not be understood in their jr mary sense; they are

but eulogies. In the text * The self, verily, dear one, is to be seen,

heard, thought about, and meditated on,’ the expression ‘is to be

thought about* is not an injunction ; for, if it were to be taken as an

injunction, there would be sentence-split. Even if it be regarded

as an injunction, it would only be an originative injunction. An

injunction of eligibility is necessary; and that we have in ‘Thou

shalt see.’

NTV—Samadamadayo yamaniyamadayaS ca angataya vihitah.

[765 ]

II 'sVt II

“ If in ‘Thou shalt see’ the effort (prasahkhyana) is

enjoined, then seeing would be the fruit. It cannot be a

characteristic of the effort; if it is a characteristic, how

can it be the fruit?
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Here the siddhantin objects that the text ‘Thou shalt see’ cannot

enjoin continued meditation (prasahkhyana). If meditation is en-

joined for the sake of ‘seeing’, then ‘seeing’ would be the fruit {phaia)

and not a qualification (viSesana) of meditation. A fruit is that which

is yet to be, whereas a qualification is that which already is. So, it is

not possible to enjoin meditation as qualified by ‘seeing.’

AVS—siddham hi laksanam kakavad atha laksanam na phalam

bhavet siddhatvad anyatha laksanayogat .

[766]

{% m ii ^ II

“ In the world, continued meditation is seen to be

related to seeing (darSana) ;
(as it is doubted whether) in

the Veda too it is so or not, that is enjoined.

The prasahkhyana-vadin replies: In the world it is observed in the

case of Sastraic learning, etc., that meditation is related to perception

as means to end. The doubt arises whether in the case of the Veda

too there is a similar relation or not. In order to remove this doubt

meditation is enjoined in the text under discussion ‘Thou shalt see’.

Here we learn that ‘seeing’ is the fruit, and that, as indicated thereby,

meditation is enjoined as the means.

NTV—vede ’pi prasahkhyanad eva darSanam bhavati anyasmad ve

*ti prapya-prapti-sambhavat tathaive Ui niyama-vidhir ity arthah.

NKL—gastra-tiravanadau dafSanaprasahkhyanayoh sadhya-sadhana-

bhavo loke siddhah prasahkhyanam dar&ana-sadhanam bhavati

nave *ti vicare, dar&anena prasahkhyanam upalaksya darSana-phalena

vidhiyaie.
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[767]
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“The medicine which is ordinarily prescribed for

curing fevers, is seen to be taught specifically also in the

case of typhoid.

An example is given to substantiate the statement made in the

previous verse. A certain decoction is known to cure ordinary

fevers. When a difficult case arises, say, of typhoid, there may be

a doubt whether the decoction will cure or not. In such a situation,

in order to remove the doubt, the decoction is explicitly prescribed.

NKL—kasaya-panarh samanyena jvara-nivartakam drstarn, tat

kasta~jvarasya nivartakam naveti sandehe tan-nivartakatvenct ahga-

visesa-vitistom vidhiyate yatha, tatha loke darSana-sadhanam prasatu

khyanam vede *pi syat na ve
9

ti vi&aye sadhanam syad eve ’ ti vefeseno

*padi$yate,

[768]

m ii ^ II

“Though through other means of knowledge conti-

nued meditation may not be known to be related to the

fruit, here to us continued meditation bears fruit,

because it is dependent on an injunction, and there is

not the certainty of its absence.

It may be argued thus : Meditation (prasahkhyana) does not

have intuition as its fruit, because it is meditation, like secular

meditations. The prasahkhyana-vadin replies to this argument
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saying : although it is not known through pramanas other than

Scripture that meditation has intuition as its fruit, we have to admit

that it is so on the strength of the Vedic injunction. There is nothing

wrong in this admission because it is not definitely known that

meditation is not the means to intuition, and also the injunction

of meditation which is transcendental is superior to any human

argument.

NTV—pasyed ity atra niyogastavat fruyate, sa ca visayam
niyojyam ca apeksate, prasahkhyanasya ca svarupam loka-siddham, vede

'pi sagunabrahma-vidyasu ’pasanadi-Sabda-vacyam iha ’dhyaharaniyam.

AVS—samahito bhutva pafyed ity atra samahita-Sabdena prasan

•

khyana-grahad ato darsana - phalaivena prasahkhyana - vidhir atra-

*vakalpata eva, atha ’tra samahi ta-Sabdena prasankhyanam na grhyate
t

tathapy atra dar&ana-phalatvena vidhanam sambhavaty eva. anyatra

atma va ’re drastavya ityadau nididhyasitavya iti darianaphalatvena

vihitatvat.

[769]

^ ii it

“In the case of cattle, etc. (which are the fruit of the

Citra rite), even though there is doubt, there is certainty

(of the fruit)
; in the case of sky-flower, however, because

it is not (something to be attained by) a means, there is

certainty as to the contrary.”

The prasankhyana-vadin completes the present argument : The

fruit of meditation is to be assumed on the analogy of the fruit of

the Citra rite. Although immediately on the conclusion of the Citra

rite, its fruit consisting of cattle is not observed to accrue, it is

assumed on the strength of the injunction that the fruit will result.
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Similarly, even though meditation may not immediately lead to

intuition, we presume that it would on the strength of the injunc-

tion.

It may be asked : Why not [imagine, on the strength of an

injunction, that a sky-flower exists? But there is no point in this

objection. The sky-flower is non-existent; it cannot be brought

into being by any means. As its non-existence is a settled fact, no

injunction can cause its existence ;
nor can there be any injunction

for causing its existence.

MTV—khapuspasya tucchatvad eva upaya-sadhyatvabhavat na

bhavatyeve ’ ti viparyaya-ni&cayopapatlau na vidhibalat tat-kalpana .

NKL—na kariryadi-tulyam prasankhyanam kimtu citradi-tulyam ,

AVS—pa$vadi-phalasya ca anantaradarsane tat-kim janmantare

bhavati na veti viksayam , na bhavaty eve ’ty abhdva - ni&caya - *bhdvUt

vidhibalacca bhavaty eve ’ti kajpyate.

V *

[770]

II ||

Thus some seek to establish the injunction of medi-

tation, and desire therefor, through reasonings, the

purportfulness in respect of the knowledge of the oneness

of the self.

According to the prasahkhyana-vadin , the texts like 1 That thou

art * assert the nature of reality, and the injunction of meditation is

auxiliary thereto.
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[771]

^ wsqicl I

On the view that injunction is independent, indeed,

oneness of self would not result; because Scripture has

for purport injunction, it cannot have for purport the

nature of self, as that would be arthavada .

As between the assertive statements that set forth the nature of

reality and injunctive texts, which are principal and which are subsi-

diary ? The prasahkhyana-vadin would say ; tn the ritual section

of the Veda the injunctions are primary; but in the Vedanta it is the

assertive statements that are principal, to which injunctive texts are

auxiliary. If injunction is primary, the reality would not be estab-

lished
; and if the reality of the self were not established, there

would be no meaning in enjoining meditation thereon. If importance

be given to injunction, then the texts like ‘ That thou art * would

have to be treated as eulogistic passages, and they would not mean

the oneness of self.

NTV—na tu iha vidhi- svatantryam asti tattvamasyadi-vakyartha-

pradhanyat ,
prasahkhyanasya tac-chesatvad iti vakyaSesah

.

NKL—bhutam bhavyayo ’padi&yata iti nyayad a ikatmya-Sruter eva

vidhi-$esatvam yuktam na punar vidhes tac-chesatvam, atraha-vidhiti .

sin wm-

“Even though understood from Scripture, the

mediacy of that (self) is not removed; in order to make

it immediate, continued meditation is enjoined.
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The prasahkhyana-vadin argues still further : From the texts

‘That thou art”, etc., mediate knowledge results. In order to trans-

form this into immediate experience, continued meditation is

necessary.

*

[773]

JTFR I

“If the reality is not established through means of

valid knowledge, there would be no desire to know it;

and there would be no injunction of continued medi-

tation along with reflection, etc.

Mere injunction of meditation also is not enough. If the reality

that is the self is not established through Scripture, there would be

no desire for realizing it, and consequently there would be no injunc-

tion of meditation along with its auxiliaries, reflection, etc. There-

fore, the real should be known through Scripture.

AVS—manena visayasya brahmatma-Iaksanasya *siddau , tat-

saksdtkarane iccha asambhavat, prasankhyOna-niyogo na sambhavet,

atah Sastrena brahma ’vagantavyam iti.

[774]

ii ^y n

“For the sake of the one who has known the story

of the self from Scripture, but has not experienced it.

52
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and yet who desires to make it his own place, medita-

tion is enjoined by Scripture.

If the self has been known from Scripture, what for is medita-

tion, it may be asked. The reply is : Although he has understood

the meaning of texts like ‘That thou art’, that meaning has not yet

given him direct experience of the self. In order to gain this

experience, he has to meditate.

NTV—aitihyamatrena anubhavatma-brahmarupam trulya, net ca

tavata tad~bhava-praptih 9 atah svasthanaka-prapti-vanchayam sastrena

prasahkhyanam vidhiyate,

[775]

%

* 3 Igs^rji ll ||

“It is only through its own (intermediate) operation

(of continued meditation) that Scripture makes known its

own sense; and not without the operation; therefore

there is no two-fold denotativeness for Scripture.

There is another objection : If Scripture were to instruct about

reality and also enjoin meditation, there would
s
be the defect of

sentence-split (vakyabheda

)

for it. The reply is : no. Continued

meditation is the intermediary operation through which Scripture

reveals reality. So, there is no double sense for Scripture, and

hence no sentence-split.

NKL—tastrasya svariha-pratipadane prasahkhyanam avantaravya-

parah , tena arthabhedabhavan na vakyabhedah .
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[776]

^NKlcRtaH ft =q l%cR |

•
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“There is not for agents (here, Scriptural texts)

obscuration by their own operation (continued medita-

tion); therefore it is well-established that meditation,

etc., have for purport oneness of self.

If meditation is the intermediary operation of Scripture, then.

Scripture being obscured by it would not convey its sense. If thus

it be objected, it is replied that what is auxiliary cannot obscure its

principal. Without the injunction of meditation, there is not the

intuition of reality. In the absence of a knowledge of reality gained

through Scripture, there cannot be injunction of meditation thereon.

Thus, even though the texts ‘That thou art’, etc., have reality for

purport, there is required an injunction of meditation as auxiliary.

NTV—na hi hasthair odanah pacyata ity atra pakasadhanany api

kasthani sva-vyapara-jvalam tirodadhati, tadvat svavyaparam api

sadhayaty eva ity arthah.

[777]

sn
II

V9'3'9
II

“Scripture, even after making known the oneness of

self, does not end without the culmination of the human
goal, for the fear that it may (otherwise) become

invalid.
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When from scripture the one Self has been known, there is the

gaining of the human goal. Of what use, then, is intuition ? And,

why should there be meditation for the sake of that ?

The reply is: Scripture imparts only mediate knowledge. With

that the human goal is not gained. And without resulting in the

attainment of the human goal, Scripture will not be finally valid.

The attainment of the human goal, however, depends upon medita-

tion. Hence the injunction of meditation.

NTV—pumarthaparyantam sastrasya asii vyaparah.

NKL—paroksadhimatrena kaivalyayogad aparoksadhidvara kai-

valyaparyantam vyapriyata t\a ms tram ,
itaratha apumartha-paryavasa-

yitvena apramanya-prasakier ity art hah.

[778]

*3FfplrlJ I

II '9'3<C II

“The word (Scripture) by nature expresses its own

sense mediately, and in consideration of securing for

itself validity, functions by taking the help of reasoning.

What, then, is the place of reason, one may wonder. Scripture

takes the help of reasoning also, as it does that of injunction, in

achieving for man his final goal ; for reasoning too is auxiliary to

validity.

TV yata evam atah Sastram svapramanya-siddhyartham yuktim

apt svlkarotit na kevalam prasahkhyanam .

NKL—asambhavana-nirasaphalam yuktim ahgatvena svikrtya

aparoksa-pramam kurute ity arthah.
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[779]
%

eisft ^ i

^ II
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“That (reasoning) also is incapable in respect of

understanding of the truth, as smoke is in respect of

fire; reasoning functions in respect of the real only by

taking the aid of continued meditation.

Then, why should it not be that Reasoning itself, as assisting

Scripture, generates the cognition of truth. Where is the need for

injunction of meditation ?

To this objection, the reply is: Reasoning, even as in associa-

tion with Scripture, cannot give rise to the intuition of the real ; for

both reasoning and Scripture can yield only mediate knowledge. In

the typical syllogism of Indian logic ‘Wherever there is smoke, there

is fire ;
there is smoke on the hill; therefore, there is fire on the hill’,

what we gain is only mediate knowledge of the presence of fire this

would be so even if the inference is confirmed by the testimony of a

trustworthy person. So, even reasoning has to depend on meditation

for yielding direct experience.

NKL —sa yuktir api atma-saksatkaram janayitum a$akta parok-

sadhl-hetutva-svabhavyat . tasmat prasahkhyanam Sastram ca svikri-

yaiva pravartata ity arthah .

[780]

stop#*, I

stfcl II II

“In this manner. Scripture, establishing the real

directly, and by assuming primacy in relation to injunc-

tion, becomes the means of valid knowledge.
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Scripture, in fact, seeks the aid of meditation, reasoning, and

the self, in its function of revealing the truth. Its validity thus is

four-fold (catuspan-manam). In relation to meditation and reasoning.

Scripture is the principal.

NTV—tadevam kramena Sabda - yukti - prasahkhyana-pramatrbhis

catuspadeva brahma pramanam iti vidhim prati pradhanatvam iti
,

prasahkhyanavidhy-apeksaya tattvam-adi-Sastrasyapradhanyam svikrtya

ity arthah.

NKL—Sabdo yuktim atmanam prasahkhyanam va apeksya vastu

saksad bodhayan vidhim-prati pradhanyena pravartamanah pramanyam

labhate , tarkadeh pratibandha-vigamamatra-karitvad ity arthah.

[781 ]

sitn#r i
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“Though Scripture expresses a related sense, it can

make known the oneness of self, devoid of any assumption

of relation, in this manner (i.e. through continued

meditation, etc.).

Scripture can convey only a related sense, and that too media-

tely. How, theu, can it reveal the pure reality, even as assisted by

meditation, etc,?

The reply is ; although Scripture conveys a related sense that is

mediate, it can reveal, when helped by meditation, etc., the relation-

less absolute truth. The strength of an auxiliary may produce an

entirely different effect.

NTV—yatha visam maranakaram api svabhavato mantra-samban-

dhnt svabhavam parityajya pustikaram bhavati, yatha ca dadhi jvaraka-

ranamsac-carkara-sambandhat pustikaranam bhavati , tatha Sastram api

*ty arthah.
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m sn# i

m n ^ ii

“In the text ‘Whence words return,’ etc., Scripture

itself shows the fearless Brahman from which the assump-

tion of all relation has been removed.

A Scriptural text is here quoted to show that Scripture can

impart knowledge of the relationless Absolute.

NKL—akhandaparoksa-svariipe £ruti~tatparya-lingam aha-nirbha-

yam-iti. na bibheti kutaScane 9
ti phalaAravanat

.

AVS—etad eva vakyath svabhavat samsrsta-paroksahuddhim jana-

yati t ukta-sadhanavato yatha-Santyaiva jnanam utpadayatity arthah.

[783]

sMl §31: II II

I

“If it is not expressed by Scripture, then it cannot

enter into the niyoga also as its content; the objection is

equal as regards both.

Now, if Scripture expounds in the text quoted above the reality

that is distinctionless, where is the need for that reality to become

the content of the injunction of meditation ? To him who has

known the reality from the text, of what use is the injunction ?

Reply : If Scripture does not expound the distinctionless

reality, there will be no content at all for the injunction of medita-
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tion. We may well ask, says the prasahkhyana-Vadin , what is your

reply to this objection ?

NTV explains the objection thus : Scripture which has a

related sense cannot have as its content the relationless Brahman;

and the reply thus: Brahman, then, cannot be the content of the

injunction of meditation either. There would thus be the unintelli-

gibility of both, viz., the injunction of meditation and the Scriptural

teaching about Brahman.

nanu vyapasta-’Sesa-sambandha-kalpanam nirbhayam aparoksam

parambrahma na pratipadayati sastram, tasya samsrsta-paroksa-buddhU

janana eva samarthyat> tasya ca abrahmatvat , taiaSca Sastrasya prasan-

khyananiyoga-matra-paratvena yukti-prasahkhyana-pram ~a trnatn brahma-

pramanapadatve ’pi na Sabdasya tatpadate * ti tripad eva brahmapra-

manam na catuspadt ata aha Sastrena ’nabhidhane tu-iti .

niyoge’pi tadvisaya- prasahkhyana viSesana - jnana - visayatvena

brahmanah praveso na yujyate, na kevalam Sabdavisayatvenaiva Sastrena,

tasya anabhihitatvat , atah prasahkhyanavidhi-brahmasastrayor anupa-

pattis tulya iti bhavah.

NKL^yatha Sastram prasahkhyanam vina anupapannam , tatha

prasahkhyanam api ’ti tulyam parasparapeksatvam ity arthah.

According to an alternative explanation given in AVS, this verse

may be treated as setting forth an objection raised by the niyogapara-

vadin as against the prasahkhyana-vadin.

[784]

I
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“ If there is no injunction (of meditation), he who

has heard of the oneness of self, but is without the

experience of its sense, would make of Scripture an

arthavada, because he is ignorant of the means.

Let not reality become the content of the injunction, because

even without this there is knowledge of reality from Scripture and as

a result the human goal is reached.

Reply : If an injunction of meditation be not admitted, the

text expounding reality would become invalid. As the means to

experience, viz. continued meditation, is not recognized, and as no

other means is observed. Scripture which by itself does not yield

intuitive experience would become an eulogy. Therefore, au injunc-

tion of meditation should be admitted.
,

NTV—saksatkaropaya \
parijnanat tattvamadi-Sastram arthavadam

karoti> prasahkhyana-niyoga- ’peksayam saksaikaropaya-parijnanan

narthavado bhaved iti bhavah .

[785 ]

RRRSSN ffifh I

II^ II

<c Even if Scripture has for purport injunction, the

knowledge of reality (vastu) would not be established,

and as in the case of meditation on the deities, the

knowledge of oneness of self will have to be postulated

as the fruit.

If the fruit, viz. the intuitive experience of the self, be dependent

on the said injunction, then that injunction should be regarded as

the principal, and not the text setting forth the nature of reality.

The reply to this has been stated in v. 771. The same is

explained here.

53
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If the injunction to meditate be the principal and the texts ‘That

thou art*, etc., be subsidiary, then the cognition of the reality would

not be established, and would have to be postulated as the fruit.

This would not be proper. Although the injunction may be the

principal as it is the means to the fruit, the fruit itself in this case

being the cognition of reality, the texts expounding the reality should

be regarded as the principal, and cannot be taken as restatements.

[786]

“ He who has realized the truth of self does net need

continued meditation ; but he who is ignorant, even after

study of Scripture, does not attain the fruit thereof

without this.

He who has realized the truth through continued meditation,

etc., does no longer stand in need of meditation. But he who has

only known of the truth from the texts should meditate in order to

realize the truth. He who has not realized may hear the text ‘That

thou art* repeated nine times in the Chandogya

;

but no realization

will come to him unless he meditates.

NTV—ajno *saksatkrta-brahmah tattvamasiti Sravito ’pi Sravana-

phalam saksatkaram na prapnoti asmat prasahkhyanad vina.

[787-788]

sHteRtRft OTl&cti II n
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“ Even if Scripture have for purport the reality

(vastu), the human goal is not gained, without the

injunction of meditation; so that also has to be resorted *

to. By co-presence and co-absence there does not come

about the experience of oneness of self. Only when

that is established, they would be ; and that from them;

thus there is reciprocal dependence.

The argument that the Vedanta texts stand in need of the injunc-

tion to meditate is here concluded.

The reasoning based on co-presence and co-absence is not

enough. Such reasoning cannot independently lead to realization. It

is only when a thing is known that there can be reasoning about it.

If it be said that reasoning results in knowledge, there would be

reciprocal dependence thus: When there is the experience of reality,

there is reasoning based on eo-presence and co-absence; and when

there is the latter, there is the former.

NTV— aikatmyanubhave sati anvaya~vyatirekau bhavatah
, tat-

siddhau ca brahmatmanubhava siddhir ity anyonyairayah.

[789-790]

fish ffRd mcT: n n

“ Even as the words 4

viSvjit ’ and ‘ yaga ’ (in the text

‘vUvajita yajeta'), while preserving their own senses

attain validity by (the assumed word) ‘desire-for-heaven’;
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so also, Scripture and reasoning, while preserving the

sense expressed by them, attain validity through conti-

nued meditation; not otherwise”.

Scripture and reasoning convey their meaning and bring about

the realization of the truth only in dependence on continued medi-

tation (prasankhyana).

This is explained here on the analogy of the text of the vifvajit

sacrifice (viSvajin-nyaya).* The vifvajit is a part of the great sacrifice

called gavam-ayana which lasts for a year. In the command which

relates to the vifvajit sacrifice, viz. ‘Let him sacrifice with the

vi$vajit’ (viivajita yajeta), no mention is made of any fruit. Here the

enquiry is whether this text enjoins a mere action, or an action that

results in a fruit. The prima facie view is that, as no result is men-

tioned in the injunction, only an act is enjoined here. The Purva-

mimamsa view is that it is not true to say that the action in question

is not conducive to any result. Although no fruit is declared in this

text, the fruit is to be known by implication. What, then, is the

fruit? The prima facie view suggests that it may be any fruit, since

no specific fruit is mentioned. The Mimamsa view is that heaven is

the fruit, since all desire heaven. [See PM, IV, iii, 10-16.]

Now, in the text 'vifvajita yajeta’, the words ‘ visvajit ’ and ‘yaga ’

convey their respective meanings, no doubt. But they become

pramana only when the word ‘svarga-kama’ is supplied. Similarly

Scripture and reasoning, while having each its place, gain validity

only in association with continued meditation.

NTV— tatra hi sarvabhilasitatva-laksana-yukti-siddhena niyojya-

kahksa-purakena svargakamena svabhidheyartha-palanam kurvati

viSvajidyaga-padena saha mdnatam gacchatah anyatha apramanya~

prasahgdt,

NKL—vifvajita yajete * ti vigvajic-chabdasya trtiyantasya karana-

bhuta-yaganamadheyatvat.

G. A. Jacob, A Third Handful of Popular Maxims, Pp. 127-8,
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vitiva]idyaga~vakyasyapeks ita-svargakami-kalpanaya svarthabodhakat-

vam tadabhave pravrttyabhavad vigvajidyaga-padayoh svargakamena

svarthanupalanam kurvato manatvam yatha.

[791 ]

m 33*^ || ||

Admitting that Scripture has for purport oneness of

self, some seek to establish kdrya also through reason-

ings, for the sake of that, (the experience of oneness of

self); that is not right.

The prasankhyanct-vada is here concluded. Those who sponsor

this view, while admitting that Scripture has the one reality for

purport, maintain through the aforementioned arguments that in

Vedanta there is karya also which is of the nature of prasahkhyana .

Siddhanta—The prasankhyana-vada is not sound.

[792]

The triad, cognizer, etc., constituted by pure consci-

ousness as they are, look like the established though

they are not established; what then is required for their

establishment ?

What for is prasankhyana ? (1) Is it required for establishing

reality? (2) Or, for removing the mediateness thereof? (3) Or, for

warding off its non-establishment? (4) Or, for destroying the igno-

rance thereof? (5) Or, for making it immediate? (6) Or, for the

sake of its release?
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(1) The first alternative is not possible. The reality with which
4

we are acquainted is of the triple form, cognizer, cognition, and

object cognized. This triad has no reality other than that of pure

consciousness, the self. Because of the self, the triad appears as if

established. Nothing else is required for the establishment.

NTV mentions only the first two alternatives:

him vastu-siddhyartham prasankhyanavidhir opeksyate
,
uta vastu-

nah paroksya-nivrttyartham.

NKL has these two alternatives:

prasankhyana-niyogasya vastvaparoksam phalam , tat-paroksya-

nivritir va.

AVS has the same alternatives as NTV.

[793]

P
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The witness-self, the reality, by which even the

mediate (objects) are made to appear as if immediate

and as if the self—in respect of that, how can there be

mediate knowledge?

(2) The second alternative is to be rejected. Egoity,etc., which

constitute the not-self, are made manifest by the witness-self,

although by themselves they are mediate; and because of this mani-

festation they appear as if they are the self. The witness- self, there-

fore, can never be mediate. It is the most direct and immediate

reality. As there is no mediateness for it, how can there be removal

of mediateness?
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[794]
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Because by that self-established (reality) even igno-

rance, etc., which veil the entire object of knowledge,

are established, from what can its non-establishment

result?

(3) The third alternative is here rejected. It is the self that

establishes even ignorance, doubt and erroneous knowledge that

veil the world of objects. The self is, thus, ever- established; it is

self-established. So, non-establishment is impossible in regard to it.

Where is the need, then, for prasankhyana for the purpose of warding

off non-establishment?

[795]

*T: I

cRJTipta: WAM II »Vt II

That which is established by its own glory and is

innermost of all—what else than the effect of removing

the darkness (of ignorance) can the means of knowledge

relating to that produce?

(4) The self is established by its own right, and in its own

greatness. Nothing else is required to establish it. All that we need

is to recognize its eternally established nature. For this, ignorance

has to be removed. But the removal of ignorance is the fruit of

pramanat and not of prasankhyana.

NTV—na vastunah sphuranam pramana-phalam kimtu avidya-

nivrttir ity arthah .
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NKL—avidyadi-nivartakatvena vakya-pramanyam iti bhavah.

AVS—na vastu-siddhih pramana-phalam , kimtu avidya-nivrttir

ity arthah.

[
796]

ll ^ ll

Even in the absence of the triad, cognizer, etc., that

which sees the absence as the witness, because it never

loses its sight—how can that be mediate?

• ,

(5) The inner self is eternal and self-luminous. It is the never-

failing witness of the being as well as non-being of cognizer, etc.,

enjoyer, etc., and agent, etc- It is absurd to suggest that such a

reality is not immediate. Nothing else is immediate. Hence, there

is no need for an injunction of prasahkhyana to render the self

immediate.

NTV—na svatas-siddhasya lopa-janmadayah svato ’nyato va

siddhy anupapatteh.

NKL—svapadau pramatrader abhave tad-abhava-saksitaya atme -

syate yena kena karanena aviplutakso nitya-caitanya-svabhavat.

c%\fi luptci lkS>0

[797]

<ri ii '®v9 ii

The impossibility of injunction through the channel

of bhavana in the case of the one self has already been

explained in our examination of eligibility.
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In the verses of the Vartika (v. 20 f.) dealing with eligibility, it

has already been shown that there is no need for the injunction of

the practice of contemplation after knowledge has arisen from

scriptural testimony.

NTV— hhavana purusa-prayatnadih vedartha iti bhattapadamata-

valambanena vidhir adhikari-pariksayam nirakrtah, idarilm brahma-

dattadi-matavalambanena niyogo vakyartha iti vidhir nirakriyate . ,

AVS puts v. 654 before the present verse, and v. 655a after the

present verse. This is followed by the remark : ity evam vartikanam

kramo drastavyah
,
pathakramad arthakramo balavan iti

tasmat tatra likhitavyam vartikadvayam atra likhitam upadeSatah

Sastrartho'dhigantavya iti pratipadanaya. anye tu atraiva vartikadvaya-

sambandham varnayanti.

[798]

II ||

As to how the sense of injunction is impossible

following the doctrine of niyoga ,
in the matter of estab-

lishing oneness of self, is here explained with care.

Here, the view that is refuted is that of Brahmadatta, viz. that

there is need for injunction in the matter of the practice of jnana

,

Hence, this is no repetition.

[
799]

m ll ^ ll

54
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Because oneness of self is itself release, bondage is

from ignorance of that ; there is need for means in the

case of what is to be accomplished; that is not required

in the case of what is already established.

(6) The sixth alternative is here shown to be unsound. Release

is the very nature of the self. The self is not really bound. The

sense of bondage is due to ignorance. A means is required for

accomplishing what is not accomplished. In respect of what is

eternally established, no means for its establishment is necessary.

NTV frames two alternatives, for the first of which the present

verse gives the answer. The alternatives are: (1) Is the prompted

person he who desires release? (2) Or, he who desires the experience

of Brahman-Atman? The second alternative is replied to in verse 801.

*

[800]

met ii coo
||

For the reality which is called oneness of self, the

only obstacle is darkness; it is neither what is to be

accomplished nor means ;
in regard to that there is no

need of bhavana.

Release, it has been said, is self-established, and is not depen-

dent on any means. What for is jnana, it may be asked. The reply is

that jnana is required only for destroying ignorance. As the self

which is the sole reality is devoid of the distinction of what-is-to-be-

accomplished and what-accomplishes, there is no need for the injunc-

tion of practice.

NKL—asadhya-sadhane sadhya-sadhana-bhava hlna ity arthah.
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[801 ]

sri4 upr m\^\ \
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If continued meditation is seen to be the karya to be

accomplished by him who desires direct experience, then

how can oneness of self be said to be the purport?

It may be argued thus: Although there is no injunction of

prasahkhyana as the direct means to release, it becomes an auxiliary

through jndna to which it is subsidiary.

Reply: If prasahkhyana is enjoined by the Vedanta texts for the

benefit of those who desire realization, then those texts cannot have

the oneness of self for purport.

AVS—saksatkaranakamasya karyam niyogah prasahkhyane visaye

sadhyam pratiyate yada, tadd prasahkhyana-niyogasya aikatmya

~

paratvam katham, na kathamcit.

[802]

i| nqgi uhtsr n n

Having the karya for purport and having some-

thing else for purport—-these two are contradictory.

Indeed, the karya is always what is to bej accomplished ;

what is other is only for accomplishing it.

The same texts cannot contain an injunction as well as teach the

oneness of self. If injunction is the purport of the Vedanta texts,

then any other teaching must be for the sake of that, on the principle

that ‘‘things that have already come to be are taught for the sake of

what-is-yet-to-be” (bhutam bhavyayo ’padiSyate),
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[8031

Being the qualification of what is prompted, if direct

experience be regarded as the fruit, then continued medi-

tation which is the content (of the injunction) cannot be

the means to direct experience.

If it be said that continued meditation {nididhyasana) is also

enjoined, like ‘hearing’ {Sravana), as means to direct experience, and

prasahkhyana is only another name for nididhyasana , true; but

prasahkhyana does not make known the reality by being the content

of the cognition of niyoga; for the direct experience is the fruit of

pramana ,
and prasankhyana is not a pramana.

AVS—anubhavakamah prasahkhyanam kuryad iti niyojyasya

’dhikarino viSesatiam bhavann anubhavah phalam iti tvayocyate niyoga-

visayam sat prasahkhyanam anubhiiter na sadhanam ,
anubhavasya mana-

phalatvat
,
niyoga-visaya-prasahkhyanasya apramanatvat.

[804]

JRhjqin WA ^3, I

sjifiTiff ii ^ n

How can the karya which is the sense of the verbal

root occur in the case of continued meditation? Indeed,

continued meditation is the repeated reflection with the

help of word and reasoning. This is settled.

So far we have argued that prasahkhyana is not the means to

experience, admitting for the moment that it is the content of niyoga.

Now, we affirm that prasahkhyana is not at all the content of niyoga.
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The content of niyoga must be the sense of a verbal root, e. g., yaga.

Prasankhyana is not so. It is of the nature of a repetition of

‘hearing’ (Havana) and ‘reflection’ (manana). It is not an act; it

is the repetition of an act.

[805 ]

ii ii

If the content of the sense of the verbal root of

Havana (hearing) be the karya
,
then Sravana alone will

be for you the specific content.

If it be said: “Let there not be in the Vedanta an injunction for
*

meditation. Let hearing and reflection be the content of injunction”,

we reply that the opponent’s thesis would then be destroyed. The

prasankhyana-vadin'

s

thesis is that meditation is* enjoined. We on

our part do admit that hearing, etc., are enjoined in order to make

him who desires release turn to the Scriptural texts.

[806]

cPUR qi roller, II <•*
II

Even in the Daksayana rite, etc., where repetition

is said to bear fruit, the fruit is from the Paurnamasa,

etc., as associated with the guna (repetition), and not

from the guna alone.

The purvapaksin may argue that repetition may be enjoined on

the analogy of the Daksayana sacrifice. The siddhantin replies that,

on the same analogy, it is the act that is enjoined, not repetition.
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In the context of the Dar&apurnamasa; we have the passage,

4 daksayafta-yajnena yajeta prajakamah 9 (One desirous of offspring

should perform the Daksayana sacrifice.) [See Taittifiya-samhita,

II, v, 4. 3.] Here the question to be settled is whether the passage

speaks of a particular result following from the adoption of a parti-

cular accessory at the DarSapurnamasa sacrifice, or whether the act

mentioned is a distinct and independent sacrifice. The prima facie

view is that it is the latter. The reasons adduced are that a particular

name is attached to the act, that there is no mention of an accessory

in the text, and that the text is complete with the mention of the

result. The Purva-mimamsa siddhanta is that the text in question

speaks of a particular result following from the adoption of a parti-

cular accessory at the DarSapurnamasa. From the context of the

present passage we learn that the Daksayana falls within the purview

of the DarSapurnamasa ,
and that it is not an independent or separate

sacrifice. There is a text which reads thus: ‘One should perform the

DarSapurnamasa for thirty years; if he is a performer of the Daksa-

yana he should perform it for fifteen years only; even thus does it

become accomplished; as the Daksayana contains two Paurnamasa

and two DarSa sacrifices: thus is there accomplishment in fifteen

years’. From this we know that Daksayana is not a separate sacrifice.

The term *ayana ’ means repetition. Daksa is the sacrificer who is

quick and an expert. So, the expression Daksayana signifies the

repeated performance of the DarSapurnamasa by the expert sacrificer

and priests. Daksayana, thus, connotes a certain accessory detail at

the Darsapurnamasa. And, the text in question speaks of the result

following from the adoption of an accessory; it does not enjoin a

distinct sacrifice. [PM, II, iii, 5-11]

In v. 806, the purvapaksa is that there is realization through the

repetition of hearing, etc., even as in the case of the Daksayana it is

repetition that brings in the fruit. The siddhantins reply is that,

even in the example cited, the fruit which is heaven does not result

from the accessory by itself, but from the DarSapurnamasa as

endowed with the accessory which is repetition . Similarly, here



when it is settled that the fruit is gained through the act, viz. hearing,

etc., as endowed with the accessory, it is not proper to hold that there

is injunction of repetition too for the sake of intuiting reality.

[807 ]

qoti ^m ^ui%: m: i
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Even where curd, etc., are taken to be guna , they

are so as distinctive of the karya
,
having been entered

j

into by the meaning of the verb-root. This has already

been attained, and (the curd, etc.,) are not independ-

ently (enjoined).

It may be argued that, even though ‘repetition’ is not the sense

of the verb-root, it may be the content of injunction, even as the

accessory curds
(
dadhi

)

in ‘dadhna juhotV (With curds he offers the

oblation), which are not the sense of the verb-root, are enjoined.

The reply is that even the curds are enjoined only as influenced by

the sense of the verb, and not independently. So, here also, repeti-

tion without the act (hearing, etc.) cannot be enjoined for the sake

of the fruit.

There is the text ‘agnihotram juhoti *, and then the texts ‘dadhna

juhoti
, payasa juhoti ’, etc. The question with regard to those texts is

this: Are the homas enjoined by the texts ‘dadhna\ etc., and are

these collectively referred to in the text ‘agnihotram juhotVl Or, is

this latter sentence injunctive of an independent homa ? The prima

facie view is that this sentence refers to the homas enjoined in the

sentences
‘ dadhna\ etc. The Purva-mimamsa siddhanta is that the

injunctive text is
‘agnihotram juhoti\ and that the other sentences

specify the accessories, etc. The term * agnihotra

*

does not refer

collectively to sacrifices already enjoined. In
‘
agnihotram juhoti

the act of homa (i.e. offering into fire) is enjoined. The sentence
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* dadhna juhoti' cannot convey the notion’that the Agnihotra should be

performed; what it signifies is simply that the connection between the

dadhi and the homa should be brought about. Thus it is settled that

the repetition of the mention of homa in such texts as *dadhna juhoti

serves the purpose of indicating the accessory details. In other words,

the use of the term *juhoti* is a reference to the homa enjoined

elsewhere in the text 'agnihotram juhoti* . In the term ‘juhoti

*

as

appearing in the sentence ( dadhna juhoti,’ the conjugational affix

serves the purpose of enjoining the material, dadhi, mentioned by the

word dadhna , and it is only the* verbal root that contains the refe-

rence to the homa enjoined elsewhere. [PM, II, ii, 13-16.]

[808 ]

|| <;<><£ n

Hearing, etc., have not been enjoined ; nor is the

fruit declared in Scripture for guna

;

in ‘ Thou shalt

see ’, only the content, the sense of the root, is

declared.

It cannot be said that in the statement ‘Let one become calm

and collected and then see the self,’ meditation which is of the form

of repetition is enjoined. Seeing is not the fruit of repetition which

is an accessory; it is the fruit of hearing, etc. Nor is release the fruit

of repetition; for that is the fruit of jnana. Here the content of

injunction is seeing (darfana,) and not repetition.

[809]
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Nor is the repetition implied by that (dar§ana-vidhi)

enjoined, for there would be giving up of what is

declared. That which is not accomplished by the sense

of the verb, how can that result from the guna called

repetition?

It may be contended that, as seeing cannot be enjoined, we
should take repetition as what is enjoined by implication. But this

contention is pointless. There is no reason for rejecting what is

expressly taught and assuming what is not taught. If a fruit does not

result from an act, it cannot result from repetition. If intuition does

not arise from the kndwledge that is born of Scriptural testimony,

how can it arise from a repetition thereof? So, even if an injunction

of seeing is to be rejected, there cannot be assumed an injunction of

repetition for the sake of intuition.

[810]

srwpqef&fle; n cU \\

As regards the sense made known by it, if Scripture

needs reasoning, etc., then it would become dependent,

by relinquishing self-validity.

In v. 774 it was stated by the purvapaksin that meditation is

enjoined for one who has known the nature of the self from Scrip-

ture but has not experienced it. It was also contended in that

context (see v. 778) that reasoning too is required. That is recalled

here and refuted. It Scripture depends for its sense on reasoning,

etc., its self-validity would be destroyed, and would become depen-

dent and defective like secular statements.

55
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[811]
i

W #s^i% ff: ||
c{{ a

“If reasoning, etc., are not different pramanas,

because they are parts ofpramana
,
all the parts together,

for us, make known the oneness of self.”

Purvapaksa — Reasoning, etc., are not different pramanas.

They, together with Scriptural testimony, constitute a single pramana.

It has already been stated that the self is to be realized through verbal

testimony, reasoning, meditation, and the self.

[812]

’In: m\ I

Not together, (do they make known the self)
; for

the parts, like oil, wick and fire, are for the sake of

securing for pramana its nature, and not for attaining

the object of cognition.

Siddhanta — It is wrong to say that these four together reveal
' r

the reality. Just as oil, etc., together contribute to the flame, and

the flame illumines the object, here too the four parts together make

for the pramana, and it is the pramana that reveals the real. So, it is

settled that the four parts are not the means to the intuition of

reality.

[813 ]

my strait
i
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If all of them together produce a single fruit, then

the view that each fosters the pramana would be false.

If the parts by themselves reveal the real, then it cannot be

maintained that the pramana is strengthened by each of these. The

prasahkhyana-vadin does maintain this latter view. So, on hU own

testimony, it must be admitted by him that the parts are only contri-

butory to the pramana.

[814]

The fruit of the coming together of pramana and

the causal agents is the accomplishment of its own

nature as pramana ;
in the matter of manifesting the

object nothing else is required.

Thus, the parts accomplish the pramana; and the pramana reveals

the real. In the matter of its coming into being, the pramana does

depend on the causative factors; but in the matter of revealing the

object, it depends on nothing else.

AVS—Sabdadi-padacatustayam jnanotpadakam eva narihapraka-

Sakam ity etat sadhayati .

[815]

For, oil, wick, and fire are the cause of producing

the lamp; the lamp which has thus been brought into

existence illumines the object by itself.
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Thc illustration given in v, 812 is here explained.

Just as the lamp, which is the result of oil, wick and fire combi-

ning together, illumines the object by itself, so also the pramana ,

which is given rise to bv verbal testimony, etc., reveals its object

independently without any further aid.

[816]

That which is made known* by Scripture, if that

alone is made known by reasonings, then there is futi-

lity; if there is some difference, then they (reasonings)

would constitute a different pramana.

It may be held that verbal testimony, etc., are not contributories

to the rise of pramana
,

but are themselves pramana. Then, the

question would, be: Are they pramanas collectively, or individually?

If the first, then we have to enquire: the sense that is conveyed by

verbal testimony— is that itself made known by reasoning, etc., or

some other sense? If it is the same sense, then there is futility for

reasoning, etc. If it is a different sense, then reasoning, etc., would

be separate pramanas, and there would he no collectivity.

[817]

If reality be established through empirical argu-

ments based on dream, etc., then it would be non-

Scriptural; and Scripture would be a re-statement.
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If verbal testimony, etc., be regarded as pramatias individually,

then we have to ask: Are the reasoning, etc., that are pramana such

as are empirically known or those that arc known through the Veda

alone? The enquiry into the three states of experience is empirical.

By the rule of co-presence and co-absence, it is argued that the three

states are illusory and that the self alone is real. But, then, this

reasoning is not dependent on the Veda; and the texts ‘That thou art*’

etc., would turn out to be dependent pramana.

NTV—vedaika-samadhigamyam brahma na bhavet , Sastram ca

yuktisiddanuvadakam na pramanam ity arthah. <

NKL—avasthatrayasya vyabhicarad atmano 'vyabhicarad avastha*

traya-taddharma-sambandho na vastava iti laukika-tarkad atmasiddhau

vedasya anuvadakatvam avaidikatvam ca atmanah ity arthah.

[818]

5nsil3ft*i<n n ||

If the arguments be Scriptural, as they serve only to

elucidate the sense taught by Scripture, then also those

arguments would be re-statements, and they would be

non-different from Scripture.

If the reasoning, etc., are those that are known through the

Veda, then they would be of the nature of restatements, and not

pramanas. Also, they cannot be regarded as different from the Veda

;

and the four factors will have to be reduced to three.

[819]

ERTO si^SlrRRt II II
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Continued meditation is repetition. How can

repetition (ofSabda) endow an object with an excellence?

There is no excellence brought about in the object of

knowledge by repetition of the pramana.

It has been shown that verbal testimony does not depend on

reasoning. Now, we proceed to show that there is no dependence

of verbal testimony on meditation (prasnkhyana).

Prasankhyana is repetition. As applied to verbal testimony, it

must mean a repetition thereof. But such repetition does not bring

about any excellence in the object. In the case of the perception of

a pot, for example, there is no excellence seen in the object by a

repetition of the perception.

NTV— prasahkhyanam nama pramanavrttir ucyate , sa katham

atiSayam kuryat.

[820]

l%wn!cj
|| ||

Even where because of the defect of darkness, etc.,

there is determination (of the object) in sequence, there

is no validity for the combination (of parts), for the

object cognized (at each stage) is different.
«

It is true that in the case of the determination of an object that

is in semi-darkness or at a distant place, repetition of a pramana is

useful. But, here, it must be realized that the determination is not the

result of the collective operation of pramanas. In fact, the object is

different each time.
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It is first known as a thing, then as a living being,

then as a human being, as a man, as being dark, and

then as so-and-so; thus there is difference in the object.

How the object of knowledge is different is shown here.

[822]

ft ?ra frrat i
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To be a means of valid knowledge, indeed, is to

have definiteness as its fruit; and that is different. When

the earlier cognitions do not have that there is validity

only for the last one.

The function of a pramana is to define the object. As the

definition of each object is different, the pramana also is different. If

the earlier cognitions have not defined the object, the last one alone

should be regarded as pramana.

[823]

m I
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If it be said that even though there is difference in

the object of knowledge, the pramana is one because the

same reality is apprehended, then (for the same reason)
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perception, etc., having the same object must be a non-

different pramana .

If it be said that, though there is a difference in the object when

there is a series of cognitions, the pramana itself is single because the

thing itself is non-different, we reply; if that were so then the five

pramanas, perception, etc., should be regarded as a single pramana
*

when they have the same content.

[824]

ws mz 3Ri: ^ n 11

If continued meditation which is being accompli-

shed were to accomplish the fruit, like sacrifice, then it

would be what causes to act, and Scripture is what

makes known; how could the two be one?

If meditation is like sacrifice, yielding its fruit through being

performed, then it is a causative factor (karaka), and cannot, there-

fore, be identical with Scriptural teaching whose function is to make

known (Jnapaka).

[825]

JOTIcIISScRl 5T *TRT5n WfA I
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4

The cognizer-self cannot be a part of the pramana,

if it be the empirical soul (that is meant); if it be the

supreme Self, that is the object of knowledge (prameya);

how then can experience be the fruit?



It was stated by the purvapaksin that there are four factors consti-

tuting the pramana for Self-realization. One of the factors is the

self. Which self is this? Is it the empirical self? Or, the supreme

Self? It cannot be the empirical self, because that self is the locus

of pramana, and cannot, therefore, be a part of pramana . Nor can it

be the supreme Self, for that Self is the object of pramana. So, how

can experience be the fruit of the said four factors?

[
826]
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If experience is one’s own nature (svarupa), then it

is not what-is-to-be-accomplished, as it is established

independently by itself; if it be the knowledge thereof,

then that is pramana

;

and that is (be. arises) from Scrip-

ture and not from a karya.

What is this experience? Is it the nature of Brahman? Or, is it

the psychosis of the form of Brahman? If it be the former, it cannot

be the fruit of pramana. If it be the latter, then that is the result of

the Scriptural texts ‘That thou art’, etc., and not of prasahkhyana

which is a karya . _ .

nnrtf* iptf&d *

NKL— tattvamadivakyaphalam vrttirupajnanam na prasahkhyana-

pha lam.

[827]

Scripture which is being repeated, verily, does not

lose its nature; and how can reasoning and that which is

mediate be for you the means of increasing validity?

56
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According to you, Scripture can yield only mediate knowledge

of the real. Reasoning is, no doubt, mediate. By merely repeating

these, how can one get immediate experience?

[828 ]

q I

II ^ II

The growth in validity depends upon growth in the

object of knowledge; it does not occur by itself; and the

growth of that (object) depends on the growth of

validity. Thus there is reciprocal dependence.

If it be held that by the said repetition there is an increase in

knowledge, there would be the defect of reciprocal dependence thus:

when there is excellence brought about in the object of knowledge,

there occurs similar excellence in the means of knowledge, and

vice versa.

NKL — prameyasya vrddhau visayasyatiSaya-siddhau pram iter

vrddhih mitivaicitryam antarena meyavaicitryam nasti manadhi-

natvan meyasiddhir iti anyonya&rayah.

[
829]
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S

If Scripture, even after generating knowledge, should

stand in need of reasoning, etc., then that would be so

even in the case of heaven, etc.; and in that case it

would become dependent.
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You say that Scripture stands in need of reasoning, etc. Now,

does Scripture expect help from reasoning, etc., after making known

the real, for the sake of the fruit which is intuitive experience, or

does it require help even in the matter of making known the real?

If it be the first, then it must be said with regard to the text ‘He who

desires heaven should sacrifice,’ etc., that it occasions the sacrificial

activity of the person concerned by making known the relation

between the means and end, and then requires help from reasoning

for the accomplishment of the end which is heaven. But such is not

the case. If the second alternative be sponsored by you, then Scrip-

ture would cease to be pramana
,
being dependent on reasoning.

[830]

II II

What more from Scripture is to be attained by him

who has known the self as free from the aggregate of

evil—in which case there may be dependence on reason-

ing, etc.?

More than the realization of the pure self, there is nothing that

is to be achieved through Scripture. Where is, then, the need to

depend on reasoning?

[831 ] ,

m =n gfo:

What reasoning does the lamp require which by its

own light dispels the serpent and the shudder (caused by

it) and makes known the truth, viz. the rope, etc.?
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An example is given for showing that Scripture does not depend

on reasoning for making known its own sense. The example is the

familiar one of the lamp dispelling the rope-snake illusion.

NKL—vimcitam adhyasta-nivarttakam tatlvajnanatvat rajjutattva-

jnanavat.

[832]

The relation of subsidiary and principal cannot be

without syntactical unity; and that cannot obtain here

because of difference in purport as reality and karya.

Scripture and prasankhyana are not related as principal and

subsidiary, because there is no syntactical unity between them. And

there cannot be syntactical unity, because their purports are different;

the texts ‘That thou art,’ etc., have reality for purport, while the

injunction of meditation has niyoga foi purport.

A VS—prasankhyana vidh i - $as trayoh SesaSesibhava ekavakyatam

vina na sambhavati, sa caikavakyata na sambhavati , tattvamader vastu-

paratvat prasahkhyanaviddhayaka-vakyasya niyogaparatvat.

[833 ]

|| II

Nor is there here syntactical unity of the nature of

identity of fruit, as between auxiliary and principal, in

which case syntactical unity could be postulated.



It may be contended that there is syntactical unity for prasafi-

khyana and Scripture because of the sameness of fruit, as for the texts

relating to the Prayajas and the DarSapurnamasa. In connection

with the DarSapurnamasa sacrifice, we read— 'samidho yajati, tanuna-

patam yajati y ido yajati, barhir yajati, svahakaram yajatV (Taittiriya
-

safhhita, II, vi, 1,1). This text mentions the fore-sacrifices that are

to be performed in connection with the Darsapurnamasa . These fore-

sacrifices have no independent fruit; they are auxiliary to the princi-

pal act which is the DarSapurnamasa.

*

Now, if prasafikhyana and Scripture are to be related in this way,

what is the fruit, we ask? Is it heaven? Or, is it release?

The fruit cannot be heaven; and prasafikhyana and Scripture

cannot have syntactical unity because of having heaven as their

fruit. A contrary example is given here. There are two sets of texts

(A) one commencing with the words *yadagneyo*stakapalahf etc.,

and (B) the other with the words ‘ agharam agharayati/ etc. They

relate to two sets of sacrifices. The question to be settled is whether

both the sets of sacrifices are equally primary, or whether the first set

alone is primary, the second being auxiliary. It is argued by the

Mlmamsaka , as against the prima facie view, that the first set comp-

rises the principal acts constituting the Darsapurnamasa , while the

second set consists of auxiliary acts. It is also maintained by him

that the text,
‘

ya evam vidvan paurnamasim yajate
i
ya evam vidvan

amavasyam yajate ’
(Taittiriya-samhita, I, vi, 9, 1-2), does not enjoin

two different acts, but prescribes the time of performance with refe-

rence to the first set of sacrifices. [See PM, 11, ii, 3-8.] Here again
*

we have syntactical unity because the texts are related as enjoining

the principal and subsidiary acts. And, the fruit is heaven.

This contingency does not arise with reference to prasafikhyana

and Scripture, because even you do not hold that heaven is their fruit.
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[834]
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For release which is self-established, what is to be

established (prasahkhyana) cannot be the helper; auxilia-

riness is not to be found in any other way in the case of

what does not help the principal.

In regard to the other alternative, namely, that prasahkhyana and

Scripture have syntactical unity because they have release as their fruit,

we have to ask; does prasahkhyana help Scripture in the matter of

bringing about the fruit, or in establishing Scripture itself?

Not the first; for it has already been shown that in the matter of

release which is the fruit of Scripture, the injunction of prasahkhyana

is of no use.

NTV—kaivalyam hi svatahsiddham na ca tasya krtisadhyataya

*nustheyam prasahkhyanam sadlumopakarakam bhavati.

[835]

II II

Scripture does not need karya for establishing itself,

for it is eternal, nor for teaching the oneness of self, for

it has the capacity to express by itself.

The second alternative too is not possible; Scripture is eternal,

and so it does not require prasahkhyana for its establishment; nor

does it need prasahkhyana for revealing its sense, for it has the ability

by itself to make known the one self.

A VS—vedasya nityatvat svato bodhana-samarthyac ca.



[
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If continued meditation be the sense of Scripture,

when performed once, there should be experience of the

oneness of self; if not, there would be failure of fruit-

fulness, ahd there would result invalidity (for Scripture).

*

Let prasahkhyana be the principal or a subsidiary to Scripture.

But we have to settle this question, viz. whether it has an unseen

result or a seen result. It cannot have an unseen result; for that is

unacceptable to both of us. If it has a seen result, does that result

come about when prasahkhyana is performed once, or only when it is

repeated? If the first alternative be sponsored, then you will have to

give up advocating bhavana which is prolonged and uninterrupted

meditation. As-for the second alternative, that too is unintelligible.
* _

If a single performance of prasahkhyana does not yield the fruit, how

can a repeated performance yield it?

[837 ]
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|| II

Nor is there prescribed here time or number in

which case there could be certainty about the result

through that- Indeed, there cannot be activity in respect

of what is in doubt.

In the injunction of prasahkhyana there is not mentioned ‘time’

or "number’ by virtue of which it may be said to yield the fruit.

Contrary examples may help in elucidating the point here. In the
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Case of the Agnihotra sacrifice, ‘morning’ and ‘evening’ are prescribed.

In the text ‘He takes hold of the seventeen Prajapatya animals,’ the

number ‘seventeen’ is prescribed. In regard to prasahkhyana
, no

similar prescriptions are there. When one is in doubt about the

fruitfulness of an act, one would not perform it.

NKL—asmin-kaje etavat - sahkhyakam prasahkhyanad unubhavo

bhaved iti ... na.

[838]

ej ip:
1
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*

Or (i.e. even if he is active), having climbed up

high, he will turn indifferent because of failure and do as

he likes, or fall without gaining his objective.

Or, when in doubt, if one performs prasankhycina, no good would

come out of it. After trying and failing, one may become indifferent

or despondent and end in utter defeat.

[839]
-

ensrc j
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Or, unseen fruit will have to be assumed, as in

Agnistoma; or it should be assumed to be an auxiliary to

rite, as the injunction of the Udgitha chant.

lfit.be said that there in no question of failure, because one is

asked to do prasahkhyana till the end of one’s life, then we must

assume an unseen result for it, as for the Jyotisioma. Or, prasah-

kyana must be regarded as an auxiliary to ritual, even as the Udgitha

chant is.
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[840]
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Thence there would be the karya contrary to what

is taught and sublating Scripture; there would also be

loss of faith for those who desire release and there

would be sublation of the karya.

If prasankhyana is an auxiliary to ritual, it cannot serve as a

subsidiary of Scripture (that teaches the one self). If it has an

unseen fruit, then it would be a principal act, like the Jyotistoma.

That would mean that you have to give up your view that prasan-

khyana is subsidiary to Scripture. Moreover, if prasankhyana is an

auxiliary to ritual and has an unseen result, then the one who desires

release would not be interested in it even as he is not interested in the

Jyotistoma. As realization is not seen to result from it, the one who

desires release would not perform it ; and so far as he is concerned,

there could be no injunction of prasankhyana.

[841 ]

SMF? II <8? II

The karya alone would be the principal, because

there would be no need of the truth of reality; and since

from Scripture the real cannot be gained, what content

will the karya have?

Further, on the view of prasankhyana, we have to ask, what makes

the reality known? Is it the text that enjoins prasankhyana? Or, is

it the text ‘That thou art,’ etc.? Not the first, because the injunction

57
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has niyoga for purport, and cannot, therefore, reveal the real. Nor

the second; for if the text 'That thou art* has niyoga for purport, it

cannot serve as pramana in regard to its own sense. And, in the

absence of the knowledge of reality, a repetition of that knowledge

would be impossible, and the niyoga, thus, would be void of content.

* ' ,
- -.1

,
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If Scripture does not expound the true nature of

reality, then since the real has not been established and

as that text treats principally of kdrya, there would be

for that the nature of eulogy.

On the view of prasahkhyana

,

does the sacred teaching about the

one self, while having that self for purport, not expound it, or does it

expound? If it does not expound, then it would not be pramana.

[843]

*

If Scripture does expound the oneness of self as its

purport, then that oneness will be immediate, and so it

is futile to assume a karya which destroys the mediacy.

If the sacred teaching does expound the oneness of self, then the

intuitive experience thereof would result from that text itself, and

there would be no need for prasahkhyana to remove mediacy.
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[844]
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How does that result from Scripture which does not

teach the true nature (of the self)? When the cow which

is non-horse is established, the horse is not established.

Now, it may be argued thus: From Scripture there does not

result the immediate experience of the real; for it can convey only a

related and mediate sense. In order to make it immediate, there is

the injunction of prasankhyana.

Reply: There is the text which declares, ‘That which is direct

and immediate,’ etc. If from this and similar texts there does not

arise the direct experience of the one self, Scripture would become

apramana.

Objection: Scripture teaches a reality which is distinct from the

relationless and direct self, and also as the counter-correlate thereof

the relationless and direct self. So, there is validity for Scripture.

Reply: How is this possible? Suppose we see a cow which is

distinct from the horse; do we thereby see the horse also?

AVS—a$vad bhinne gavi siddhe ’pi pratyaksadina na taj-jnanad

aSvasiddhih.

'

[845]

f

If it be said that the self is only heard from Scrip-

ture, and that the experience thereof is from karya , then
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the real is not determined, and Scripture would be mere

words as is seen in the case of eulogy also.

Objection: From Scripture, the relationless and direct reality is

established. But a mere hearing of Scripture does not produce

experience. In order to have this experience, one must do prasan-

khyana. Thus, there is validity for Scripture, and there is need for

prasankhydna

.

Reply: From Scripture, is there determinate knowledge of

reality, or only doubtful knowledge? If there is determinate know-

ledge, then that is experience, and nothing more is required. If there

is only doubtful knowledge, then that is no knowledge. To say that

there is knowledge from verbal testimony would thus be a mere

figure of speech. If this be so, the text ‘That thou art,’ etc., would

be but an eulogy.

[846]
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And so, the doctrine that Scripture has karya for

purport has been given up (by the prasankhyanavddin) only

in vain; Scripture would have sampat (meditation) for

purport, since it ceases to have reality for purport.

You cannot say, “Let the text ‘That thou art
5

be an eulogy.

What is the harm?” If the text is an eulogy, then its purport would

be karya. But this is not acceptable to you, for you too hold that the

one self is the purport of the text. Self-consistency would demand

of you to say that prasahkhyana , and not reality, is the purport.

NKL — vastuparam fastram icchata na prasankhyana-niyoga

*nglkarya ity arthah .
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AVS — vastuparatvena vastuni matram icchatah
.

prasahkhyana-

niyogo nabhyupagantavyah.

[847]

Nor is Scripture to be taken as of the form of story,

though (stories are) heard; for there would be the defect

of having a beginning, etc. Stories are related only as

being subsidiary to the human goal.

There are stories related in the Upanisads. But they are not

their purport; for by listening to them the human goal is not reached.

If the stories were to constitute the purport, Scripture would have a

beginning and cease to be eternal. The stories are there only as

subsidiary aids to understanding.

AVS—tarhi kimartham akhyayikarupam Srutya bhanyate ... abhyu-

dayamoksa-sadhana-stutyartham iti brumah.

[848]
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If, for the fear of futile repetition, another sense be

assumed here (for uttara-kanda), and it be stated to be

oneness of self, then injunction would be futile, and so

duality would have to be assumed (that there may be

continued meditation).

For this reason also there cannot be the injunction of prasah*

khyana in the Upanisadic texts ‘That thou art, etc.: if the Upanisads

have niyoga for purport, like the ritual sections of the Veda, there

would be futile repetition.
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Objection: In the ritual sections, injunction is independents

whereas in the Upanisads the main teaching is about Brahman, and

the injunction of prasankhyana is auxiliary thereto. Thus there is no

repetition. Or in the ritual section, niyoga is the external means,

whereas here it is the internal means; Or, the connection may be

stated thus: ifprasahkhyana-niyoga is not admitted in regard to the

text ‘That thou art,’ there would be release through knowledge gene-

rated by the text heard only once, and the repetition of the text nine

times in the ChSndogya would be pointless. Therefore the injunction

of prasankhyana as auxiliary to the sacred teaching should be

recognized.

Reply: The first explanation offered is not sound. If there be

admitted niyoga in the Upanisads, that would become the principal

according* to the rule that what is existent is for the sake of what is

to be occasioned (bhuta-bhavya-nyaya). So, the proper distinction

between the two sections should be stated thus: In regard to the

Vedantic texts there could be no injunction by any means. Injunc-

tion is pertinent only to the texts that relate to ritual.

The second explanation too is not proper. That explanation

would obtain if the two sections constituted one teaching like the

second and third chapters of a single book. But that is not the case.

As there can be no injunction at all in regard to the text ‘That

thou art,* etc., the two sections must be regarded as two different

teachings.

The third explanation is equally unintelligible. If it is urged

that the injunction of prasankhyana is for the wise one also because

the text ‘That thou art’ is repeated, then it would follow that duality

is real, as without duality there could be no injunction. It cannot

be said that only an apparent duality is required, for your view is

that the niyoga is necessary even after there is knowledge. Otherwise,

the niyoga too would become unreal. So, the reason for the repeti-

tion of the text ‘That thou art* must be stated thus: it is for the

removal of doubts that arise in the way of understanding the text.
T
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Note : AVS introduces the second alternative in the purvapaksa

thus: brahmadattadi-matanusart kaScic codayati. \ i

t 1 -
i

[849]
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In a matter which has been known through means of

valid knowledge nowhere is again seen enquiring through

karya and reasoning, for then, self-validity would be

destroyed.

When is prasankhyana required—is it when the Scriptural teaching

has been understood only superficially, or even when that teaching

has been directly and determinately known? The first alternative is

acceptable to us, not the second. On the evidence of the Scriptural

teaching when a matter has been settled, there is no need either for

niyoga or for reasoning. When the supreme truth has been seen, there

is no room for the sense of agency. How, then, can there be scope

for injunction, etc.? Moreover, if Scripture were to be dependent on

them, its seif-validity would be destroyed.

[850]
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II II

When a pot has been known through perception,

why reasoning and why karyal If they are needed for

having a defectless cause, that is already established in

the case of the Veda, because it has no human author*
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An illustration is here given for showing that Scripture does not

depend on reasoning, etc. When a pot is directly perceived, there is

no need to reason about it. Sometimes, in the case of perception,

etc., there may be a defective cause, which may necessitate dependence

on reasoning, etc* But as regards Scripture, there can be no defect

at all, for it is not the work of a human agent.

NTV—tatra kacadidosasambhavad anvesanam, Sabdepi pauruseye

purusadvaraka-dosa-sambhavad anvesana bhavaty eva, vedasya tu

apauruseyatvad dosarahitatvam svatahsiddham iti nanvesanam yuktam

iti bhavah .

[851 ]

As for contradiction with perception, etc., that

remains even on the view of karya . How can there be

the experience of oneness of self, since it is contradicted

by perception, etc.?

It cannot be maintained that, as the Scriptural knowledge of the

oneness of self is opposed to perception, there is need for prasan-

khyana-niyoga . For, even then the opposition to perception would

remain.

NTV— siddhavastu-bodhakatve vakyasya pratyaksadi-virodhepi

pramanyam yujyate, upakramadilihgaih tatra tatparya-nirnayat, niyoga-

paratve tu adityo yupa ityadivat na vastuni pramanyam pratyaksadi-

virodhad ity arthah,

[852]
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That which is established by the denial of that

(perception, etc.) is, indeed, not a gift from the kdrya
;

that is only from Scripture which is a valid means of

knowledge, and not from the object, of knowledge which

is kdrya.

The establishment of the non-dual reality through the rejection

of the evidence of perception, etc., is not on the strength of niyoga,

but on the testimony of Scripture which is a valid means of know-

ledge. Niyoga is not a means of knowledge; it is an object of

knowledge.

[853]
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If the nature of Scripture be the same for us both,

then what argument of yours will justify kdrya ? That

there is no Scripture other than that which makes known

what has not been known, we have said already.

Both of us are agreed that the Vedanta texts validly teach a

sense which relates to the established reality. We have also defined

pramana as that which conveys a sense not already known. Thus,

when it is shown that Scripture is the evidence for Brahman which is

not known earlier, where is the need for dependence on niyoga?

[See vv. 561~b — 562-a f.j

[854]
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58
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After expounding the human goal by the force of its

own nature. Scripture in speaking of that again with the

help of arguments, is expectant only of its own sense.

It may be argued that although niyoga is not needed, reasoning

is required thus' Scriptural texts do contain arguments. The

reasoning based on arguments is not possible before knowing a thing.

So, it must be admitted that Scripture stands in need of reasoning

for establishing what is taught by it.

Reply: Scripture teaches its sense which is the human goal. The

arguments are adduced to remove possible doubts. Although the

knowledge of the inner reality, Brahman, is given by Scripture, there

arise doubts on account of the limitations of man. The arguments

that are advanced are designed for the removal of these doubts. They

are not the means for generating the intuitive knowledge of Brahman.

For this, the Scriptural text alone is the cause.

NKL— irutih prakrtyaiva s varasika samarthyenaiva samvid-ananda-

vastu pratipadya, sainbhdvand - viparitabhdvand - *bhibhutam dpata-

dartanam uipadya, tad asambhdvanadi-nirasaphala-yuktibhih saha

vadanti svartham akhandaparoksam iksate sadyomuktiphalam anu~

bhavam prasuta ity arthah.

[855]

H II

On account of a fault such as this the reasonings are

not the cause of a means of valid knowledge; for if the

self would not be established from Scripture alone, there

would be the destruction of the latter’s independence.
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Scripture teaches its own sense; here there is no dependence on

reasoning. The latter helps only by way of removing doubts. Other-

wise, Scripture would cease to be an independent pramana.

NTV — pauruseyavakyavat vedah sapeksah prapnoti,
yuktysdy-

upanyasasya *nyathasiddhau na sapeksah syad ity arthah.

[856]
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Not because Vayu is quick in giving reward is the

sacrifice of a white goat enjoined for attaining pros-

perity; for that is established as the aim of the injunc-

tion; and quickness is mentioned for the sake of

performance.

Here an illustration is given to show that reasoning is only for

the purpose of removing obstacles that lie in the way of determinate

knowledge. There is the Vcdic text (see note to v. 36): ‘One desiring

prosperity should sacrifice the animal Sveta dedicated to Vayu: Vayu,

verily, is the eftest deity ... he leads the man to prosperity.’ Here

the relation of means and end as between sacrificing the white animal

and gaining prosperity is not established on the strength of the words

‘Vayu, verily, is the eftest deity.’ That relation is known from the

earlier part of the text ‘One desiring,’ etc. The other part of the text

is for removing a possible obstacle by putting enthusiasm into the

agent of the sacrifice.

Similarly, here, reasoning is given, not for generating knowledge

from the text, nor for the sake of determining the sense of the know-

ledge that has arisen, but for removing the obstacles thereto.

NTV—na vakyat jhanotpattaye yuklyady-tipanyasah, napy utpanna-

jmnasya svartha-niScayaya, kithtu ni$cita~pratibandhavigamanaya.
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NKL— v'ayur vai ksepista elevateti ksIprakdritva-kaihanam na

Svetalambhasya vibhu t i-sadherna t va-jnapartaya vidhita eva tatsiddheh,

kimtu prarocanadvara pum-pravrttyarthim. evam atrapi jnanasyotpattau

arthanifeitau ca na yuktyapeksd apitu pratibandha vigame eva .

AVS—nanu jnanaphale pratibandho na bhavati ’ ty uktam acaryaih

evam mulct iphaldniyama ity atra, atah katham adhikaranaviruddham

ucyate, naitatsdram, jndnasya dvividham phalam svavisayan i$caya ekarh
*

phalam , apararn niscayadvarena avidya- tatkdrya-ni vrt i is tatra niscaya -

khyam phalam pratibandhum Sukyate.

[
857]
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If the self be seen as distinct from the states of

waking, dream and sleep, as cowness is from the indi-

viduals, what bearing has it on the self being Brahman?

The determination of truth does not result from reasoning. For

example, one may know through reasoning that the self is distinct

from the three states of experience. But, with this much, it is not

realized that the self is Brahmin, that the sense of ‘thou’ is the sense

of ‘that/ This latter realization is got only from the Vedantic text.

NTV—tvarh-paddrtha~$i*ddhir eva yuktibhih bhavati na tasya brah~

matvam avagatam bhavati , vakyad eva kevalat tad avagamdd ity arthah .

NKL — tvam - padartha - v’veko yukti-phalam brahmatvanubhavo

vakya-phalam.

[
858

]
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What has not been established by Scripture and

reasoning cannot be established by repetition. Verily,

repetition is not seen to be the cause of validity

elsewhere.

The opponent may argue that, as knowledge is not seen to result

from the text that has been heard or from reasoning, there is need

for repetition {prasahkhyana)

.

The reply is that repetition is not a

means of knowledge. Even as the repetition of perception is not the

cause of validity, the repetition of verbal testimony is not the cause

of validity.

NKL — atmajnanam abhyasyamanam naparoksapramiti~janakam9

jnanatvat, pratyaksadi-jnanavat

.

AVS—jhanasya avrtya n i$cayajanaka tvam na drstam ity arthah ,

[859]
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Nowhere else is this kind of validity seen
;
nor can

it be said that there is no possibility here of a unique

kind of proof.

It may be that secular statements convey a sense that is related

and mediate. That does not mean that it is impossible for the

Vedantic texts to reveal Brahman that is unrelated and immediate. A

pramana must be in consonance with the real.

A VS — aprat ibandha - vijnanam svarupalabhama trena ni&citim

avidyataikarya-nivrttim ca karoti ’ty arthah.
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[860]

5^ra || ||

<e Because the names Atman and Brahman are ex-

pressive of nonempirical senses, how can it be said that

the Atman is Brahman without knowing their relation ?

Objection: You say that the text ‘That thou art’, etc., is the

pramana for Brahman-Atman. Now, are the words ‘Brahman’ and

‘Atman* known through some other pramana or not? If they are not

known, the text cannot convey meaning,

[ 861 ]

^ ^irrs^ri ii n

<c The word whose relation to the sense is known is

capable of conveying the sentence-sense. If the senses

of Brahman and Atman were known from empirical

usage, then the knowledge would enter the empirical

sphere.”

If those words are already known, then the text ‘That thou art,
5

etc., would be but a re-statement.

[862]

RU-ra || II

Since the word ‘self’ is used only to refer to the self,

it has an empirical sense; and the sense of eBrahman 5

also is well known in empirical usage as greatness.
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Reply : The two words are not unknown in empirical usage.

The word ‘Atman’ is employed to refer to self. The word ‘Brahman*

means ‘that which is great.’

[863]

1% n ii

When thus the word-senses have been known from

the words through the empirical means of knowledge,

who can prevent the super-sensuous sentence-sense from

the sentence in the Veda?

Although the word-senses are known earlier, the sense of the

text ‘That thou art’ is not empirical, in which case alone the text

would he a re-statement. The impartite sense which the text conveys

is not known through any other pramana.

[864]

II <^8 II

When through empirical usage the senses of words

like apurva , devata and svarga have been established, the

super-sensuous sense is understood from the sentence

alone.

An example is given here from the ritual section of the Veda.

Words such as ‘apurva,’ ‘devata,’ and ‘svarga
1

carry their meanings

even in empirical usage. But, as employed in the Vedic texts, they

acquire a supernormal meaning.
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NKL — krtisadhyamatre sampradanakarakamatre sukhamatrt va

apurvadi-tabdanam loka-grhita-sahgatikanam vede svargakamadi-

padantara-samabhivyaharena vttistartha-bodhakatvam yatha tatha atrapi

y
ty arthah.

[865]

^RR nWRl |

WlRI II II

There is no coherence when words along with the

word-senses are used, as they have not the capacity to

satisfy the expectancy
;

for, empirical usage is from

sentence.

The objector may say that there is no sentence-sense other than

the word-senses put together. But he is wrong. On hearing a set of

words without mutual expectancy, one does not make out any sense.

In order to convey sentence-sense, a sentence has to be employed.

[866-867]

f^ni nsRRR n \\

RRRKS^T rrrfIr ^ ?pr i

T2RRi RRtRI || ||

In the empirical usages of elders a sentence is always

used for the sake of sentence-sense; there the relation

(of words and their senses) is understood clearly by the

entry of other parts and leaving off of certain parts (i. e.

avapodvapa); for the difference between sentence and

sentence-sense, the words and their senses are the cause*
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Objection: Words make their senses known; from the word-

senses there is knowledge of the sentence-sense, and not from the

sentence.

Reply: Both in the state of learning and in the state thereafter

it is only the sentence that is used. Never do the word-senses make

sentence-sense known; for they are not pramana. If it were not thus,

knowledge of the sentence-sense would not be through verbal testi-

mony. Moreover, in the empirical usage of elders it is the know-

ledge of the sentence-sense that is intended. It is from this that the

relation of particular words to their senses is known through the

method of insertion and^elimination.

Objection: Insertion and elimination stop when the senses of

words have been grasped. How, then, to account for the difference

between sentences and between sentence-senses?

Reply: Words are the cause for the difference between sen-

tences; and word-senses for the difference between sentence-senses.

A VS — na kevalam padarthajnanaya vakyaprayogah ,
kimtu

vakyartha-jnanaya.

[868]

ci^r wm ••flpiU'Hi rM 3 srh 11 11

If by the in-coming of a part there is increase of a

part in the sense, then of that (increased) part this

(added) part is the cause, and not the means of valid

knowledge.

When a word is inserted in a sentence, there is an addition in

sense. Of this added sense, the inserted word is the cause. Thereby

that word does not become pramana.

59
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[869]

qq wwrS qiqqsifqi^qftcig. i

qiq^Sft qftq^q ^i4i%3FfcU II ||

It is therefore held that the sentence and sentence-

sense have parts; and the sentence, while conveying its

meaning, expresses a composite sense.

Objection: Like word and word-sense, sentence and sentence-

sense, you say, are related as expression and expressed. Then, even

as for the former, for the latter too parts aronot possible; and sen-

tence must convey its sense even as word does. You would thus have

to admit that sentence is not pramana, even as word is not.

*

Reply: Although sentence expresses its sense, the sense that

it expresses is a related one. So, both sentence and sentence-sense

have parts. The relation thus is between word which is a part of

sentence and word-sense which is a part of sentence-sense. The same

does not obtain between sentence which is a collection of words and

sentence-sense which is a collection of word-senses.

[870]

qpiq^q q nGre; qiqq^iqqi^qtei: ii os» n

And thus it is settled that the capacity to express

meaning is for a collection (of words) (only)
; and it is

also, therefore, established that sentence and sentence-

sense have parts.

Word has capacity to convey its own sense as associated with

other competent words. And, sentence and sentence-sense have

parts. From this we conclude that sentence which is a collection of
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words conveys a meaning which is not known earlier from the words

themselves, and so it is pramana , while word is not.

NKL—yato vakya-tadarthayor bhagavatvam eva tatah samuhasya

vacakatvam pramdnatvam avasthitam ity arthah.

AVS—atah-$abdo yata ity asminn arthe ca-&ahda evakararthe.

[
871

]

*m: i| II

And thus, even in Scripture there would be the sen-

tence-sense established in empirical usage; for, the

empirical word-senses alone are declared in Scripture

through reasoning.

Just as in empirial usage words have capacity to express a sense

as construed with other competent words, so also do they have that

capacity in the Veda. So far as the use of words in sentences is

concerned, there is no difference between empirical usage and Vedic

usage. As for the Vedanta texts conveying a sense that is impartite,

that is made possible by secondary implication
( laksanti).

[872]

sifi i

vrrroi H a

Even though, due to the intervention of human

intention, there be doubt in empirical usage, in the

Veda, because it is not a product of any human agency,

there is direct validity in respect of its own sense.
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Objection: If empirical usage and the Veda do not differ in the

matter of sentence-sense, then like empirical words, the Veda too

should be a contingent pramana.

Reply: Empirical words are contingent because they are uttered

by fallible human beings. Not so is the Veda, because it has no

human author.

[873]

^ tpJRT I%cll I

^ H ||

Even if the Veda had karya for purport, it does not

follow that combination of words has that for purport;

for if that were so, there would be no knowledge of

sense elsewhere, because there is not the knowledge of

relation (to karya).

Even if the Veda had karya for purport, it does not follow that

every combination of words should have that for purport. For, we

have already shown that words have capacity in conveying sense in

combination with competent words. And, sentences are employed

to convey a sense that has nothing to do with karya, even as there

are sentences relating to karya. So, it must be admitted that a sen-

tence can mean something which is already there. To the question

how a sentence can convey a sense that is unrelated and impartite,

we have replied that it is by secondary implication.

If karya is said to be necessary for words or sentences to make

sense, then, what about words and sentences which have no relation

to karya and yet make sense ?
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[874]

=q WM qiM qifa q |

qqi^q|OT§l%W: qqqtmqn, II ^ II

How karya is not the purport (of the Veda) and how

there is no karya at all we have already established

through reasoning.

That karya is not the purport of the Veda, we have established

already.

[
875

]

3ffl%Trn q II II

Because the relation of a word to its meaning is

established by the immemorial usage of elders, the

doubt cannot be raised that the relation has a

beginning.

If it be objected that because the relation between words and

meanings depends on convention and so has a beginning, verbal testi-

mony cannot be an independent pramana, the reply is that the usage

of words is without a beginning.

NTV— caksurader yatha rupagrahane samarthyam sahajam na

sanketikam evam Sabdasyapity arthah.

[876]

% q I

qqpq^^ ^qi q ^%qi n ii
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Where on the first hearing the sense of a word is not

determined, there the lack of learning (on the part of the

hearer) is the cause and not the incapacity of the words.

Objectio

it that all wl

their meanin

between wor

n: If words have capacity to convey meanings, why is

10 hear words such as ‘cow’ do not have the knowledge of

g? Is it not, then, reasonable to say that the relation

ds and meanings is dependent on convention?

Reply: Those who have not learnt the meanings of certain words

do not understand the meaning when they hear those words, not

because the words have no capacity but because those persons are

not aware of that capacity. There is no need, therefore, to assume a

relation called convention over and above capacity.

[877 ]

A
m w 11

Though seeing, the eye does not see the object in the

absence of external light; but with this much its capacity

is not destroyed, nor does the capacity belong to some-

thing else.

An example is given here. The eye has the power to see. But

in the absence of external light it does not see. This does not mean

that the eye has no power to see, nor that the power belongs to light.

[878]

^ &F* l%qci
|

sraiqq it
cac

ii
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The relation between word and sense is not created

by learning; when the relation is there, learning results

from the usage of elders.

On the view which says that the relation between word and

sense is conventional, we ask, what is the origin of the convention?

Is the convention due to what one learns? Or, is it created by some-

one who is parviscient? Or, is it fixed by the omniscient God?

Not the first; because it is only when the relation between word

and Us sense is there that learning arises on the strength of the

empirical usage of elders. How can that which is posterior be the

cause of that which is earlier ?

[879]

foea ll II

Because no one is capable of creating the relation,

as no such creator is remembered, and because there is

usage even without such remembrance, the eternality of

the relation is established.

The second alternative is not sound. No one who is parviscient

can be the author of the relation between word and sense which is

endless.

Nor is the third alternative intelligible. We do not experience a

God that is the author of the relation. No one remembers such an

act of creating the relation by God. The empirical usage of words

takes place even without remembering some one as the author of the

relation between words and their sense. The relation in dispute is

eternal, like the self, because no author thereof is remembered.

NTV—anena ayam krta ity asmaranat.
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NKL—vimatah sambandho nityah, vyavaharavicchede saty asmar-

yamanakartrkatvad atmavad ity arthah.

AVS i$vara-sadbhave pramanabhavat na * dhyaksa-pramanam

anabhyupagamat , tasya rupadimad-vastu-visayatvac ca, isvarasya

rupady-abhavat, adhyaksantarasya i$vara-samatvat , na ’numanam

tad-vyapti-lirigabhavat, na karya-lihgena i&xaranumanam ,

karanamatra-sadhakatvai, ekatva - niravayavatva-sarvagatatva-sarva-
*

jhatva-sarvaSaktitva-svapratisthitatvader anumatum aSakyatvat, tad-

vyatirekena iSvarasiddher atmano ’nyatra. napy upamanam manam

i$vara*sadr$asya ’ bhavat . napy arthapattis tadvina ’nupapannasya

kasyacid abhavat , na karyasya tadvina ’ nupapattih , kartranekatvepi

karyasyo ’papatter grhadivat. napy agamo manam, agamo dvividhah

krtako nityaS ca, lcrtakastavat uktaprakarena muJapramanabhavat

nesvare manam , nityo na sambandha-kartari ifvaravadi-parikalpite

manam, veda-siddhas tv iSvaro na sambandham karoti abhivyanakti

param nitya-siddham sambandham. evam .
avaidikeSvara-sadbhave

pramanabhavat na tat-krtah sambandhah.

[880 ]

3JWF# 5# 3^1 II II

The non-remembrance of agent in the case of dilapi-

dated well, etc., does not convey that there* was no

agent ; it is not similar to the relation (between word and

sense).

Objection : One may not remember the person that built a well

that is now old and broken. Similarly, may it not be that one does

not remember the author of the relation between word and sense?

Reply : No ;
the relation is endless, and so it is not something

which can be made. The illustration of the well is not apt. A well

is a small structure, and may be constructed without much difficulty.
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NTV—jirna-kupadeh kartur yadakadacit yasyakasycit smaranam

asti t na tatha Sabdartha-sambandhasya kadacit kasyacid api smaranam.

sambhavati.

[881 ]

^ i

II
c<-\ II

Where a thing has been known in some cases, there

may be doubt because of distance, etc., and not in res-

pect of what is absolutely unknown; hence the non-exis-

tence of this (creator of relation) is settled.

No creator or originator of the relation between word and sense

is ever seen. So, not even a suspicion of the existence of such a

creator can arise. On the contrary, it is quite certain that there is ho

such creator. Hence also, the relation is eternal.
#

NKL—deSantare kalantare va drstesu sthanvadisu duratva-man-
,

* . * • c

dandhakaradi-karanat sthanur va puruso veti samsayah . natv atyanta

'paridrstesu saptamarasadisu, tena sambandhakartur atyantanu-

palabdhasya na sam&aya ity arthah.

AVS—jhatesu padarthesu kartrsu ca sambhavitesu pakse kim idam

kenacit krtam na veti samSayah syat, iha tu Sabdartha~sambandha~

kartuh sarvatmana 9nupalambhat sambandhasya ca karyatvanupapatteh

iabdasya 9rthabodhakatva-samarthyam caksuradivat sahajam iti.

[882]

Therefore, it has been established here, both in

empirical usage and Veda, that the sentence-sense is

60
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valid, as it expresses its own sense in relation to the

proximate and connected senses.

It is now settled that words convey their senses as related to

other senses characterized by proximity, etc., that the senses of the

words may be karya or what is not kaitya, and that the sentence-

sense, which is either the relation of word-senses or related word-

sense, is valid testimony both in empirical usage and in the Veda.

[883]

sunlit n «\ II

Therefore, Scripture is valid in respect of the real,

like perception, etc., because it conveys knowledge,

because it is free from defective causes, and because it is

not sublated.

The testimony of the Scriptural. texts such as ‘That thou art’ is

valid because it instructs the eligible person, and the knowledge that

results from it is faultless. Neither doubt nor error is possible here

because Scripture is not the work ofany human author. Consequently,

there can be no sublation of its testimony.
p

edah siddha evarthe pramanam pramanatvat caksuradivat.NKL.

[
884]

Because Scripture teaches the human goal, as, it is a

means of valid knowledge in respect of katya

,

so is it a
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means of valid knowledge in respect of the oneness of

self, or even more so, because of the excellence of the

human goal.

Just as the texts of the ritual section of the Veda are valid,

so are the Upanisadic texts valid. Especially the latter cannot but

be valid because they make one realize the truth, and lead to the

final human goal.

[885]

qgIRSgT ^ |

ciW: n c<^ n

Desiring to attain what is good and to avoid what

is evil, and being devoted to that, man stands in need of

the proper means also.

The human goal has two aspects—the attainment of what is

desired, viz. happiness, and the avoidance of what is not desired, viz.

misery. What is required is the proper means that would lead to this

goal.
«

NKL—istanista-praptiparihara-matram apeksate na sadhyatvam

apt 'ty arthah.
'

[886]

\\ \\

One may desire to reach a village, etc., which have

not been reached; or one may desire to regain gold, etc*,

which, though being in one’s own hand, has been

forgotten.

What is to be attained may be of two kinds: (1) that which is

yet to be accomplished, e. g. the reaching of a village, and (2) that
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which is already there, but only has been forgotten, e. g. a gold piece

that is in one’s hand.

[887]

qftp? l

^3oii gqu% ii cca ii

Likewise, one may desire to remove what is unplea-

sant like thorn, etc., or one may desire to avoid the

serpent, etc., in the rope, which are already not there.

What is to be removed is also of two kinds: (1) a factual impedi-

ment to one’s happiness, e. g. a thorn that has entered the flesh, and

{2) an imagined source of pain, e. g. the serpent in the rope.

[888]

ft icqq^l^l:
I

m

Because what is to be attained and what is to be

avoided are to be accomplished by the allotted means,

there is the need of means through both prescription

and prohibition.

For attaining what has not been attained, and for removing what

has not been removed, one has to follow the prescriptions and prohi-

bitions taught by Scripture.

[889]

esia^Ti: 3^: 1
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But as regards what are already attained and already

avoided, because they are veiled by ignorance, nothing

but the knowledge of truth serves as the means for the

human goal.

What stands in the way of attaining what is already attained and

avoiding what is already avoided is ignorance. In order to remove

ignorance what is required is knowledge.

[890]

& *#tci it ii

For one who desires the destruction of the entire

host of evil, when he hears from Scripture ‘Thou art

Brahman’, there is the removal of all sorrow because of

the destruction of delusion.

When from the Scriptural teaching *Thou art Brahman* the truth

is known and ignorance is removed, misery and evil disappear, and

the goal that is unexcellable and unsublatable bliss is gained. Hence

the Vedanta texts have absolute validity.

[891 ]

wt qftKipfrpNci: i

qqi II II

ft*

When thus the validity of the Veda has been estab-

lished on the ground that it makes known a sense which

was not known, just as there is validity in respect of

kdrya, validity in respect of the oneness of self must also

be admitted.
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The Veda is pramana in the sense that it reveals a sense that is

unknown. Just as its ritual section is valid by making known karya

which is otherwise unknown, even so its knowledge-section is valid

by making us realize the oneness of self.

NKL—karma-jndna-vakyayor ajnata-jndpanam tulyam ity arthah.
* *

[892]

*

If there is validity for the Veda because of karya ,

then the Veda would have karya for purport because it

is valid; thus there would be reciprocal dependence

because either will not be established without the other.

It is not proper to say that the Veda is valid because it has karya

for purport. For, there would be reciprocal dependence thus: the

Veda is valid pramana , and so it teaches karya; it has karya for pur-

port, and therefore it is valid.

[893]

Rfrait ^ n ll

Because prohibitions are of the nature of in-

difference (and not karya), they would not attain vali-

dity; and indifference, indeed, is withdrawal (from

action, and not action); that is remaining in one’s own

nature.

Objection! What is in dispute, viz. the Vedanta, is not valid

in regard to its sense, as it does not have karya for purport.
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Reply: The probans is inconstant. The prohibitory texts of the

Veda, such as ‘Do not kill’j ‘Do not drink’, do not have karya for

purport; yet they are admitted to be valid. What such texts teach is

not action, but indifference or withdrawal from action. And, with-

drawal means remaining in the state of the immutable self.

NTV—audaswyam nama nivrttih na bhavarthah, sa ca atmadinam

svarupam eva.

NKL — raga-prapta - brahmanahanana-kalanjabhaksanadi-kriya-

nivrttir ity arthah*

AVS—audasinyam nivrttir na karyam, sa ca nivrttir vastveva ity

arthah.

[894]

The texts ‘He howled’, etc., are valid by entering

into karya, because they teach what is not a human goal;

but that is not so here, hence it cannot be the reason.

Objection: The texts ‘That thou art,’ etc., are valid in regard to

what is auxiliary to karya, because they are Vedic statements devoid

of injunction, like the eulogistic texts {arthavada).

Reply: There is no parity between the Vedanta texts and the

arthavada texts. While the latter do not have an end in view, the

former have for purport the highest human end. So, the probans in

the inference given above is vitiated by an adventitious circumstance.

- - -
I

NKL— vcdantdh karyasesatvena pramanam s iddhartha-vedatvat,

sorodidityadi-vakyavad ity aSahkya svarthe-phalavikala-veda t vain

upadhir ity aha—sorodid iti.
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[895]

3^TF#l f^felgqpi || <S\ II

Nor may it be doubted here that the means to the

oneness of self is illusory; for it is only when the object

has been attained that the means is neglected, because

the aim has been fulfilled.

Objection: The knowledge that results from the texts like ‘That

thou art ’ is not valid, because its cause is illusory, even as the infe-

rence of fire from the pseudo- smoke as probans is.

Reply: When the knowledge is gained, release is attained.

After that there is no need to inquire into the ontological status of

Scripture.

NKL—upeyasyaikatmyasya satyatvena taj-jnanasya pratibimba-

janya-bimbanumanasyeva pramanyopapattau upaya-satyatva-nadaranad

ity arthah .

AVS—jnanopayasya srutyacaryader mithyatvena taduttha-jnanasya

*matvam naSamkariiyam ,
upeyasya kaivalyasya praptau purusasya

krtarthatvad upayanvesanabhavad iti.

[896]

g : II ^ II

. e

Before the realization of the oneness of self, the

means is not illusory, because there is no probans

;

nor

after, because it is not required, as the human goal has

been reached.
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Before the fruit of release comes about, the means which is

Scripture is not known to be illusory. After the goal has been gained,

although the means is known to be illusory, there is no destruction of

the validity of the knowledge gained; and as the end which is release

has already been reached, there is no further dependence on pramatia.

AVS—vakyarthajnanodayat prak upayo na mithya nopayasya mith-

yatva-jnanam ity arthah. gamakabhavat badhapurvakatvat tasya.

yadyapy uttarakalam mithyatvam upayasya gamyate na tat pramanyam

vihanti ,
pramanaphalasya praptatvena pramanapeksa *bhavad iti.

[897]

if ii n

For a means of valid knowledge there is no reality

other than revealing the object; nor is fire inferred from

pot which is not a means, even though it is real.

A means, although illusory, may lead to true knowledge, e. g. a

reflection. A means, although real, may not result in knowledge,

e. g. a pot cannot serve as probans for inferring fire. What is required

of a means ofvalid knowledge is that it generates that knowledge, and

not that it must be absolutely real or that it must remain unsublated

always.

[898]

sgrrarara
i

g=R g II n

Where fire is not inferred from apparent smoke such

as vapour, etc,, there the reason is, that (vapour, etc.)

being not a means, and not unreality.

<1
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As for pseudo-smoke not leading to the valid knowledge of fire,

the reason is not that the pseudo-sn^oke is illusory, but that there is

no pervasion between pseudo-smoke and fire. In other words,

pseudo-smoke is not the means for inferring fire.

[899]

ll II

Th Vedantas do not gain absolute reality, like smoke

(in its field), because they are the means; for then

clearly there would be the contradiction of the Scriptural

text declaring oneness of self.

Nor may it be urged that Scripture must be real because it is the

means to the knowledge of the absolutely real, viz. the oneness of

self; for if Scripture were real, the declaration that the sole reality is

the self would be contradicted.

[900]

n v» ii

Nor can it be said that the Vedantas are not the

means, like vapour, because they are illusory; for the

reality required for being the means is established by the

sublation of the ignorance about the oneness of self.

Nor may it be said that Scripture is not the means to the know-

ledge of the self even as pseudo-smoke is not the means for inferring

fife: for, it is seen that' Scripture accomplishes the destruction of

ignorance.
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[901]
*
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When the oneness of self has been realized from

Scripture and the means of valid knowledge has fulfilled

its aim, an examination of the means would be futile, as

it would be for one who has crossed (the river) in regard

to the boat.

An example is given to show that after the end has been gained

there is no need to worry about what happens to the means.

[902]

3t5ns£*r^n5q*rei WA STfl *TFTc|T SflcJ II \»\ II

Even though, in the case of the external objects

which are not self, doubt may arise again, here because

the object attained is self, what doubt can there be in

respect of the means of valid knowledge?

In regard to external objects like colour, etc., there may arise

doubt about their valid perception, for they constitute the not-self.

What is known from Scripture, however, is the self. How can there

be doubt in regard to that ?

An alternative interpretation of this verse is as follows: The

means for cognizing fire, etc., is of the nature of the not-self, and hence

is illusory. But Scripture which is the means for realizing the one self

is of the nature of the self; and so the doubt that it may be invalid
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or illusory cannot arise. Scripture is the absolute reality. It is only

by an assumed difference that it is spoken of as means.

NKL—atma mithya kalpita-janya visayatvat svapnadrstarthavad

atraha—bahytsv iti—jadatvam upadhir ity arthah.

[903]

h \o\ h

Unlike elsewhere, here the sentence-sense is not

characterized by difference, nor by relation, because

Brahman and self are non-different.

For the sentence ‘Bring the cow’ the sense is the difference in

relation between the act and the agent. For the expression ‘The

blue lily* the sense is relation between two things expressed by words

in apposition. Not thus is the case with the text ‘That thou art/

which has an impartite sense.

NTV—bhedo viSistasamsargi-sathsarga eva vakyartha iti naiva

vedante niyamah brahmatmanor abhedad ity arthah.

[904]

The non-self-hood ofBrahman and the non-Brahman-

hood of self are of the nature of ignorance; the know-

ledge arising from Scripture destroys that.

Objection: Brahman and the self are not non-different, because

they are opposed to each other, like cold and heat.

Reply: No; there is no opposition that is validly known. The

so-called difference is the work of nescience.
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NKL—vimatam ajnanakrtam jnanena samulam nivarttyamanatvad

rajju-bhujangavat.

[905]

asr spjtIs^: I

|| II

Here (in Scripture) Brahman is not other than the

self, and so also the self is not other than Brahman. The

identity of the two, therefore, is different from that bet-

ween lotus and blue.

Brahman and the self are not related like ‘blue* and ‘lily’. If

the self be other than Brahman, then like pot it would be non-Brah-

man; if Brahman be other than the self, then it would be not-self.

Since these contingencies are not acceptable, it must be admitted

that there is oneness (ekarasyam ) of Brahman and the self, and not

identity-in-difference
(
tadatmya) between them.

[906]

tmt it H

As non-Brahman-hood and non-self-hood are condi-

tioned by ignorance, not so are selfhood and Brahman-

hood conditioned by that (ignorance); they are self-

established.

The self-hood of Brahman and the Brahman-hood of the self are

of the nature of the real; they are not the products of nescience.
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NTV—jiva-brahmanoh pramanantaragacaratvena tad bhedasyapi

pramancintaravisayatvat bhedasye Uarelarasrayadi-dosa-dustatvat tasy-

aiva kalpitatvam nabhedasye ’ty arthah.

[907]

^ i%n i

qgt ti ^ foqrcgsiii^u n ii

*

Thus the relation between the two nouns is even

without activity or the sixth case, because of the oneness

of self; where there is no difference, activity and the

sixth case cannot function.

The two nouns are not related as agent and act, substance and

attribute or possessor and possession. There is not even a trace of

difference. The two nouns signify the same reality; and the signifi-

cation is by secondary implication (laksana).

[908]

As greatness is in the ether in relation to the pot-

ether, so is not inwardness admitted in the self in rela-

tion to outwardness.

Objection: Although there may not be difference between the

Inner self and Brahman, difference must be admitted as between the

inner self and not-self. That would mean that being inner will be

conditioned by what is outer. That would mean again that there is

not impartiteness.
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Reply: No: when a distinction is made in ether between pot-

ether and great ether, there is conditioning. Not so is the case with

the inner self. Here ‘inner’ does not mean ‘what is not outer’; it

means ‘what is real’, ‘what is natural’, ‘what is not adventitious.’

[909 ]

aWRPafel m\ II ^ ||

Inwardness and non-duality, like knowledge, are not

dependent on others (their opposites); knowledge which

is not for the sake of another, is not the result of

negating what is inert.

When it is said that Brahman-self is non-dual, no dependence

on duality is meant, even as when it is said ‘Brahman is consciousness’

the exclusion of the non-conscious is not meant. ‘Non-dual’ means

‘full’.

[910]

mm u^nss^ri ii ll

This Brahman, though the self, is through delusion

affected by the defect of mediacy; likewise the self,

though Brahman, is looked upon as having a second.

How the Vedinta texts teach the impartite non-dual Brahman-

self is shown here.

[
911 ]

,
r

•

• I
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Through the sublation of mediacy and duality.

Scripture teaches that the self is Brahman and thus

culminates in the human goal. Thus the desired end has

been achieved.

By cancelling the mediacy of Brahman through apposition with

the self, and the finitude of the self through apposition with Brah-

man, the Scriptural text culminates in teaching oneness which is the

supreme bliss. Thus through the knowledge of oneness resulting

from the text there is release.

[912]

ii it

“Now, oneness of self is not valid, because it is sub-

lated by prescriptive and prohibitory texts which are

based on difference and by perception, etc.

The purvapaksin objects: The texts of the karma-kanda consisting

of prescriptions and prohibitions as also empirical means of know-

ledge like perception are opposed to oneness. How, then, can the

Vedanta texts validly teach non-difference?

[913]

^ ^

wod m iw ii w n

“Nor is the teaching of oneness of self valid as an

alternative to or in combination with them; nor even

are they sublated by it in any manner.
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The oneness that, you say, is taught by Vedanta cannot be taken

as an alternative to the plurality revealed by the aforementioned

evidence; nor may it be construed in combination therewith. Nor

may it be held that the evidence of the karma-kanda
,
perception, etc.,,

is sublated by the teaching of Vedanta.

[
914]

^ f| 3*3 fopaara
1

*

“Though they are opposed as means of valid know-

ledge, the real cannot have an alternative nature; diffe-

rence and non-difference can nowhere exist together,

because of contradiction.

Although Vedanta and the other pramanas may be regarded as

alternative means of knowledge, a similar attitude is not possible in

regard to the nature of reality. The real cannot be alternately one

and many; nor can it be both one and many.

[915]

fr ^ 3*3 *TRiraii®cii 1

TO *T?RT 3 II II

“For you the real is not different-cum-non-different,

in which case there may be no opposition between

means of valid knowledge. How can there be cognition

of difference, since differences are denied in ‘No plurality

here’ ?

Moreover the concept of difference-CMm-non-difference is not

acceptable to you. The Upanisad text ‘There is no plurality whatso-

ever here’ negatives plurality. The real, therefore, cannot be both

62
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one and many. The other pramanas either imply or make known

plurality. How can you accept them as equally valid means of

knowledge ?

[916]

SIMri
|

M^rrt ^ h vt\ ii

“Nor are perception, etc., which are the means for

cognizing letters, etc., sublated here (by Vedanta texts);

nor Scripture (karma-kanda) which (according to you) is

for purification and which helps self-knowledge.

Nor can you say that the evidence of the other pramanas is sub-

lated by the Vedanta texts. Perception, etc., are necessary for

cognizing letters, words, etc., of which the Vedanta texts are com-

posed. The karma-kanda , according to you, is helpful in that it

purifies and thus makes one eligible for self-knowledge.

[917 ]

SIR! URRPKl |

Wl**, II M'9 II

“Therefore Vedanta-Sastra has the sense of eulogy,

or it has the purpose of repetition; perception, etc., do

not have their aim fulfilled (except through teaching

difference); how can they be sublated by that?”

What, then, is the fate of the Vedanta texts? Just as when we

say ‘The headman of the village is without a second’, the phrase

‘without a second’ carries a figurative sense, the Vedantic decla-

ration of non-duality must be understood as a figure of speech. Or,

meditation may be the purport of the Vedanta texts.
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Without duality the other pramanas would have no place at all.

How, then, could they be sublated by the Vedanta texts?

[918]

Rfrn ^ it w II

This is the reply: Basing itself on the empirically

established difference, the (Vedic) command functions

for the sake of the human goal, and not for teaching

difference.

The siddhantin's reply: There is no opposition of the karma-

kanda to what the Vedanta teaches; for it is not the aim of the karma-
*

kanda to establish plurality. Basing itself on the empirical difference

of agent, etc., it merely shows man the way to prosperity. So, its

purport is not to teach difference or plurality.

A VS—yadi karmaSastram bhedanistham tada karmatiastra-virodhah

syat, na tatha,
lokasiddhabhedangikaranena purusarthaya pravrttatvat ,

iti,

[919]

Because difference is not a human goal, if Scripture

had that for purport, it would not be valid; and by

those who follow the Veda, the validity of the Veda is

accepted for the sake of the human goal.

For this reason also difference cannot be the purport of the

Veda: difference is not a human end, and Scripture declares that

difference is the cause of fear. Therefore, if the karma*kanda had
> •

difference for purport, it would cease to be valid.
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[920]

^ ^www, !i v*° ii

From the sense of sight, etc., which are in contact

with the form of the thing, knowledge is generated; no

idea of difference arises from perception; so by that

there is no sublation of oneness of self.

Perception, etc., should not be taken as evidence against the

teaching of the Upanisads. Does perception, for instance, reveal the

identity of an object, or the exclusion from other objects, or both? If

it be the first, then difference cannot be its content, and therefore it

cannot sublate the Vedanta which reveals the absolute reality.

NTV—pramanasya vastubodhakaiva~niyaman na bhedasprn manam.

[921 ]

^ ii v*? ii

Means of valid knowledge has for its content the

object of knowledge; and reality is the object of know-

ledge; difference is not reality, because the nature of

reality is not to be dependent.
*

The second alternative is not possible. Perception has for its

content an object. Difference or exclusion cannot be a content

because it is not an object. It is dependent and illusory like the

rope-snake.
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[922]

ft hi%^ i

fogni qifRi: s^qciiiBci: n ^ ii

When the floor is cognized, the pot which is not

cognized is denied there; that (viz. the pot) which is

known by some other means of knowledge cannot be

unknown, for otherwise there would be nullity.

It cannot be maintained that exclusion or denial is the content

of perception. When the locus like floor is perceived, there is the

exclusion or denial of the counter-correlate such as pot. Here, what

is perceived, viz. floor, is not denied; for that would be to go against

the evidence. Nor is what is unknown the content; for all that is

unknown should then become the content, not pot alone.

NKL — pratipanne vastuni pratipannasya vastuno nedam idam

nehedam iti va nisedhah % anyatha nety eva nisedhe sarva-nisedha-

prasangat.

[923]

rwii ^1 ft l

Of what is a manifestor (perception, etc.) there can

be contact only with a thing, and not with no-thing; nor

can there be contact of perception, with difference, for it

(difference) is not an entity.

What does exclusion or denial mean? Does it mean non-existence

(abhava)? Or does it signify difference (bhedd)°l It cannot be the

first; for perception is an existent, and cannot be related to the non-
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existent. The latter is void of nature and cannot serve as the basis of

any relation. The second meaning too is not possible; for difference

too is a non-entity, and to that perception cannot be related.

NKL—pradipader ghatadisamyogo na $a$a-srhgadina, iti drstatvat .

[924]

q ITR || ^8 ||

Therefore, there is no difference in the real (self),

for the real is of the nature of non-difference. The real

is not outside the means of knowledge, nor is the means

of knowledge outside the real.

Non-difference is the very nature of the real. Non-existence and

difference cannot touch it. Even the difference of pramana and

object is apparent, and not real.

NKL-pramana-prameya-bhedo vyavaharika ity arthah.

[925 ]

II II

Not between two non-existences is there relation

(here, difference), for as non-entities they are non-diffe-

rent; nor likewise between non-existence and existence;

between existents what difference is there?

Difference is unintelligible. What is the nature of the

correlate and counter-correlate of difference? Are these two

non-existents, existent and non-existent, or existents? They cannot
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be non-existents; for there can be no relation in that case. Nor is
«

relation possible between the existent and non-existent; for the

latter cannot serve as the basis of relation. As between existents

there can be no difference; for there is nothing that makes for the

difference. ‘Existence’ cannot be the differentiating condition; for

that is present in the counter-correlate also. Nor can ‘non-existence’

be the condition, because that is non-entity, and the counter-correlate

would then become nothing.

[926]

*r%r: nwit m % enfi: ii ii

Between the attribute of non-eternality and the

substances like pot, etc., the relation must be either

conjunction (samyoga) or inherence (samavaya) or

identity (tadatmya).

By denying difference non-existence has been denied. Now, by

denying non-existence difference is being denied. Here, ‘non-etcrna-

lity’ (anityatva) means non-existence. As between existence and non-

existence, is there relation or not? If there is no relation, then exis-

tence would be without beginning and end, and non-existence would

be independent. If there be relation, then that relation should be
t

r

either conjunction, or inherence, or identity.

[927]

srr^FiwrPT'i ^ l
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Just as there is knowledge of the form ‘Here is the

pot’ in regard to what are related as support and suppor-
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ted, there is no such knowledge for any one in regard to

non-existence and existence.

None of the three relations mentioned is possible as between

existence and non-existence.

A VS—sarvatha *bhavasya bhava-sambandho na ghatate, tata$ ca

*meyatvam abhavasya

.

According to AVS, the impossibility of inherence (
samavaya) is

shown here.

[928 ]

tmm: sfrpwif I

'-fpi II W II

Mere absence of existence cannot brook means of

valid knowledge either as being other than existence or

as being identical with existence; hence existence alone

is fit for empirical usage.

Is non-existence different from existence, or non-different? If

the first, there should be another non-existence, and then another,

and so on ad infinitum. If the second, there would be non-difference

whether non-existence be included in existence or vice versa,

[929]

JTRrflfc) |

If it be said that non-existence too is a real because,

of the rise of cognition
e
is not 5

, then because the two
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have the same nature as existence, what is the difference

between the two cognitions?

If non-existence, like existence, be real, then what is the diffe-

rence between the two? The two would be one, and no difference

could validly be established between existence and non-existence. If

they are not two, there can be no relation between them.

[
930]

^ ¥ticnra>%<Ji II M® 11

He to whom the universe is existent, for him, how

can there be valid cognition of non-existence? Nor can

it be established, even as existence (cannot be estab-

lished), as something other than existence.

Moreover, is non-existence real or unreal? If real, then as all is

real there can be no non-existence and no relation thereof with exis-

tence. If non-existence is unreal, then since nothing is there to be

distinguished non-existence is not established and much less any

relation.

[
931 ]

3RI5RW |

ft II II
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If existence admits of relation with non-existence

as (lotus) with blue, then because of non-opposition to

non-existence, there cannot be suppression of existence.

Just as there is the relation of inherence between lily and blue, if

there be relation between existence and non-existence, then, since

63
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there would be no opposition between the two, existence would not

be cancelled by non-existence, and existence would be without

beginning and end.

[9321

it ^ ii

Relation is seen between things that are established

separately, independent of each other as between two

goats or wrestlers; and not so between existence and

non-existence.
t

That there can be no relation between existence and non-exis-

tence is explained by means of examples.

According t® A VS, the relation that is shown to be impossible

here is conjunction (
samyoga ).

[933]

swwifc? ii w ii

No relation is seen between two non-existences, e. g.

between the barren woman’s son and sky-flower; nor

between existence and non-existence because each is

opposed to the other.

There can be no relation between two non-existences. So also

there can be no relation between existence and non-existence. The

reason is that the two are opposed to each other.

NKL—abhavo na samyoga-samavayayor anyataradharah , abba-

vatvat ,
vandhyaputravat.
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[934]

#iui m ujoti 31 ^ra^nci^Fqh ll ll

In the region of the floor the non-existence of pot

is not validly seen, like the pot. Neither conjunction

nor inherence is there between non-existence and floor-

space.

The pot that is on the floor can be visually perceived because

there could be conjunction of the sense of sight with pot. But the

non-existence of pot cannot be so perceived because no such relation

is possible between sight and non-existence, and between the floor

and non-existence.

[935;936a]

W\: I

II I!
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0

(If non-existence is included in existence) then all

would be of the nature of reality. Nor can reality be of

the nature of non-existence. Even if it be of the nature'

of non-existence, then because reality is of the nature of

non-existence, where is room for difference? And if

difference is unreal, how can there be relation?

Supposing there is identity between existence and non-existence, is

non-existence to be included in existence, or is existence to be inclu-

ded in non-existence? If the first be the case, there would be only

non-dual existence. The second alternative is not possible because
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existence is opposed to non-existence. Even if this difficulty be

waived, one would have to say that non-existence alone is. If this

be so, there is no difference between existence and non-existence, and

consequently no relation.

AVS says that the relation of identity (tadatmya) is rejected

here.

[936b-937a]

5R3 VWi II \\\ ||
»

Whatever differentiating thing is found here in this

world, all that is to be regarded only as the real without

a beginning, middle and end.

Anything that is to be regarded as the condition of difference

must be existence. But existence, we have shown, is without begin-

ning, middle and end. So, how can difference be established?

[937b-938a]

ffcl II II

To us in the matter of knowing directly the oneness

of reality, Scripture is evidence which declares ‘ This is

reality alone’ 1 and again ‘(All have their) root in the

real.’ 2 1

Scripture is quoted to show that all is existence alone. The first
/

of these texts teaches the non-duality of existence directly, and the

second by implication.

1. CHU, VI, ii, 1.

2. CHU, VI, viii, 4.
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[938b-939a]

jipprppt wm n w 11

ff m i

Now will be explained how it is absolutely illogical

to say that the absence of means of valid knowledge is

a means of valid knowledge and the absence of object

is an object.

The siddhantin now turns to an examination of another prima

facie view.

According to NKL the prima facie view here is that of the

Bhattas.
* *

[939b-940a]

cFTHfafcl f| II ^ II

That which makes known what has not been known

is a means of valid knowledge. This is the position.

Such nature of being a means of valid knowledge is not

there (for absence of pramana). So that is not proper

{pramana).

The absence of pramana does not have the characteristic of

pramana. The characteristic of pramana is to make known what is

unknown.

[940b-941a]

ifqwra: WIRi II Vt* ||

SRMRPWWT |
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If the absence of object is cognized by the absence

of means of valid knowledge, what is that which makes

known the absence of means of valid knowledge ?

If the absence of pramana should make known the absence of

object, it must be as itself known. But what is it that makes known

the absence of pramanal
i

[941b-942a]
f

cIR II ^8? II

The five means of valid knowledge beginning with

perception do not make it known ;
for they are related

to reality ; nor is their absence (the revealer) through

reasoning (inference) for that itself stands as an object

to be
4
known (or proved).

Neither the five pramanas

,

perception, etc., nor their absence can

make known the absence of pramana . Perception, etc., can be rela-

ted to only what exists. The absence of pramana cannot become its

own object.

[942b-943a]

ll ^ II

As blue, etc., (are attributes of lily), if perception,

etc., be the attributes of non-existence, then, since as

attributes they qualify that, how can the absence there-

of be validly known ?
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Does non-existence have attributes or not? On the first alter-

native, does non-existence have means of valid knowledge or object

of knowledge as its attribute?

If non-existence has pramana as its attribute, even as lily has the

attribute, blue, then non-existence cannot become the object of

pramana
, perception, etc. The qualified does not become the object

of its own quality.

[943b-944a]

II Vi\ II

*

If it is stated by you that non-existence is without

attribute, then, there is the contingence of the non-

existence of object being a means of valid knowledge,

because there is no distinction.

If it be held that non-existence is attributeless, then it cannot be

stated that absence of pramana is a pramana and absence of object is

an object; for absence or non-existence cannot be qualified that way.

If non-existence is without qualification, how can such a distinction

be made?
i

, ?

[944b-945a]

stSmWR $ frfch || %2'S ||

My view is that it is not proper to say ‘The non-

existence of pot’, etc., because the words are not

capable of being combined that way, as the things are

mutually opposed.
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As for the other possibility mentioned in v. 942b-943a, viz. that

non-existence has the object as its attribute, our view is that it has no

sense at all. The expression ‘non-existence of pot’, for instance, has

no meaning if ‘pot’ be regarded as a qualification of ‘non-existence’.

How can existence and non-existence be combined in any manner?

As they are opposed to each other, no relation is possible between

them.

[945b-946a]

^nstwraiwi^: Hiip-q
ii xsh ll

If two words expressing existence and non-existence

could be combined provided they have capacity, then

since pot, etc., are not expectant (of non-existence), the

compound does not result.

If it be said that, although there is opposition between existence

and non-existence, there may be combination of the words expressive

thereof, even as in the case of the words ‘darkness* and ‘light’, we

reply: It is true that words such as ‘pot’ are expectant of other

words to complete their meaning. Not so is the case with the words

'‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’. The words] ‘darkness’ and ‘light’

also are in a similar plight, and cannot therefore serve as examples.

iVTF—samarthah padavidhir iti smaranat samarthanam evasamaso

isyate . samarthyam ca sahaikarthibhavah , samase ekarthibhavo "pi

akahksayogyata-sannidhibhih sambandhe, nacatra yogyata ’sti virodhad

ity arthah . kimca akahksa 'pi nasti .

[946b-947a]

qscRl =RcI: II II
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In ‘the non existence of existence’ what is the sense

of the sixth case? No relation whatever is possible of

the colourless non-entity!

The phrase ‘non-existence of existence’ has no meaning. There

can be no relation whatever with the void.

AVS—na samyogo niravayavatvad abhavasya, napi samavaya-tadat -

mye avastutvad abhavasya , ata eva na sva-svami-sambandha iti.

[947b-948a]

N Ws II

If non-existence is another reality, how can one

thing become another? If one thing can become another,

then there would be no opposition as in the case of blue*

If it be contended that non-existence is not void but another

existence, in reply we ask: why then call it non-existence? And,

look at the consequences of your contention! Just as when it is

said ‘Pot exists’ ‘pot* and ‘existence’ are taken to be one, when it is

said ‘Pot does not exist’ ‘pot’ and ‘non-existence’ must be regarded

as identical. If ‘non-existence of pot’ means ‘cloth’, then it would

amount to saying ‘Pot is cloth’, which is absurd. Or, if the non-

existence as qualified by pot is cloth, even then it should be admitted

that the qualification ‘pot’ is included in ‘cloth’. In that case the

expression ‘Pot is cloth’ should be as meaningful as ‘Lily is blue’.

NKL—bhavantarabhavapadayor aparyayatvat aikarthyam ayuktam

ity aha—anyad iti .
ghatabhavah patad anyah, patopi ghatabhavat, tayor

abhedo na yukta ity arthah. bhavantarabhavau nabhinnav aparyaya-

Sabda-vacyatvat ghatapatavad ity uktam. vipakse badhakam aha—anyo-

piti. nilavad avirodho nilakambalayor iva bhavabhavayos tadatmyam

syad ity arthah.

64
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A y$—etad uktam bhavati—ghatabhavah patad anyah, patop i ghata-

bhavad, atas tayor ekatvam na ghatata iti. athava ghato
5

stity

ukte yatha bhava-ghatayor ekatvam bhavati, evam nastity ukte’py

abhava-ghatayor ekatvam tatra ghatahhavasya bhavantaratve ghatah

pata ity uktam syat.

[948b-949a]

^ II II

If non-existence is said to be not opposed to some

relation or other (though identity is impossible), then it

cannot remove that with which it is related. If that with

which it is related is not cognized, this relation will not

be established.

If it be said that although there is no identity (tadatmya) between

existence and non-existence, it is possible that there is some other

relation, we reply: no. That no relation whatever is possible has

already been shown. Moreover, does non-existence remove that

with which it is related or does it not remove? If it does not remove,

then there can be no opposition between non-existence and existence.

If it does remove, then it must be opposed to the relation also. Fur-

ther, does non-existence have a counter-correlate or not? On the

first alternative, is the counter* correlate real or unreal? If the counter-

correlate be real, then there is opposition between non-existence and

its counter-correlate, in which case there can be no relation at all.

If the counter-correlate be unreal, then since that is not cognized,

how can there be relation of non-existence therewith?

[949b-950a]
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Since the relation is not established in the absence

of that with which there is to be relation, the sense of

the sixth case does not result. Nor can perception affirm

and deny at the same time because of contradiction.

On the view that non-existence has no counter-correlate, there

is the following defect. If there be nothing with which non-existence

is related, then it follows that there is no relation. If there is no

relation, there is no sense in the expression ‘non-existence of
*

existence*.

In v. 920 three alternatives were set forth: (1) Does perception

reveal the identity of an object, (2) does it make known the exclu-

sion from other objects, (3) does it convey both?

If the first of these be the case, it was shown, difference cannot be

the content of perception. The second alternative has been discussed

so far and shown to be untenable. Now about the third.

The third alternative is that perception both affirms and denies.

Here, does perception affirm and deny simultaneously? Or, does it

first affirm and then deny? Or, does it first deny and then affirm? Not

the first, because affirmation and denial are contradictory processes,

and simultaneity is not possible as between them.

[950b-951a]

Since cognitions are momentary, there is no

sequence with permanent attributes; nor is there cogni-

tion of blue except through the basis of the absence

of every colour but blue.

The second and third alternatives are rejected here. Cognitions

*are momentary; one and the same cognition cannot first affirm and
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then deny. Nor can there be first denial and then affirmation; for

the cognition of blue implies the absence of the other colours, and is

not preceded by the denial of those colours.

[951b-952a]

There can be no negation of the unseen, as of pot,

etc., on the ground. Nor can there be qualification by

the non-existence of all other things, for that would

require the knowledge of the entire existences and non-

existences.

The cognition of blue does not arise from the denial of yellow,

etc. The denial is possible only of that which can be perceived and

is not perceived in a particular place, e. g. a pot on the ground. A

similar phenomenon is not possible in regard to the atom, because

the atom is imperceptible. So also there cannot be a general denial

such as *not-blue\ And it is not proper to say that through such

denial there is the affirmation of blue.

Moreover, is the non-existence of non-blue (i.e. yellow, etc.) a

qualification of blue or its nature? Not the first; if the qualification

is the absence of all colours other than blue, then one must cognize

the absence of all colours and only then it would be possible for one

to cognize blue. This is certainly impossible for the parviscient

individual to accomplish.

[952b-953a]

n v\R\\

^ m: ^jci: |
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If the non-existence of the other be existence,! then

the non-existence would be like sky-flower; if non-exis-

tence be another existence, the real would be self-

established.

If the non-existence of yellow, etc., be the nature of blue, we ask,

is blue, to be included in the non-existence, or is it the other way

about? On the first of these*alternatives, blue would be void like the

sky-lotus. On the second alternative too, the non-existence would

be void. If non-existence be taken to mean another existence, then,

as already shown, difference and non-existence would not be estab-

lished, and only the self-existent reality would have to be recognized.

NKL—bhedabhavayor bhavatirekenabhavad advaitam ayatam.

[953b-954a]

The means of valid knowledge reveal that (reality);

by what is exclusion revealed? Even a multi-col6ured

object is a single object, since it is revealed by a single

means of knowledge.

Exclusion, whether it be difference or non-existence, is not made

known through any pramana. Therefore, it must be admitted that

the pramanas reveal the real which is untouched by difference and

non-existence. Even if the real be varied or complex in nature, it is

that real which is the content of pramana , not difference or

non-existence.

NKL—manani vastumatra-prakaSani ato vyavrttir bhedabhavaS ca

na kenapi gamyata ity arthah.
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[954b-955a]

fam f5I: I! W \\

cRg^l R^SSR!
I

If blue, yellow, etc., are cognized each separately,

how can there be multi-colour? If the real be of the

nature of difference, there is the contingence of the

non-existence of reality.

How can a multi-coloured object, for instance, be one reality ?

If thus it be objected, we reply: what are the many colours of the

object? Are the colours severally cognized? Then, there is nothing

like a multi-coloured object that is cognized. If the complex of

colours is what is cognized, then it would be difficult to say whether

there is difference or non-difference as between the various colours,

blue, yellow, etc. Hence, as the so-called variety is not an entity,

any exclusion that may be included in it would also be a void.

Exclusion cannot be regarded as the nature of blue, etc. The

defect in so regarding we have already pointed out. Whether reality

be included in difference or difference be included in reality, there

would be defect.

[955b-956a]

3*3 smisran, n vft ii

IfcssaiftotHST i

If difference (bheda) be the attribute of the other

(the unreal), then the real would be non-different, and

it would be of itself the content of a means of know-

ledge. It cannot be both different and non-different*

for, because of contradiction, it would not be the sphere

of a single means of knowledge.
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Now, it may be urged that difference is an attribute. If that be

so, we ask, is difference an attribute of the real or of the unreal? It

cannot be the first; for if the attribute too is a real entity, there would

not result difference between the alleged relata, and if the attribute is

a non-entity, there would be the non-duality of reality. If the second

alternative, viz. that difference is an attribute of the unreal be spon-

sored, then the real remains untouched and its validity would have to

be admitted.

The view that the real is both different and non-different is

unacceptable because it involves a contradiction.
i r

[956b-957]

cj || V^3 ||

If it be said that difference and non-difference are

not contradictory since they are of the nature of reality,

then reality alone is the content; how can there be diffe-
*

rence in the true reality—difference which is produced

by human desires? In the matter of difference as son, etc.,

the nature of being generated is posited in an entity.

If it be said that difference and non-difference are not opposed

to each other as they are of the nature of the real, then it is only in

that form as not opposed that they would become the content of

knowledge.

Moreover, since difference is dependent it cannot be real; it is

illusory like the rope-snake. The difference of son, etc., too is not

real. It is with reference to bodies that we speak of father, son, etc.,

the former being the generator, the latter the generated, and so on.

The bodies, being dependent, are illusory.
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NTV—ayam arthah napeksa nama ka$cid vastu-dharmah yena

vastuni vyavasthapyeran tasmat pumvyapelcsavinirmita eva bhedo na

vastusvarupam bhidyad iti.

[958]

Even though burning, cooking, shining, etc., are

different, the fire is non-different; there is no difference

even due to the effects, for the non-difference of the

substance (fire) remains.

Inference and postulation may be adduced as evidence for diffe-

rence. Inference: What is in dispute is different, since it gives rise

to different effects, like clay. Postulation: The difference in effects

is unintelligible without the difference in cause; so the difference in

cause has to be postulated.

Reply: The reason given in the inference is inconstant. The

postulation is not necessary because another explanation is possible.

Although fire is one, different effects thereof are observed. So also,

even though the effects constituting the world are different, the cause

may be non-different.

AVS—claha-paka-prakd$a-karyan&m bhede *py agneh karanasya

'bheda-dar$anad evam jagad-bhede *pi na tat-karana-bhedah, ato

nanumanam.

[959]

JT ^ ^ II VW II
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There is no contradiction in a single fire being the

locus of capacities which produce different effects; even

so why should it not be for you (a single cause) in the

case of the effect?

Objection: Fire gives rise to different effects through different

capacities. The capacities which are the causes are, therefore, diffe-

rent; and there is no non-difference of cause.

Reply: Fire must be admitted to be the cause of the capacities^

It is one, although its effects, the capacities, are different.

'

[960]

^13^31*1331 33 II VU II

If there is non-existence of pot, pot will be estab-

lished, and if there is non-existence of cloth, cloth

will be established; if each is seen to be the non-exis-

tence of the other, there would be for you reciprocal

dependence.

So far, assuming difference and non-existence in regard to

effects, it was argued that these two are not possible in regard to

cause. Now, it is shown that even in regard to effect they are not

possible.

You look upon pot and cloth, for instance, as each the non-

existence of the other. Then, it would be seen that if pot is estab-

lished cloth is established, and vice versa. That would mean the

defect of reciprocal dependence. And thus nothing would get estab-

lished. If difference and non-existence are non-existent, there would

be only the non-dual reality.

65
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[961 ]

^iRiiq got *th ^gw || \\\ ||

4

Even for those (Vai^esikas) who hold that separate-

ness (prthaktva, i.e., bheda) is perceived because it is a

quality, the evidence is in respect of a quality, like blue,

and not in respect of non-entity (avastu).

It has been shown that difference and non-exsitence afe not

established in the view of the Mimamsakas. Now is commenced an

examination of the Vai^esika position. According to the Vai^esika,

separateness (prthaktva ) which is difference (bheda) is a quality which

is a real, and is perceived. Even thus perception is pramana in

respect of what is a real quality like blue, and not in respect of a

non-entity which is difference.

[962]

3R 3*1 faftlg *1*^ cRl I

Ipfi itircicieFfM II w ii

If it be said that substance is made known as being

qualified by separateness, then as in ‘The cow is white’

the means of knowledge reveals substance alone and not

difference.

Objection: Separateness which is difference is not a non-entity

since it is a qualification of what is real, like colour.

Reply: On the analogy of colour, if it is maintained that diffe-

rence is perceived, then difference would be what is inherent in a

single substance. Just as in the case of ‘The cow is white
1

it is the
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white cow that is perceived, even so in the case of ‘The pot is diffe-

rent’ it must be the pot that is different that is perceived, and not

difference.

A^S—$uklo gaur ity etan manam fukla-vastuny eva yatha , tatha

bhinno ghata ity etad api manam bhinnavastuny eva na bhede.

[963]

cjacrsarai 91% 9*33 |

9*c-<9 rf99lS?9l 9<?29*9*3 m 9 II II

If separateness resides in substances as non-diffe-

rent, then that would be a substance; if it is different,

then substance would be non-separate for you.

Objection: The cognition ‘The cow is white’ is evidence for the

cow and also for whiteness. Likewise, the cognition ‘The pot is

different’ must be taken as evidence for both pot and difference.

Reply: Is difference which is separateness non-different or

different from the thing? If the former, the non -duality of the thing

results. If the latter, i.,e. if difference is different from the thing, then

the thing must be non-different or non-separate.

[964]

wrararawsfl 9 qrwn, 11 vts li

The separateness of existence and non-existence

also, if it is non-different, it will not be separate from

them; if it is different from existence and non-existence,

then the separateness will not be mutual.
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Moreover, is there separateness or not as between existence and

non-existence? If there is separateness, is that separateness non-

different from them or different? If non-different, then there cannot

be difference between existence and non-existence, in which case

there can be no exclusion at all from anything, and the non-duality of

reality would result. If separateness is different from existence and

non-existence, then the relation thereof with them is not possible.

And, as there would be no mutual difference between existence and

non-existence, there would be non-duality. If it be held that there

is no separateness as between existence and non-existenee, the same

contingency would arise.

[965]

|

II XVt II

If separateness is dependent on another, pot by

itself will be non-separate; if there be both features

(separateness and non-separateness), the substance will

be only one, like the lily.

Is the separateness of pot conditioned by pot itself or by another?

If the former, the pot would turn out to be a void. If the latter,

then the pot would itself be non-separate and non-dual; and what is

conditioned by another is illusory, like the rope-snake.

If it be said that the pot by nature has the attributes of sepa-

rateness and non-separateness, we reply that it would be difficult to

determine whether the two attributes are different or non-different.

In that case, the pot itself would be impartite and one, even as the

lily is inspite of having many attributes.
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[966]

*ra$3$sft
|| W ||

Though there are different attributes cognized, the

non-difference of the substance is always admitted;

therefore, though cow, etc., are different, the real per se

remains.

Although the attributes seem to be different, there is no difference

of the substrate. Similarly, cow, etc., may be different—but there is no

difference of existence or reality per se. So, it is the real per se that

is the content of knowledge. The non-dual alone is thus validly

cognized.

NTV—yatha jalataranga-candravisesanam bhede *pi candramatram

avyabhicarat paramartham, evam gavadi-bhedanam vyabhicarat san-

matram vastv ity arthah, tasmat sad eva managrahyam netarat.

[967]

zmz JTtenfc n n

Even on the view that cowness, etc., are the objects

cognized, the cognition of the reality-nature is not

denied; therefore reality alone is the object of know-

ledge, as for cowness, etc., they are like spottedness.

This is clear.

Even if it be admitted that cow, etc., are what are cognized,

there can be no dispute about the fact that they are cognized as exis-

ting or being real. Existence is constant in ‘The cow exists*, ‘The
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pot exists’, etc. Just as spottedness, etc., are not the meaning of

the word ‘cow’, even so cow, etc., are not the meaning of the terms

‘existence’ and ‘reality’. Cow, etc., vary; existence is constant.

Hence the latter alone is validly cognized.
*

NTV—gotvadeh meyatvahgxkarepi sadrupasyapi meyaivam abhyu-

pagantavyam tasya sarvatra ’nusandhlyamanatvat .

[968]

*

The empirical usages conditioned by intermediate

objects are seen to be even without relinquishing the

reality-nature; for the reality-principle resides in them.

The empirical usage about things belonging to intermediate

classes such as pillar and pitcher does not give up their form as real

or existent. Hence
t
in pillar, etc., there is reality. There is no

generality other than reality which is the substrate of all assumptive

natures; and there is nothing superior thereto wherein it may stand

cancelled.

NKL — ku§a-palaSadi-vi$esanimitta vyavaharah san ku$ah san

palaSah iti pratxyante tasmat satmm tesv avasthitam avyabhicari

sthitamt
itare vyabhicarinah tatra kalpita ity arthah.

[
969]

Wjprepn II W II
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There is no difference of substance-ness, etc., from

real-ness; from what else can they be different? Consci-

ousness is of one form, as substance exists

,

quality

exists.

Substance, etc., cannot be different from reality. If they are

different, they would become unreal. What is real, viz. pure conscious-

ness, is of one form, as evidenced by the usage, ‘Substance is real\

‘Quality is real% etc.

J\JKL—sat-samanyad bhedabhavam sadhayati .

[
970]

(NlUt || ||

This oneness of form of what are different cannot

be due to the relation of inherence; for if that were so,

there would be no certainty, as there is the cognition of

oneness in the class-nature also.

It cannot be said that the oneness of what are different as subs-

tance, quality, etc-, is the result of inherence (samavaya)

;

for as there

would be the doubt whether the cognition of oneness is brought

about by inherence or by the oneness of nature, it is not possible to

assert that it is because of inherence alone. For instance, in the case

of the cognition of oneness in ‘Cowness is one 9

, inherence is not the

cause, as oneness is not inherent in cowness.

h

[971 ]

II Vs
? II

f
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Nor can there be relationness between reality and

cow, etc., for no difference is seen. It is not determined

what the cause is that relates inherence with the

inherent.

Assuming inherence as between reality on the one hand and cow,

etc., on the other, we have argued so far that the cognition of their

oneness is not caused by inherence. Now, we proceed to show that

the relation of inherence is not possible as between reality and cow,

etc. Reality and cow are not seen to be different. So, there cannot

be inherence as between them, even as there is no inherence as

between the generality ‘existence* and cow, etc. Moreover, is

inherence independent or dependent ? If it is independent of the

relata, there is no meaning in using the possessive case ‘inherence of*.

If it is dependent, then the relation between inherence and the relata

should be determined. This relation, however, cannot be either

conjunction or inherence, as there is no evidence.

[
972]

sqsfl Wll II VsR II

If it is conjunction, there would be disjunction also;

if it is inherence, then there would be endless regression;

if (the relation of inherence with the relata be) self-estab-

lished, then the assumption (of inherence) is futile, and

the unity of the substance (and reality-nature) would

also be of its own accord.

The relation of conjunction is impossible. If there be con-

junction between inherence and its relata, there would be disjunction

also at sometime hence, which would mean that quality, etc., are

independent.
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There cannot be inherence between inherence and its relata; for

to say that there is would go against the VaiSesika view that there is

no inherence between the eternal substances and inherence.

Nor may it be held that the dependence of inherence on its

relata is self-established; for in that case the assumption of inherence

itself would be futile. Moreover, if the dependence of inherence on

its relata be natural, then why should not the cognition of oneness of

substance, etc., as existence be natural? If this is natural, then there

is no need of inherence.

[973]

-*mi sfg if i

apfRPT 3 II ||

All these things being always encompassed by rea-

lity-nature, are fit for empirical usage; difference is

always illusory.

It cannot be maintained that the particulars alone are real; for

even to say that would show that it is reality that persists in them.

It is as pervaded by reality or existence that the particulars become

fit for empirical usage during the time of empirical affairs. In fact,

the difference of the particulars is illusory appearance, like the

difference in the reflections of the moon.

NKL—sarve vifesah sattavyapta vyavaharayogya bhavanti, atas

tesam bhasamano bhedo bhranta ity arthah.

[974]

iftww 1# II ^8 II
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Those who hold that a thing is made of both gene-

rality and particularity—for them also how can there be

difference, as the thing is one and the qualified thing is

non-different?

If it be held that what is called a thing has both generality and

particularity, even then difference would not be established. The

substrate which is of the nature of generality and particularity is

non-different; and it is the real.

[975]

3# q] I

nufa ii w ii

The cognition of difference between generality and

particularity—even that because of being in them alone
.

*

is not true cognition of difference.

Objection: There is seen reciprocal difference between generality

and particularity; that difference would devolve on the substrate also.

Reply: In your view, generality and particularity are not enti-

ties. Therefore, there cannot be cognition of difference in regard to

them. In what is not an entity or thing, the cognition of difference

is impossible. Even setting aside this difficulty, we ask, what is that

cognition which, you hold, is of the difference between generality

and particularity? Is that the cognition of generality, or of parti-

cularity, or of both, or some other cognition? On the first three

alternatives, the cognition would be of generality, etc., alone, and

not of difference. If it be held that that cognition is of something

else, then that something else cannot be difference, because of the

defects like reciprocal dependence, etc.
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[976]

rnrn^fNcn n il

If generality and particularity are one with a thing,

there cannot be difference; if there is difference, how can

unity be? Since there is no persistence in what

are variegated, there are not both generality and

particularity.

Are generality and particularity non-different from that which

has them* or different? If they are non-different, then there would

not be the relation of generality and particularity. If different, there

is the contingence of there being three entities.

Although it is wished by you that the thing is of the nature of

both generality and particularity, the thing can be only of the nature

of a particular. The particular does not persist, e. g. the cow with

broken horns (
khanda ) is not seen in the cow without horns (munda).

The pure generality which persists, however, is not an entity.

[
977]

cRl felt II V®'® II

If the one reality be the content of means of know-

ledge as being and non-being, through its own form and

other-form, how can there be non-existence for you?

Now, it is sought to reject difference through the rejection of

non- existence.
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If it be said that the same entity is real by its own nature and

unreal as of the nature of something else, then it would result that,

of that entity there is no unreality or non-existence since there is no

evidence. In that case there would be no difference too which is

dependent thereon.

[978]

II W II

If the turning away of perception, etc., be the evi-

dence for non-existence, say, what is the nature of that?

If it is the non-activity of the self, then it is verily the

reality which is acceptable to us.

If you say that the evidence for the non-existence of an entity

is the non-rise of any of the five pramanas , we ask, what is the

nature of the non-rise? (1) Does it mean that the self remains in

itself without any activity? (2) Or, is .there cognition of another

entity? (3) Or, does it imply another existent?

(1) It cannot be the first; for there would then be the adoption

of our position.

[979-980a]

SfSJ ImcRI I
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If it (the turning away) is knowledge of some other

entity, then by all means it is a reality. Even non-exis-

tence as another existence will not be admitted if it is
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investigated into. Therefore, since perception, etc.,

relate only to the one reality, difference is not their

sphere.

(2) If the non-rise of perception, etc., be the cognition of

another entity, then also there is no non-existence, since cognition is

an existence and its content also is an existent.

(3) The view that non-existence is another existence is unte-

nable. If it is existence, the expression ‘another’ is meaningless. If

it is non-existence, then the term ‘existence’ is inapplicable to it.

In any case, the so-called non-rise of the quintuple pramanas

must be regarded as an entity; and the content or object of an entity

must be an entity. An entity cannot establish the non-existence of

entity; if this be not admitted, the establishing of one’s own non-

existence should be possible.

Rejecting difference through the rejection of non-existence, and

accepting the view that generality alone is the real, it is concluded

that difference has no evidence.

[980b-981a]

STJiSqffnci ifa: II Vo II

In the cognition ‘This is a pot’ the pot appears as

the object of knowledge, and not exclusion from cloth,

etc., because it is not of that form; so also in the case of

cloth.

If it be contended that the perception of a thing, say, pot,

reveals also the exclusion of other things, such as cloth, we ask: is

this done by the indeterminate perception or by the determinate

perception? The indeterminate perception reveals only the object.
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As for the determinate perception of pot, it is the pot alone that is

the content, and not the exclusion of all other things; for this is an

endless process and is not the sphere of the pot-perception. Th&

same argument holds good with regard to cloth, etc.

[981b-982a]

wp) ^ n w ii

The non-existence of pot cannot be in pot because

of contradiction; nor in some thing else, for it is not the

sense of the sixth case; therefore, this is imagination and

does not conform to reality.

Does non-existence of pot have no locus? Or, does it have one?

If it is without locus, then it is independent. If it has a locus, what

is that locus? Is it pot, or some other object? The pot cannot be

the locus of its own prior non-existence, etc. As for reciprocal non-

existence, that is another expression for difference which has been

rejected. If the locus is something else, is that non-existence or

existence? Not the first, because non-existence cannot be the locus

of non-existence. Nor the second, for we have shown that no

relation is possible as between existence and non-existence.

[982b-983a]

EEf it eft? II II

qsiRci: i

The pot, indeed, causing the cognition which has

taken on the attribute of its form, makes itself known*

and not its difference from cloth, etc.
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The exclusion from cloth, etc., is neither the nature of pot, nor

its attribute. In the pot-cognition it is pot alone that becomes the

qualification of consciousness.

[983b-984a]

So also in the cognition of cloth, cloth alone is the

attribute; nothing more such as non-existence that is

alleged is seen here.

Similarly, in regard to cloth. Just as in the pot-cognition the

specification is pot alone, so also in the cloth-cognition it is cloth

alone that is the specification.

[984b-985a]

Doubt, determination, etc., which are the attributes

of the internal organ, as they qualify the knowledge,

differ due to the objects cognized and there is no inde-

pendent cognition of difference.

Just as external objects like pot, cloth, etc., the internal contents

such as doubt, determination, etc., do not import any difference into

knowledge. Doubt, etc., constitute the qualification or attribute of

knowledge, whicn here means the internal organ; hence we speak of

doubtful knowledge, determinate kmowledge, etc. These distinguish

knowledge from the object known; but they do not convey any

mutual distinction or distinction from knowledge.
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NKS— samSaya-jnanam mithya-jnanam pram&na-jnanan ca

jnanasya *ntahkarana-dharmah samvidam vifesayan samtayanubhavah

viparyasanubhavah pramananubhavah iti , meyan na tu bhidyate.

[985b-986a]

3Rli% wn 5=TF^T || ||

*eRTRq^ I

Thus ‘I alone, the cognizer, know, no one else’.

This and similar ones are established as attributes of the

cognizer, distinguishing one’s own cognition.

Cognizer, hearer, seer, etc., are features that are superimposed on

consciousness; so they are not different in reality. The same is the

case with doubt, etc., and pot, etc.

NKL—jnata mata Srote * tyadi matr-dharmanam api parasparato

’nyataf ca bhedasiddher anubhave ’dhyastah sidhyanti *ty arthah.

[986b-987a]

*5R:f?Fs;i sr^rirWgian n u

oqqpiq
|

Consciousness which is one, self-established, of the

nature of the single inner reality, appears in empirical

usage as existence, non-existence, etc.

Consciousness which is the self is the substrate of all appearances

such as particularized existence, non-existence, etc.

NKL — adhisthanatvena rajjvadivad anyatranadhyastatve heturn

eketyadi viSesahair dar&ayati .

AVS—aham janami mataham drasta Srota mante *tyadi mair-

dharmad yasmad anubhave ’dhyastam sarvam tasmad anubhavo *dvayah

kutasthah prayagbhutah sarvavyavaharaspadai ca siddhah .
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[987b-988a]

^ II ^vs II

ctfSPT § *TRlft MR: f%*F[!SR: |

Therefore, setting aside experience there will be

neither difference nor non-difference; means of valid

knowledge are only based on that; on what will contra-

diction be based?

What, was premised earlier, viz. that there is no conflict of the

Vedanta texts with other pramanas is here concluded.

The immutable inner experience is the substrate of all; trans-

gressing that, neither the world nor its difference, etc., get established.

The text ‘That thou art’, etc., teaches that experience; with that there

could be no conflict of the other pramanas. The pramanas become

valid only by being in conformity with experience. How can the

Vedanta texts which conform to experience be in conflict with the

other pramanasl

NTV—tasmad anubhava eva pratyaksadUmana-meyah na bhedo

napy abhedah ity upasamharati.

NKL—samvid atirekena visvasya bhedo ’bhedo va nasfity arthah.

[988b-989a]

WIRi II ||

^ TTFRl: WPH? I

Disputants believe that the object of means of valid

knowledge is unknown before; but that is not established

by means of valid knowledge, because that exists even

before the functioning of means of valid knowledge.

67
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It is experience that remains unknown and is the content of

perception, etc. The Vedanta texts also relate to the same. How,

then, can there be conflict between them and perception, etc.?

The pramanas do not produce the experience; they only reveal it.

[989b-990a]

3?3 xj 3JI3fl3<36#33m[, II W II

313 {333l3331£^l.

1

“If the object exists even before the functioning of

means of valid knowledge, then it cannot be known

through means of valid knowledge. How then, can there

be for it unknownness? This is to be explained”. (The

reply is:) Without that how can there be means of valid

knowledge, because it would be void of object?

Without the unknownness of the object, there cannot be the

functioning of pramana. If there be no unknownness, there will be

no content indicated thereby; consequently pramana would be void

of content.

[990b-991a]

31^1^ £4^313 MMc=W«tfl II VU II

31313^1331 31 3c'T^{3<33 1

*

Means of valid knowledge becomes means of valid

knowledge by destroying unknownness; if there should

be unknownness as a result of a means of valid know-

ledge the destruction of that cannot be the fruit thereof.

The unknownness itself is not the content of pramana; for what

the pramana does is the destruction of unknownness. The lamp,

indeed, does not have the darkness for its object!
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[991b-992a]

li V*>? II

smrn^ m ^pri: i

Therefore, making known the unknown that has

already been established in experience, perception, etc.,

become means of valid knowledge; not by themselves,

nor by something else.

Perception, etc., are pramanas with reference to the pure inner

self which is indicated by unknownness that is established by the

experience which is the self that has neither a rise nor a setting. In

other words, the self is the object of knowledge as well as that which

establishes ignorance.

[992b-993a]

& || W II

“l did not know it before”. Thus with reference to

a pot which has been known, the earlier unknownness as

the content is experienced again.

The unknownness of a thing, say, pot, prior to the cognition

thereof, is experienced thus: ‘Till this time I did not know the pot*.

On the strength of this reflective cognition, we say, the unknownness

is established by experience.

V

NTV—etavantam kalani najnasisam iti jnanotpatteh prag ajnatat-

vend ’nubhutasya punah paramarSa-darSanad, ajnatatvam anubhava-

iiddham ity arthah.
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[993b-994a]

Wjl i|?PT, II II

511% &W ^ sqMlSSTipic!: |

Means of valid knowledge is thought to yield the

fruit of defining the object with reference to which it

started functioning; as regards the knownness thereof

it has no operation, for that would be invalid.

The pramana which has the pot for content cannot establish its

earlier unknownness, for that is not its function. The knownness as

well as the unknownness of a thing are experience-established. What

the pramana does is only to define the object.

[994b-995a]

ii w<* ii

^ set eflrB STITT |5R| I

All—and even children—give expression to their

own experience-established unknownness. When asked

about anything they say in the absence of evidence, “I do

not know anything about it”.

That unknownness is experience-established is within the purview

of everyone’s experience.

AVS—prakrtanam apy ajnatatvam anubhava-siddham.

[995b-996a]

^tcl: II Wt II

c



Even in sleep where the seer is not absent, though

the entire host of instruments have resolved themselves,

there is the self-same experience which is not different

from the awareness in waking.

That unknownness is experience-established will be evident also

when sleep-experience is analysed. On waking up one recalls ‘I did

not know anything in sleep’. The instruments of pramana were not

there in sleep. Yet there was the experience of unknownness. As

between sleep and waking there is no difference so far as the experi-

ence or awareness of unknownness goes.

NTV— sakalamanopasamharepi susuptav ajnatatvam anubhava-

siddham iti na manat siddham.

[996b-997a]

a w il

Thus is also the experience of one in waking, of the

things on the top of the Himalayas which have never

been experienced; so the waking experience (of un-

knownness) does not differ from the 'sleep-experience.

Here is a case of unknownness where the content cannot be

validly cognized.

AVS—yatha susupte ’jnatatva ’nubhavo ’nubhavad eva $
tatha

jagraty api ’ty arthah.

[997b-998a]

^ ^133^ op ^ siisRrat n w3 n

3^s*nq sgsnsRci trif \
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Here the experience is not lost, since there is the

awareness ‘I do not know’, and even when what was

unseen is seen, there is the experience ‘I did not know it

(then)’.

.
It is not right to say that experience itself is absent sometimes so

that there is no question of its establishing unknownness during those

moments; for experience could never be absent. Not during waking:

witness such experience as, ‘I do not understand the thing stated by

you’, ‘So long I did not know this’.

[998b-999a]

Thus also the man who has risen from sleep remem-

bers of his own accord the resolution of cognizership,

etc., through experience alone; so in the interval there

was no loss of this experience.

Nor is experience absent during sleep. On waking one says, ‘I

did not know anything in sleep*. There must have been experience

then, even though there was not cognizership, etc.

NTV—sarvantahkarana-parinamo-'paramasyaiva susupti-laksanat-

vat , nanubhavoparamah susupti-laksnam .

[999b- 1000a]

=7
ii \\\ ||
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Nor can the absence of knowledge in sleep be

inferred from the present knowledge; knowledge does not

become different, because of difference in time.

The absence of knowledge during sleep cannot be inferred on the

strength of the knowledge that one has during waking. Experience

does not become different because of differences in place, time and

condition. The prior non-existence of experience can never be

established.

The absence of that knowledge cannot be postulated on the

ground of the awareness that is in sleep; for to say so would involve

a contradiction.

[1000b-100la]

||
?ooo

||

From awareness (bodha) alone are established time,

states of experience, etc., and cognizer, means of cogni-

tion, etc. How, then, could that be a modification of

them?

Experience is immutable, and is not altered by time, etc. Time,

etc., are inert, and so are not self-established. They depend on

consciousness for the manifestation of their existence. What is

established earlier to them, viz. consciousness, cannot be modified by

them. Experience which is self-nature, being without modifications

earlier, cannot of its own accord get modified subsequently; for the

self-nature connot be destroyed.

[100lb- 1002a]

(%§ n u

tisi: sracl
|

/
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While the three, cognizer, means of cognition and

object, come and go, knowledge which neither rises nor

sets, shines as the one inner reality.

This is another reason for stating that the self which is experience

is immutable. The inner self which is of one consistency shines

without coming and going, and establishes the cognizer, etc., and

their comings and goings. That self which is experience is not subject

to change.

v

NKL—pramatradi-bhavabhava-sadhakatvad atma svaprakaSah.

AVS—ekah svayamprasiddha atma na ma-siddha ity arthah.
#

[1002b-1003a]

II II

All things, everywhere, in the regions of the known

and the unknown, are encompassed by experience;

nowhere else are the things established, nor do they

resolve into the not-self.

All objects, whether as known or as unknown, are pervaded by

experience during the time of their empirical usage. It is thus that

they gain their being. They do not stay elsewhere than in experience.

Nor do they get resolved in something else. Therefore, cognizer, etc.,

—in fact, all things—arise from, stay in, and get resolved into experi-

ence which is the self.

[1003b-1004a]

3WIS3^ II
%oo\

II

m srigrii
i
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Therefore, the one experience alone, which is of the

nature of the unknown, is the object of perception, etc.;

it is the self-established, in respect whereof they (percep-

tion, etc.) have validity (pramanata).

It is experience alone that is the content of perception, etc.; and

there is no other content. Pramanas become valid by removing

unknownness in regard to experience. This is not incompatible

with the self-luminosity of experience. Although experience is of one

consistency and its luminosity is not other-dependent, pramana is

required to remove the nescience located therein.

NTV—yato ’nubhava-vyatirekena kincin nasti ato ’nubhavasyaiva

*jnatatvad anubhave sarvam manam pravartata iti.

[1004b- 1005a]

Therefore, in the world, in respect of things which

are established by experience, perception, etc., which

destroy ignorance attain validity, not as otherwise than

making known the unknown.

In the world, indeed, perception, etc., gain empirical validity

only as removing the unknownness of pot, etc., which are established

as superimposed on experience that is unknown.

NTV—anubhavad ajnatatvena pratipannanam ghatadinam ajnana-

nivartakatvena ghatadav aksadinam pramanyam na ’nyatha .

%

[1005b-1006a]

sreifitei ^ 3 ii ||

SRI |

68
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Pot, etc., having been established as valid through

pramana , leave off their unknownness; though self-estab-

lished, the self, because of being an entity, does not

leave off its unknownness without pramana.

Just as pot, etc., being established by empirical pramanas, leave

off their unknownness, so also the self, although self-luminous,

becomes known only through pramana
,
because it is also vastu

(content of pramana). Ignorance or unknownness is removed only by

the luminosity that is the fruit of pramana
,
and not by the self-

luminosity of the self.

NKL — vrttivyapta-ghatadlnam ajnana-nivarttakatvad atmanopi

vrttivyaptasya tan-nivarttakatvam svarupa-jhanasya ’jhana- sadhakatvad

ity arthah.

[1006b-1007a]

SRap: II II

Prior to the oncoming of the sublating Scriptural

testimony, the empirical objects are established on the

strength of the true reality (viz. the self)—and that,

through the interposition of ignorance.

Just because the self becomes known through pramana , it does

not cease to be self-luminous. Before the final realization of the

form 4
1 am Brahman* occurs, it is the self or experience that estab-

lishes all things as superimposed on itself by nescience.

NKL—aham brahma *smiti jnano t
pat teh prag ajnana-vyavahita-

*nubhavad eva prapanca-siddher atma svaprabha ity arthah.
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[1007b- 1008a]

%qci: ii ?°<as ||

The sublation, however, of the ignorance which is

the material cause of all things, cognizer, etc., is through

the knowledge which is of the nature of the one plenary

self, arising from the text ‘That thou art’, etc.

Perception, etc., are not the pramanas that will dispel the

ignorance about the self. The knowledge that dispels it is the one

that arises from the Scriptural text ‘That thou art’, etc.

[1008b- 1009a]

smi*R4 qsi *rcij i

Therefore, there is validity for Scripture, which

destroys unknownness in respect thereof (the self); and

that alone is regarded by the wise as the human goal.

The knowledge of what is conditioned is caused by perception,

etc. In respect of what is unconditioned. Scripture alone is capable

of functioning as pramana. The knowledge of the conditioned

cannot remove ignorance, for it depends on ignorance. The know-

ledge of the unconditioned dispels ignorance because the nature of

the unconditioned reality is such. Therefore, it is through the know-

ledge generated by the Scriptural text alone that the root of all evil,

ignorance, is destroyed. Thus it is clear that the text ‘That thou art’,

etc., is pramana in respect of the oneness of self. It is but proper

that this should be so because the Brahman-self is of the nature of

the supreme bliss and the final goal.
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NTV-vakyottha-jnanad eva sakala-bandhopadanatmajnana-nivrttih .

NKL—sukharupatvad atmaiva phalam ity arthah.

AVS—yato vakyartha-jndnad eva sakala-jadopadana- tma-jnana-

nivrttis tena ’gamasya tatra pramanyam .

[1009b-1010a]

screen i

“Now, other than the destruction of the host of

misery consisting in the transmigration, difficult to

avoid, what happiness is desired, the attainment of which

is said to be the human goal?

The piirvapaksin (here the older Naiy&yika) objects: It is not

right to say that the human goal is happiness or bliss. There is no

happiness other than the removal of sorrow. Over and above the

destruction of the entire host of misery which is called transmig-

ration, nothing else is desired.
•t

NKL characterizes the prima facie view as that of the older

Vaigesika.
*

sukhasya duhkhabhavatvan nabhavarupatmatvam iti vrddha-

vaiSesikaS codayat i.

AVS—duhkha-nivrttir eva sukham ity arthah.

[1010b-10lia]

n ?„?*> n

“Even in the world, when the burning pain of

disease is put out, happiness is seen ; and for those who
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are non-attached there is no pursuit of happiness other

than that of release.

The destruction of sorrow alone is happiness. When a person,

for instance, is afflicted with disease, he is said to be in misery.

When he becomes rid of disease, he is considered to be happy. Even

in the case of one who has renounced the world, seeking release, the

goal is freedom from bondage which is misery.

[1011b-1012a]

q® firiq ^ ^ n n

“A happiness that is unknown cannot be the human

goal, nor the object, for, in the self, the relation of the

object of knowledge and the knower is not possible, as

there is the contingence of duality.”

Moreover, if happiness which is an existent is said to be the

goal, we have to ask: Is that happiness unknown or known? If it is

unknown, like the hidden treasure, it cannot be the human goal. If it

is known, then we should admit the duality of knower and known.

This would militate against Advaita.

NKL—mandira-madhya-nihita-dhananicayavad ity arthah.

[1012b-1013a]

^ wM cPTl: II M 5
* II

Not so. When happiness and misery are established

as distinct, how can they be identified? Or, why should

it not be assumed that the absence of happiness is

misery?
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The siddhantirCs reply: The destruction of misery cannot be the

same as happiness, for in the case of a person who is half-immersed

in water with the scorching sun above, there is simultaneous and

separate experience of pleasure and pain.

Moreover, if the absence of misery be happiness, why cannot the

absence of happiness be misery?

NKL—nidaghe divakarakaravyap ta-sarirasya mandakini-hrade

nimagnadhobhagasya aparaparyayam evd ’hlada-duhkha-samvedanat,

[1013b-1014a]

mi \\ ii

For, even those who have no misery are seen to be

active in respect of the means of happiness, desiring to

attain it. This will not be the case if the two were non-

different.

It is observed in the case of some, e. g. the kings, that even

though they have no misery they exert themselves in cultivating the

means to happiness such as music and dance. This only shows that

the destruction of misery and happiness are not identical.

A VS — diihkha-rahitasya ’pi sukhecchaya tad-upaye pravrttb

dar&anac ca na duhkhabhdvah sukham *

[1014b- 1015a]

Even those who are endowed fully with the means

of happiness such as sandal (paste), etc., and are suffici-



ently happy, attain more happiness through the words

about the birth of a son, etc.

There are also different happinesses. A person becomes happy

through means such as sandal-paste, etc. He gains happiness again

on hearing that a son has been born to him.

AVS—sukhinam anihamananam api putra-janmadi-varta-Sravanat

sukhath drsyata ity arthah.

[1015b-10i6a]
*

It cannot be assumed there that there is misery of

the form of the non-birth of a son; for that is not

known; what is unknown is not misery as the

misery of an enemy.

It cannot be said that, in the case of the man who hears the birth

of a son, what is called happiness is the destruction of the misery that

was caused by the non-birth of a son; for, he was not thinking earlier

of the fact that a son was not born to him, and so how could

he have had misery? A misery that is not experienced is not misery.

If an enemy feels miserable, do we feel that misery ?

iVTF— na hi purusantara-gata-duhkham purusantarasya duhkham

bhavati.

NKL—ananubhuyamanam na duhkham purusantaragatam duhkham

purusantarasya 9nanubhuyamantvad yatha na duhkham ity arthah.

AYS—yatra pu tra-janma-Sravanat sukham utpadyate na tatra

duhkham asti duhkhanubhavabhavat ,
ananubhutam api duhkham astiti

m *

na iakyate vaktum ,
avedyasyaduhkhatvat purusantara-gata-duhkhavat.

[1016b-1017a]

n II

aim iifofrcTFci «r <3 ^hri i
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Therefore, even animals, here, desire happiness and

want to avoid the unpleasant; but they do not know the

means.

Even animals and birds seek pleasure as well as the destruction

of pain. The only difference between them and the humans is that

for the latter the proper means as taught in the Veda is available.

NTV— paSvadinam sukha-prapticcha duhkha-parihareccha ca

vibhagena drSyate yatah.

[1017b-1018a]

ll Mu II

And, the Veda is admitted to be the means of

human goal, as it exhibits the pure self as the supreme

happiness and the not-self as misery.

The Veda becomes pramana by revealing the supreme happiness

that is the self, free from all characteristics such as hunger, etc., and

by showing up the misery that is the not-self.

[1018b-1019a]

Cltcl^ STcin, II Me II

It is declared in Scripture, in many ways, thus:

‘This is dear’, 1 and ‘For the love of the self’2 etc. There-

fore, there is no other happiness.

Here are cited texts from the Veda which declare that the self is

the supreme happiness.

1. BU, I, iv, 8.

2. BU, II. iv, 5 et seq;

IV, v, 6 et seq.
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[1019b-1020a]

si ?<>?% 11

331 ^1% Flfts33 I

Just as, being related to the human goal, renuncia-

tion is depended upon, so also is the desire for the

supreme bliss (depended upon). That being so, why is

it prohibited ?

It cannot be said that, if he who seeks release desires happiness

which is identified with the self, he would be subject to transmigra-

tion; for, just as it is admitted that he should have non-attachment

because that is necessary for attaining the goal which is release, so

also it must be conceded that he should have desire for the supreme

bliss if it can be shown that it is for the sake of gaining release.

NKL — viragitvam samsarasarata - darSana-nispannam samsara-

dvesitvam purusarthabhisambandhat sadhanatvena moksasambandhat

tadadhina pravrttih na samsarayeti bhavadbhir abhyupagatam yatha ,

iatha paranandabhilasopi purusarthabhisambandhicet tan-mula

pravrttih kasmat samsarakaranatvena nisidhyata ity arthah.

[1020b-102 la]

If the desire for absolute happiness is said to be

attachment, then how is there not attachment in the

desire for a solitary place, etc.?

In fact, what is called the desire for the supreme happiness is not

really attachment; it is the interest (
Sraddha) evinced in the supreme

happiness. Attachment is born of delusion; the interest which we

69
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speak of is caused by discrimination. This interest is exactly in the

same position as the desire for solitude, attending on a teacher, etc.

NKL—viragitvam na dvesah kimtu samsara-darSana-janyo- dvegah

iti cet tarhi paramanandecchapi tiraddhaiva na ragah ,

AVS—yad avidyaksiptam abhutagunabhinive&am ragam acaksata

iti raga-laksanam krtam.

[1021b- 1022a]

^ il II

mm q i

This has also been clearly explained in the

Taittinya texts, ‘ Now, that which is a hundredfold of

the pleasure \ l etc., and 4 This alone gives happiness %.
2

etc.

Two texts from the Taittinya Upanisad&tt quoted here to show

that the self is of the nature of the supreme happiness.

1. TU t
II, viii, 1.

2. TU, II, vii, 1

.

[1022b- 1023a]

11*15*3: qlsqqrciScI ^ || II

And, therefore, a man who in sleep enjoys the bliss

of self, when awakened,®is afflicted even as when inter-

rupted in the enjoyment of contact with woman, etc.

The experience of sleep is also evidence for the bliss-nature of

the self. When a person’s sleep is interrupted he does not like it.
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even as he dislikes a hindrance to the enjoyment of pleasure in the

waking state. From this it is to be concluded that in sleep there

is bliss.

[1023b-1024a]

Because it (viz. the self) is of the nature of pure

bliss, knowability (vedyata) is not required there ; that,

indeed, is required in what is not of the nature of

intelligence, and not in the case of that which is solely

of the nature of intelligence.

Objection—If Brahman-bliss is an object of knowledge, there

would be duality; if it is unknown, it would not be the human goal.

Reply—Although the self is of the nature of the one consistency

of happiness, it is not an object of knowledge. It is only what is

inert that may become an object of knowledge. The self, on the

contrary, is pure consciousness. For understanding the bliss-nature of

the Brahman-self, therefore, the Vedanta may well be the pramana.
* \

[1024b-1025a]

3#r^R<RT ^^iciqrqqqVrct 11 w* n

*T%Tlftlcl qqi <j4qq qqftcR, I

The words <c for all men ” (of the commentary) are

stated for the purpose of teaching that the eligibility is

simple. This has already been explained.

Having explained the meaning of the word “the entire Veda”,

etc., the implication of the words “for all men”, etc., is here indicated.
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There is the wish on the part of every one thus: ‘Let happiness

be to me; let not misery come to me\ Moksa is pure unconditioned

bliss. He who desires that is the eligible person in respect of know-

ledge. Therefore, the eligible person here is easily secured. In order

to remind us of that, the commentary says, “for all men”.

NTV—sukham me syat duhkham me mabhut iti visaya-vifesa-

9navacchinna-sukhamatre duhkha-nivrttimatre ca sarva-purusanam
.**

abhilasa darsanat.

[1025b-1026a]

m gfe ^ 3 11 mh 11

For, even he who desires heaven desires release

;

but he who desires release does not even cast so much

as a side-glance at the other.

The pleasures of heaven are small as compared with the supreme

bliss which is release. He who seeks release will never court them.

[1026b- 1027a]

mmm ^ 11 li

£

And, to no man may the eligibility be denied

;

therefore, the commentator said “ for all men

When it is said that all are eligible for knowledge, what is meant

Is that no one is barred therefrom provided he is endowed with the

fourfold means consisting of discrimination, etc.

[1027b-1028a]

^fi \\ 11
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** When it is said 'Bring the white cow’ a certain

person performs the act having the cow as its object

;

an ignorant person seeing this infers the cause (of the

action).

Next is commenced the explanation of the commentary beginning

with the words, “in the matter of what is seen”, and ending with the

words “investigation of Scripture”.

Here there is a purvapaksa.

When the superior elder says, ‘Bring the cowf, the intermediate

elder performs the appropriate act in relation to the cow. The child

observes this and infers the cause of the intermediate elder’s act.

[1028b-1029a]

gicl ||
?o

||

“This has certainly been known by him—this which

is seen as having cow for its object
;
for nowhere is it

observed that one who does not know earlier does

something.”

This is how the child infers: The activity in question is caused by

the cognition of what prompts, since it is a conscious activity.

AVS—Suklam gam anaya iti kaicid vadati
,
tad-vakya-Sravananan-

taram &rota pravartate, tatah govisayam pravrttim drstva anuminoti.

[1029b-1030a]
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If the cause is inferred by seeing the thing (viz. the

activity of the hearer) which depends on the causal

agent (karaka), then since that (i.e. niyoga) is under-

stood through some other means of valid knowledge,

there is the contingence of its being empirical

(laukikatva).

Is that which prompts something other than niyoga, or is it

niyoga itself? It cannot be the first; for, if it is admitted that words

have capacity to get related to other words, the view that all words

have niyoga for purport will have to be given up.

As regards the second alternative, this is the defect: If on seeing

the activity of the hearer that is generated by causal agents one were

to infer niyoga as the prompter thereof, then niyoga would be on a

par with pot, etc., ceasing to be that which is special to the Veda.

[1030b-103 la]
i

n wst w: l

If the thing does not depend on the causal agent,

how can there be the performance of what has been

known ? Neither what has been established nor what is

non-existent is observed to require a causal agent.

Moreover, niyoga which is the sense of lip, etc.,—is lit not

accomplished through causal agents, or is it accomplished? The

first alternative is not possible. Although niyoga is known somehow

through lift, etc., it cannot be accomplished through performance,

and so the performance of the stem-sense (sacrifice) would be fruitless

and futile. On the second alternative, viz. that niyoga is accomp-

lished through causal agents, is it as existent, as non-existent, or as
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both? It cannot be the first, for neither the existent nor the non-

existent depends on causal agents. For example, the self which is

existent is not caused, nor the human horn which is non-existent.

NTV says that we may so split the words of the first line that

we may read ajnatasya instead ofjnatasya. Then the meaning would

be that the performance of niyoga does not take place because niyoga

is unknown.

ajnatasya iti va padacchedah. drsta-visaye ca istanista-prapti-

pariharo-'paya-jnanasyaiva pratyaksanumanabhyam siddhatvat, niyo-

gasya 'siddhatvat vyutpattyabhavena abodhakatvat nagamanvesana ato

’nusthanam tasya na sidhyet.

[1031b-1032a]

^ II U\\ II

f

If the niyoga were originated by Scripture, then

Scripture would be causal agent and therefore would not
r

be per force a pramana

;

if the karya were only

manifested, then the Veda would be pramana in respect

of what is established already.

On the view that niyoga is existent, is niyoga originated by Scrip-

ture, or is it manifested? If it be the first. Scripture would be a

causal agent, and not a pramana. If it be the second, Scripture

becomes pramana in respect of what is already accomplished; for

manifestation or revelation is possible only of what is already there.

AVS—na Sabdarabhyo niyogah kimtu vyahya iti cet tarhi siddha-

vastuni matvam vedasya bhavet.
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[1032b-1033a]

*r i; i%t$ '+&$.
I

The validity of verbal testimony cannot have for

its sphere what is non-existent
; if the sense of the karya

were not non-existence, there would be validity in respect

of what is already established.

If niyoga be non-existent, there is no question of Scripture being

a pramana in respect thereof; for knowledge is never pramana in

regard to what is non-existent. If niyoga be existent, as was shown

above. Scripture would become pramana in respect of what is already

accomplished.

[103 3b-1034a]

If the karya be of the nature of both, the established

and the non-established, both the aforesaid defects

would result ; nor is there anywhere such a thing.

If niyoga be both existent and non-existent, then the defects

pointed out in both the alternatives would result. Moreover how

can such a thing be which is existent as well as non-existent?

[1034b-1035a]

fiifeFT sjgfc *TH ^ JTFT
|| MS II

?prt i

%
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Pramdna is that which manifests what is already

established ;
pramdna is never a causal agent ; if injunc-

tion be pramdna , how can it be karya ? That must be

explained.

Perception, etc., make known what is already accomplished.

Such is the function of pramanas . If niyoga which is said to be

karya is revealed by Scripture, it must be an established entity, i. e. it

cannot be karya.

NTV—evath Uriadi-yukta~vakya~pramanam api siddhartha-bodha

*

kam pramanatvat anyatha ukta-prakarena karye pramanyayogat.

NKL—vidhi-vakyam siddhe manam manatvat pratyaksavat.

AVS—pratyaksadi-manam akarakam vidyamana-prakaSakam ca

drstam. evath yadi niyogo ’pi vidhi-vakya-pramanakah tada tasya

karyatvam na siddhyati.

[1035b-1036a]

Wi || MH II

^4 wfii ftcP* i

If it be thought that by way of establishing the

object (visaya) it is designated as karya, then since it is

not established prior to the establishment of the

sacrifice, how can it be known through injunction ?

Is niyoga accomplished only after the performance of the stem-

sense (viz. sacrifice), or even earlier? If the first, then niyoga cannot

be known from Scripture before the performance of the sacrifice.

What is non-existent, like the human horn, cannot be known.

NKL—yaganusthanatprag asatve niyogasya nrSrhgasyeva na veda-

gamyatvam.

70
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1% T& qFTfeferl: II M* II
*•

qpifiteaisrc ciiTe^i sr#ra pi #: i

If, even before the performance of the sacrifice,

niyoga be established, then, of what use is the perfor-

mance of the sacrifice? If niyoga is established through

performance of the sacrifice, then, how can the sacrifice

be such as to be performed (by niyoga) ?

If niyoga is accomplished even before the performance of sacri-

fice, then since it is not achieved through sacrifice, the performance

of sacrifice would be futile. It is not possible to accomplish what is

already accomplished. So, where is the need for performing

sacrifice?

NKL—siddhasya sadhyatva-'yogat niyogaprayuktanusthanavatvam

yagasya hiyeta.
,

AVS—yaganusthanam nisphalamjiiyogasadhakalvat siddhasya

siddhy ayogan niyogaprayukiam yagasya ’nustheyatvam na ghatata ity

arthah.

[1037b-1038a]

n II

If the performance of sacrifice, etc., is to be

regarded as an aid (in bringing about the niyoga) even

as the operations of the potter are in relation to the

pot, then how is there no similarity between niyoga and

pot?



If the performance of sacrifice is said to be helpful in the accomp-

lishment of niyoga even as the operations of the potter are in regard

to the production of a pot, then niyoga would be an empirical

phenomenon like the pot.

[1038b- 1039a]

R-qpr =q to era n II

And if that were so. Scripture would have for pur-

port the niyoga which is not a human goal; and when

the human goal is inimical to it, how can the wise grasp

it?

If niyoga be on a par with the pot, then it cannot be the human

goal. And, if it is not the human goal, the wise would not seek it.

[1039b-1040a]

The karya which is looked forward to by the man

who hears the potential mood (lih), etc., depends for its

coming into being on some benefit (resulting) to the

speaker or the doer.

When an injunction is heard, the hearer seeks to fulfil it in order

to accomplish happiness either for himself or for the one who gave

the injunction, or in order to avoid pain for either. If that were so,

the sense of lin, etc., is the instrument to what is desired, and not

niyoga-karya.
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[1040b-1042a]

^ m\ 3^4: II ?o8o II

3#^ ?T cT?l |

=T II II

!***$» *RI wft I

If from the injunction no human goal is understood

to be accomplished by the agent, then in the world no

one would be active merely because of the injunctive

statement.

No man who has an independent will, for the mere

sake of fulfilling the sense of the injunction, sets his

mind to the difficult tasks like sacrifices by virtue of the

injunction.

In all cases, the sense of lih % etc., is instrumentality to what is

desired. When some one hears the command ‘Bring the cow’, if he

does not understand that the execution of the command will result in

an advantage either to himself or to the one who issued the command,

he would not proceed to act. The sense of lin, etc., thus, is only the

instrumentality to what is desired. This is true of both injunctions

and prohibitions.

Even in the case of a servant obeying the orders of a king, etc.,

the obedience is for the sake of avoiding pain.

The performance of sacrifice involves an enormous amount of

effort and labour. No one would voluntarily undertake to perform

such tasks if there be no advantage. So, even in the Veda the sense

of lih, etc., is instrumentality to what is desired.

NKL— prayojanam anuddiSya na mando 'pi pravartata iti

nyayat.
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[1042b- 1043a]

^ mm sii*^ aft i

If for the sake of the human goal one is active in

respect of sacrifice, etc., then the fruit which impels him

to activity has come in and not niyoga.

If it is granted that one performs sacrifice only after knowing

that it is the means to the accomplishment of what he desires, then it

must be admitted that what prompts activity is the instrumentality to

what is desired, and not niyoga.

AVS—tadaraga eva pravartako na niyoga ity arthah.

[1043b-1044a]

II II

If activity as a consequence of the imperative mood

(/of), etc., is thought to be like that which is due to

incantations, then since one would be entirely governed

by it in his actions, there would be no need for expia-

tion.

If activity in obedience to a command be on a par with the

activity of a person who is under a spell, then the agent would have

no responsibility for his actions. Even if he transgresses, that would

be no fault of his, and there would be no need for any expiation.

NTV— him mantravat puruseccham anapeksya niyogah purusam

pravartayati uta ’napeksya uttaratra ragasyaiva pravartakatvath prap -

noti purvatra niyogatikramat na dosabhak puruso niyoga-paratantratvat.
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[1044b-1045a]

Scife* ^ II UM II

w\ ^ ^ m\b i

If it be said that mantra (incantation) causes acti-

vity not through the object to be set to act but of its

own accord, then from sacrifice, etc., there will be no

attainment of karya.

If it is said that the incantation or spell prompts activity of its

own accord, and that the prompted person is helpless, and if it be

maintained that the Vedic command also functions in the same way,

.then it would be meaningless to talk of any accomplishment through

sacrifice.

AVS—yatha mantra-prerito mantra-paratantrah pravartamano yadi

kathamcin mantram atikramati na kaScid dosah evam atrapity arthah

.

yadi niyogatikraman na dosah lathasati niyoga-visayam yagadikam

na ko’py anutisthed ato yagader na niyoga-siddhir iti.

[1045b-1046a]

3R3 511 13531 31 *31#? 31 *3lR5R3n^q II It

Whether it is causal agent or activity or fruit of

activity, there would be secular nature for niyoga,

because it is established through secular pramanas.

Whether niyoga be a causal agent, or act, or the fruit thereof,

since it is known through other pramanas
,

it would be a secular

phenomenon, like a pot, which would mean that it is not something,

which is known from the Veda alone.
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[1046b- 1047a]

3 q^Tb^Pt^R^Irn II II

q W4^n %: ^Ig^l^ra^RFIN |

As for the texts which have for purport the one

self, there is not the slightest defect, as we have already

explained through reasoning,

A similar contingency does not arise in the case of Brahman. We

have already shown that the Upanisad texts such as ‘That thou art*

are pramana for the Brahman-self, So, there is not even the least

parity between niyoga and Brahman.

[1047b-1048a]

%(cl II ?o8« II

cR3 I

The sense which is understood from the texts like

‘Not this, not this’
1

, and which is not got through any

other experience—how could it be secular, since it trans~

cends all objects of knowledge ?

Brahman is not what is known through secular pramanas, because

St is without any quality, as is taught by the negative texts of Scrip-

ture such as ‘Not this, not this
1

, and because it is self-luminous, as is

declared in the text ‘Consciousness is Brahman’, etc.

'BU, II, in, 6; III, ix, 26.

[1048b- 1049a]

ssii^'Ra sri ii it

ftwr i
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Bearing in mind what has been stated above, the

Commentator wrote the words ‘the seen (drsta)\ etc.,

for establishing the secular nature of niyoga, as of pot.

The words of the commentary, “the seen”, etc., show that

Brahman alone is the purport of the Veda, not niyoga. Niyoga is

secular like a pot, and is known through other pramanas.

[1049b-1050a]

Let alone the validity of the Vedanta which you

have rejected at your pleasure; but if the Veda were not

pramana in respect of the self (vastu), the same fault

will affect the ritual-section.

You do not admit that the Veda is pramana in respect of

Brahman-self on the ground that the self is an existent entity. But

this prejudice of yours will result in the destruction of your own

siddhanta. In order that karma-kanda may be meaningful, you must

per force admit that the Veda teaches a self that survives death and

gets related to another body, etc., and a heaven to which it can go

through acquiring merit. The transmigrating self and heaven are

existent entities. If the Veda can teach these, can it not teach

Brahman?

NKL—tattvamadeh pramanyam tavat tisthatu tad asmabhir apt

tvad-icchaya uktam siddha-vastuni vedasyapramanyam nacet karma-vak-

yanam api pramanyam na syat. dehantara-sambandhy atmano pramani-

kasya ’ siddher ato bhavisyad-dehasambandhv atmani vakya-pramanyo-

9pagame tattvamader api siddhe pramanya-siddher ity arthah.



AVS— tattvamadi-vakyam pramdnam ity etat tavat tisthatu.

siddhavastuni vedasya matvam naced isyate karma-vakyanam api na

matvam sidhyet. atah karma-vakyanam matvam icchata siddha-vastuni

bhavisyad-deha-sambandhiny atmani svarga-devatadi-svarupe ca vedasya

matvam abhyupagantarvam. atah kdrya eve *ti niyamabhavat vedan-

tnnam api svarthe matvam bhavets

‘ [1050b-l051a]

snsRIWII II II

If the soul to be related to the future body is not

known validly from the text or through some other

pramana , which wise man will perform the sacrifices

which have unseen fruit ?

If the transmigrating self were not known through Scripture and

other pramanas , no one would perform the sacrifices. Thus the

commentary says, “if not”, etc. It is the transmigrating self that is

the enjoyer of the fruit of sacrifices. In the absence of a knowledge

of that, who would undertake to perform the sacrifices?

[1051b-1052a]

II II

Nor can there be activity in respect of rites, here,

on the part of those who understand the self as establi-

shed by the pramana given by the Sankhyas, for that

self is not related to the body, etc.

The self that is established through inference by the Sankhyas is

of no use in the performance of ritual; for, that self is without

activity and unrelated to a body.

71
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[1052b-1053a]

II II

rH^STRqr^ n W'MW W*& I

The commentator says, “Nor if it were not so”, for

the purpose of making us understand quickly the nature •

of the eligibility for the ritual-section.

The words of the commentary which indicate the nature of the

eligibility for the ritual-section are now explained.

[1053b-1054a]

fk: on II II

Those who desire fruits, seen or unseen, from rites

must state the evidence for the self entering into a

different state of the body.

Although the self is self-established, th e pramana should be stated

for its taking on another body after leaving off the present one.

Otherwise the transmigrating self will not be established. Without

that there would be no agent and enjoyer for the Vedic rites.

[1054b-1055a]

JT 7*5 4Wl fTqi ^ ^5 I

And how can there be agency for it, since it is all-

pervading and actionless? Nor can there be fruit for

the non-agent ;
figuratively also it cannot be.



The self that is established through argument by the Vai^esikasis

of no use here; for that self, being all-pervading and without action,

cannot be the agent of sacrifices.

Nor may it be said that although the self is not an agent, it is the

enjoyer, as in the Sankhya system; for the fruit can accrue only to

the one who is prompted to act by Scripture. Moreover, the self is

not the enjoyer in the principal sense of the term; for its true nature

is to be unattached and indifferent. If the self is not the enjoyer

in the principal sense, it cannot be the enjoyer in the figurative

sense also.

[1055b-1056a]

II II

On the view that agency is principal, there is the

contingence of non-release. Through pramana igno-

rance is destroyed; pramana is what makes known, and

not what causes one to act.

If the enjoyership is in the principal sense, then agency also must

be for the self in the principal sense. If that is so, then there can be

no release.

Nor may it be said that, although agency is real, it is removed

through pramana , for pramana can never remove what is real; it can

only reveal the real.

[1056b-1057a]

^qivtiwR: u n
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Relation to another body, because it belongs to the

future, is not an object of perception
;
nor of inference

and analogy, because there are no probans and simila-

rity.

Perception, inference, and analogy cannot serve as pramanas in

respect of the self that is related to a future body.

[1057b-1058a]

When the self is established from Scripture, it is not

established through the aforesaid reasoning
;

there is

not even presumption from what is heard here ; nor

non-cognition, since there is cognition.

Presumption from what is seen (drstarthapatti

)

is not the evi-

dence; nor presumption from what is heard {Srutarthapatti). Nothing

is seen that is unintelligible without presuming the self. And there

is no unintelligibility either in what is heard from Scripture in regard

to this matter.

As there is the pramana of Scripture in respect of the self, there

is no scope for non-cognition too to function as pramana.

[1058b-1059a]

^ II II

Nor is even the self established through the cogni-

tion ‘ I ’, for the words expressive of the self are aware-

ness, experience, consciousness, knowledge.
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As the self is self-luminous, it is not grasped through the cogni-

tion ‘I* also.

, NTV— atma-pratipadaka-$abda-buddhisu vipratipatti-darfanan

naham-pratyaya-gamya atme *ty arthah.

AVS—svayamprakaiatvad atmano naham-pratyaya-gamya atma ....

atma~prasadad aham-pratyaya-siddhe$ ca nahampratyayad atma-

siddhih.
4

[1059b-1060a]

II ?e>V> II

That whose establishment, like the establishment of

pot, is through the establishment of experience—how
from that cognition tf

I ’ can experience expect its own

accomplishment ?

Moreover, the cognition ‘I* cannot grasp the self, because it is

grasped by that, like the cognition of pot. Just as the pot-cognition

which is a psychosis requires to be established by experience which is

the self, so does the cognition *1* require the self for its establish-

ment. How can that establish the self?

NKL—aham-pratyayo natmasadhako dr$yatvat ghatavat.

[1060b-1061a]

*
. >

If experience is established through, pramdna
, it

would be inert like pot; if not. (inert), it will be

independent, and the self is intelligence ; also there

would be reciprocal dependence.
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If the *P cognition were to apprehend the self, the self would

become inert like pot. If the self were not inert—as it is not inert

—

it must be admitted that it is pure consciousness, not requiring the

•r cognition for its apprehension. And, if the self which is pure

consciousness were to be apprehended by the *1* cognition, there

would be reciprocal dependence as between the two.

[106lb-1062a]

Through the self the establishment of the cognition

* I % and through the cognition 4
1

9

the establishment

of the self—thus there would surely be reciprocal depen-

dence as between the cognition
6

1 * and the self.

How there would be reciprocal dependence is explained.

[1062b-1063a]

II II

m\ aw I

The cognition
4
1 ’ is an effect of the self ; and it is

always accomplished through the cause. How can by

that (cognition
6
1 ’) the self be pervaded ? If it is not so

pervaded, how can the self be the object of knowledge 7

The *V cognition is not what apprehends the self, as it is an

effect of the latter, like desire.

The self is not what is apprehended by the ‘I* cognition, since it

illumines that; whatever illumines another is not illumined by that,

even as the lamp which illumines a pot is not illumined thereby.
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As the T cognition does not prevade the self, the self cannot be

the content thereof.

NTV—samvid-balad eva 'ham-pratyayasya sadbhava estavyah ,

samvid eva *smakam atma , tasya api samvidah sad-bhavo ’ham -

pratyayad eva cet sadhyate tada 'ham-pratyaya- tmano vyapya-

vyaptrtva-\aksana~viruddhartha-pratipatti-dar&anad vadinam iti.

NKL—aham-pratyayo natmagrahakah tat-karyatvat sukhadivat

atma n&ham-pratyaya-vyapyas tad-vyapakatvad yo yad-vyapako nasau

tad-vyapyo yatha pata-vyapakas tantur na tad-vyapyah.

[I063b-1064a]

h ii

The agent is by no means the object known through

the cognition 4
1 for at the time of action he is the

attribute, and when there is no action he is not

established.

Moreover, is the self apprehended as the agent by the activity

which is the ‘F cognition? If so, is it at the time of the act, or

before, or after? It cannot be at the time of the act; for at that

time the agent-self is subsidiary to the act, and therefore cannot be

the object of the act. Nor is the self as agent apprehended either

before or after; for either before or after there is no act, and in the

absence of the act there cannot be the agent. Also, if the agent were

to be the object of the act which is the T cognition, it might as well

be its own object which is absurd.

[1064b-1065a]

JT ^ 7*5 |
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If consciousness be the object of knowledge, there

would be another consciousness as the fruit; but there

cannot be the appearance of two consciousnesses ; nor

is the fruit to be inferred by any means.

If the self which is of the nature of consciousness be the object of

knowledge, then another consciousness should be admitted as the

fruit of knowledge. But this is not what is experienced. In

the consciousness-self there is not experienced another consciousness.

Nor may it be said that although the other consciousness is

not experienced, it is to be inferred; for in regard to the uncondi-

tioned self-luminous conciousness there can be no inference.

[1065b-1066a]

As in the case of the consciousness of the form of

pot, etc., even in the case of pure consciousness there

would be consciousness qualified by consciousness ;
but

this is not observed in the self.

The fruit-consciousness is intelligible in the case of inert objects

like pot, but not in regard to pure consciousness which is the self.

[1066b~1067a]

^ m ii ii

And if the cognizer is the object of knowledge, it is

to be stated, of whom is the fruit ? It cannot be of the

cognizer for he is the object of knowledge ; nor is there

fruit anyway in the object of knowledge.
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If the cognizer is the object of cognition, then for whom

is the fruit which is cognition? It cannot be for the cognizer

because the cognizer, you say, is the object of cognition. Nor may

it be said that the fruit may belong to the cognizer as the object, even

as it does to objects such as pot; for, we ask, what is this fruit—is it

luminous or non-luminous? If it is luminous, it cannot belong to

the non-luminous pot, etc.; if it is non-luminous, it cannot illumine

pot, etc.

[1067b-1068a]
*

ms&fm mm n 11

srffsii \

If it be thought that since pot, etc., which are

objects of knowledge are inert, the fruit is in the

cognizer, then since the cognizer is the object here,

there would be inertness ; if there is consciousness, then,

it would not be the result of pramana .

If it be said that the fruit is not in pot, etc., because they are

inert, but in the cognizer, because there is no inertness there, we

reply: if the cognizer is the object of knowledge, inertness would

result there also. If the self is admitted to be of the nature of

consciousness, then it cannot be the result of a pramana.

AVS—samvid-rupaiced atma na pramanaja samvid-atmani samvid-

dvayadarfanad ity arthah

.

[1068b-I069a]

72
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Even as an attribute the cognition ‘ I ’ has no

difference from the substance, the self ; colour is not

different from the substance, though it differs from

taste, etc.

If the cognition *V be considered to be an attribute of the self,

then there can be no difference between the two. Substance and

attribute are not different from each other, as, for instance, a cow

and a horse are. Colour cannot be different from the coloured subs-

tance. If colour appears as distinct, it is with reference to another

attribute or another substance.

Thus if the ‘I* cognition be an attribute of the self, then the two

would be non-different, and therefore the self cannot be the object

with reference to that cognition. If the two be different, then there

cannot be the relation of attribute and substance as between them .

NTV—na hy ahath-buddheh pramatut ca bhedo *sti rupasyeva

dravyai, atat caikasya jnana-jneya-rupatvam vlrudhyata ity arthah.

[1069b-1070a]

wA vm
II II

Substance, etc., which are stated to be the nature

of the self and to be the objects of knowledge,—they are

like pot , and are not the sphere of the cognition * 1
9

which has for its scope the inner self.

If it be said that the self as substance is the object ofknowledge,

and as consciousness is the cognizer, we reply: the self which as

substance is regarded as the object of knowledge cannot, then, be

the sphere of the ‘I* cognition, because the sphere of this cognition is

the inner self.
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NTV—yadyat prameya-rupam tasya tasye 'dam-buddhi -gocaratva-

niyamad dravya-riipasyapi 'dam-buddhi-gocaratvena ’natmatvam eve
9
ti

bhavah.
*

[1070b-1071a]

R || ?o\ao
||

The apprehension* in which the cognition c
I ’ is

mixed up, of the inner agent by knowledge as taught by

you is not different (from the Bauddha position).

You reject the Bauddha view of momentary cognitions on the

ground that one and the same cognition cannot be both apprehender

and apprehended. But that defect would result for you also, if you

were to hold that the self is of the nature of both apprehended and

apprehender and that it is apprehended by the *V cognition.

AVS—nahi gami-karta gami-kriya-visayah , ato bauddha-paksat

"aksasya viSesam abhyupagacchata nahampratyaya-grahya atme *ty

’vyam,
upagantu

[1071b_

II M II

The self is not known the awareness of

knowledge, nor knowledge by the Jwareness of the self;

nor is knowledge twofold, for there wo.’ld be dlfference 1

if there is non-difference, experience is sell
established.

^ gif

By the manifestation of the knowledge-element, the

substance-element is not manifested, since the two are different,

the self were manifested by the manifestation of the knowledge-
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element, then the two would be non-different. Nor is the knowledge-

element made manifest by the manifestation of the self, for the same

reason. Since the two elements are differently manifested, it must

be admitted that the twofold self is not established through the ‘I*

cognition.

If you agree that there are not two elements and that the self is
m

one, then you must necessarily accept the view that the self which is

of the nature of experience is self-established.
*

NTV—dravya-rupa atmet i naiyayikadayah , bodha-rupa atmeti

vedantinah, dravya-bodha-rupa atmeti bhattamatanusarinah
l it tham vadi-

vipratipatti-darSanat naham-pratyaya-vedya atmeti, tasmad dravya-rupa

eva va bodha-rupa eva va atmat na dravya-bodha-rupah, tasman mam
aham janami *ti vikalpa-matram.

[1072b-1073a]

cF?TR
I

This must be stated : Is the cognition * 1
5

the

pramana or is it even the self? It (the
‘
I * cognition) is

not the pramana, because it is directly perceived
; nor

the self, because of the difference between being its own

end and being inert.

You hold that the self is cognized through the *T cognition*

What is this *1* cognition—is it a pramanat or is it the self itself? It

cannot be a pramanat for it is directly apprehended like desire, etc.,

and pramana, according to you, is what is inferred. Nor is the *1*

oognition the self, for it is other-dependent and inert whereas the self

is independent and non-inert.



NTV— natavat pramanatvam ahamrupasya ghatate icchadivat

aparoksatvat, na hi pram&nam aparoksam icchanti nityanumeyatva
*

’bhyupagamat . napy Btmatvam aham-rupasya pararthalvni jadatvac ca.

[1073b-1074a]

?r iteii ii ii

^nsswi f| tn %cii
i

When the self is not known the cognition * I ’ is not

established for you ;
the self is not established through

the cognition 4
1 ’ which is not itself known ; that (cogni-

tion ‘I’) is established as what is inferred.

The *1* cognition cannot be what establishes the self, for in the

absence of the manifestation of the self, it itself is not established.

And, if you still insist that the *1’ cognition establishes the self, there

would result the defect of reciprocal dependence. The ‘I* cognition,

according to you, is what is inferred on the strength of the probans ,

the manifestation of the self. This would mean that there is the *V

cognition when the self is known; and at the same time if you hold

that the ‘I* cognition manifests the seif, there would be reciprocal

dependence.

[1074b-1075a]

li n

^ TTR^f: i i

And, it is not proper to assume difference of parts

in what is partless ; if the cognition
e
1

5 be the object

dependent on the self, there would be knowledge

through pramana always.
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Admitting for the sake of argument that there is distinction of

elements the self, we showed that the 'I* cognition cannot be that

which establishev.the self. But the truth is that there is no distinction

in the self. Twofold^s is not seen in the self; nor is there any need

to assume such a distinction* Scripture declares that the self is

without parts. \
It is not proper to say that the self^^ne *s the cause of the *

*

cognition; for if that be so, there should alwa.>
* * cognition,

which is not the case. In sleep, for instance, there
is not *

cognition.

NKL — niskalam niskriyam Santam ityadi Sruti-virudhac v

natmano riipadvayam.

AVS—atmana evaham-pratyaya-karana tve aham-pratyayasya sada-

bhdva-prasangat.

[1075b-1076a]

fart
11 ii

. The cognition ‘

I ’ cannot be the pramana in respect

of the self without its being unknown
; therefore as for

pot, etc., unknownness must be predicated of the self.

Without recognizing unknownness in respect of the self which

is the cognizer, it is not possible to show that the *1’ cognition is

pramana for the self. In order that pramana may function in the case

of the self, it must be admitted, therefore, that the self is unknown.

Is this unknownness self-established, or established through some

other? It cannot be the first, for that would be a self-contradiction.

If it be the second, is the unknownness established through pramana,

or through the cognizer, or through the eternal experience? The

unknownness cannot be established through pramana, for that would
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involve infinite regress, and also that would mean that no pramana

could remove the unknownness. Nor can the cognizer establish the

unknownness, for the cognizer which is an object of knowledge, like

pot, cannot establish anything.

[1076b-1077a]

|| ii

37RTTI ^*teh ^ ctrrj i

If it be said that the establishment of even that is by

experience, as of pot, etc., then the self is established to

be different from the cognizer; if not, the cognizer is not

established.
*

If the third alternative, viz. that the unkownness of the cognizer

is established through the eternal experience is accepted, then it

must be admitted that the self which is the eternal experience is

different from the cognizer. That being so, even if the cognizer be

apprehended through the ‘I* cognition, it does not follow that the

self is so apprehended.

And, if the witness-self is not recognized as that which estab-

lishes the unknownness of the cognizer, there would be no func-

tioning of pramana in respect thereto, and the cognizer would not be

established.

NTV—atmani nahampratyayah pramanam kimtu yeyam prete

ityadya Srutir eva pramanam ity arthah.

[1077b-1078a]

pfsiracl: || ?oV£K> ||

sRTsinq ngq fsra i
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As for the cumulation of pramanas (being evidence

for establishing the self), that has been removed tar

away ;
even elsewhere (in the view of the logician) the

cumulation of pramanas is never admitted.

So far, the view of the Bhattas that the self is apprehended

through the T cognition was examined and rejected; now, the

Prabhakara view that the cognition of all objects is pramana for the

self is considered.

When it has been shown that even the ‘I* cognition is not

pramana for the self, it goes without saying that the cognition of

sound, etc., cannot establish the self.

The Naiyayika contends that the self is not known exclusively

through Scripture, as perception, inference, and Scripture are equally

pramanas. But even according to the Naiyayika, there is no cumula-

tion of these pramanas . If, as shown already, the self is not the object

of the *1* cognition, how can it become the object of inference, etc.?

[1078b-1079a]

*Tg;?WRiqi<lcI 7*5*^ II ||

JT Jr flgrTTRFcKOT I

Just as the earlier pramana, in knowing the un-

known, offers the fruit to the cognizer, and not in the

object of knowledge, even so should be the case with

the other pramanas.

How is there the cumulation of the pramanas ? Is it because

each subsequent pramana causes the fruit, viz., knowledge, in the

same object ? Or, is it because the knowledge so caused is for the

same cognizer ?
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The first alternative is not possible ; for the object is inert, and

knowledge cannot be caused in it. So, the pramanas in sequence

bring in knowledge only in the cognizer.

AVS—meyatritam yadi phalarn tada samplavah Sakyetapi

matraSrayarh jnana-phalam atha Suddhe vastuni purvamanavad uttara~

manandm prave&an na samplava iti.

[1079b-1080a]

tfgS: fcl; || ||

Thus, since the other pramanas relate to the un-

cognized, how can there be the cumulation -of all

pramanas ? Even if it be known through other pramanas

it would be other than that which was unknown and then

known (by the previous pramanas).

Just as the earlier pramana makes known what is unknown, the

later pramanas too should do likewise. How then can there be the

cumulation ofpramanas ?

Nor is there such cumulation because the knowledge caused is

for the same cognizer; because the content of each pramana being

different, there is nothing like all the pramanas combining to produce

knowledge*

[1080b-1081a]

3iqicqejiiHi m h \\

fTi: sr^rcisiwi qT: |

Even supposing the object is understood (by these

pramanas), there will be no cumulation ; the earlier

73
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cognition took place in regard to the uncognized, the

later in regard to the cognized.

Even if the fruit be admitted to occur in the object of knowledge,

there is no cumulation of pramiiftos,’ for while the first pramana makes

known what is unknown, the subsequent pramanas relate to what is

already known.

[1081b-1082a]

SRFrai !! II

cfs?T I

If the object has been determined by the earlier,

there will be no validity for the later ; if from the one

there is re-statement, then from the other there is

certitude.

If the object has been ascertained through the earlier pramana ,

the later pramanas cannot be pramanas ; they can only serve as

restatements. Hence also there is no cumulation.

[1082b- 1083a]

^ \\ ||

Therefore, in what are devoid of generality and

particularity, cumulation is not admitted ; as elsewhere

so here also, in the case of the Vedantas, let it be

admitted.

If even in the case of objects that have generality and parti-

cularity the cumulation of pramanas is not possible, how is that

possible in the case of the souls which have no distinctions?



It may be said that since cumulation is possible in respect of

Brahman-Atman, the Upanisads are not the only pramana. But this

is not sound. If there can be no cumulation in respect of objects

and souls, it goes without saying that that is not possible in the case

of Brahman-Atman. Thus it is settled that the Vedanta texts alone

are pramana here.

[1083b-1084a]

m li II

It is taught :

6
I am that Brahman’ from which

result the pramdnas ,
as also the three states, wakings

etc., and the distinction of being and non-being. ,

Brahman becomes the content of other pramanas through

adjuncts. The pure Brahman, however, is known through Vedanta

alone.

Perception, etc., are inert, and are not self-established. They

shine by virtue of the Brahman-self. How can the self be their con-

tent? Surely, colour, etc., which shine by the light of the lamp

cannot make the lamp shine.

t

It may be asked: how can the inner self which is endowed with

the states of experience, waking, etc., be identical with Brahman?

The reply is: the inner self is the witness of those states, and is not,

therefore, endowed with them.

Objection: How can there be identity between the dual and the

non-dual? Reply: Duality is illusory; therefore, the non-dual reality

is not affected thereby.

Restating the pure self which is the sense of the word ‘thou’, the

text ‘I am Brahman’ declares that the same is the sense of Brahman.
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NKL—avasthatrayadi-saksitvad atmanah sad-brahmatvam upapan-

nam ity arthah.

[1084b-1086a]

-flrawifi hm ii

sfanfcsrt II
'<oC\ II

3Bc*iFT && I

That whence what are non-established are establi-

shed, whereon are grounded being and non-being, which

is not for the sake of anything else, and for the sake of

which all is—the non-different ever-seer ;
whence the

three, object of cognition, etc., which are mutually

distinct, attain their nature—let that true witness-self

be admitted.

Having stated the sense of the text ‘That thou art’ by explaining

the meaning of the term ‘thou’, the same is taught by expounding

the meaning of ‘that’.

The supreme Self is that by whose grace the inert things are

established; it is that wherein the existents and non-existence stay; it

is that which, Scripture declares, is of the nature of happiness; it is

that which eternally shines without depending on any causal factors.

With that supreme Self, the witness is identical. This is the meaning

of the text.

The witness is that by virtue of which are established the

mutually distinct cognizer, etc., agent, etc., and enjoyer, etc.; it is

that which does not depend on anything else for its ^own existence;

it is the unsublated immutable reality which is of the nature of pure

consciousness: this witness it is not possible to deny, for it is most

immediate.
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NKL—dehadini jadani yatah sidhyanti ajadatmavad abhasante

pramatradinam bhavabhavau ca yadaSrayau yadadhinau sidhyatah yo

*nanyarthah sarvamca yadartham iti sukha-laksana-laksitatvena sukha*

rupo ya atma sa brahmeti tattvamadi-vakyena bodhyata ity arthah.

AVS—yat-prasadad akhila-vastu sphurativa tasya saksittah kutas-

thasya nitysiddha-nirviSesa-niratiSayananda-brahmanaikatvam bodhyate

tattvamadina.

[1086b-1087a]

|| II

As in dreams and waking, so in sleep there is the

unclosed lotus of intelligence ;
likewise, as in sleep, so

in dream and waking there is the lotus of knowledge in

full bloom.

The witness-intelligence is never absent; it ever shines.

NTV—kutasthanubhavasya nirakaranam na sambhavati tasyapi

nirakaranasya 9nubhavad ity arthah.

[1087b-1088a]

^ .

It is the witness in relation to the seen ; for the

self there is no inherent witness-nature. Because it is

of the nature of pure inner consciousness, it is not the

sphere of mind and speech.

The self is said to be the witness only in relation to the objects.

In itself there is not for it the witness-nature too. The witnes-nature
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which is a product of nescience cannot destroy the pure nature of the

self which is distinctionless. The self is beyond the reach of speech

and mind.

[1088b-1089a]

3RTR 1# II II

cr+wrt jtow w Jr
i

In our view, agency is fabricated by nescience
;
in

its absence there is no transmigration, in the past, in

the future, or in the present.

Agency, etc., are not real: they also are the products of nesci-

ence. When nescience which is the basis of all projections is dest-

royed through knowledge, there is no bondage at any time.

NTV—ajnanasya jnanan nivrttau tat-karyatvat samsaropi nivartata

ity arthah.

[1089b-1090a]

11 n

cR: I

Though natural and manifested by experience, this

nescience is destroyed, root and branch, by knowledge,

as darkness at sun-rise.

*
Nescience is removed completely by knowledge.

NKL—brahmajhanam jnana-nivartyam ajnanatvat tiukty-ajhanavat*

[1090b-1091a]

fFRISSl^ II II

%

. ^R?RR (| I

•
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The beginningless ignorance is seen to be destroyed

in a moment by knowledge which has a beginning
;
and

«

of this (knowledge) repetition is not required.

Knowledge destroys nescience without residue; there is no need

for repetition of knowledge.

[1091 b-1092a]

n ?<*? it

Though this inner self is of such nature and is the

witness of all knowledge, prior to the understanding

based on self-experience it is unknown.

Although the self which is the witness of all cognitions is self-

luminous, it is not known through self-experience prior to the rise of

true knowledge; therefore, the functioning of pramana in respect

thereof is intelligible.

[1092b-1093a]

dRR: II II

Therefore, from the Scripture, ‘That thou art/

etc., alone, and from nowhere else, is there the un-

wavering direct knowledge of the reality, the one self.

It is only the Vedantic texts, ‘That thou art’, etc., that are

pramana in respect of the self. In regard to what is without adjuncts

viz. the self, perception, etc,, cannot serve as pramanas. The
*

immediate knowledge that results from the^edantic texts destroys all

bondage along with its cause and yields the fruit of non-return to

samsara.
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NKL — yasmat tattvamadi-vakya-janya-jnanat prag ajnatatvam

tasmad aupanisadatvam siddham .

[1093b-1094a]

tRW flci *?: 3*1 || W ||

SRJSlgpWN. I

The previous question ‘ Of that this is the relation

to the ritual section’,—for the sake of settling that the

reply is stated in ‘ By all means,’ etc.

The commentary thus explains the relation between the two

sections of the Veda: through the performance of the Vedic duties

one gets one’s mind purified and develops a sense of detachment, etc.,

which pave the way for the rise of knowledge.

AVS—karmatah Suddha-satvasya vairagyadi-paramparaya jnanot-

pattih sambandhah.

[1094b-1095a]

5^3 fat II Wt ii

“ Now, since the object (goal) has been accom-

plished as stated above, there is no reason for

commencing (the Vedanta)
;
for by the aforesaid rituals

the entire fruit has been obtained.”

•- .

Purvapaksa—If the karma-kanda teaches the means to the human

goal, where is the need to commence the jnana-kanda ? As the goal

in its completeness can be gained by the performance of the duties

enjoined in the karma-kanda the Vedanta is of no use whatsoever.
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[1095b-1096a]

raflflPPT %:Wi: II ?°Vt II

sprfa; 30 |

It is not so ;
for the cause of the desire for

happiness and for avoiding misery has not been removed

earlier by the aforesaid rituals.

Siddhanta—The cause of all evil is ignorance. This is not

destroyed through works, for they are not opposed to ignorance. It

is only knowledge that can destroy ignorance. The commencement of

Vedanta is thus intelligible, as it is required for the sake of gaining

knowledge.

[1096b-1097a]

II \°\\ II

The attainment of happiness without residue and

the avoidance of all evil—this is the natural aim desired

by all beings.

All beings desire plenary happiness and freedom from misery,

[1097b-1098a]

srai qi I i

That this is the true nature of the self is established,

like intelligence, from Scriptural texts like ‘ This which

is the supreme bliss,’
1

‘That which is great,’
2

etc., from

inference and from experience.

74
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The twofold fruit which is desired by all is the very nature of the

self, and is eternally accomplished. The desire to gain it is, therefore,

born of ignorance, which is responsible for all karmas . The state-

ment that the goal is to be attained is but figurative.

Scriptural texts are quoted as evidence. There is also the infe-

rence: the self is happiness, as it is the supreme object of love like

pot. The experience of sleep too is pramana for understanding the

truth that the self is of the nature of happiness and the absence of

misery.

1. BU
,
IV, iii, 32. 2. CHU, VII, xxiii, 1.

NKL—prapte icchaya vastuto ’nupapatter ajncinad eva icchatity

arthah.

A VS—sarvapranibhir istobhaya-vidha-prayojanasya *tmasvaru-

patvena praptatvat prapte cecchayogad ajnanam evecchakaranam

karmadi nimittakaranam iti.

[1098b- 1099a]

gqsqf
II ||

That which is declared as the human goal by the

term 4
svarga,' is also declared in the Vedanta by the

texts
4 svargam etc.

The term svarga which is employed in the Veda to indicate the

human goal signifies the self.

An Upanisadic text where there is such usage is cited.

1. CHU, VIII, iii, 3.

[1099b-1100a]

*fSFT%l
|%
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<e Having svarga, the human goal, as the aim,

whatever vocal, mental and physical activity of all

living beings is there—that is the means.”
'

.

Purvapaksa—If svarga be the human goal, it is gained through

works alone; for the Veda Teaches the performance of sacrifices for

the sake of that. That being so, the commencement of Vedanta is

futile.

[1100b- 1101 a]

^4^ || i|

Of the various karmas which have as their aim

origination, etc., there is no application to svarga
;
for

that is self-established.

Siddhanta—Works can bring about origination, attainment,,

modification, and purification. They have no function in regard to

the self which is immutable, eternal and unexcellable bliss. This,

we have seen, is the true svarga, which is self-established, and,

therefore, does not require to be accomplished. Works have use

only in regard to the pseudo-mzrga which is non- eternal.

NKL—karmandm svargabhasa-sadhakatvam na mukhya-svarga-

sadhakatvam.

[1 101b-ll02a]

f| nrwr, n ii

No means is capable of accomplishing another

object beyond its own end
;
what to speak of accom-

plishing an end which cannot be accomplished ?
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A means can accomplish only the end that is appropriate to it,

and not some other end. It goes without saying, therefore, that no

means functions in relation to what is not accomplished, viz. the

true svarga*

[1 102b-l 103 a]

WtrEgWuSw H ||

Though the aforesaid human end is of the nature

of the attained, since it is of the nature of self, yet it is

not attained because of ignorance.

Although the self which is the true svarga, the human goal, is

what is eternally accomplished, it seems to be unaccomplished

because.of ignorance. Hence the need for Vedanta.

[1103b-1104a]

aqftqiaiTCFOT || ||

Except by self-knowledge, the interposition of

nescience cannot be destroyed by karmas, since they

are not pramanas.

Since what makes the self unattained, as it were, is nescience,

what is required to remove nescience is knowledge, and not works.

[1 104b-l 105a]
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For manifesting a self-established reality, other

than a manifestos a means which is of the nature of

producer (karaka) is not fit.

What is required in the case of the self that is veiled by

nescience is a manifestos viz. knowledge, not a producer like

karma.

[1 105b-l 106]

wm ^ i

Therefore, the delusion about the inner self is not

removed by karmas,
since they are not pramanas . As

long as this is not burnt by the fire of true knowledge,

so long happiness free from sorrow is not attained.

Release, which consists of the attainment of happiness and the

removal of sorrow, results only when ignorance is destroyed through

knowledge.

[1107]

^1*4 C!«IISR 1 I

.

3ul cF*T?W[, || ??«.« ii

Even though the optional (and obligatory rites)

are not sufficient for (effecting) release, they are to be

regarded as helpful in that they cause non-attachment

in man.

Although karmas are not the direct means to release, they are

helpful in that they purify the mind.
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[1108-1109]

*3333f3fofiri$a; |

i%i%1|33: 33T3Rii%g; m\ 3*11 1| nw ii

3flS 33*3 ^3 m ?:?aR3^^33: |

3*Il%*3S3I**333^*3: I3WT33 || |j

Just as the prohibited act causes non-attachment by

making one turn away from itself because it results in

unbearable misery, so also, since all optional rite yields

fruit which is of the nature of misery, it makes for

driving one away from its effects including attainment

of the world of Brahma.

Even as the knowledge of the evil effects of prohibited acts
t

makes one turn away from them, the knowledge of the fact that

optional rites are responsible for the continuance of transmigration

creates non-attachment and paves the way for the dawn of wisdom

through study, etc,, which results in release.

NKL—garbhavasadi-phalatvat karnyam api pumso vairagya-kara-

nam.

[1110]

^3133*3^3 =3 33*3 *313*13133, II
???o

||

In order to teach what has been stated above, the

words that follow came from the commentator. Thus

without doubt, there will be syntactical unity for the

Veda.
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The commentary thus teaches that true knowledge alone is the

means to moksa, and not works
; the latter, however, are helpful

indirectly through purifying the mind. etc.

In this manner the syntactical unity of the two kandas should

be understood.

[ini]

*

The man who goes after rituals, whose intellect is

clouded by the ignorance of the self, and who is sorrow-

stricken, wanders eternally by the southern, northern

and downward paths.

The ignorant person who does not know the self performs

karmas and reaps the consequences thereof which constitute

samsara.

[1112]

He who is laden with the burden of ritual goes to

the southern path by optional rites, to the northern

path by those rites combined with meditation, and to

low birth by prohibited acts.

By performing the optional rites one goes along the southern

path, the path of the manes characterized by smoke, etc. Ely a

combination of works with meditation one goes along the northern

path, the path of the gods characterized by light, etc. By doing

the prohibited deeds, one is reborn in the lower species.
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[11 13-1 114a]

twismfaniKT ^ *13^ i

si^n^n ^iisrrM snair^Htfsn n ii

When there is equality of merit and demerit, he

attains the state of man. Thus the primeval trans-

migration (of beings) from Brahma down to stationary

objects, which is variegated on account of name, form,

and action, is born of the ignorance of the self, like

dream, delusion and magic.

When merit and demerit are equal, one is reborn as a human

being.

Thus the variegated tramsmigratory tract is the result of

ignorance.

[1114b-1115]

w-ut srai srr i

|| II

This perishable process is brought about by the

performance of good and bad deeds. ^Though it is

declared in Scripture that the world is made manifest

through name and form, it is said to be unmanifest

because the truth of the self is unmanifest.

The aforementioned threefold fruit of karma is what makes for

evil, since it is the product of nescience.
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If it be said that samsara cannot be illusory because it is

established through perception, etc., we reply: no. The reality of

the world is the self, for the world is a superimposition thereon.

When the self is unmanifest, the world seems to be manifested

through perception, etc. But in truth, the world is unmanifest, and

its illusoriness cannot be disproved.

NKL—vimatam anityam karma-phalatvat ghatavat.

[1116]

rWISRcl: II II

When the darkness of nescience is destroyed, not

even an atom, whether cause or effect, remains unmani-

fested, for the darkness has been removed from this

(knowledge of self).

When the self is manifest, everything is manifest. It is only the

ignorance of the self that conceals the truth. When ignorance is

removed, truth is revealed.

NKL—tattvasaksatkare vidvan sarvajnah syad ity arthah.

[1117]

StRcqq SR.#T || ???\s II

Because this is so, for the sake of understanding

the truth about the inner self, this supreme Vedanto-

pani§ad (viz. the Brhadaranyaka) is begun with care.

When the self is known, all human ends are achieved ; when the

self is unknown every evil results. Therefore, in order that there

75
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may be self-knowledge, the Upanisad is commenced for the sake of

the eligible person who is endowed with the fourfold qualification.

NKL—upanisatpadasya vidyayam mukhyatvad vedantopanisad iti

vifesanam.
* *

AVS—yata atmani jnate sakalapurusarthavaptir ajnate ca

sarvanarthavaptir ata atmajnanarthatvena yathoktadhikarinam prati

vedantopanisad arabhyata iti.

[1118]

m 5ti WHnsw«Elss;n 11 ???« n

“ If the Upanisad is begun for the sake of accom-

plishing the said fruit, why is it not now begun thus

:

‘ Brahman, verily, thus/ etc.?”

Objection—If the Upanisad is commenced for the sake of

imparting Brahman-knowledge, it must begin with an exposition of

the nature of Brahman; but, here, the Brhadaranyaka starts with

the topic of the Asvamedha.

[1119]

For those who are not eligible for the ASvamedha-

rite, it is declared here that the fruit results even from

the knowledge (i.e. meditation on it).
p ,

Reply—The commencement relates to upasana. Those who are

not eligible for performing the Asvamedha may gain its fruit through

meditation.



[
1120]

*£<m (^is*rei ii im ii

If it be said that this meditation is included in the

ritual , not so, for these are declared to be alternatives

thus,
4 Through the ritual, or through the meditation.’

The meditation is not a part of the ritual; for it is declared that

the fruit may be gained either through the ritual or through the

meditation.

[ 1121 ]

wt ^ ci i

q*5 %q^l || mi II

He who sacrifices with the ASvamedha and he who

knows that rite thus—it is proper that the fruit is the

same for both the man who performs the rite and the

man who knows.

The fruit is the same for him who performs the ASvamedha

sacrifice and for him who knows its significance and meditates.

[1122]

*r ^ ii im ii

Because the meditation is also a karma like the
- 1

ASvamedha rite, the knowledge (phala-truti) is not an,

arthavada ; still less is the injunction thereof.
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The declaration of fruit in the case of the meditation is not an

arthavada ; for the meditation, like the rite, is an act. Nor is the

meditation an auxiliary to the sacrifice; for option is declared as

between the sacrifice and the meditation.

[1123-1 124a]

SRjpW II ?W II

rRZJ |

“ If this much alone is thus intended by you here,

that result can easily be said to come about even if it

were taught in the context of injunction ; say, why it is

then declared by the Scripture in the context of

knowledge ?
”

Objection—You say that the meditation on Atvamedha is for the

sake of gaining the human goal, and not for the sake of accompli-

shing the sacrifice, and that it is taught for the benefit of those who

are not eligible to perform the sacrifice. Granting that it is so, why

should the meditation find a place in the jnana-kanda and not in the

karma-kanda?
t i

[1124b-1125a]

nlsw Rpfig: II ||

Even that great sacrifice, ASvarhedha, combined

with meditation results only in samsara. This is stated

so that there may be incentive to begin (the study of

Vedanta).



Reply—Of all the sacrifices, the Ativamedha is the greatest. Even

as combined with meditation, it yields only a perishable result. This

is declared at the commencement of the Upanisad so that the need

for self-knowledge may be realized.

In Anandagiri’s gloss there occurs the following line: ucyate

’gesayajnanath kraturad esa ucyate. This seems to be a part of the

Vart'ka. AVS puts it between 1124a and 1124b.

[1125b-1126]

Those who have no attachment to means other
*

than the knowledge of the inner self, those who know

the vanity of the fruit resulting from the entire host of

karmas—how would those who desire release be active

in respect of knowing the self (is declared by Scripture).

The declaration of the fact that even the Asvamedha results only

in sarhsara helps him who seeks release turn away from rituals.

He who realizes the smallness of the fruit of sacrifices cultivates

the fourfold means which equip him for acquiring jnana; renouncing

all works, he engages himself in tiravana, etc. It is to teach this that

the Upanisad begins with a discourse on ^vame^/za-meditation.

[
1127]
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% *

“ Let samsara be the fruit, as you please, of the

optional rites
;
of the obligatory rites, however, since

there is no fruit, let release alone be the fruit.”

Objection—It is only the optional rites that result in samsara ;

the obligatory and occasioned rites are not said to yield any parti-

cular fruit. So, let us take release to be their fruit.

[1128]

sW-fifal U3T=ncI |

5CT0TI iq^ra? ^Hl^ II II

No ;
because all karmas are declared to bear fruit

;

in “By karma the world of the manes, etc.,” that fruit

(is declared) of the obligatory rites alone.

Reply—There cannot be any karma without a fruit. Scripture

declares that the fruit of obligatory rites is the world of the manes.

NKL—nityakarma samsctra-phalam bahyakarmatvat kamya-

karmavat.

[
1129]

ft iRTrl^
|

M ^i^cn ii ii

If it be thought that since the obligatory rites have

fruit they will become optional, not so ;
for their

principal aim is purification, while optional rites have

as their aim enjoyment.

Although the obligatory rites too have a fruit, they are distinct

from the optional rites in that their main element is not enjoyment,

as it is in the case of the latter, but the elimination of demerit or

$m.
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NKL—phalavatvepi papdksaya-pradhanam nityarh bhogapradhanam

kamyam iti vibhagah .

[1130]

ini i

^ %-t wm n mo ii

Even in the case of optional rites there is purifica-

tion, but that is for the sake of accomplishing enjoyment;

the fruit of the status of Indra, indeed, is not enjoyed

through the body of a hog, etc.

It is true thet even the optional rites purify
;
but this purifica-

tion is for the sake of procuring fitness for enjoying their fruit.

For instance, one cannot enjoy the pleasures of the world of Indra

with the body of a hog. That requires a divine body which can

come to one only after purification.

The purification that is effected by the obligatory rites, however,

is of a different order. It helps in the acquisition of knowledge.

rim]

vin ii m? n

Because in obligatory rites purification is the

principal, even enjoyment is not an obstacle ; enjoyment

is considered to be perishable in accordance with the
- %

purification of the intellect.

Although the obligatory rites yield their fruit which is enjoy-

ment in the world of the manes, etc., this enjoyment does not serve

as an obstacle, for purification is the principal element here. In
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fact, the purification creates a sense of non-attachment to enjoy-

ment, through facilitating the rise of discrimination.

[1132]

v ^ II II

Therefore, through hearing the texts, “ This self

through reciting the Veda,” 1 etc., they become deeply

non-attached to the entire samsara and seek to know

the supreme goal.

They, whose mind has been purified through the performance of

the obligatory rites, become non-attached to samsara ,
get endowed

with virtues such as calmness, etc., and pursue the path of inquiry

into the nature of Brahman.

1. BUy IV, iv, 22.

[1133]

ii \\\\ ii

The obligatory rites help through purifying the mind

while being remote ;
because they are not opposed to

ignorance of the self, they are not the direct means,

like self-knowledge.

The obligatory rites are remote auxiliaries ; they do not

constitute the direct means to release because they cannot destroy

ignorance. The direct means is knowledge.

[1134]

sro^rPTifefi^i 3 ll W ll



Renouncing kartnas and thereby being non-

attached, being devoted, in their minds, to the inner

self, and leaving off the impurities like passion, etc.*

they see pure consciousness (i.e. the self) in themselves.

They, whose minds have been purified through the performance

of the obligatory rites, acquire the eligibility for Havana, etc. Being

non-attached, they renounce all works. Renunciation of works

without non-attachment is no good at all. They who are non-

attached and have renounced become endowed with calmness, etc.*

and gain the intuition of the inner immutable self.

[1135-1 136a]

II RVt II

Therefore is begun, with care, this supreme

Vedantopanisad, which will destroy the ignorance of

self, the cause of the entire great evil, so that the sun

of the true knowledge of self may rise.

As the knowledge of the truth alone is the means to release, the

Upanisad is begun for the sake of that. It is true that the meaning

of the Upanisad is difficult to grasp. With a view to making the

meaning clear, the commentary has been written.

NKL—evath kaivalyasya dhlmatra-phalatve saty atinavidyti-

llivartaka-jTurna-janmane vedantarambhe nigamayati vijnam~

bhaskarodayo hetur ajnana-nivrttes tadartham ity arthah.

AVS—yato jnanameva kaivalya-sadhanam ato jnanarthatveno-

*panisad arabhyata Hi.

76
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[1 136b-1137aj

§4 ^ ^iRwnss ^ n ?m ii

The verses of this Sambandha-bhasya are altogether

one thousand and one hundred and forty eight in

number.

Including the half verse mentioned in the note to verse 1124b-

1125a, and omitting the present verse which is not part of the Vnrtika,

the actual number of verses in the extant text is one thousand one

hundred and thirty-six.



APPENDIX

SANKARA’S INTRODUCTION TO
THE BRHADARANYAKA UPANISAD

* * *

[The words underlined In the Bhasya are those actually

employed in the Vartika by Suresvara. The corresponding words

in the English translation have been put within double inverted

commas.]
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TRANSLATION

Om ! Obeisance to Brahma (Hiranyagarbha) and

other sages who have successively handed down the

tradition of Brahman-knowledge ! Obeisance to (our)

revered teacher

!

The (chapters) beginning with (the words) The dawn,

verily, is (the head) of the sacrificial horse’ (constitute)

the Vdjasaneyibrahmanopanisad. Thereon this brief

commentary is being written “for the sake of those who

desire freedom from transmigration” in order that they

may understand the knowledge that Brahman and the

self are identical, which (knowledge) is the means to the

removal of “the cause of transmigration.” This know-

ledge of Brahman is the meaning of the word ‘Upanisad%

as it totally destroys transmigration along with its cause

in the case of those who are devoted to it, and as that is

the meaning of the root sad with the prefixes upa and

ni. Since the text is for the sake of that, it too is called

‘Upani§ad\ This (Upanisad) which consists of six

chapters is an Aranyaka because it is studied in the

forests; and it is Brhadaranyaka because it is big in size.

“Of that (viz. the knowledge-section) the relation to

the ritual-section will be declared.” “The entire Veda”
is for making known the means of attaining what is

good and avoiding what is evil, in so far as these are not

understood through “perception” and inference; “for all

men” even naturally desire the attainment of the one and

the avoidance of the other. In the matter of “the seen”

the knowledge of the means of attaining the good and

avoiding the evil is established even through perception

and inference, and so there is no seeking (the aid of)

Scripture. “Nor if it were not so” for the knowledge

that a self related to the future life exists, will there be

desire for attaining the good and avoiding the evil in the
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future life; for we see in the case of the materialist (that

there is no such desire). Therefore, Scripture proceeds

to establish the existence of the self related to the future

life and the distinctive means of attaining the good and

avoiding the evil in the future life. ‘In respect of a man
who is dead there is this doubt—some saying, he is, and

others, he is not 5 (KU, i, 20)—beginning thus, it is

observed to be settled thus: ‘He is to be understood,

verily, as existing’ (KU, vi, 13); and beginning thus ‘And

how, after it reaches death
5 {KU, v, 6), it is declared,

‘Some go into a womb for the embodiment of soul; others

go into a stationary thing, according to their deeds,

according to their knowledge’ (KU, v, 7); beginning thus

‘(Then this person becomes) self-luminous
5

(BU,
IV, iii,

9), it is stated, ‘Him knowledge and work follow
5 (BU

IV, iv, 2), and ‘One becomes good by good deeds, bad by

bad deeds
5

(BU , III. ii, 13); again beginning thus ‘I will

instruct you’ (BU, II, i, 15), it is declared thus ‘(the per-

son who) consists of intelligence
5 (BU, II, i, 16): thus (it

is shown that) there is the self other than the body. If it

be said that that is a matter known through perception,

(we reply) no; for divergence of views among disputants

is noticed. If, indeed, the self that is related to a future

body were known through perception, the materialists

and the Bauddhas would not be against us, maintaining

that there is no self. In regard to an object of percep-

tion, such as a pot, no one disputes saying, this is no

pot. If it be said that it is not so, since in a post, etc.,

there is the perception of a man, etc,, (we reply) no; for,

when there is ascertainment, it (the perception of a man)

is not. Not, indeed, is there dispute in regard to a post,

etc., when there is ascertainment through perception.

The Bauddhas, however, maintain the non-existence of

what is other than the body, etc., even though there

occurs the cognition ‘I
5

. Therefore, as the self is different

from the objects of perception, the existence thereof is
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not established through perception. Likewise through

inference also. If it be said that it is not so, because

Scripture (itself) adduces probans for the existence of the

self, and probans is an object of perception (we reply)

no; for what is related to a future life is not grasped

(through sense-perception and inference). When through

Scripture the existence of the self has been known, as

also through the specific empirical probans adduced by

Scripture, following that, the Mimamsakas and the

Naiyayikas imagine that the same Scripture-adduced

probans, the ‘I’ cognition, etc., are the products of their

own thought, and say that the self is perceived and

inferred.

“By all means”, for the sake of the one who believes

that there is a self related to a future body, and seeks

the means of attaining the good and avoiding the evil

belonging to that future body, the ritual-section is begun.

But the cause of the self’s desiring to attain the good and

avoid the evil, which is the ignorance in regard to the

self, and is characterized by the conceit of the nature of

agent and enjoyer, has not been removed by its oppo-

site, namely the knowledge of the nature of the Brah-

man-self. As long as that has not been removed, so

long this one (i.e. the ignorant person), prompted by the

natural defect of the nature of attachment, aversion, etc.,

to the fruit of action, behaves even in transgression of

Scriptural injunctions and prohibitions, and accumulates

in profusion, through thought, word and body, karma

which is called sin, and is the means to the seen and un-

seen evil; this is because of the overpowering strength

of natural defects. Thence there is the downward pro-

cess upto the status of stationary objects. Sometimes

there is the superior strength consequent on the impres-

sions produced by Scripture; thence one accumulates in

plenty through thought, etc., what is known as merit
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which is the means to the good. That is twofold—that

which is accompanied by meditation, and that which

stands by itself. Of these, that which stands by itself

yields the fruit of attaining the world of the manes; that

which is accompanied by meditation yields the fruit of

attaining the worlds beginning with that of the gods and

ending with that of Brahma (Hiranyagarbha). And,

thus Scripture: ‘He who sacrifices to the self is superior

to him who sacrifices to the gods’, etc., {Satapatha-

brahmana
,
XI, ii, 6, 13); and the Traditional Code: ‘Vedic

karma is twofold’, etc. (Manu ,
xii, 88). When merit and

demerit are equal, there is the attainment of the status

of a human being. Thus the transmigratory process

beginning with Brahma {Hiranyagarbha) and ending with

the stationary objects, which is produced by good and

bad deeds in the case of one who is endowed with the

natural defects of nescience, etc., is based on name, form,

and action. This manifest world consisting of ends and

means was unmanifest prior to creation. Transmigra-

tion which is produced by nescience, like seed and sprout,

and is characterized by the superimposition, on the self,

of action, causal agents and results, is beginningless,

endless and of the .nature of evil. For the one who

realizes thus and is detached, in order that nescience

may be removed, the Upanisad is begun for the sake of

inculcating Brahman-knowledge which is opposed to that

(nescience).

The following meditation on the ASvamedha sacrifice

has this purpose: those who have no eligibility for the

ASvamedha sacrifice can attain the fruit thereof even by

the present meditation, as is taught by the Scriptural

text, ‘Either through meditation or through rite’ ($ata-

patha-brahmana , X, iv, 3, 9), ‘That verily wins the worlds’

{BU, I, iii, 28) etc. If it be said that this meditation is

part of the rite, (we reply) no; for there is the declara-

77
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tion of option in Scripture, ‘Whoever performs the Asva-

medha or who meditates upon it (will overcome all evil)’

( Taittiriya-samhita, V, iii, 12, 2). And, it is declared in

the context of knowledge, and since meditation is prescri-

bed in the case of other rites also, it is known that the

fruit of karma is obtained through meditation (also). Of
all rites, the Atvamedha is the greatest, because it leads

to identity with Hiranyagarbha—both collectively and

individually. And its mention here at the commence-

ment of the Brahman-knowledge-section is to demon-

strate that all karmas have transmigration for their

content. Accordingly, it will be shown later that the

fruit (of the meditation) is hunger or death. If it be

said that the obligatory rites do not lead to transmigra-

tion, (we reply) no; for Scripture declares that all karmas
result in fruit. All karma, indeed, is in association with

the wife. ‘Let me have a wife. This much, verily, is

desire’ (BU, I, iv, 17): thus it is shown that all actions

are naturally prompted by desire; and by the text ‘this

world, the world of the manes and the world of

the gods,’ it is taught that these three are the fruit

respectively of son, rites, and the lower knowledge

(i.e. meditation); and it is concluded that the fruit of all

karmas is only the manifest transmigration, through the

statement about everything consisting of the three kinds

of food in ‘This, verily, consists of three things: name,

form, and action’ (BU, I, vi, I ). It is this triad that

remained unmanifest prior to creation. That itself be-

comes manifest again, through the karma of all beings,

like a tree from the seed. That transmigration—in its

manifest and unmanifest forms, in its concrete and abst-

ract elements, gross or subtle—is the product of nesci-

ence; and it has been superimposed by nescience itself

on the self as of the form of action, causal agents, and

results. Other than this is the self which is without

name, form, and action, non-dual, eternal, pure, senti-



ent, and free; but wrongly it appears as related to action,

causal agents, and results. Therefore, for the sake of

removing nescience which is the cause of activity arising

from defects like desire, etc.,—which is like removing the

cognition of serpent from rope—in the case of him who

has turned away from ends and means consisting of

action, causal agents, and results, realizing that they are

just so much, this Brahman- knowledge -section is

commenced.
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